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Preface

This volume is a col ection of invited and contributed
papers presented at the Sy osium on Growth, Characterization
and Properties of Ultrathin Ma netic Films and Multilayers, held
during the Spring Meeting of e Materials Research Society in
San Diego, April 25-29, 1989. This symposium comprised 11
invited talks and 42 contributed papers, ran over 3 1/2 days,
and provided a unique and interactive forum in which recent
advances in low dimensional magnetism, diluted magnetic semicon-
ductors, epitaxial overlayers and the utilization of in-situ and
ex-situ techniques to characterize their microstructure, elec-
tronic and magnetic properties were discussed.

The study and grcwth of ultrathin magnetic structures is a
rapidly expanding field of materials research whose growth is
synergistically driven by an increasing appreciation of the
degree to which the magnetic properties depend on interfacial
processes, and by the utilization of growth techniques which
permit the fabrication of multilayer structures with novel
electronic and magnetic properties. Equally important is the
fact that atomic level control of the microstructure of these
layers offers new opportunities to elucidate the physics of
magnetism and to rigorously test theoretical models.

The spirit of the meeting was to bring togeth a dynamic
collection of leading materials scientists from Edrope, Japan
and the U.S.A., and it is apparent that state-of-the-a growth
and characterization techniques are widening our physica under-
standing of magnetic phenomena at an atomic level.

The views, opinions, and/or findings contained n this
report are those of the author(s) and should not be construed as
an official position, policy, or decision of the U.S. Govern-
ment.

It is our pleasure to acknowledge support from the Office
of Naval Research, the Air Force Office of Scientific Research,
the Army Research Office and the IBM Almaden Research Center.

Berend T. Jonker
Joseph P. Heremans
Ernesto E. Marinero

June 1989
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TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL SPIN ANISOTROPIES

ROY RICHTER AND JACK G. GAY
Physics Department, General Motors Research Laboratories, Warren, MI 48090-9055

ABSTRACT

Large anisotropy energy is an essential property of high quality permanent magnets.
In previous work we have calculated the spin polarized electronic structure and anisotropy
of monolayers and slabs of Fe, Ni, and V. In this work we calculate the dependence on
temperature of the spin anisotropy of a ferromagnetic monolayer of Fe. We find the easy
direction of magnetization is not sensitive to the temperature; the variations calculated here
are likely too small to be observed. It is perpendicular to the plane of the surface for both
low and high temperatures. The calculations become progressively more ill-behaved as the
temperatures are lowered and require more computer time for satisfactory convergence.

For Fe/Cu {100}, we find the spins always prefer to point out of plane. Experimental
results in general are consistent with this view, although the systems seem to be difficult
to prepare.

INTRODUCTION

When the electronic energy levels of a material are calculated, magnetic effects can be
included to varying degrees. Initially one ignores them completely, resulting in a degeneracy
of at least two for each band, since both spins have the same energy by symmetry. Allowing
the two spins to vary independently results in a magnetic moment due to an imbalance
in band filling for only very few materials: Fe, Ni, and Co are the traditional examples.
One may then include a preferred direction of the magnetic moment into the calculations.
This preference, due to a difference in energy, is referred to as the spin anisotropy[1-3].
Finally, one may calculate the dependence of the spin anisotropy with the temperature of
the material. This last is the subject of this paper.

We have previously calculated[4] the spin anisotropy of monolayers of Fe, Ni, and V
and thick slabs of Fe by incorporating the spin-orbit interaction into the self-consistent
local-orbital(SCLO) method[5]. The result for Fe, that the eas'y direction of magnetization
is perpendicular to the plane of the monolayer, was used to explain the fact that in the
spin-polarized photoemission experiments on monolayers of Fe on Ag{100} of Jonker et
al.[6], spin-split bands but no spin polarization was observed. Here we briefly review that
work, and present calculations of the dependence of the anisotropy on the temperature
used in the calculations.

CALCULATIONAL METHOD

The SCLO method uses a slab geometry to represent a desired surface or interface.
The self-consistent one-electron eigenstates of the slab are linear combinations of Bloch
functions labeled by two dimensional wave vectors, k1l, in the plane of the slab. The Bloch
functions consist of functions constructed from the atomic orbitals of the constituent atoms
plus certain polarization orbitals. Required for the anisotropy calculation are the matrix
clementr of thc spir-orbit. intecraction between the eigenstates Of the Slab.

The spin-orbit interaction arises from the one-electron operator[7]

H,. 1 1. (1)

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 151. ©1989 Materials Research Society
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where P(9) is the electric field at F, and 6 and P are the spin end momentum operators. a
is the fine structure constant. Equation (1) is in Hartree atomic units. The matrix elements
of H, will depend on the direction of spin quantization of the slab eigenstates relative to
the spatial orientation of the slab. This is the source of the spin anisotropy.

P can be decomposed into radial spherically symmetric fields at each atomic site plus
self-consistent corrections. It is a standard approximation to treat the contribution of the
atomic field at a site as dominant in the vicinity of that site[2-S,8-10]. When this is done,
the matrix elements of (1) between Bloch functions reduce to matrix elements between
corresponding atomic functions at a single site of the operator

H.. - - , (2)

where F(r) is the atomic radial field centered at that site and L is the angular momentum
operator[Ill. Since the SCLO atomic orbitals are simple linear combinations of products
of angular momentum and spin eigenfunctions times a radial function, the desired matrix
elements of the spin-orbit interaction between eigenstates of the slab can be obtained from
the properties of the spin and orbital angular momentum operators and the radial integrals,

where Ri(r) is the radial function of the jth orbital. We calculate only matrix elements
between d orbitals: this has proven sufficient in bulk calculations[1O]. The resulting spin-
orbit matrix is diagonal in ll but not in spin.

The spin anisotropy is obtained as the variation of the total energy of the slab with
direction of spin quantization. Since the spin-orbit interaction is small, the charge density
change it induces is small. We rely on this to approximate the total energy change due to
the spin-orbit interaction by the difference in the sum of occupied one-electron energies with
and without the interaction integrated over the first Brillouin zone of the slab. Conditions
under which such an approximation is accurate have been discussed by Weinert et a1.12].

To obtain the spin-orbit energy for a given spin quantization, one has to diagonalize the
spin-orbit matrix coupling the two spin polarizations at a number of k11 vectors to approx-
imate the integral over the Brillouin zone. Because there is a preferred direction, the arms
of the star of kl1 are not in general equivalent. In addition, the spin-orbit energy is slowly

convergent in the number of ll vectors used to approximate the Brillouin zone integral.
This slow convergence is discussed in more detail below. Spin-anisotropy calculations are
thus very time consuming for slabs with many electrons per unit cell. For this reason our
first calculations were done on {100} monolayers of Fe, V, and Ni at the Ag lattice constant
so that our results correspond as closely as possible to overlayers on Ag or Au {100}. We
argued that the spin anisotropy may not be significantly altered by interaction with inert
substrates such as Ag and Au[13-15].

Symmetry considerations dictate that the anisotropy energy of a monolayer have the
form

Ea, = E,) + E(2)a' + EM(a'a' + a'a2) + E(?a'a2 + 0(a8 ) (4)

where a., ay, and a, are direction cosines along i, g, and i. i is perpendicular to the plane
of the monolayer and i is along a nearest-neighbor direction in the plane. Provided the
6

th order corrections can be ignored, the parameters of Eq. (4) can be determined from the
gpip-0rbit. -- rg .... fo,,,u .. ;.,..a..:. t "i . ... (2),

... r . er - . . ..ant................ 'W'e.. ... b intercsted prima&rily int £'s)
the coefficient that determines whether the preferred direction of the magnetic moment is
perpendicular (EX2) < 0) or parallel (E(2 ) > 0) to the plane of the slab. Thus we will refer

to E (2) as 'the spin anisotropy energy.'
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RESULTS

With this background we now turn to the effect of varying the 'temperature' parameter
in the self-consistent calculations of the spin-anisotropy.

The Temperature parameter T

In the midst of the self-consistent calculation, an integration over the two-dimensional
Brillouin Zone is performed. The integration sums up the filled bands to find the total
charge density. Originally, we used a step function in energy to determine which bands
were filled and which were empty. The energy at which the step occurs is called the Fermi
Energy Ef, determined by requiring the total charge to be equal to the number of electrons
in the unit cell. The problem with this step function is that it led to poor convergence of
the charge density with iteration. This is because on one iteration a certain set of levels
would be filled, and on the subsequent iteration another set of levels (perhaps) would be
filled. In some cases the two sets would cycle, and the calculation would never converge.
We dealt with this problem by partially filling the states near the Fermi level; this was
done by the introduction of a temperature parameter T that acted in much the same
way as a real temperature. That is, the electronic energy levels were filled with a Fermi
distribution function. The calculation then converged quickly. Setting T = 0 would reduce
the calculation to the previous step function behavior, if desired.

The meaning one should attach to this temperature parameter is somewhat unclear.
Temperature effects a metal in many ways: One is the electronic temperature; we believe
we are taking that effect into account correctly with the temperature parameter described
above. A higher temperature also implies the presence of phonons, and an increased lattice
constant. There are other effects, such as entropy changes and plasmon creation, that
have negligible effects on the spin anisotropy. The phonons cause scattering among the
electronic states, but do not change the states themselves. The change in the lattice
constant changes the electronic states directly, but to a small extent. The typical lattice
expansion coefficient for a transition metal is z 1-2x 10- 5/deg K, and is fairly uniform
over the range of temperature we are considering, up to 500 K. We would expect a change
in lattice constant of 0.1% to have a similar relative change in the spin anisotropy. The
lattice constant change near the Fermi level induces proportional changes in quantities tied
to the Fermi level, such as reflectivity, by a similar amount.

Thus we believe a significant contribution to the temperature dependence of the spin
anisotropy is due to the smearing out of the states around the Fermi level by the Fermi
distribution function. The effect of an expansion in the lattice constant can be calculated,
we believe it to be much smaller, given the reasoning above. However, the change in
electronic occupation at the Fermi level also feeds back, self-consistently, to the potential
the electrons see. We look at this effect in the next section.

Different Converged Temperatures

The correct way to compute the spin anisotropy at different temperatures is to calcu-
late a self-consistent charge density using each temperature, and then calculate the spin
anisotropy energies using the same temperatures used in the charge density calculations.
This involves performing many calculations that differ very slightly.
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Spin Anisotropy
Fa Monolayer (Cu(100) Spacing)
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Figure 1. Fe monolayer spin anisotropy energy for different converged temperatures. The
figure shows the relative sensitivity of the spin anisotropy when converged charge
densities and potentials resulting from different temperatures are used.

The system is a monolayer of Fe at the Cu lattice constant of 4.8238 Bohr. The
abscissa shows the variation of the temperature used in the spin anisotropy integrations.
The different curves are the results for using different temperatures in the self-consistent
calculations.

The only valid points are the point for the 60K curve at 60K, the 150K curve at
150K, etc., as shown by crosses. The variation of the spin anisotropy over the temperature
range using the Fermi function dependence is on the same order as the dependence on the
temperature used in the converged potential. What is noticeable is the weak temperature
dependence of the spin anisotropy over this temperature range. We would say the spin
anisotropy is -0.6 meV to the accuracy of our calculation. Any temperature variation
shown here is likely too smaUl to be observable,

Same Converged Temperature, Different Brillouin Sampling

We previously[4] noted the poor convergei,ce in the Brillouin Zone sampling. In order
to verify the temperature dependence just observed, we have calculated the temperature
dependence for different mesh densities in the Brillouin Zone. The results are shown in
Figure 2. These are also for the same Fe monolayer as Figure 1. We msed a charge density
and potential converged at 150K. One sees that at least 7744 points in the zone are needed

~for convergence at 150K. As the temperature drops, even more points are needed; the
7744-point and 14400-point results start differing at 150K. Thus, we cannot trust the

~14400-point number much below that.
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Spin Anisotropy
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Figure 9. Fe monolayer spin anisotropy energy for different integration meshes in the Bril-
louin Zone. The figure shows the increasing importance of a fine mesh as the
temperature is lowered. The values for 1830 points and 990 points (square
meshes of 120 and 88 points on a side, respectively; or 14400 and 7744 points
in the full zone) arc converged down to a temperature of 350K.

An interesting point is that coarser meshes do better at high temperatures; alterna-
tively, the lower the temperature, the finer the mesh needed. The 210-point mesh is
converging to the 990-point result as the temperature increases. This is because the sharp
structure of the spin anisotropy energy density is smoothed by the Fermi distribution. In
Figure 3 we plot the spin anisotropy energy density for two different Fermi temperatures.

The sharp structure is smoothed out as the temperature is increased, so that it is
reasonable that it is easier to capture with a smaller number of k-points. The amazing
thing is that, although the structure looks large, it produces little or no effect on the spin
anisotropy. Most of the anisotropy comes from broad humps that are difficult to see in the
figure. The increase k-points are needed to insure that the peaks cancel.

The sensitivity of the anisotropy to details of the band structure occurs because the spin
orbit operator (2) can be decomposed into a part that is independent of the direction of spin
quantization and a direction dependent part that has vanishing diagonal matrix elements.
This means that the anisotropy arises from second and higher orders of perturbation theory
which are strongly influenced by energy denominators. There will be large contributions in
second order at points in the Brillouin zone where there occur nearly degenerate occupied
and unoccupied bands which are connected by spin-orbit matrix elements. It is understand-
able that the zone must be sampled minutely to obtain the anisotropy accurately, and that
a coarse ,amp ng may give arlomaloia results because "" i' currcet WeighLti L' o"imporinoit
regions of the zone. When a band passes through the Fermi level, there are large posi-
tive and negative contributions to the spin anisotropy. These contributions almost cancel,
which also causes the integration to be poorly converged.
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Figure 3. Fe monolayer spin anisotropy energy density over the two-dimensional Brillouin
Zone. The structure of the spin anisotropy energy density is shown for two tem-
peratures over the two-dimensional Brillouin Zone. Both plots use 14,400 point
in the square Brillouin Zone. The upper plot uses a temperature of 10K and the
lower 300K. The sharp structure that occurs with both positive- and negative-
value branches occur when energy bands pass through the Fermi surface. This
sharp structure is responsible for the convergence difficulties of the calculation.

2, & oretical and EZY;Peiis e nia )~I rs I fu r zllu ICu iG

We now attempt to compare to experiment to see if the strong temperature dependence
of the spin anisotr-py is verified. One cannot fabricate an unsupported monolayer; the next
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best thing is a monolayer of Fe on an inert substrate, say Ag or Cu. We previously calculated
the spin anisotropy of Fe/Ag {100} but concluded that calculating the Ag band structure
non-relativistically rendered the results unreliable[4]. Thus we attempt to calculate the
spin anisotropy of Fe/Cu {100}, where the relativistic effects on the band structure should
be much diminished. We modeled the system by a seven-layer slab of Cu with a layer of Fe
on each side, with a Fe-Cu interlayer spacing of 1.75A[16], the normal Cu lattice spacing
of 3.61A, and a temperature of 317K (1 mH). The spin anisotropy is shown as a function
of temperature in Figure 4. The anisotropy is for a monolayer of Fe on Cu {100}. It is
obtained by dividing the slab anisotropy by two, since by far most of the anisotropy comes
from the Fe and very little from the Cu.

The results indicate the perpendicular direction is preferred for all temperatures, with
a weak variation. These values do not take into account the shape anisotropy. A continuum
approximation to the shape anisotropy, with an Fe moment of 2.6 Pb, gives a demagneti-
zation energy of 0.4 meV/layer; a calculation assuming point dipoles arranged in a lattice
yields 0.3 meV/layer. This implies that the shape anisotropy should pull the moment into
the plane for single monolayer coverage. For thicker slabs, the anisotropy should track
that of Fe on Fe, which is much higher (on the order of the Fe monolayer results shown
previously). This would overcome that shape anisotropy until 3 layers are reached.

Experimental results are in general agreement with those shown here. However, there is
still some confusion over sample preparation and geometry. The effects of island formation
and interdiffusion are not well under3tood. For Fe/Cu {100} an increasing perpendicular
anisotropy is seen in references 17 "rd 18 as the temperature is lowered; a conversion over to
parallel anisotropy is seen at 6 ML and 100K in reference 19. No perpendicular anisotropy
is found for a single monolayer. Similar temperature effects are seen in Fe/Ag {100}[20].

Spin Anisotropy
Fe/Cu(100)

-0,08,j -

-0.09.

-0.124

0 100 200 300 400 o0o So

Temperature (K)

Figure 4. The spin anisotropy of a monolayer of Fe on Cu {100} as a function of temper-
ature.
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Fe-Ag SUPERLATTICES BY MOLECULAR BEAM EPITAXY

S.H. MAYER, C.J. GUTIERREZ AND J.C. WALKER
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD 21218

ABSTRACT

We have succeeded in producing high quality (ll0)Fe/(!ll)Ag super-

lattices by Molecular Beam Epitaxy. Important parameters in the production
of these materials were substrate temperature and effusion rates of the
constituents. We have used SQUID magnetometry, Mssbauer spectroscopy and
Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction to demonstrate flatness and
continuity of the films down to a thickness of approximately 2 atomic layers
for the iron and 5 atomic layers for the silver. In the case of the thin-
nest iron layers, no large reduction of the ferromagnetic Curie temperature
was observed, although this had been suggested and reported by other investi-
gators. Furthermore, there was no indication for this particular growth

system that the magnetization of the iron was out of the plane of the film.
Variations of the magnetic hyperfine fields observed in the iron films were
seen both as a function of iron thickness and as a function of the thickness
of the intervening silver layers. For the thinnest films, the temperature
dependence of the magnetization showed a linear behavior rather than the
traditional T

3 /2 
form.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years technological advances have made it possible to produce

high quality, crystalline metallic structures (1]. Over this same period of
time there has developed considerable controversy involving ultrathin Fe

films, both theoretically and experimentally, over questions such as the
value of the magnetic moment at the Fe surface, the magnetic anisotropy and
the reported observations of a reduced Curie temperature [2-5]. Answers to
these questions can now begin to be provided by the growth of these high

quality films.

In a previous paper we reported on the study of ultrathin Fe(llO) films
on Ag(lll) grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) which were analyzed by

M~ssbauer spectroscopy (6]. These films, which consisted of Fe components
1.3 to 8 monolayers (ML) thick, were shown to be single-crystalline, flat
and continuous, with the magnetization lying in the plane of the film. Only
the thinnest films showed a small superparamagnetic component. In this
paper we present the first study of Fe(llO)/Ag(llO) superlattices.

Superlattices, as well as thin films, provide an excellent opportunity

for the study of two-dimensional magnetic behavior. The additional period-

icity inherent in a superlattice also allows for the study of the inter-
actions between the magnetic layers. Of course, as the separation between
individual magnetic layers becomes large the results for the superlattice
should approach those for thin films.

The superlattices studied were of the form (Ag Fe ) 0 where x refers to

the number of monolayers of Ag, y refers to the numberyo? monolayers of Fe
and the 30 indicates that the Fe/Ag layers were repeated 30 times. Three

series of films were made, with y-2, 5 and 8ML. Three films were made in
each series, with x=5, 12 and 20.

EXPERIMENTAL

The superlattices were produced in a PHI model 430B MBE system which

includes in situ analysis by reflection high energy electron diffraction

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 151. ©1989 Materials Research Society
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(RHEED), a residual gas analyzer, and a quartz crystal oscillator to monitor
deposition rates. Ag and Fe (enriched to a concentration of 35% Fe57 ) were
deposited from effusion cells onto a synthetic Fe-fres mica substrate. The
pressure during deposition was typically less than 2xlO-9 torr.

We have previously shown that for a substrate temperature of 1800 C
Ag(lll) will grow epitaxially on the mica and that Fe(ll0) will grow epitax-
ially on the Ag with only a single orientation as determined by RHEED. The
high quality of the RHEED patterns obtained after deposition of both the
first Ag and the first Fe layer are maintained even after the growth of 100
repetitions of each component. This indicates that the superlattice maintains
its flat, single-crystalline nature from the first repetition to the last.
Figure 1 shows typical RHEED patterns for the Fe/Ag superlattices taken
after deposition of the Ag base layer (figure la), the first Fe layer
(figure lb) and the 7th Ag layer (figure 1c). Further details of film
characterization and growth procedures are discussed in an earlier paper [6].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Transmission Mssbauer spectroscopy was used to analyze both series of
superlattices at temperatures from 4.2K to 300K. Transmission spectroscopy
was used instead of conversion electron Mssbauer spectroscopy (CEMS) be-
cause it measures all the Fe layers in the superlattice with equal sensitivity.
CEMS, on the other hand, is rather surface sensitive and thus any differences
that might exist between the 30 magnetic components cannot be easily detected.
Figure 2 shows the spectra at 4.2K for the six films with y=5 and y=8, and
figure 3 shows the same films at room temperature. There are several charac-
teristics worthy of immediate note. First, all the films are magnetically
ordered at all the temperatures measured. Second. there is no evidence of a
superparamagnetic component, even at room temperature. This effectively

a) b)

c)

Figure 1. RHEED pattern of various film surfaces
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Figure 2. M8ssbauer spectra for Figure 3. M8ssbauer spectra for

(AgxFey)30 at 4.2K (AgxFey)30 at room temperature

means that the Fe layers do not consist of small islands but rather are
continuous on an atomic scale. This is in contrast to some other work,
for which significant superparamagnetism was seen below 8ML of Fe [7,8].

The linewidths of all the spectra are less than 0.40 mm/sec. This
value is less than that obtained from our bulk-like calibration foil. This
implies that all the films are flat and continuous with all the Fe occupying
sites essentially the same. This provides further evidence that each of the
30 Fe layers are similar in structure and quality. Also, the relative
intensity of the lines for each spectrum is approximately 3:4:1, indicating
that the magnetization of each Fe layer is in-plane. The thicker Fe super-
lattices all show variations of hyperfine field with T, which satisfies the
usual T

3/ 2 
law associated with a spin-wave model of thermal magnetic

excitations.
Figure 4 shows the M8ssbauer transmission spectra for (Ag5 Fe )30 at

different temperatures. The relative intensity of the lines forming the
sextet is approximately 3:4:1, Indicating that the magnetic moment of each
Fe layer is nearly in-plane. Although the intensity of the additional cen-
tral feature clearly increases as the temperature increases, there is no
evidence that the spectrum has totally collapsed even up to 500K, indicating
that the Curie temperature must be well above this value.

The central feature in all these spectra is a superparamagnetic com-
ponent resulting from the thermal relaxation of the magnetic moment of a
very minor Fe island component of the superlattices and is no way connected
with a reduced Curie temperature. Figure 5 strikingly proves this state-
ment. Figure 5a and 5b both show the M8ssbauer spectrum of (Ag12Fe 2)30 at
room temperature, but the spectrum in figure 5b, which shows a greatly
reduced central feature, was taken with a 5kG external field parallel to the
film while the one in figure 5a was taken in zero field. Without the
external field the central feature makes up approximately 28% of the spec-
trum's intensity. With the magnetic field this is reduced to less than 3%.
The energy barrier supplied by the external field to each Fe atom is about
2.2 BH=O16 erg, which is much less than the thermal energy at room
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Figure 4. Mlssbauer spectra for Figure 5. M8ssbauer spectra for

(Ag5 Fe2 )30 at various temperatures (Agl2 Fe2 )30 at room temperature

a) with no external magnetic field
b) with a 5kG external magnetic field

temperature , kBT = 3xl0 -14 erg. In other words, the external magnetic
field is not strong enough to align the Fe moments individually.. Therefore,
this central feature must not be associated with the ferromagnetic coupling
between Fe atoms, but must rather represent the thermal relaxation of Fe
islands each of which is already ferromagnetically ordered.

The hyperfine fields of the three superlattices cleary obey a linear
temperature dependence (figure 6) rather than the usual T3/L dependence
found for the superlattice samples with thicker Fe components. This linear
behavior has frequently been observed for Fe films approaching iML and it
has often been attributed to their quasi two-dimensional nature. However,
if this were the case, we would expect that the hypeifine field would
decrease more rapidly as the thickness of the Ag component increased. This
trend is expected because, as the Ag becomes thicker, the interaction between
neighboring Fe components becomes weaker, making it easier to excite the Fe
magnetic moments (9]. In fact, as figure 6 indicates, the actual trend is
just the opposite; as the Ag becomes thicker the hyperfine field decreases
less rapidly. Therefore, this linear temperature dependence in all likeli-
hood is not associated with a 2D effect. Rather, we believe, it is
strictly a result of a large flat island structure in the film.

CONCLUSION

High quality, well-characterized Fe(ll0)/Ag(lll) superlattices have
been grown for the first time. Transmission M~ssbauer spectroscopy shows
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Figure 6. Hyperfine field as a function of temperature for
(AgxFe2)30

in-plane magnetization for all superlattices and narrow sharp lines for the
thicker Fe superlattices. The superlattices with 2ML Fe components show no
evidence of significantly reduced ferromagnetic Curie temperature, but do
give evidence of some superparamagnetism, both from a central feature in the
M8ssbauer spectrum and from a linear temperature dependence of the magnetic
hyperfine field.
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VARIATIONS IN MAGNETIC HYPERFINE FIELDS FOR THIN EPITAXIAL HETEROSTRUCTURES

OF (llO)Fe ON (l11)Ag

C.J. GUTIERREZ, S.H. MAYER, Z.Q. QIU, H. TANG AND J.C. WALKER
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD 21218

ABSTRACT

We have made a study of magnetic heterostructures involving the
epitaxial growth of (llO)Fe on (lll)Ag. The flatness and continuity of the

films was verified by Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction during the
growth process. A series of structures were made with very thin intervening
silver layers with thicker iron layers. The doping of appropriate layers by

enriched Fe
5 7 

made it possible to examine the magnetic structure of the iron
films as a function of depth. Preliminary results indicate that thin layers

of silver sandwiched between two very thin Fe layers are able to transmit
conductionelectron polarization, resulting in iron behavior which resembles
that of bulk iron. Implications of these results for understanding the
nature of the magnetization of iron will bq addressed in the following.

INTRODUCTION

The Fe/Ag system is an attractive system for the study of magnetic

interfaces and surfaces for several reasons. First, Fe and Ag are non-
diffusing and nonalloying, thus forming a very sharp interface. Second, the

epitaxy of Fe(llO) on Ag(lll) has been studied extensively (1). Third, there
is essentially no overlap of the Fe and Ag valence electron bands [2,3],
resulting in a nearly two-dimensional Fe structure.

EXPERIMENT

Our group has a long history in the production and analysis of
Fe(llO)/Ag(lll) ultrathin films grown by evaporation [4,5]. In this paper,

we report on the analysis of similar structures grown by the more sophisti-
cated technique of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).

This series of films was produced in a PHI Model 430B MBE system which

includes in situ analysis by reflection high energy electron diffraction
(RHEED) and a residual gas analyzer (RGA). The effusion rates were monitored
with a quartz crystal oscillator to an accuracy of 10%. The Fe thickness was

checked independently with SQUID magnetometer measurements. The effusion

cells were obtained commercially from PHI and EPI systems.
As we discovered early on, the standard pyrolytic boron nitride (PBN)

crucibles used in MBE semiconductor work are inappropriate for the effusion
of Fe. At 1180*C the Fe and the boron in the PBN form a well-known eutectic.
One consequence of this reaction is that nitrogen is liberated into the
growth chamber with a dramatic pressure increase from lxlO

-9 
torr to

ixl0
- 5 

torr as this eutectic temperature is surpassed in the crucible.
Additionally the Fe effused contains boron [6] and the effusion rates
become erratic.

We replaced the PBN crucibles with commercially available alumina

(Al 03) crucibles. Fe effusion from these cells gave constant rates with no
ind cations of contamination as determined by the RGA and ex situ Auger
analysis of the films. Examination of the alumina crucibles gave no

evidence of breakdown.
All of the samples were grown in the following manner. A thick base

layer (1500 A) of (lll)Ag was deposited on a Fe-free synthetic mica substrate

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 151. 01989 Materials Research Society
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which had been outgassed in UHV at 400*C for 3 hours. The substrate tem-
perature was maintained at 180 0 C throughout the growth of the film. Fe-57
(the Fe isotope which exhibits the M~ssbauer effect) was then effused until
the desired thickness was reached. From 5 to 20ML of Ag was then deposited
followed again by deposition of the Fe. The Ag barrier was used to insure
complete separation of the Fe layers. This process was repeated as many
times as necessary in order to obtain the total amount of Fe needed for
measurement by M~ssbauer spectroscopy.

The final form of our films was (Fe A ) where y refers to the number
of monclayers of Fe, x refers to the numfe? of monolayers of Ag, and z
indicates the number of repetitions of the Fe/Ag system. A series of
structures were made with-y =2, 5.5 and 8. For this set x was either 20 or 30
while z, the number of repeats, was 3 or 4.

A second series was made withy =5 andy =8. For each value of y , three
structures were made with x=5, 12 and 20. In this second series the number
of repeats was much larger with z=30. Finally, the films were covered with
approximately 2000 X of Ag to protect them from oxidation. The Ag was
typically effused at rates between 0.5 and 5.0 X/sec and the Fe was effused
at approximately I to 3 R/min. The base 2ressure was below 7x10- 0 torr
and during growth it was kept below 2x10 -3 torr.

Typical RHEED patterns of the Ag and Fe layers at various stages of
growth are shown in figure 1. The substrate temperature in this case was
1800C. The Ag pattern corresponds to the (111) surface and the sharp, uni-
form streaks with little diffuse background indicate a flat, single crystal.
The Fe pattern corresponds to the (110) surface, and although it is not as
smooth and sharp as the Ag pattern, it is still indicative of a reasonably
flat, continuous crystalline structure.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Transmission M~ssbauer spectroscopy was used to analyze the films at
300K, 77K and 4.2K. Figures 2 and 3 show the spectra for the first series
with y=30 and 20, and x=8 and 2, respectively. There are several features
of these spectra that are important to note. First, all the films are
magnetically ordered at all the temperatures measured.

The values of the hyperfine fields for the first series of films are
shown in Table I. These values are consistent with previous work by this
group and others [7,8]. At room temperature the hyperfine field of the 2ML
Fe films is reduced from bulk by 4%. At 4.2K the field increases as the Fe
layer thickness decreases and all of the films are enhanced over the bulk
value of Fe at this temperature.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1. Typical RHEED patterns during various stages of epitaxial film
growth.

a) Typical 2000 X (lll)Ag base grown on mica. Photo overexposed to bring
out weaker lines.

b) Typical superlattica (1lO)Fe completed component layer.
c) Typical supeiiattice (lll)Ag completed component layer.
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Figure 2. 8ML Fe heterostructure
(Fe8Ag20 )3 MSssbauer spectra
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A closer analysis of the Mssbauer spectra indicates the following. The

linewidths of the 8ML film are comparable to that of bulk Fe at all the

temperatures measured. This implies that this film is flat and continuous
with all of the Fe occupying sites that are essentially the same. Only our
2ML Fe films show significant line broadening. In all cases the relative
intensity of the lines is approximately 3:4:1, indicating clearly that the
orientation of the spins lie in-plane for 311 the films examined.

Table I. Hyperfine fields for the first series of (Fe Ag ) heterostructures.
Dashed lines indicate measuerments which could not be cospaeted due to

premature iron oxide contamination during measurement.
HYPERFINE FIELDS (kG)
Monolayers Fe

!emp 1.3 2 5.5 8

4.2K 347.6 344.0 343.7 342.9

77K -- 338.8 -- 341.1

293K -- 316.0 322.6 329.0
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For the second series of films we have tried to examine the effects on
the Mssbauer hyperfine field of reducing the thickness of the Ag layer
between Fe layers. Figure 4 shows a plot of H, the magnetic hyperfine field,
versus temperature for the three 8 ML Fe structures which have Ag components
of varying thickness. Figure 5 shows a similar plot for the three 5ML Fe
structures. All the curves can be fitted to the equation:

H(T) - H (I-BT3/2) (1)

It has been well established that the hyperfine field is closely proportional
to the local magnetizatiqn in the sample (9]. Therefore, the magnetization
also decreases with a TJ/ 2 dependence, as predicted by spin-wave theory
(10,11].

1.C2 I
Figure 5. Magnetic hyperfine
field (H) vs. temperature (T) -

for the 5ML Fe superlattices.Note that (Fe5Ag )0 , where !

x = Ag ML thickness. SE .9r

.94 x=12tx 20

0 100 200 300

T (K)
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Table II. Summary of measured values of Ho (ground state, T-00 K, hyperfine
field) and B for all superlattice films.

Fe(ML) Ag(ML) Ho(kG) B(K-3 /2)

8 5 342.5 6.25xi0
- 6

8 12 342.6 6.75x10- 6

8 20 342.9 8.81xi0-
6

5 5 342.9 6.96xi0
- 6

5 12 343.2 7.88x10- 6

5 20 343.4 9.75xi0-
6

Table II lists the values of Ho and B for all the films, where Ho
represents the ground state (TOOK) hyperfine field. Both series of films
have values of Ho enhanced over the bulk value of 340kG. Also, the 5ML Fe
structures have values of H. greater than those for the 8ML Fe structures.
Previous investigations have determined that the surface of an Fe film in
contact with Ag has a ground state hyperfine field enhanced by approximately
3% over the bulk value, to approximately 348kG [7,12]. The results for the
5ML Fe structures are consistent with this previous work. Since the Fe
component of these films consists of two surface monolayers (ML) and three
monolayers which are more bulk-like, the measured value of H. is expected to
be a weighted average of these two different values. Therefore, we expect
H0 to be greater for the 5ML Fe structures than for the 8ML films; for these
thinner films surface effects are more prominent.

The effect of the surface on the magnetic properties of the superlattices
is more readily apparent from an examination of the B factor than Ho . The
value of B for bulk Fe, which is a measure of how easy it is to form collec-
tive magnetc excitations (spin-waves, for example), is approximately
5.lxlO-6K-3 /2 , as determined from a measurement of our own bulk-like calibra-
tion foil. It has been shown both theoretically and experimentally that
collective magnetic excitations at the surface are created more readily than
in the bulk and that as a consequence the B factor at the surface is
approximately twice the bulk value [4,13,14). Since B changes by a factor of
2 from the bulk to the surface whereas Ho changes by only 3%, any effects of
the surface on the magnetic properties of the superlattice will be more
easily seen by measurements of B than by measurements of Ho .

For both series of films the B factor increases as the Ag thickness
increases and all of them are greater than the bulk value. For the 8ML Fe
structures B is equal to 6.2xlO-6K

- 3/2 for x-5 and increases to 8.81xlO-
6K-3 /2

for x=20, a value between that of the bulk and the surface. This implies
that the effects of the surface on the magnetic excitations of the film are
more prominent as the Ag thickness increases. This same trend is seen in the
5ML Fe films. For the film with the thinnest Ag component (x=5) B equals
6.96xlO-6K- 3/2 and for the film with the thickest Ag component (x=20) B
increases to 9.75xlO-6K-3/2.

As the data indicate, B varies not only with Ag thickness, but also with
Fe thickness. For any given thickness of Ag, the superlattice with the
thinner Fe component has the greater B value. Since a greater fraction of
the Fe component in these thinner films is at the surface, this enhancement
of the B factor must be an effect associated with the Fe surface.

All of the above observations can be understood if there is a magnetic
interaction between neighboring Fe components which are separated by Ag.
When the Ag layer is thin the interaction between neighboring Fe surface atoms
is strong and the result is more bulk-like behavior. As the Ag layer becomes
thicker the neighboring surface atoms become more isolated and exhibit more
nearly surface magnetic behavior. This interaction can explain not only the
variations in B but also the variations in Ho seen in the 5ML Fe superlat-
tices, For these three structures, Table II shows that as the thickness of
the Ag component increases, Ho increases. For thin Ag barriers the magnetic
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interaction decreases and the Fe surface layers act more like an isolated
surface, yielding an enhanced value for Ho .

This conclusion concerning magnetic coupling across a nonmagnetic layer
is consistent with Fe/Ag heterostructures previously studied in the laboratory
for which a magnetic proximity effect was observed across an Ag barrier [15].
In another study, spin-wave modes due to exchange coupling between two Fe
layers separated by several different nonmagnetic components have been de-
tected by light scattering and microwave absorption [161. A magnetic inter-
action across an Ag barrier for Ag thicknesses up to 30X was observed.

CONCLUSIONS

High quality, well-characterized epitaxial Fe(llO)/Ag(lll) hetero-
structures have been grown for the first time. In all cases the magnetiza-
tion was in the plane of the film. The magnetic hyperfine field and tem-
perature dependence of the magnetization determined by M~ssbauer spectro-
scopy exhibit surface-like behavior as the Fe becomes thin and the Ag becomes
thick. Also, a magnetic coupling was observed between neighoring Fe com-
ponents separated by very thin Ag layers.
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MAGNETIC RESONANCE STUDIES OF Fe/Ag SUPERLATTICES
WITH Fe LAYERS < 6 MONOLAYERS THICK

J.J. KREBS, B.T. JONKER AND G.A. PRINZ
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375-5000

ABSTRACT

X-band magnetic resonance has been used to study a set of Fe/
Ag(001) superlattice (SL) samples with Fe layers only 0.9-5.5 mono-
layers (ML) thick. The samples (grown by MBE and previously examined
by Mossbauer and magnetization techniques) were studied thoughout the
5-300 K range. The SL's with t(Fe) < 3 ML exhibit a marked downturn in
their resonance fields below a temperature which decreases with t(Fe)
and, simultaneously, the linewidths increase. We suggest that this
behavior is due to magnetic relaxation processes in these samples.

INTRODUCTION

Ultrathin samples of Fe grown epitaxially on Ag(001) have proved
to be a remarkably rich and fruitful system for studying how the
behavior of magnetic films is modified when their thickness is reduced
to only a few atomic monolayers (ML). Such films, as well as related
Fe/Ag(001) superlattices containing ultrathin (<10 ML) Fe layers, have
been studied extensively both experimentally [1-7] and theoretically [8-
10]. These experiments include spin-polarized photoemission [1,2],
ferromagnetic resonance [3], and spin-polarized SEM magnetic domain [4]
studies of single Fe films, and also Mossbauer [5], magnetization [6], and
preliminary magnetic resonance [7] studies of the superlattice (SL)
samples reported on here.

Many of these papers were motivated by the observed lack of in-
plane spin polarization for Fe/Ag(001) samples when the Fe thickness
t(Fe) is less than 3 ML [1;. This was in marked contrast to the theor-
etical predictions [8,9] of an enhanced Fe moment for such films. It was
suggested in [1] that the polarization absence could be due to the Fe-film
Curie temperature being below 300K or to a large surface anisotropy
which forced the Fe moments to lie normal to the surface. Calculations
[10] offered some support for the latter idea.

In this paper, we give a more complete account of our temperature-
dependent magnetic resonance studies of Fe/Ag(001) SL samples with
ultrathin Fe layers.

EXPERIMENTAL

The Fe/Ag(001) SL's used in this work were prepared by molecular
beam epitaxy and had the following structure. Starting with a

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 151. ©1989 Materials Research Society
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GaAs(001) substrate, a 0.2 gm ZnSe(001) epilayer was grown to improve
the surface quality. This was followed by a 500 A thick Ag(001) base
layer which was initiated with a Fe seed layer 5-10 A thick. Then the
unit consisting of a Fe5 7 (001) layer t(Fe) thick and a Ag(001) layer t(Ag)
thi was repeated N times and finally capped with additional Ag and
poi) stalline Al protective layers. The actual structure of the SL's
studieo is given in Table I. The details of growth procedure, the Auger
characterization to check chemical purity, and the RHEED observations of
single crystallinity of all the SL layers have been given earlier [5,6] and
are not repeated here. We do call attention, however, to the observation
[11] of well-defined superlattice satellites in the neighborhood of the
Ag(002) reflection when the SL samples are examined in a e-29 x-ray
diffractometer. This is an indication of good periodicity and sharp (<0.5
ML wide) interfaces.

The magnetization of these SL's was examined [6] over the
magnetic field range 0-50 kOe and temperature range 7-300 K with the
magnetic field applied either normal (_L) or parallel (11) to the film plane.
These data were obtained with a SQUID magnetometer.

The magnetic resonance data were obtained with a Varian E-9
microwave spectrometer at 9.3 GHz and at temperatures from 5-300 K
with the sample in a He gas stream. The resonance data were taken
with the magnetic field H 11 or .L to the film plane. A limited resonance
data set was obtained at 35 GHz with H in the sample plane to look for
in-plane anisotropy at room temperature.

Table I. Superlattice Structures

t (Fe) (ML) t (Ag) (ML) N

0.9 3.9 45

1.8 4.8 30

2.4 5.6 20

5.5 7.0 7

1 ML(Fe) = 1.43 A, 1 ML(Ag) = 2.04 A

PREVIOUSLY-DEDUCED BEHAVIOR

We briefly summarize the previous Mossbauer and magnetization
results on the Fe/Ag SL samples studied here for comparison with the
magnetic resonance data.

The Mossbauer studies [5] showed that for SL samples containing
Fe layers < 3 ML thick that the Fe moments were predominantly
perpndi +^ r t the fil , ;., temperatures, that thee was no et
hyperfine field (hence, no moment) at room temperature, and that the
Mossbauer linewidths were strongly dependent on both temperature and
t(Fe), suggesting relaxation rates > 107 sec- 1 even when T < 100 K. On
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the other hand, the 5.5 Fe ML SL showed a well-resolved hyperfine
spectrum at 300 K with clear evidence that the magnetization was in the
plane of the film.

The M vs H data [6,7] showed that for samples with t(Fe) < 3ML that
the saturation magnetization Ms has a strong T dependence between 7
and 300 K, that the low-T Ms value is close to that of bulk Fe, and that
Ms shows an initial linear rather than quadratic dependence on T - all of
which are consistent with 2-dimensional magnetic behavior. At low
magnetic fields, there is a large low-T susceptibility if H is perpendicu-
lar to the film so that it is easier to saturate the SL with H .L film than
for H II film - in contrast to the usual case for thin Fe films. Finally, we
point out that below 30 K for the 2.4 ML sample there is a remnant
magnetization Mr .1jy. for H I film while, in contrast, for the 5.5 Fe ML
sample an in-plane orientation of M is clearly favored.

The Mr values found in the 2.4 ML SL are only a small fraction of Ms
and become negligibly small for T > 50 K. It should be noted, however,
that the zero-field Mossbauer data indicate a clear-cut local moment
normal to the film for T < 150 K suggesting [6] that the sample consists
of many up and down magnetic domains with M .L plane. Such a domain
configuration is in fact the lowest energy state of an ultrathin ferro-
magnetic film when the surface anisotropy has the proper sign and
magnitude to overwhelm the demagnetizing energy which favors M in the
plane [12]. The temperature-dependent fluctuations of these domains
[13] apparently are responsible for the decrease in Mr with increasing T.

MAGNETIC RESONANCE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The X-band magnetic resonance spectra of the 2.4 ML superlattice
at room temperature are shown in Fig. 1. Note that there is a shift of
0.9 kOe between the derivative line centers for H II and H . the film
plane. All the SL's with t(Fe) < 3 ML exhibit such shifts with magnitude
< 0.9 kOe at room temperature as shown in Fig. 2. On the other hand, the
line shift for the 5.5 ML SL, which has a permanent magnetic moment at
300 K [5], is 5.2 kOe.

2Z4 ML ( Fe)

SUPERLATE 300K

Figure 1. The 9.3 GHz magnetic reso-
nance spectra of a Fe/Ag superlattice
with Fe layers 2.4 ML thick.

1 2 3 46

H (kO*)
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These shifts can be understood qualitatively as follows. Let M' be
the effective magnetization of a magnetic film and let us temporarily
ignore any source of anisotropy other than the demagnetizing energy.
Then one can show that the magnetic resonance fields are given by the
solutions of the following equations:

(o/,= H -4nM'L(H) H I film (1)

(co/y) 2  H [ H + 4nM'II(H) ] H II film (2)

where (o is the circular microwave frequency, y is the gyromagnetic ratio
of the magnetic film, and we have explicitly indicated that M' is a
function of H and, in general, different depending on whether H is in or
normal to the SL plane.

0.9ML 000 0 

s o% 000o 0%° 000

0 o 0 0 2,4 ML
00 0

3- +o .+++ + + + + + + + + + +0 ++ ++

+ +

0 ++

Tm a) T )

4
.8 ML 300 5. ML

T(K b)(d)

Figure 2. The temperature dependence of the magnetic resonance fields
for four Fe/Ag superlattices containing ultrathin Fe layers with H 11(+
x) orl H I (0) to tha sampia pan. The thicknesses of the Fe tayers are
indicated. Note that in d) the fields for H I film have been reduced by 4
kOe before plotting and that there are two resonance lines for H 11 film
which exchange intensity as the temperature is lowered. See text for
the meaning of the arrows.
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0,* ML

2.0

Figure 3. Temperature dependence of
St 1, the resonance linewidths for the 0.9

. + ML superlattice. Symbol meaning
same as in Fig. 2.

Tm

0. t I
100 200 300

T(K)

If there is a uniaxial anisotropy Ku normal to the plane, then
41M'(H) = 41rM + 2Ku/M. If one compares the line positions calculated
from Eqs.(1) and (2) (using Ku = 0, g = 2.09, and the measured MII,.L (H)
for the 2.4 ML sample, one finds that the experimental shifts are much
smaller than expected, consistent with a finite Ku favoring M .L film.

Note, however, that for T >100 K the SL's with t(Fe)<3 ML always
have their H_L values greater than their HII ones, indicating that the
magnetization induced by the applied field prefers to lie in the film
plane. This is not inconsistent with zero-field Mossbauer data for
which M(0) = 0 at these temperatures. At very low temperatures (<30
K), for which the Mossbauer and M vs H data show that M prefers to lie
normal to the film and hence one would expect HII > H.L, these super-
lattice samples do not behave like the usual thin films in their magnetic
resonance properties.

A very unusual aspect of the data in Fig. 2 for all the SL's with
t(Fe) < 3 ML is that when the temperature is lowered below some t(Fe)-
dependent value both the II and _L resonance fields shift downward, and
continue dropping down to the lowest temperature at which reliable data
was obtainable. (Since the resonance linewidth increases quite rapidly
with decreasing T as shown in Fig. 3, the resonance signal becomes in-
creasingly difficult to discern clearly below 50 K especially for H .I film
because of microwave signals in the GaAs substrate.) For reference
purposes, the temparatures Tm below which the Mossbauer spectrum
indicates a net moment are marked by arrows in Fig. 2. Note that the
sharpest drop in resonance field cccurs somewhat below Tm for the film
in question.
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Interestingly enough, quite similar resonance behavior has been
observed by Malozemoff and Jamet [13] in the spin-glass-like material
Gd0.37AI0.63. In that case, the downward line shifts (11 and I ) and the
increasing linewidth as T decreased were attributed to local demagnet-
izing effects in a magnetically inhormogeneous system. The shifts took
place just below the paramagnetic Curie temperature of the alloy. For
Gd-Al, the authors assumed (and found some evidence for) randomly-
shaped ferromagnetic clusters imbedded in a weakly ferromagnetic sea.
In spite of the similarity in behavior, we find it difficult to see how one
could app!y that model to our superlattice samples which, as far as we
can tell, have well-formed ultrathin Fe layers separated by Ag in which
Fe is immiscible.

At the present time, we do not have an alternative fully-developed
model which can explain the temperature-dependent resonance data. We
suggest, however, that the behavior probably arises from two-dimen-
sional relaxation effects [5, 14] in these superlattice samples.

The authors wish to thank the Office of Naval Research for finan-
cial support and F. Kovanic and D. King for their technical assistance.
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MAGNETIC AND CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC INTERACTIONS OF ALTERNATELY
DEPOSITED Fe AND Al ULTRA-THIN LAYERS

M. Nagakubo, T. Yamamoto and M. Naoe
Dept. of Physical Electronics, Tokyo Institute of Technology,

1-12-1, O-okayama, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 152, Japan.

ABSTRACT

Multilayered films consisting of ferromagnetic Fe and nonmagnetic Al
layers were prepared by using ion beam sputtering, and the relationships
between their crystallographic characteristics and soft magnetic properties
have been investigated in detail.

The periodicity of the multilayered films was confirmed for various
layer thicknesses ( AFe and tAI) above 10 from their X-ray diffraction
peaks at low angle. When AFe decreased along with AAl from 1OO , the
coercivity Hc decreased and showed a minimum of 1.5 Oe at layer thicknesses
of 20X, but at the same time, the saturation magnetization 4nMs which was
estimated from total thickness of the Fe layers decreased from 20 kG and
showed drastic decrease at AFe below iOX. For AFe above i0O, 4nMs was
constant around 20 kG without dependence on 6A. When Ai was changed for

tFe of 100, the values of Hc had a interesting relationship with the
crystallite orientation in Fe layers. Namely, the preferentially oriented
planes of bcc a-Fe crystallites changed from (110) to (200) in the case of
Al layer thinner than 15 and Hc showed a minimum below 4 0e for AAl in this
transition range of crystallite orientation, while 4nMs of all Fe layers
themselves was kept at 20 kG. Taking into consideration that the nearest
atomic distance of fcc Al and the lattice constant of bcc Fe is almost the
same, these results may be cau-sed by crystallographical interaction at the

interfaces between Fe and Al layers.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, the studies on multilayered films consisting of ferromagnetic
materials and nonmagnetic layers has become very interesting, since they
exhibit novel magnetic properties. It has been reported that the
ferromagnetic films sliced by the ultra-thin layers of the other materials,
such as FeSi/SiO2 , Fe/Ni and Fe-C/Fe-Ni multilayered films, show a low
coercivity, Hc, and high saturation magnetization, 41Ms, for the soft
magnetic materials. They may be very useful for the magnetic layer in thin
film-type head with high performance.[1](2]

However, it is very difficult utilizing conventional plasma sputtering
systems to prepare the multilayered films by alternately depositing the
materials with large solubility among each other because the atomic
interdiffusion between adjacent layers may be induced by bombardment of high
energy particles on the growing layer during deposition. In this regard,
the ion beam sputtering system is very adaptable for preparing them because
the glow discharge plasma in the ion source is perfectly isolated from
targets and substrates, and the bombardment is almost negligible. In
addition, since ion beam sputtering is performed in vacuum at very low gas
pressure, the sputtered atoms can arrive at the substrate without loss of
kinetic energy due to collisions with residual gas on their way and the
adatoms can take enough long random walk on the film surface. Therefore,
this system can form continuous films with thickness as small as a few
atomic layers.

In this study, the Fe/Al system is investigated. Few studies on Fe/Al
multilayered films have been reported, while the Fe-Al alloy system have
been extensively investigated for soft magnetic materials.[3] The

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 151. 01989 Materials Research Society
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relationships between crystal structure and magnetic properties of
multilayered films as well as those of Fe and Al layers will be described.

EXPERIMENT

Figure 1 shows the ion beam
sputtering apparatus used in this
study. The ion source is a KaufnanAa
type source with two grids. 7  The
background pressure was 2 x 10 Torr.
Argon as pure as 99.999%, at the 'argetholder
pressure of 1.5 x 10 ' Toir was 0
introduced through the ion source as
the working gas. Planar targets of Fe
and Al with purity of 99.99% were current " "
sputtered by a uniform beam of argon ! -"li ,.
ions fixed at an acceleration voltage .
of 500 V and extraction current of Suti G

3mA. The Fe/Al multilayered films IonBeam ""
were deposited on water-cooled glass
slides by repeating clockwise and Ar ions!
counterclockwise rotations of thetarget holder alternately. Te "1 -m ptele _ -
deposition rates of Fe and Al were Sputtering Ion Vmg; 500 V

approximately 13 and 22 X/min, Source
respectively. The total thickness of
films was kept at about 14009. Fig.1, Schematic diagram of ion
Thicknesses of Fe and Al layers, beam sputtering apparatus.
AFe and 6AI, were controlled by
adjusting the deposition tiras of Fe
and Al, respectively.

Crystal structure was analyzed by means of X-ray diffractometry.
Magnetic properties such as the saturation magnetization, 4 TMs, and the
coercivity, Hc, were determined from the hysteresis loops measured by using
vibrating sample magnetometer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1, Periodicity

Figure 2 shows the low angle X-
ray diffraction diagrams which reveal
apparent periodicity in the Fe/Al 104-FeI1OA-Al
multilayered films. When the layer 2
thicknesses exceeds IO, the 1at
diffraction peaks due to the formation
of a compositionally modulated 2nd
structure are observed, while the
films with the layer thicknesses of 5X 0
did not show such diffraction peaks. "
The period length D calculated from 213
angle of these peaks is slightly .9
smaller than that obtained by 2 5 10
adjusting the deposition parameters. 20 ( deg.)
The d-iffe-rence in D between them !-ay

be attributed to the multi-refraction Fig. 2, The low angle X-ray
effect of X-ray at the interfaces diffraction diagram of Fe/Al
between Fe and Al layers.[4] These multilayered films with layer
results could indicate that the thicknesses of 10.
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interdiffusion between adjacent layers
is negligible even for layer thickness
as thin as 109. 2.10

2. Crystal structure and manetic a as-eposited

properties U 300 G
to annealed

For the first series of ii2.05 1n a.__
specimens, LFe and WA were almost theo
same and varied in the range of 5 -0

iOOA. They exhibited only one X-ray
diffraction peak. The d spacing n
calculated from the peak position 20 0 50 10
corresponded well with both d spacings
of (110) planes of bcc a-Fe layer thicknesses (X)
crystallites and (200) planes of fcc Fig.3, The dependence of (110) d
Al ones. The Al single layer films spacing of a-Fe crystallites on
with thickness of 1400 X exhibited an layer thicknesses.(AFe=AAl)
intense diffraction peak from (111)
planes which is the closest packed
plane in icc A] crystallites.
Therefore, it seems that this peak was 20 as-deposite. O
diffracted from (110) planes of a-Fe
crystallitcs. Figure 3 shows the OI-o-'-
dependence of (110) d spacings on 0
layer thicknesses, AFe and AA. As
they decreased in the range below 50X, 10 0
the d spacing expanded from 2.03 to
2.10A monotonically. However, such 3o
expansion in d spacing was annealed 0
substantially removed by annealing &
at 300'C for 3 hours in vacuum. This 0
suggests that the expansion of (110) d
spacing may originate from the lattice 0 50 100
mismatch between Fe and Al layers. layer thicknesses

Figure 4 and 5 show the
dependence of 4TrMs of all Fe layers Fig.4, The dependence of 4TMs of
themselves and Hc on AFe and Al, Fe layers on layer thicknesses.
respectively. Then, 4rMs was about ( 6Fe=AAl)
15 kG at AFe and AAI in the range of
10 - 50X. But, when they were below
Io, 4tMs decreased abruptly and took
minimum value of 10 kG at AFe and AA1
of 5. This may be attributed to the
irregularity of layer interfaces and 30
the inter-diffusion between adjacent A
layers. On the other hand, He
depended significantly on the AFe and 10-
M and exhibited a minimum below 1.5
Oe at AFe and M of 20X as seen in
Fig.5. Generally, Hc is closely
related to the crystallites growth of 3
a-Fe because they prohibit the domain
wall motion. Therefore, the decrease A

of Hc with decrease of AFe and AI I _ _ _
from 100 to 209 may result from the 0 50 100
growth suppression of a-Fe layer thicknesses (A)
crystallites due to interruption by Al
layers. And the increase of Hc at Fig.5, The dependence of Hc on
AFe and LAl below 20A may be the layer thicknesses.(AFe=6Al)
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explained by the increase in the
number of interfaces. When these as-deposited
films were annealed at 3000C for 3 20 T_ 20
hours, the 4TMs decreased to below 1kG
and Hc increased in all range of AFe a nnele
and AAl. Taking it into consideration G
that the bcc FeAl crystallites shows -
paramagnetic properties, these results 10 to 10
may be due to the FeAl crystallite IN
growth at interface of Fe and Al
layers by annealing. a A •

Next, the characteristics of
films with different layer thicknesses 0 0
of Fe and Al were investigated. F t I
Figure 6 shows the dependence of the 0 100 200 300
diffraction intensity and d spacing of Thickness of Fe layers, AFe (1)
a-Fe crystallites in films with M of Fig.6, The dependence of
20X on AFe. All the spectra had only diffraction intensity and d
one peak, that diffracted from the spacing of a-Fe crystallites
(110) planes of a-Fe crystallites. in films with AAl of 20A on AFe.
The peak height increased abruptly as
AFe increases in the range above 200X.
On the other hand, the d spacing was
expanded drastically with decrease of , I -D

LFe in the range below 100 in a 10 - 2.07
similar way to the films with the same -
layer thicknesses of Fe and Al. The - 2.06
expansion in d spacing was as-deposited

substantially removed by annealing 2.05
at 300'C for 3 hours in vacuum. 5 ,./

Figure 7 shows the dependence of V ,3 ,, 2.04 34IMs of Fe layers and Pc on AFe for a eanealed -

6AI of 20 . The value of 4nMs M
increased with increase of AFe and 42.03
took constant value of about 20kG at 0 2.02
AFe above I0O, which is near to value
of bulk Fe. However, Hc increased 0 100 200 300
with AFe monotonically. As these Thickness of Fe layers, Ue (A)
films were annealed, films with AFe
above 50X did not show a remarkable Fig.7, The dependence of 4rMs of
change of 4rMs and showed a decrease Fe layers and Hc on AFe for AAl
of Hc at AFe above 200A. This result of 20K.
could be caused by interdiffusion and
irregularities at the layer interfaces
due to annealing which is closely related to removing process of the
internal stress stored to the layer interfaces.

Figure 8 shows the dependence of 4TiMs Fe layers and Hc on AAl for AFe
of 1OOX. The 4nMs of the films with Al below 100 was constant value about
20kG approximately. From this result, it seems that the Fe layers with 6Fe
above i009 shows 4vMs above 20kG without dependence on AA. On the other
hand, Hc changed significantly as AAl varied. Though Hc of an Fe single
layer deposited by ion beam sputtering was about 7 Oe, that of Fe/Al
multilayered films with Al below iOX and above 70X was higher than 20 Oe.
The films with Al of 15 - 254 had the minimum of 4 0e. Taking it into
consideration that the Fe layer thicknesses are constant value of OOX, such
tendency of Hc suggests the presence of some interactions between Fe and Al
layers.

In case of Fe/Si multilayered films, the compositionally modulated
structure was confirmed at each layer thicknesses above IOR in similar way
to Fe/Al multilayered films. However, the decrease of Hc was not observed
and showed a minimum value of about 20 Oe when ASi was varied under the
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constant AFe of iOOR. This may show
that the above-mentioned interaction 2
between Fe and Al layers is based on 422

each crystal structures of Fe and Al 20 I- 0oo
layers. 2 18 00 -----0

Figure 9 shows the X-ray I I I I

diffraction spectra of Fe/Al
multilayered films with various AAl
for AFe of i00A. The films with 6AI 20-
above 25X exhibited only one
diffraction peak. As aforementioned,
this peak might include both
diffraction structure from a-Fe and
Al. However, it seems that the peak 10
was diffracted mainly from (110)
planes of a-Fe crystallites. The
diffraction intensity increased
monotonically with increasing AAI,
while the d spacing was about 2.04. ! I I
On the other hand, films with Al 0 50 100
below 15X exhibited (200) plane 'hickness of Al layers, tAl (A)
orientation of a-Fe crystallites,
where the diffraction intensity and Fig.8, The dependence of 4nMs of
the (200) d spacing increased with Fe layers and Hc on AAl for AFe
decrease of AI. With increase of M of IOOA.
from 15 to 25A, the preferentially
oriented plane changed from (200) to
(110). The films with M in this
range exhibited very low diffraction
peaks corresponding to both (110) and
(200) planes and had minimum Hc among at-Fe AI I00A-F9/44A-AI
the specimen films.

As is well known, the lattice (110) (200)

constant of a-Fe(2.866X) is almost the
same as the distance between the a-F

nearest atoms of fcc Al(2.8635A). ,..(200)

Therefore, the (200) plane orientation
of a-Fe crystallites for Al below 15A
nly be caused by epitaxial growth on
the (200) plane of Al as seen in Fig. ./

10. Such crystallographical inter- a
action at layer interfaces may lead to -
the growth restriction of a-Fe .'
crystallites and the enhancement of MV....
microscopic uniformity in Fe layers 100A-Ft/17A-Al
as a result, the value of Hc could 'r|zI 7
decrease. The dependence of plane
orientation and diffraction intensity ,___,____,,._h_,___,__-___-._.
on AAl revealed the significant
relationship between (200) plane 0AF/Ai
orientation and MlI. / A A

These results indicated that the
magnetic properties of Fe/Al
multilayered films may depend strongly 30 40 60 80 90
on the crystal structure of Fe and Al
layers which are sensitive to AFe and 20 (deg.)
MlI.

Fig.9, The X-ray diffraction
diagrams of Fe/Al multilayered
films with various M for AFe
of 100A.
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CONCLUSION

Fe/Al multilayered films with
various thicknesses of Fe and Al
layers, AFe and Al, have been
prepared by using the ion beam
sputtering apparatus and the
dependence of their magnetic
properties and crystallographical
characteristics on AFe and AAI has 2.8664
been investigated.

(1) It was apparently confirmed that
the films with AFe and Al above 10 (200)-Fe
were composed of the copositionally
modulated multilayers.

(2) For the films consisted of Fe and -interface
Al layers with the same thickness, Hc
took minimum of 1.5 0e at AFe and Al
of 20 and 4uMs of Fe layers was (200)-Al
larger than 15 kG.

(3) For the films consisted of Fe and

Al layers with different thickness,
4rMs of Fe layers was larger than 20
kG at AFe above 10OX without j. '4
dependence on AAI. In addition, soft 4.05A
magnetism of films with AFe above 20O
was rather improved after annealing at Fig.1O, Geometric arrangement of
300'C for 3 hours. atoms at the (200)-Fe/Al inter-

face for multilayered films with
(4) The magnetic properties and the AFe of 100 and Al below 15A.
plane orientation of a-Fe crystallites
in the films with AFe of 100A changed
significantly with change of Al
around 15X. The films with Al in this
range had the minimum Hc of 4 0e and
the large 4nMs above 17 kG. These
results may be attributed to an
alternate epitaxial growth between Fe
and Al layers.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents calculations of hysteresis loops in ferromagnetic

multilayer systems of cubic or uniaxial anisotropy with antiferromagnetic

coupling between adjacent layers. The case of a bilayer has been systematically

studied as a function of the strenght of the anisotropy. The two limiting

cases corresponding to either a coherent rotation of the magnetization or to a

non-dissipative nucleation-propagation mechanism are investigated. The

influence of the number of layers is also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, numerous artificially layered materials

consisting of periodic juxtaposition of a magnetic and a non-magnetic material

have been synthetised and stud~ed i]. In many cases (Cu/Ni, Mo/Ni,, Fe/V,

Co/Cu, Dy/Y...), a magnetic coupling through the non-magnetic layers has been

observed or calculated, giving rise to long range order through the whole

superstructure or changes in the spin-wave mode spectra. Several mechanisms

have been proposed for this coupling including dipolar and RKKY interactions

as well as percolation phenomena.

In this paper, we report a phenomenological study of the magnetic

behaviour of model multilayer systems with uniaxial or cubic anisotropy and

antiferromagnetic coupling between adjacent layers. Firstly, we compare the

order of magnitude of some characteristic fields in multilayers and bulk

antiferroaagnets, thcn wc present hyzterecni loops calculated for n hilny~r

and finally we show the influence of the number of layers on the magnetization

processes.

Mat. Res. Soc. SyMp. Proc. Vol. 151. c1989 Materials Research Society
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COMPARISON WITH BULK ANTIFERROMA.'NETS

In bulk antiferromagnets with uniaxial anisotropy, it is well known

that spin-flip or spin-flop transitions are observed when the field is applied

along the easy axis of magnetization. Moreover, these materials are generally

very difficult to saturate (Bsaturation = 10-100 Teslas) because of the

difficulty to overcome the antiferromagnetic exchange interactions (roughly

given by the Ndel temperature usually of che order of 10-100 K).

In multilayers, the situation is rather different. The exchange

coupling strength through the non-magnetic material is generally much weaker

than the usual exchange interactions in bulk antiferromagnets. Moreover the

total effective coupling between adjacent ferromagnetic films is proportionnal

to the area of the interface while the total anisotropy energy and moment of

the film are proportionnal to the volume of the film. As a result, the charac-

teristic ratio of the anisotropy to exchange energy are of the order of 10'
2

to 102 instead of 10-
4 to i in bulk materials and the transition fields

(spin-flop, saturation...) range between 10 10 T (which are easily

obtained experimentally) instead of 10 - 103 T for bulk antiferromagnets.

MODELISATION

In general, magnetization processes in a magnetic material involve the

nucleation of domains with domain wall propagation and/or coherent rotation of

the magnetization. The tendency towards one or other mechanism depends on the

domain-wall energy and on their pinning. In many multilayered systems [3],

domains have already been observed in the film-plane. Due to the interlayer

coupling, these domains keep their coherence over the whole superlattice

thickness.

In order to take into account both mechanisms, two kinds of calculations

have been carried out corresponding to the two limiting cases

- In the first case, the magnetization of each layer is assumed to be single-

domain and to rotate like a rigidly coupled block of moments (pure rotation

mechanism). The total energy is minimized using a steepest descent method.

For the corresponding calculation, the system remains in the same energy

well, which is not necessarily the deepest one, until the barrier between

the occupied well and the deepest one disappears.

- In the second case, we assume that by nucleation and propagation of domain

walls the system can always reach the state of absolute minimum energy.
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This fundamental state is always single-domain despite the dynamics necessary

to reach it which may involve multi-domain processes. Such a calculation never

gives any hysteresis contrary to the first method.

In a real sample, the magnetization process will be a more or less

complicated intermediary between those calculated for tbe two limiting cases.

For both cases the moments are assumed to move in the film plane because of the

shape anisotropy or other negative perpendicular anisotropy. The multilayer is

then equivalent to a one dimensional system described by the n angles 81,

82.. .n between the magnetization of each of the n layers and the field. The

total energy is written ,

n-l n n
E - J0  cos( 61 - Oi+l) - B Z cosG1 + Z EAi

i-i i-l i-l

with EAi - -D cos 20 in the case of uniaxial anisotropy and2 2

EAi K cos 0i sin 2 for cubic anisotropy. B is the applied field.

CASE OF BILAYER

The various hysteresis loop shapes obtained by the two calculations are

shown in Fig. 1 for both anisotropy cases and with the field applied along an

easy or a hard axis of magnetization.

All the transition fields in the magnetizing or demagnetizing processes

have been calculated as a function of the anisotropy and plotted in the form of

a phase diagram. The remanent magnetization and initial susceptibility have

also been calculated. This complete study will be published elsewhere [2].

Here, we stress the main points :,

- Assuming a pure rotation mechanism in the case of uniaxial anisotropy, leads

to spi'a-flop and spin-flip transitions. Experimentally, such transitions have

already been observed [4]. However, the transition field can be considerably

reduced in comparison %o the theoretical value through the nucleation-

propagation phenomena.

For both symmetries, the hysteresis cycle consists of two loops shifted

symmetrically about the field axis as long as the anisotropy is not too

strong. However, for large anisotropy (which is common in multilayers), the

cycle calculated for coherent rotation becomes rectangular and resembles that

of a ferromagnet. This explains how in some multilayers such as Co/Cu [5],

antiferroagnet couplings giving rise to a long-range antiferromagne ic

order is observed by neutron diffraction, while the low temperature hyste-

resis loop rather indicates ferromagnetic behaviour.
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UNIAXIAL ANISOTROPY CUBIC ANISOTROIPY

0

00
tn
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9= -S 0 8/L 5 -5 0 B/J. 5 -5 0 8I 55 8J,

0 B 5 I I JJ 5

-5 0 B/J 5-5 0 8/J. 5 -5 0 B/,5- /J. 

-5 0 81,, 5-5 0 B/.J.5-5 0 BIJ* S

Figure 1 Hysteresis loops of an antiferromagnetically coupled bilayer with

uniaxial or cubic anisotropy. The field and anisotropy are norma-

lized to the interlayer coupling and the value of the normalized

anisotropy is written in the circle in the right low part of each

figure. The full line corresponds to the pure coherent rotation

mechanism and the dotted line to the solution of absolute minimum

energy.

In a real sample with cubic anisotropy, nucleation of domains plays a more

important rule than for a uniaxial anisotropy. However, if strong pinning

of domain walls occurs, coherent rotation of the magnetization may prevail.

Calculations following the "coherent rotation" assumption in the cubic case

indicate various transitions between symmetrical and non-symmetrical confi-

guration where izi the latter the two sublattices lie in two pe:rpendicular

wells of anisotropy energy. W"thin a domain, such configurations give rise

to a transverse component of the magnetization but at a macroscopic scale

the system keeps its symmetry about the field axis. Hysteresis loops

measured on Fe/Cr (61 multilayers are in agreement with the calculated loop

following the coherent rotation assumption in the case of a low K/Jo ratio.
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However, for increasing thickness of Cr, i.e. for increasing K/Jo. ferro-

magnetic like behaviour is attained without any first order transition in the

magnetization process. This means that nucleation-propagation phenomena

prevail when the antiforromagnetic coupling decreases. In Co/Cu (5] multi-

layers, the nucleation-propagation mechanism dominates at low temperature but

at room temperature first order transitions are clearly observed in the

magnetization-process. Thermal activation must be sufficient to induce

coherent rotation of domains (in particular local spin-flip transitions)

rather than progressive wall motion.

- In general, the energy dissipated per cycle is always lower when the field

is applied along a hard than along an easy axis of magnetization.

INFLUENCE OF THE NUMBER OF LAYERS

As an example, Fig. 2 shows four hysteresis loops obtained for the same

cubic anisotropy to exchange ratio ( - 0.6) for four different numbers of

layers, following the assumprion of coherent rotation of the magnetization.

fl 2 H= 3

=12

2@ 

0 =203

Figure 2 Four hysteresis loops obtained for the same anisotropy and for

different numbers of layers.
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For a small number of layers n, a great difference exists according to

wi- er n is even or odd (compensated magnetism or not / antiferro-ferrimagnetic

oeaaviour). In another respects, when n increases, the hysteresis loop becomes

increasingly smoother. Quantitatively, we have checked that, after a contrac-

tion of the field scale by a factor of 2, it is identical to the hysteresisK
loop of a bilayer with an anisotropy 0- 0.3. This is in fact a general result

in multilayers for which boundary effects vanish. In such case, all the layers

labelled with an even index (similarly for an odd index) behave in a similar

way so that the infinite multilayer can be considered as a bilayer with an

interlayer coupling 2J0 instead of J0. As a result, the magnetization curve can

be related from one case to the other by the scaling relation

M K B KL BLn 2 T' -) -Mn ( ,

However, this is only true if boundary effects do in fact become irrelevant

when n increases. This is not always the case. As an example, starting in zero

field in an antiferromagnetic configuration parallel to the easy axis of

magnetization (uniaxial anisotropy) and increasing the field (also parallel to

the easy axis), we have calculated the spin-flop field B SF as a function of

the strenght of the anisotropy and the number of layers (Fig. 3).

f-2..-1-
5-
3 - -2,4...,2=

Figure 3 Spin-flop field versus

the strenght of the

Uuniaxial anisotropy

C1 I for different number

of layers.

n odd
II.

U n 

0 D/Jo 3

The results are definitely dependent on the parity of n. For even n,

BSF does not depend on n. In fact, for even n, the two extreme layers are

initially antiparallel. The spin-flop process is then initialized on the

surface and after propagates through the whole multilayer. As a result, the

value of the spin-flop field does not depend on the number of layers. The
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situation is different for odd n since all the moments oriented antiparallel

to the field have two neighbours. In real samples, such effects should be

observed for a small number of layers but progressively disappear with

increasing n.

In conclusion, the calculations reported here display the magnetization

behaviour expected for coherent rotation or non-dissipative nucleation-propa-

gation mechanism. The real situation is never so pure. However, this study

indicates some general tendencies and different kinds of transitions which may

be observed experimentally.
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ABSTRACT
We present magnetoresistance measurements on (00l)Fe/(001)Cr
superlattices grown by MBE. The magnetoresistance is found to be very
large for thin Cr layers. We ascribe this magnetoresistance to a magnetic
gate effect

We recently reported the observation of a very large

magnetoresistance in (O01)Fe/(001)Cr superlattices with thin Cr layers
[1) A large magnetoresistance has also been observed in Fe/Cr/Fe
sandwiches [2). In both cases, for Cr layers thinner than about 30 A, an
antiparallel coupling of the magnetization of neighbor Fe layers is
indicated by magnetic , magneto-optic and light scattering measurements
[1-31 . It thus turns out that the large magnetoresistance is associated
with the change to parallel alignment in an applied field In this paper, we
present new data on the magnetic and transport properties of Fe/Cr
superlattices and we concentrate on the discussion of the microscopic
origin of the magnetoresistance.

The growth of (001)Fe/(00)Cr bcc superlattices by IIBE on (001) Ga
As substrates and their characterization by Reflection High Energy
Electron Diffraction (RHEED), Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES). X-ray
diffraction and Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM) have
been described elsewhere 14,51. As emphasized below, the interface
roughness is an important parameter for the electron transport properties
For our samples, the main features of the STEM cross sections and of the
AES profiles rule out a deep intermixing of Fe and Cr. However, with these
techniques, the interface roughness cannot be really probed at the atomic
scale (AES integrates the concentrations over a depth of about 12-15 4).

In Fig la we show a typical hysteresis loop obtained by SQUID
measurements at 5 K. Whereas, for superlattices with Cr layers thicker
than 30 4, the magnetization in the plane of the layers [6] can be saturated
by a field smaller than I kG, it becomes harder ana iaroer to saturate i7j
when the Cr thickness tCr decreases from 30 A to 9 A 11,51. For example,

for the sample of Figure la, a field of about 5 kG is needed to saturate

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 151. ©1989 Materials Research Society
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M/Ms for.t.
Fig I SQUID data for tie

0 . magnetization M of a

(Y . 304ICr18)L [(Fe 30 AICr 18 4130

" superlattice The magnetic
.I -....."- TK field H is applied along

-6 .' -2 0 2 6 11101 in the layer plane. M. is
Magnetic Field (kG) the saturation magnetization

.. 'b / at 5K

I (. a/ Magnetization loop at 5K
MS " b/ Temperature dependance

ds -of the Initial slope of the

""4 - magnetization curves,

(F.3/crie)3 l1s-dM/dH. This slope is

- Y - H=O.5kG derived from measurements

.3 of M1 at 0.5 kG as a function of

0.0 , 1 06 A 2 0 the temperature.
TEMPERATURE (K)

the magnetization When the field is decreased back to zero, the
magnetization comes back to a very small residual value (almost without
hysteresis) This experimental behavior is what is expected for
antiferromagnetic (AF) couplings between neighbor Fe layers through Cr, in

4 agreement with the light-scattering and magneto-optical measurements of
A° Grunberg et al [3] and the spin-polarized-low-energy-electron-diffraction

(SPLEED) experiments of Carbone and Alvarado [8. in the simple model
where a fixed moment is ascribed to each Fe layer with AF couplings of the
form J cos c ( = angle between the moments of neighbor layers) one
expects [5]

dM / dH = Ms2 tFe / 4J (I)
for the initial slope of the magnetization curves and

Hs =4J/IlstFe (2)
for the saturation field. The progressive decrease of the initial slope and
increase of Hs found in our samples can be ascribed to the increase of the
AF coupling constant J when tCr is reduced from 30 4 to 9 4 .More

j realistic - and less simple - models taking into account the magnetic
anisotropy and the finite stiffness constant of the Fe layers can be worked
out to account for the experimental results more precisely [5

As the temperature increases , whereas the saturation magnetization
slightly decreases (by about 7 % from $ IC to Room Temperature), the
initial slope increases. This is shown in Fig lb and indicates that the
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coupling constant slowly decreases as T increases (by about 30% between
5 K and R T). Additionnal measurements up to 350 K show that the slow
decrease of J continues above RT and that a strong coupling still exist well
above the Neel temperature of bulk Cr,TN z 310 k. This indicates that the

interlayer coupling is not related to the antiferromagnetism of Cr, as in
the models of the Hinchey-Mills type 19). Alternative explanations - based
on RKKY-type mechanisms- can be proposed . However this is not in the
scope of this paper to discuss the question of the interaction mechanism
and we proceed with the magnetoresistance properties.

R/R (H=-0)

(Fe 30oAkcr 18 a)

, 

~~(Fe 30 
'/Cr 

98 
)

0.5. 
AS 0

-4' -3' 32--' 0 1 2'0 30 40o 3
Magnetic Field (kG)

Fig 2' agnetoresistance curves of three Fe/Cr samples at 4.2 K The
current and the magnetic field are along the samel 101 axis in the plane of

the layers. Arrows show the saturation field Hsfor each sample. There is a

small difference between the curves in increasing and decreasing fields

(hysteresis) that we have not represented on the figure

Fig 2 displays magnetoresistance curves obtained at 4.2k with
magnetic field and current along the same [1101 direction in the plane of
the sample When the magnetic field is applied, a large negative
magnetoresistance is observed in the samples which exhibits a
magnetization behavior characteristic of AF interlayer couplings (Fig 1), le

samples with tCr, 30 A. When the magnetization is saturated , for H > HS ,

the resistivity is approximately constant. For the samples of Fig 2, Hs= 20, G
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R(H> Hs )/R(H = 0) :0.56for(Fe 30A /Cr9A) 4 0 , Hs 5 99 kG and

R(H>H s )/R(H - O) c O.67 for (Fe30 A/Cr 124) 3 5 ,Hs5 5 I kGand

R (H> Hs ) / R (H 0) d0.8 for (Fe 30 A / Cr 18 A)30 , fot- tCr> 3 0 , the

magnetoresistance is much smaller. It turns out that both the
magnetoresistance and Hs decrease rapidly as tCr increases from 9 A to

above 30 A.

When the temperature increases , the magnetoresistance
progressively decreases and is smaller by about a factor of two at room
temperature. Finally, with other orientations of the field, the saturation
value of the magnetoresistance is pratically the same (see Fig.2 of Ref
1I1), with, of course, a higher field needed to reach the saturation when the
field is perpendicular to the layers

The experimental results - magnetization, magnetoresistance -
presented in fig I have been obtained for superlattices grown with similar
conditions in the same MBE run (March 1988). For the magnetic properties,
approx~mately the same results have been obtained with other series of
samples In contrast the resistivity and magnetoresistance data depend
strongly on the growth conditions. First the resistivities turn out to be
randomly scattered between 20 pLcrn and I 00P.1cm. Also the variation of
the magnetoresistance as a fonction of tCr found for the series of Fig 2 can

hardly be reproduced With samples grown in other runs we obtained some
very different values, for exemple R (H > Hs ) / R (H = 0) = 069 for

tCr= 18 AandR(H>Hs)/R(H:= 0) - .97 for tCr=9 A As it will be

discussed below , this is probably due to the crucial role of the interface
roughness for the transport properties of multilayers Our

characterizations by STEM and AES are not sensitive enough to probe the
interface roughness at the atomic scale, so that, at the moment, we are
unable to correlate our different resistivity and magnetoresistance results
with the interface quality of the corresponding samples We have however
noticed that annealing our samples at 215 °C during one hour reduces the
magnetoresi stance without affecting the magnetic behavior significantly.
This again emphasizes the specific sensitivity of the transport properties

to the interdiffusion and interface effects.
We now discuss the origin of the magnetoresistance In a perfect

metallic superlattice, as pictured in Fig 3a, the interfaces reflect
specularly and refract the electron waves, which cannot affect
significantly the Iongitudinal resistivity ( similarly, in thin films, the
specular reflections do not contributD to the resistivity ; in multilayers
the specular reflections and refractions can only change the way the
resistivities of the metals A and B are averaged). In contrast rough

terfa ce act like defects of the superiattice and scatter the electrons,

as pictures in Fig,3b. In the case of Fe/Cr there will be scattering by "Cr
impurities" in Fe layers, by" Fe impurities" in Cr and by other defects of
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A B A A B A
FeP {0) Fel FS) (0 )

Fig 3. Schematic picture of
the interface effects oi, the
electron waves in a metallic
multi layer.
a/For a perfect superlattice,
soecular reflections and
refractions.
b/ Scattering by a rough

interface

a) Perfect nterfaces b) Scattering by a rough
(superlattice) nterface

the interface. We do not know very much on the interface roughness, which
makes hard working out a model of the scattering. For our samples, which
are made Ip of thin Cr layers between thicker Fe layer, we will assume
that the main contribution arises from Cr Impurities in Fe. We are then led
to consider the question of impurity scattering in Fe.

In ferromagnetic transition metals, the current is mainly carried by
the s band and, due to the asymmetry between the spin 1 (majority spin)

and spin $ densities of d states, the impurity scattering is generally very

different for the spin T" and spin $ s electrons 110). In addition, at low
temperatures, the spin-flip scattering by spin waves is frozen, so that the
usual scheme is that of independent spin 1 and spin $ currents [101. The
resistivity can be written as •

po- I :p1-I + PL or P0 
= PTP 1 (PT.+ P$) (3)

where Pl and P4, are the impurity resistivities for the two currents. For

exemple, with P$ >> P1 , P'=P$, which expresses the short circuit effect by

the less scattered electrons. In contrast, at room temperature for example,
the scattering by spin waves flips frequently the s electron spins, which
transfers momentum between the spin T and spin $ currents and gives an
average value to the resistivity [10].

P! = (PT"+ P$)1/4 (4)

For Cr impurities in Fe, because the d levels of Cr lie within the spin $ d

band of Fe and above the spin T" d band , P1  is much larger than Pt. From

experimental data one finds Pt 6 P,[10] and P1 / P0 c'2

A mechanism similar to the "spin mixing" by spin wave scattering should
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exist in Fe/Cr superlattices. At low temperatures and for H > HS the

situation is that of Cr impurities in a s.ngle domain of Fe, with a short-circuit

by the less scattered electrons and P z PO. At H = 0 , when the electrons

propagates in alternate magnetizations, the scattering rates are averaged and
P Z P1 > Po A large magnetoresistance is thus expected at low temperature

from the change to antiparallel alignment ( as T increases spin mixing by spin
waves should reduce the magnetoresistance). A theorical model based cn this
mechanism has been worked out and accounts for the experimental results
fairly well [11. We however point out that this type of model is
over-simplified and that additionnal contributions could be significant.

In conclusion the Fe/Cr system represents an interesting type of
superlattice for its antiferromagnetic superstructure and its very large
magnetoresistance We have ascribed this magnetoresistance to a magnetic
gate type effect in which the alignment of the magnetization opens the
transmission through the Cr layers. Because spin- dependent scattering exists
in many ferromagnetic alloys of transition metals a large magnetoresistance
should also be observed in other multilayered systems.
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MAGNETIC MICROSTRUCTURE OF THIN FILMS AND SURFACES:
EXPLOITING SPIN-POLARIZED ELECTRONS IN THE SEM AND STM

D.T. PIERCE, M.R. SCHEINFEIN, J. UNGURIS AND R.J. CELOTTA
National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD. 20899

ABSTRACT

Magnetic microstructure, that is the configuration of domains and
domain walls in a magnetic material, is of both fundamental interest and of
crucial importance for device applications. For example, the ultimate
density of magnetic information storage is limited by the sharpness of a
domain boundary. The magnetic microstructure of a thin film or surface
depends sensitively on its physical structure which is strongly affected by
sample preparation or growth. High resolution magnetization imaging is
necessary to determine the domain configuration that occurs for a
particular sample preparation and the changes that take place under
external perturbations such as applied magnetic field, stress or
temperature.

INTRODUCTION

Scanning Electron Microscopy with Polarization Analysis (SEMPA), in
which the spin polarization of the secondary electrons is measured, is
unique in domain imaging techniques using electron microscopy in that the
image is directly proportional to the magnetization. In this sense it is
like the magneto-optic Kerr effect without the spatial resolution of the
technique being limited by optical wavelengths. Our ultimate goal of
imaging spin configurations with atomic resolution way only be possible if
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) can be extended to include sensitivity
to spin. Right now, the STM can be used to investigate the growth of
magnetic films at the atomic level. In this article results of SEMPA
studies of thin films and surfaces are possible. The further possibility
of obtaining magnetic images with the STM is also discussed.

Advances in the growth of ultrathin magnetic films and multilayers
suggest the possibility of atomically engineering materials to achieve
special properties. Among the many magnetic properties that may differ
between thin layers and those of the bulk are 1) the temperature dependence
of the magnetization, both at low temperature and in the critical region
(the Curie temperature itself may be different), 2) the anisotropy, to
which there is a large shape dependent contribution and possibly also a
significant surface contribution, 3) the size of the magnetic moments and
spatial dependence of the magnetic order, 4) the magnetization processes,
and 5) the magnetic microstructure. By magnetiL microstructure we mean the
details of the magnetization orientation in the domains and domain walls
which form to lower the free energy of a ferromagnetic specimen. In this
paper we focus on the magnetic microstructure, how we measure it and
understand it, and show with some examples how these results are important
from both a fundamental physics point of view and also for applications in
magnetic technology.

MAGNETIC MICROSTRUCTURE

The main contributions to the magnetic free energy come from the
magnetostatic energy, the anisotropy energy, and the exchange energy.
Although the micromagnetic problem can be formulated, the actual domain
configuration which is formed to minimize the energy can only be calculated

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 151. 01989 Materials Research Society
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for simple geometries and ideal materials. To investigate magnetic
microstructure and how it affects macroscopic properties, it is necessary
in practice to observe the domain configurations. Domains have long been
observed using the Bitter method, in which fine metal particles collect on
the surface of a ferromagnet in the field gradients at domain walls.
Higher resolution observation of domains is possible with transmission
Lorentz microscopy in which the deflection of the electron beam by the
magnetic field provides domain contrast. Ideally one wants to measure a
quantity directly related to the magnetization rather than to the field.
This is possible with the magneto-optic Kerr effect,extending the range to
include at higher spatial resolution, with scanning electron microscopy
with polarization analysis(SEMPA). We will describe the principle of SEMPA
for obtaining high resolution magnetization images and show results
pertaining to edge acuity in a thin film recording media, thickness
dependence of domain structure in permalloy thin film memory elements,
existence of domains in few monolayer films, and the distribution of
magnetization inside a domain wall. The outlook for achieving yet higher
spatial resolution using scanned tip microscopy will be discussed.

The development of electron microscopy has been key to our knowledge
of microstructure from biological specimens to metallurgical ones. By
exploiting the information in the degree of electron spin polarization, we
obtain information on magnetic properties of a specimen. In a 3d
ferromagnet such as Fe, Co, or Ni, the magnetization H is directly
proportional to the net spin density, nt-n

M=-(n1-n!)(1)

where n,(n l) the number of spins per unit volume parallel (antiparallel) to
a particular direction. Spin polarized electron spectroscopies
(photoemission, Auger, secondary electron) depend on extracting electrons
from the solid without loss of information. One then measures the degree
of spin polarization P, for example the z component, of the extracted beam,

P,= (NT-Nj)/(Nt+NI) (2)

where N,(NI) are the number of electrons with spins parallel (antiparallel)
to the z direction. Low energy secondary electrons are primarily the
result of electron-hole pair creation and thus reflect the net spin density
of the valence band. The secondary electron spin polarization can be
estimated as P--nB/n, where ns is the magnetic moment per atom and n is the
number of valence electrons per atom; one estimates P to be 28%, 19%, and
5% for Fe, Co, and Ni respectively.

The measurement of magnetic microstructure by measuring the spin

polarization of secondary electrons is illustrated in Fig. 1. A finely
focused electron beam is rastered across the specimen and generates
secondary electrons. A measurement of the secondary electron intensity
gives the familiar SEM image of the topography. If additionally the spin
polarization is measured, one obtains an image of the magnetization. All
three components of the magnetization can be measured to obtain a complete
vector image. A new type of spin analyzer, which is exceptionally compact
and efficient, has been developed for this purpose. The experimental
details of the SEMPA technique are described elsewhere [1.21.

A SEMPA magnetization image of a test magnetic pattern written on a
disk is shown in Fig. 2a. In this case the active material is a 70 nm
thick layer of Co-Ni (approximately 80%-20%). The image displays one
component of the magnetization nearly aligned along the domains. A slight
offset in the writinsy of Ruceessive trarks restlted from An alignment error

as the recording head moved radially out on the disk. These domains are
about 2 micrometers wide. In practice, the information is associated with
the transition from one domain to another. For example a "I" could be

~~1
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Incident Electrons From SpIn-Poatization
Scanning Electron Microacops Analyzer

Spin-Polarized
Secondary Electrons

Magnetization

Fig. 1. A schematic illustration of the Scanning Electron Microscopy with
Polarization Analysis (SEMPA) technique.

associated with a transition and a "0" with no transition. A sharp well
defined boundary is desirable for the minimum noise signal. A region of
Fig. 2a at ten times higher magnification is shown in Fig. 2b. At this
magnification the jaggedness of the domain boundary is very evident.
Clearly this puts a limitation on the recording density. The availability
of SEMPA as a means to observe submicron scale magnetic microstructure can
assist research efforts in recording media and the recording process to
progress toward greater storage density.

Fig. 2. Written bits in a Co-Ni recording media shown in (a) a low
magnification, image 70 micrometers across, and in (b) at 10 times higher
magnification.

Magnetic storage has the advantages of being nonvolatile and radiation
resistant. Experimental random access memories have been tested using an
array of permalloy elements which are etched into arrowhead shapes. The
images of the horizontal and vertical components of the magnetization are
shown in Fig. 3a and b respectively. The y-shaped domain shown in Fig. 3
is one of the two binary states. Since whitp represents magnetization
pointing to the right and up in Fig. 3 a and b respet y, one can see
that the magnetization vector rotates in a counter cloc. - sense in the
two elements on the left and in a clockwise sense in the two elements on
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Fig. 3. SEMPA images of the (a) horizontal component and (b) vertical
component of the magnetization on an array of permalloy memory elements.
The images are 35 microme'ers across.

the right of the figure. The magnetic state shown here represents a "1" in
a memory device whereas the absence of a y-domain would represent a "0".
The difference in the magnetoresistance of these two states provides the
readout. One of the major advantages of magnetic imaging with SEMPA is
that both in-plane magnetization components are measured simultaneously.
This allows one to readily determine the rotation of the magnetization
vector as just described, and in other cases to identify closure domains,
edge curling, and domain walls.

The performance of magnetic memory devices depends sensitively on
their shape, which influences the resultant magnetization configuration.
The performance also depends on materials processing parameters such as
evaporation rate, substrate temperature, and applied magnetic field during
evaporation [3]. In developing such devices, the ability to observe the Y-
domain configuration and its change as different geometrical and processing
parameters are varied is essential. The dependence of the domains on
thickness is illustrated in Fig. 4a which is a low magnification image 200
micrometers across. The elements in the left of the image are nominally 40
nm thick. Moving towards the right, the elements have been sputtered with
the edge of a stationary lkeV Ar ion beam such that the permalloy thickness
decreases progressively towards zero. This is seen clearly in Fig. 4b
which shows a scanning Auger spectroscopy image of the Ni signal. The left
most two columns of elements in Fig. 4a show the characteristic y-domain
configuration. The central region of the figure shows that the domain
patterns change with the decreasing thickness long before the reduced
thickness is apparent in the Auger image.

An interesting question is how thin a magnetic film can be and still
have magnetic domains. Some theories suggest that a monolayer film must be
uniformly magnetized, that is have a single domain. However, recently
Yafet and Gyorgy [4] have shown that for sufficiently large perpendicular
surface anisotropy, K,, domains form in a monolayer of ferromagnetically
coupled spins. The difference in energy between the domain configuration
and the uniformly magnetized configuration is small. Further theoretical
work is in progress to predict below what temperature the domain
configuration should be stable.

Experimentally, we have investigated [5] domains in ultrathin Fe films
grown epitaxially by evaporation at room temperature on a Ag(100) surface.
Figure 5 is an image of one component of the magnetization of a room
temperature Fe film with an average thickness of 3.4 ML. The light region
and dark region represent two oppositely magnetized domains. The
difference in the degree of spin polarization of the secondary electrons

J
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Fig. 4.(a) SEMPA and (b) Scanning Auger images of an array of experimental
y-domain permalloy memory elements 200 micrometers across. The permalloy
thickness varies from 40 nm at the left to zero at the right.

Fig. 5. SEMPA image of one component of the magnetization shows domains in
a 3.4 monolayer average thickness Fe film evaporated on Ag(100).

from the two domains is about 40%.
This image is from an area
approximately 150x200 micrometers.
Most of the film consisted of a single
domain except for a strip
approximately 1 mm wide along the edge
of the film where multidomain
structures such as that displayed in
Fig. 5 were observed. We did not
observe domains in the same region for
films 2.6 ML or less in thickness.

Further experimental work is
planned to determine if domains are
stable in a monolayer film. Clearly

j-j it is necessary to go to low
50 JAm temperature. However, there is a

further critical problem to be
overcome which is often overlooked in investigations which glibly speak of
a single monolayer. How can a single monolayer film be prepared and how
can it be verified that it has indeed been achieved? The magnetic
properties of a uniform single layer may be quite different from the
properties of a film consisting of epitaxial clusters such that the average
thickness is one monolayer. Few substrates are smooth on an atomic scale
and steps or defects could influence the magnetic properties. There is an
immense amount of work to be done before we can speak confidently about and
measure reproducibly the properties of a monolayer film.

Our discussion of magnetic microstructure so far has focused on the
domains. Another aspect of magnetic microstructure is the internal
structure of a domain wall, that is, how does the magnetization vary within
the wall. In a 180 degree Bloch wall found inside a bulk ferromagnet, the
magnetization rotates in the plane of the wall. Inside a thin film, with a
typical thickness of a few tens of nanometers, it is energetically
favorable for the magnetization to rotate in the plane of the film in order
to avoid the poles which would be created if a Bloch wall intersected a
surface. At intermediate thicknesses, "asymmetric" Bloch walls are known
to occur [6]. For example, a view of the magnetization in the plane of a
cross section through Fe films 0.1 and 0.5 micrometer thick are shown in
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Fig. 6 a and b respectively. In the thinner film, the vortex structure
characteristic of an asymmetric Bloch wall in the interior is clearly
apparent with Ndel walls at the surface. In the thicker film, there is a
well defined Bloch wall in the interior, again with Ndel walls at the
surface.

The magnetization distributions of Fig. 6 are the result of computer
calculations in which the direction of the magnetization is varied to
minimize the total magnetic energy. The calculated profiles of the surface
Ndel walls agree quantitatively with the profiles measured for an Fe single
crystal, a Co based ferromagnetic glass, and a permalloy film [7]. A wide
range of materials parameters, such as the anisotropy, K, the exchange
constant, A, and the saturation magnetization, M., is covered by these
three materials. For example, the anisotropy varies two orders of
magnitude in going from Fe to permalloy. The presence of a Noel wall at
the surface is a widespread phenomenon which occurs when the anisotropy
energy near the surface is less than the magnetostatic energy, K<2sM.2 . A
film is thick enough to have a well defined Bloch wall when the thickness
is typically several times AIK. The thickness of the Bloch wall in the
interior is less than half the thickness of the surface Ndel wall.

In ch, extreme case of the monolayer film, the situation is different
stil . Fo, a film magnetized in plane, a uniformly magnetized single
domain with no domain walls is expected. However, if the perpendicular
surface anisotropy is sufficiently large to cause domain formation, the
domain wall is predicted to be a Bloch wall roughly 100 lattice constants
wide [4]. Experimental tests of these predictions will be possible with
the next generation of SEMPA systems assuming the materials problems
inherent in producing uniform monolayer films can be overcome.

The asymmetric surface Ndel wall which can be most clearly seen in the
calculated magnetization distribution shown in Fig. 6b has a degeneracy in
that it could bend over to the left instead of to the right as shown. As

can be seen in Fig. 6b, the surface Ndel wall is offset to the right from
the interior Blc ., .. A s "N' Wall with opposite sense would be
offset to the left. This can be seen experimentally in the SEMPA image of
Fig. 7 showing the horizontal component of magnetization in a ferromagnetic
glass (Allied 2705M, CosgFe4 NiLMo2 B1 2 Si12 ). The centers of the white and
black surface Noel walls are displaced from each other as expected from
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Fig. 7. SEMPA image of the horizontal
component of the magnetization in a
Co-based ferromagnetic glass shows the
offset of two surface Ndel walls. The
magnetization running across the Ndel
walls changes sense at a point where a
Bloch line intersects the surface.

Fig. 6b. The magnetization in the white wall is towards the right and that
in the black wall is towards the left. Thus the magnetization in the
domain on the right of the figure is downward and that on the left is
upward. The point at which the Nel wall changes sense is the intersection
of a Bloch line with the surface. With respect to the topology of the
magnetic vector field, this point is a magnetic singularity. The
magnetization circulates about this point. A component of magnetization
must exist perpendicular to the surface. We have been able to detect this
perpendicular ccmponent of magnetization with the present SEMPA resolution
of 40 nm so the range of the singularity can be investigated.

TOWARD HIGHER SPATIAL RESOLUTION

We turn now to the possibility of obtaining higher spatial resolution
in the lateral direction. While the present resolution of 40 nm is
adequate for many applications, opportunities arise where still higher
resolution would be desirable. The investigation of the magnetic
singularity just discussed would benefit from higher resolution. As
another example, investigation of 100 rim experimental magnetic structures
requires a resolution of order 10 rum. Our present SEM with a LaB6 source
is optimum for SEMPA in the range above 100 rum. With a field emission
source, which is optimum below 100 rum, we expect to obtain SEMPA images
with a spatial resolution better than 10 rum. Note that although there is
sufficient incident electron beam current to obtain SEM topography images
at a resolution of a couple of nanometers, it is insufficient to obtain
SEMPA images in times short enough to avoid other problems such as stage
drift.

Achieving spin sensitive imaging at spatial resolutions better than
that attainable with a field emission SEM remains a challenge. We have
disc'issed [8] two general approaches: 1) scanned tip microscopy in the
field emission mode to achieve a small diameter unpolarized scanned
electron beam, and 2) scanning tunneling microscopy where the tip is a
source of spin polarized electrons. The ultimate goal is spin sensitive
imaging with atomic resolution which would allow investigation of magnetic
surface reconstructions and even antiferromagnetic structures.

The most straightforward approach is scanned tip field emission
microscopy which was pioneered many years ago by Young et al. [9] for
iuagis% buriace Lopography. Adding spin sensitivity is directly analogous
to SEMPA and is Illustrated by Fig. 1 wiLh Lhe SEH electron beam replaced
by the beam from a scanning field emitter. The apparatus for this is just
a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) with the tip pulled back to run in
the field emission rather than the tunneling mode. The questions to be
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answered are 1) what is the secondary electron yield and can these
electrons be extracted to the spin analyzer, and 2) what spatial resolution
can be obtained?

The voltage applied to the tip for field emission also has the
undesired effect of forcing the low energy secondary electrons back to the
sample. We have made calculations for a model tip consisting of a 10 nm
radius sperical surface on a 10 degree shank. At a tip to sample spacing
of 100 nm and with 30 V on the tip, calculation of electron trajectories
show that no secondary electrons are emitted. Only electrons with more
than 25 eV energy can escape the tip-to-sample field. Lower energy
electrons which are returned to the sample may subsequently escape or
generate other secondary electrons, but spatial resolution is then lost.
Elastically scattered electrons are expected to have a polarization [10] on
the order of It and electrons which have lost a couple of eV in scattering
from an Fe-based ferromagnetic glass were shown [11] to have a polarization
of 5 to 10%. Thus, even in the absence of secondary electrons, it may
still be possible to obtain images of magnetic microstructure by energy and
spin analysis of the scattered electrons. At the large tip to sample
spacing of 1 mm, true secondary electrons can be extracted and their spin
polarization measured (121; the spatial resolution is of course very low.

The resolution of the STH is strongly determined by the details of the
tunneling tip. In the field emission mode, the main contribution to the
resolution originates from the transverse Fermi velocity of the emitted
electrons. The electrons are therefore emitted at room temperature into an
approximately 4 degree cone angle. Fink [13] has prepared well
characterized single atom tips and measured such a cone angle. This
translates into a potential lateral resolution of 7 rm for a 100 nm spacing
as in the example above, or, for example, a resolution of 3.5 nm for a tip
at a 50 nm spacing and a 20V bias. Such scanned tip microscopy is
relatively inexpensive and simple compared to an SEM and can be easily
integrated with STM studies. When scanned tip field emission microscopy is
developed to the point of obtaining spin sensitive images, it will clearly
have many applications.

It may be possible to measure spin configurations on the atomic or at
least sub-nanometer scale by exploiting the tunneling of spin polarized
electrons. The tunneling current from a ferromagnetic tip is expected to
be spin polarized. The spin polarization of electrons field-emitted from
Fe is 25% and 20% for tips oriented along the (100] and [111] axes
respectively [14]. This is a substantial degree of polarization,
especially since the nearly unpolarized s and p electrons are believed to
tunnel with 10 to 100 times the probability of the magnetic d electrons.
It is important to know the orientation of the spins at the tip and ideally
to control this orientation. As the STH scans from one domain to another,
the spin dependent part of the signal will change. The difficulty will be
in separating a spin dependent signal which is only a few per cent of a
topographic signal with large variations. Some form of modulation of the
spin dependent signal is clearly necessary. Reversing the magnetization of
the tip would be satisfactory if this can be done without otherwise
disturbing the STM. Another possibility is spectroscopic modulation (8]
in which first the bias and position is sct for tunneling to nonmagnetic
states and then changed to emphasize tunneling to magnetic states.

There are further complications in a spin sensitive STM employing a
magnetic tip to study a magnetic sample. Bringing a tip near to the
surface can change the magnetization distribution of the sample and of the
tip itself. Our calculations which produced Fig. 6, have been extended to
include a magnetic tip near the surface. They show conclusively that a
mngnet-c tip cannot in. ... g r'-rad to be a nonperLurbatLve probe
(15]. The tip and sample must be considered as a combination and
extracting information on the magnetic microstructure will not likely be
straightforward except in special circumstances. This problem has been
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discussed for the case of magnetic force microscopy, where the problems are
similar, and optimum conditions suggested [16].

An ideal spin-sensitive STM would consist of an emitter of spin
polarized electrons, a means to easily modulate the polarization,and no
perturbing interaction between tip and the sample. Conceptually, an
optically pumped semiconductor provides such a source. Photoemission from
negative electron affinity has been used for many years as a source of spin
polarized electrons (17]. Tunneling between the GaAs tip and magnetic
sample proceeds directly through the vacuum barrier without the need for
any surface treatment to obtain a negative electron affinity as is required
for photoemission. The spin polarized electrons are created by
photoexcitation to the conduction band with circularly polarized light.
The optical selection rules for circularly polarized light produce an
electron spin polarization in the conduction band of 50% which can be
easily reversed by reversing the helicity of the light.

We have previously discussed tunneling from an optically pumped GaAs
tip and analyzed the incident light necessary to achieve a sufficient
density of polarized electrons in the conduction band [8]. In brief, we
took as a detection limit 1018 cm"3 electrons based on STM experiments
where tunneling from dopant levels at a density of 1011 cm"3 in p-type GaAs
were just detected.18  With an electron-hole recombination time of order
10"9 sec, the steady-state excited-electron densities 2x101 6  e/(cm 3 mW).
This requires 50 mW of light focused into a 10 pm diameter spot to achieve
the detectable density. Not only would a such photon flux heat the sample
and cause drift problems, but at light fluxes near this value we observed
damage in the GaAs tip. In spite of the initial attractiveness of spin
polarized tunneling from GaAs tips, there are formidable engineering
problems to overcome and the scheme may only be possible if a much improved
STM detection sensitivity is obtained.

CONCLUSION

In summary, we have described how spin polarized electrons can be
exploited to investigate magnetic microstructure. In SEMPA we have a
powerful tool to study magnetic microstructure down to a resolution,
ultimately, of order 10 rn. We showed examples of applications to problems
of technological importance, where the magnetic properties of thin film
recording media and memory elements depend sensitively on the materials
preparation. SEMPA provides the possibility to correlate microscopic
magnetic properties, such as edge acuity, with macroscopic ones, such as
recording noise and allows one to further investigate the dependence of
these on growth and other external parameters. Fundamental questions
ranging from the ability of a monolayer film to support domains to the
nature of a domain wall intersecting the surface can be addressed by SEMPA.
The possibility of obtaining higher resolution by using an STM in the
scanning field emission mode and measuring the polarization of the
scattered electrons was described. The many challenges in measuring
surface spin configurations on the atomic scale by spin dependent tunneling
were discussed.
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SPIN POLARIZED INELASTIC ELECTRON SCATTERING FROM NI (110)

H. Hopster, D. L. Abraham, D. P. Pappas, Institute for
Surface and Interface Science and Department of Physics,
University of California, Irvine, CA 92717

ABSTRACT

The spin dependent energy loss mechanisms in low-energy
electron scattering from a ferromagnetic Ni(ll0) surface are
studied. It is shown that exchange scattering can be the
dominant loss mechanism for small energy losses. The energy-,
angle and temperature dependence of spin asymmetries are
studied in detail.

EXPERIMENT

A monochromatic beam of spin polarized electrons, derived
from a GaAs source, is scattered from a Ni(100) surface. The
energy loss spectrum is measured and also the spin
polarization after scattering can be measured by a Mott
detector. By this technique the scattering rates can be
deconvoluted into spin-flip (F+, F-, due to exchange) and non-
flip (N+ , N-) processes (+, - stand for the spin of the
incoming electron with respect to the majority-spin of the Ni
sample) [l]. From these rates a spin asymmetry

1 I+-IA [ -o y7- (1)

can be derived, I+, I_ are the scattering intensities for
primary beam spin polarization parallel or antiparallel to the
sample. A is given in terms of the rates as

N+ + F + _- N -F 
-

A - (2)
N ++F ++N -+F-

The asymmetries can be measured without performing the spin
polarization measurement.

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the energy loss rates (normalized to the
elastic peak) for a 12 eV primary beam in 100 off-specular
scattering geometry. The energy resolution is 80 meV. The
sample is at room temperature. The elastic scattering is
purely non-flip. In the loss region studied the non-flip
rates show a significant spin dependence: the non-flip-down
rate being larger by 50% than the non-flip-up rate. The flip-
down rate rapidly emerges in the loss regime, has a maximum
around 300 meV energy loss, where it is actually the largest
rate, and then falls off smoothly towards higher energy
losses. The flip-up rate is by far the smallest rate [2). In
Fig. 2 we show schematically the exchange scattering
contributions within the relevant part ot the Ni 3d bulK band-
structure around the Fermi energy. The left panel shows the
exchange scattering events leading to the flip-down rates: a
minority-spin electron falls into the minority states above EF
and a majority-spin electron is ejected. When taking only the
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d-bands into account there is no possibility for a flip-up
process. Experimentally we observe a small F+ rate,
however. This might be due to some extent to the free-
electron like sp-states around EF . But the major part of F+
is probably due to transverse spin fluctuations at room
temperature, which allows spin flip transitions in the "wrong"
direction. In order to answer this question unambiguously
low-temperature data are needed.

It is clear from Fig. 2 that there should be a threshold
in the flip-down spectrum, corresponding to the Stoner gap,

a) E b) E
p'EP EP

-Er ErL
E, _,F

x5  x5t

r-x r-x
Fig. 2 Exchange scattering mechanisms
contributing to a) flip-down, b) non-flip down
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Fig. 3 High Resolution asymmetry
spectra at Ep = 13 eV, 100 off
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i.e., the position of the X5 point below EF. We can increase
the energy resolution considerably by sacrificing the spin
polarization analysis and measuring spin asymmetries only.
Results of high-resolution asymmetry measurements are shown in
Fig. 3., over the energy loss range of Fig. 1 with 25 meV
resolution and in the inset with 17 meV resolution. First,
note the very large asymmetries (- 55%) observed around 250-
300 meV energy loss. Second, and more importantly, in the
inset there is a shoulder visible around 60 meV energy loss.
We believe this shoulder is due to the onset of the flip-down
transitions, i.e., the energy corresponds to the Stoner gap.
The first rapid rise of the asymmetry to -20% when going out
of the elastic peak is due to the difference in the non-flip
rates.

We have studied the behavior of the asymmetry spectra as
a function of primary energy and of the scattering angle off
specular. Figure 4 shows asymmetry spectra as a function of
primary energy over the range of 16.5 - 19 eV [3]. These
spectra are taken, contrary to Fig. 1 and Fig. 3, in specular
geometry. First, note that the asymmetries are smaller
(maximum of 35% at 16.5 eV). Second, there is a very strong
primary-energy dependence. At 19 eV the asymmetries are zero
(within the statistics). This behavior over this narrow
energy range is related to the elastic intensity. At 20 eV
there is the strong first (quasi-3 dimensional) Bragg peak.
Thp elastic intensity rises by a factor of 30 from 16.5 to 20
eV. In parallel, also the inelastic intensity rises
proportionately over this energy range. This can be
attributed to long-range (i.e., small q) inelastic dipole
scattering mechanisms, combined with elastic specular reflec-
tion. The results of Fig. 4 can be very well described by
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A = im 
(3)

1im +Idipole

where Ao = - .55, Ii. is a constant impact scattering
intensity, and I = -a "Ias. is the dipole
contribution, prgBrional to IeSistic intensity (since it
involves an elastic reflection before or after energy loss).

Figure 5 shows the behavior of the asymmetry (at 19 eV
primary energy) when going off-specular. The circles are the
elastic and inelastic (at 300 meV energy loss) intensities

0N~i (110) • .EP = 19eV

o-(300 meV)

a- A .'

0 - A C01C'

0 -I -- 50

--40;

o 
-30 E

-2 w
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- ,10
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8 (degrees)

Fig. 5 Angle dependence of the
asymmetry and intensity at 300 meV
energy loss at E = 19 ev
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respectively and the full squares are the measured asymmetries
(at 300 meV loss). It is obvious that the asymmetry emerges
when going out of the strong dipole loss. The open squares
are calculated asymmetries according to Eq. (3). The
measurements are very well described by this relation. This,
together with the results of Fig. 4, shows that the total
inelastic intensity is composed of an isotropic background of
large-angle inelastic events ("impact"),ic-h-are dominated

by exchange processes and superimposed on this is a strongly
energy and angle dependent dipole ( spin independent)
contribution, which is sharply peaked around the diffraction
peaks.

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE

Figute 6 shows a series of temperature dependent
asymmetry spectra between room temperature and 0.97 Tc. As
expected the asymmetries approach zero as the temperature
approaches T., due to the loss of long-range magnetic order.
The interesting question is whether there are any changes in
the shape of the asymmetry spectrum with varying
temperature. A possible cause for such a change would be,
e.g., a reduction of the exchange splitting with increasing
temperature, in a "Stoner-like" fashion. This should shift
the weight of the asymmetry to lower energies, mainly due to
the shift Q the maximum of the F- rate to lower energies. No
significant change in the shape of the asymmetry spectra in
Fig. 6 is observed. The spectra A(E) can be described very
well by

A(E,T) = M(T) . A(E,T=RT) (4)

where M(T) is an effective magnetization (averaged over the
probing depth of the measurement). This strongly suggests
that only transverse fluctuations are responsible for the
decrease of the magnetization. This conclusion agrees with
the results of a recent similar study by Kirschner and
Langenbach [4].

-10

nerys (11)E m1eV) 2

-050

Fig. 6 Temperature dependent asymmmetry

spectra
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SPIN POLARIZED INVERSE PHOTOEMISSION STUDY OF
Fe AND Co THIN FILMS ON W(001)

QING CAL, RECEP AVCV and GERALD J. LAPEYRE
Department of Physics, Montana State University, Bozeman, MT 59717

ABSTRACT

Spin- (and angle-) resolved inverse photoemission spectroscopy (SPIPES) has been
used for studying magnetic thin films. The spin dependence of the unoccupied
electronic structure has been investigated for in-situ-grown epitaxial, ultrathin Fe and Co
films on W(001). The Fe overlayers have a square lattice and exhibit in-plane magnetic
remanence in the I direction of the surface Brilluoin zone. Four or more atomic layers
of Fe show bulklike SPIPES spectra with a majority spin peak at the Fermi energy (Er)
and a broad minority peak 1.3 eV above .,. The Co overlayers on W(001) show
distorted hexagonal structures in the plane with an atomic density twice that of the
W(001) plane. Two atomic layers of Co show strong in-plane magnetic remanence with
the minority neak at 0.7 eV. The SPIPES results in general are consistent with the
theoretical e ¢ctronic structure for momentum-conserving radiative transition from free-
electron-like bands down to the unoccupied 3d bands.

INTRODUCTION

In ferromagnetic transition metals, the moderate overlap of the d orbitals produces a
high density of band states in a narrow energy region around the neighborhood of Fermi
level (_,.). When the spin distributions are shifted by the exchange splitting, one set of
spin d band is essentially occupied, and the other is essentially unoccupied. These bands
are refered to as majority and minority bands, respectively, and they constitute the
principal ingredients of itinerant ferromagnetism. In the 3d transition metals, the
elemental ferromagnets Fe and Co are of special interest and have the largest exchange-
splittings. The theoretical and experimental investigations of Fe surface magnetic
properties, both bulk surfaces and their film surfaces have had some interesting
achievements; on the ether hand, the Co surfaces have received relatively little attention
in the literature [1].

With spin-polarized inverse photoemission spectroscopy (SPIPES) containing angle-
resolving capability, we have explored the spin-dependence, unoccupied electronic states
of thin magnetic films of Fe and Co on non-magnetic W substrate. The SPIPES results
are discussed in relation to the available theoretical band structure, in terms of
momentum-conserving radiative transitions between unoccupied states. It is found that
Fe forms an epitaxial overlayer with a square lattice on W(001). One monolayer of Fe
is found to be ferromagnetically ordered, and the spectra for four monolayers show
bulklike electronic structure. The electronic structure for films between one and four
monolayers show strong thickness dependence. The Co deposited on the same W(001)
surface shows a distorted hexagonal lattice. The SPIPES measurement- show that two
atomic layers of Co are ferromagnetic with an in-plane magnetic remanence.

THIN FILM PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION

The Fe and Co epitaxial thin films were studied under ultrahigh vacuum conditions
with a base pressure 3X10"" Torr. The Fe and Co films were deposited at room
temperature on a clean W(001) crystal foil 4x6 mm at a pressure better than 4x10'0

Torr. The thickness was monitered by a quartz cystql thickness monitor near the
sample position and the deposition tale was about 0.01 A/sec. The quality of the Fe
and Co films was characterized by low energy electron diffraction (LEED) and Auger
electron spectroscopy (AES). The layer-by-layer growth for several monolayers is
established by the following considerations. First, while the overlayer crystalline
structures are unchanged in the LEED patterns, the W Auger amplitudes decrease rapidly
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to a value less than the noise level at a few monolayers coverage, behavior which is
inconsistant with other growth modes (3D islands on the W substrate or islands after one
monolayer). Second, detailed Auger analysis for Fe deposition shows that the Fe signal
amplitude as a function of coverage can be described by a sequence of straight lines
joined by kinks, which correspond to the completion of each monolayer. Further, the
high surface energy of W compared with that of the transition metals favors layered
growth.

LEED results show that the Fe overlayers on W(001) have a square lattice aligned
with the substrate lattice. The first monolayer is psuedomorphic, since the LEED pattern
is the same as for the W(001) p(lxl), Fig. 1(a), and just as sharp. With multilayer
deposition of Fe the LEED patterns become fuzzy and spots blurred, Fig. 1(b).

The Co overlayers on W(001) show LEED patterns represented by Fig. 2(a). The
Co hexagonal surface of either hcp(0001) or fcc(1ll) has the closest-packed surface and
having the largest interplane distance, which is advantagious for adsorption. We suggest
that Co overlayer grows in a distorted hexagonal arrangement on W(001) as shown in
Fig. 2(b). For perfect registry with the substrate, the distortion from bulk Co would be
from ao=2.51 A to 2.24 A, or 10.8% compression in one bond direction, and 2.5%
dilatation in the orthogonal direction. The monolayer atomic density is twice of that of
the substrate. The LEED pattern shown in Fig. 2(a) is the superposition of LEED
patterns from two such domains, having equal probability and rotated 90' to each other.
The elongated streaky LEED spots corresponding to each domain indicate that a single

* "A.

a b

Fig. 1. LEED patterns of (a) clean W(001), and (b) Fe on W(001) with
coverages >1 monolayer.

0/1 a 0
I QaWQ

€0 0
a _ _ _ _ _

Fig. 2. (a) LEED patterns of Co overlayers on W(001), and (b) Co overlayer
structure of one of the surface domain on W(001), the other domain is the
90' rotation of it, 9 W atoms, k=2.87 A; 0 Co atoms, bulk Co a,.=2.51 A.
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domain shape is elongated in one direction (the direction in which the mesh is
compressed).[21

SPIPES EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The spin-polarized electrons are emitted from negative-electron-affinity GaAs at
room temperature, as described by Pierce et al.[3] The spin-polarized inverse
photoemission procedure, in brief, involves an incident polarized electron with low
kinetic energy, which enters the solid surface and, within the penetration depth, makes a
momentum-conserving radiative decay into an unoccupied state near E,, thereby revealing
information about the surface- and near-surface- unoccupied spin states.[4] In our
measurements photons are detected by a bandpass U V photon detector with maximum
yield at 9.8 eV and a FWHM of 1.6 eV, discribed elsewhere [5].

The experimental geometry for our SPIPES measurements is shown in the inset of
Figure 3. The thin films are magnetized (magnetization M) by applying a 400 Oe field
in the surface plane along the W[110] axis, which coincides with the spin quantization
direction of SPIPES measurement. The SPIPES data are taken with no applied field;
therefore true remaneace is measured. Our SPIPES spectra consist of two energy scans,
first with one spin (polarization P) then the opposite spin (-P). The measurements are
repeated for the reversed sample magnetization (-M). Very good consistency is found
between the parallel and antiparallel spectra. The SPIPES data shown here have been
adjusted for the electron polarization P0=27% [6].

In Figure 3, we show the normal-incidence (e= 0 ) spectra for the W substrate and
for one and four monolayers of Fe. The bottom, spin-independent curve is for clean,
unreconstructed W(001), and is in good agreement with previous work [7]. For one Fe
monolayer the Fe minority d band at about 1.3 eV emerged, as shown in the middle
curves of Fig. 3. Also shown there is the majority intensity (lower curve) peaked at the
same energy neighborhood. The spin intensity difference is unambiguous evidence fQr
ferromagnetic ordering in the pseudomorphic Fe monolayer system, observed along the I
direction of the surface Brilluoin zone. With increasing Fe thickness, the intensity
contrast between the spin states becomes greater and the majority peak moves down
toward E,. The thickness dependence reaches the bulldike limit at four monolayers
coverage with our experimental resolution, as shown in the top curves of Figure 3.

Figure 4 shows the ferromagnetic band structure of bulk Fe along the rAH line in
the bcc Brilluoin zone [8]. By comparing with the bulklike SPIPES spectra taken at
nomal incidence, with k-0 and k, along the A line, the majority peak at E, is
identified with the unoccupied majority final states near Hi ,, and a broad minority peak
at about 1.3 eV above E, corresponds to the d band along the A direction. The initial
states are provided by Fe higher-energy free-electron-like bands above the vacuum
energy with the right energy difference to couple our photon detector, and possible
momenteum-conserving radiative transitions are indicated by the arrowed vertical lines at
hv=9.8 eV. The predominant minority intensity in the unoccupied region is reversed at
E.. This is the characteristic of Fe which is known to have unfilled majority d states.
The spectral intensity for energies above d band are inelastic scettering followed by a
radiative decay with photon energy in the detecting range. There is evidently some
residual polarization, with minority spin dominant because there are more unfilled
minority states. These features were also observed in a similar investigation of Fe(001)
[9].

When the thickness decreases from four to one Fe atomic layers, the normal-
incidence spin asymmetry d.creases and the majority peak position shifts upward from
E4 towards the minority peak position. The disappearance of the intensity reversal with
decreasing film thickness may be a consequence of the majority d band at H', having
fallen below E. This behavior is consistent with the trend towards enhanced surface
magnetism with reduced dimensionality from bulk Fe (dimensionallity 3 and magnetic
moment of 2.2g,) to the free Fe atom (dimensionality 0 ond 4ps). The layer-projected
density of states calculations of Fe(001) also show the disappearance of the majority d
bands above E, for the surface layer. What is puzzling is the upward shift of the
majority peak. A number of causes may be adduced for the shift; at this moment, we
believe that a reduced Curie temperature for monolayer Fe films [10] has a effect on the
changes of electronic structure.
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Figure 5 shows the normal-incidence spectra for two monolayers of Co, each with
twice as many atoms in the plane as the W substrate. There is a continuous minority-
.spin dominance in the energy region without an intensity reversal because Co, unlike Fe,
has no unfilled majority d states. The minority d band peak close to 1 eV can be
accounted for by a radiative interband transition along the [0001] direction of hcp Co
with hv=9.8 eV [11], however, the lower majority spin peak at that energy region or a
little above I eV does not fit the same scheme because there are few unoccupied
majority final states.

As in the case for Fe, there are a number of possible explanations for the high
intensity of the Co majority spectrum. For Co, however, we have the added fact that
there exist two overlayer geometric domains, rotated by 90* from each other, and having
equal probabilility. Since the magnetic anisotropy is evidently lower in the surface
plane, and a distorted hexagonal structure should have a unique in-plane easy axis, in
our experiments, the easy axis of one domain will be parallel, and the other
perpendicular to the spin quantization axis. For the latter the spectrum should be an
equal mix of majority and minority spectra (equivalent to measuring an unpolarized
sample) and the total measured spectrum will thus contain equal admixtures of
magnetized nd "unmagnetized" spectra. Following this idea, we reconstruct the
presumed spectrum from a single domain by subtracting 50% of the spin-averaged
spectra of Fig. 5(a). The results are shown in Fig. 5(b), which shows that the majority
peak is largely removed. The strong minority spin intensity can be well assigned to a
radiative transition between bulk Co bands near the middle of 17A direction of the hcp
Brilluoin zone, (see the band structure published in Ref. [1l]).

SPIPES, Co/W(0O1) Domain Adjusted

20

10

15

o 0

:/
7 -5

a .4 76
VA AA

0 .. ... . ....

-1 0 1 2 3 4 -1 0 1 2 3 4

Energy (eV) Energy (eV)

Fig. 5. Normal-incidence inverse photoemission spectra for Co bilayers on
W(001), (a), and tentative decomposition of (a) for two possible 90' across
domains, (b). A majoity spin and V minority spin.
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CONCLUSIONS

The Fe and Co ultrathin overlayers on W(001) provide for study novel two
dimensional magnetic systems with large overlayer strain or distortions. The Fe
monolayer is ferromagnetic with in-plane magnetization. A strong thickness dependence
is observed, and the bulklike features are in good agreement with the bcc Fe results.
The Co on W(001) forms a distorted hexagonal crystalline structure. Pronounced
ferromagnetism sets in only at two monolayers (each with double the W surface atomic
density). The SPIPES results show predominantly minority spin interband radiative
transitions from free-electron-like initial-state bands into an unoccupied bulk 3d band,
while k, is conserved.
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ABSTRACT

Thin (0-6 monolayer) films of gadolinium on Cu(100) have been
investigated using synchrotron radiation photoemission. From the definite
selection of final state symmetries in photoemission, we have been able to
determine a lower bound to the exchange splitting of the gadolinium 5d
band. The gadolinium films on Cu(]O0) exhibit an exchange splitting that
changes from approximately 1.1 eV to 0.6 eV as the overlayer thickness
increases. The results for thicker films agree with the accepted values for
the 5d exchange splitting of bulk gadolinium.

INTRODUCTION

The investigation of the magnetic properties of ultrathin (1-10
monolayer) metallic films is an area of increasing interest [1,2], in
particular since thin films exhibit qualitatively different magnetic
properties compared with the bulk [3,5]. Gadolinium is of particular
interest because this elemental ferromagnet has been thought to be a
classic, localized ferromagnet (6].

The 4f, valence band and shallow core levels of ultra thin Gd
overlayers on Cu(100) and on crystalline nickel overlayers on Cu(100) have
been investigated using angle-resolved photoemission [7,8]. A definite
selection of the final state symmetries for 1/2 to 4 monolayer thick Gd
films indicates that the occupied Gd 5d band is predominately 3z2.r2 and
j=3/2 character. The 5p3/2 was observed to be predominately pz in
character, for thin Gd overlayers on Cu(1O0). This occurs as a consequence
of the final state electron exchange interactions between the gadolinium 5d
and 5p eigenstates.

Using the known 3
z
2
_r
2 initial state symmetry of the occupied Gd 5d

band, combined with studies of the resonant photoemission process, we have
been able to determine a lower bound to the 5d band exchange splitting for
gadolinium.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experiments were performed in an ultra high vacuum (U.H.V.) system
equipped with a hemispherical analyzer with angular acceptance window of

=i.50 for angle resolved photoemission, as well as a retarding field
analyzer for low energy electron diffraction (LEED). The vacuum system was
pumped by a combination of turbomolecular, ion and titanium sublimation
pumps, and was equipped with a residual gas analyzer, and the typical
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pressure gauges. The 50mm radius hemispherical analyzer was mounted in the
U.H.V. system on an goniometer stage with two degrees of freedom so that a
broad range of em;ssion angles ,nd light incidence angles could be studied.
The light source for the photoemission studies was the 1 GeV ring at the
Synchrotron Radiation Center, dispersed by a 3-m torodial grating
monochromator.

Relative photoemission intensities (constant initial state) [7] were
estimated using the maximum intensity of the photoemission feature with the
resolution degraded and the intensity normalized with respect to the photon
flux from the monochromator as determined by the yield of a nickel mesh
diode. The electric vector potential A of the incident light was oriented

so that the component parallel to the surface was along the Cu <110>

direction throughout this work (The r-x direction of the clean Cu(100)
surface Brillouin zone). The incidence angle of the light is defined with
respect to the surface normal so that normal incidence (zero degrees) has
the vector potential completely parallel with the surface (s-polarized)
while glancing incidence light has a large component of the vector
potential normal to the surface (p-polarized). Photoelectrons were
collected normal to the surface throughout this work, except for studies of
dispersion of bands and for angle-resolved Auger studies.

RESONANT PHOTOEMISSION

Resonant enhancement of the valence band photoemission features has
been observed for a number of metals (reference [7] and the references
therein) as well as for gadolinium overlayers (7,9]. The resonant
enhancement of the Gd 5d band, as well as for other rare earths, has been
successfully explained in terms of a 5p excitation to a low lying nl
excited electron state (mainly of 5d character) which decays via a super
Coster Kronig Transition:

5p64f75dl6s2 -> 5p54f75d26s2 -> 5p64f75do6s2 + e,

resulting in a final state identical to the direct 5d emission [7,9]. The
two excitation pathways can resonate often resulting in an interference dip
characteristic of a Fano resonance. In addition, Auger decay to final
states such as: 5p64f75d16s1 and 5p64f75d26so, may also occur to some
extent. Auger decay to the 5p64f 65d'6s 2 and 5p64f 65d26s' contributes only to
the 4f levels (at selected photon energies of course) and does not
contribute to the 5d photoemission resonances.

The photoemission resonances observed (as seen in figure 1) for the Gd
5d band at the photon energies of 25 and 32 eV are a result of this 5p-Sd
interaction and occur just above the 5P3/2 and 5pI/2 thresholds at 21.9±0.2
eV and 26.1±0.4 eV respectively [7]. Since the resonance at the 5p1/2
threshold is consistantly more intense than the one at the 5p3/2 threshold,
despite the greater theoretical electron occupancy of the 5p3/2 state,
dipole selection rules (:ctate that the low lying nl excited electron state
is mainly of 5d3/2 character since for a photoexcitation dipole selection
require that AI=il, Aj=O, i1.

2!
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Figur one: Constant initial state spectra of the gadolinium 5d

derived bands. The spectra are for 340 (+) and 700 (o) light incidence
angles. All photoelectrons were collected normal to the surface. The
nominal thickness of the gadolinium overlayer is I monolayer thick. The
spectra are normalized for the incident photon flux. The 5pJ/2 and 5P3/2
thresholds are indicated.

EXCHANGE SPLITTING

Careful analysis of the results similar to those presented in figure 1
indicate that for s-polarized light, the 5PI/2 to 5d photoemission
resonance for gadolinium on Cu(100) peaks at 31.5 eV photon energy for 1, 2
and 3 monolayer thick films. For p-polarized light, this photoemission
resonance is at a maximum at 32.6 eV for one monolayer, 32.4 eV for two
monolayers and 32.3 eV for three monolayers. Application of Fermi's golden
rule suggests that since the 5pI/2 initial state symmetry, selected in the
photoemission process, is altered with the changing light polarization that
the symmetry of the empty 5d gadolinium state involved in the resonant
photoemission process is also altered. Since the overall initial and final
state wavefunctions of the electron must share the same symmetry,
s-polarized light (normal incidence) produces transitions between px+ipy to
unoccupied states of dx,,yz character, p-polarized light (glancing
incidence) produces transitions between pz states and unoccupied states of
d3,

2.r2 character. Assuming the core levels of different symmetries are
close to degenerate [10], we therefore conclude that the unoccupied dxzy

I ~I IIV I U1iaf 11 fOCp)UU~r
.harat stte o , r, closer o.. the" rer'i le....l than the u11occul~ied d3z -r'

character states by 1.1 eV for one monolayer thick films, 0.9 eV for two
monolayer thick films and 0.7 eV for three monolayer thick films (using
monolayer equivalents) of gadolinium on Cu(100).
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Figure two: The minimum exchange splitting for the Gd 5d band as a
function of film thickness. The exchange splitting was determined from
resonant photoemission as shown in figure one. The bulk exchange splitting
is indicated [10-12].

Since the occupied 5d band is of d3z2.r2 character, the measured energy
separation between the occupied and unoccupied 5d bands of 2r2 character
cannot be less than the energy separation between the unoccupied d32.r2 and
dx,,yz character states. By placing the unoccupied dxz,y, levels just above
the Fermi energy, this energy difference is the estimate of the smallest
exchange splitting of the 5d band. The exchange splitting determined in
this manner is thickness dependant as shown in figure 2. As the thickness
of the film increases, the measured exchange splitting decreases from 1.1
eV (1 monolayer) to 0.6 eV (for a six monolayer film). This latter value is
consistant with the measured value for bulk gadolinium of 0.6 - 0.7 ?V
[11,12].

Figure 3 illustrates the energy level diagram expected for the
gadolinium 5d levels in the presence of an exchange splitting and the
resonant photoemission process. While the mechanism is undoubtedly
different, enhanced magnetic moments have been predicted and observed for
3d ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic thin films [3]. Our results for
gadolinium are consistant with these observations and the accepted exchange
splitting for the 5d bands of bulk gadolinium.

This measurement does not distinguish between the various types of
magnetic ordering kferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic or ferrimagnetism) nor
does this measurement allow us to ascertain the spatial range of the
magnetir ordering. These measrements are, however, complementary with
other measurements such as electron spin polarization techniques without
suffering from problems associated with limited counting statistics.
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Figure three: The Gd energy level diagram deduced from our results,
in the presence of an exchange splitting. The Gd 5d multiplet, the Gd 4f
level, and the Gd 5p doublet are included. Also illustrated is the two-step
process by which a Gd 5p electron can lead to enhanced emission from the Gd
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ABSTRACT

In this review, we show how spin polarized cascade electron spectroscopy provides a
relatively rapid and flexible approach to the study of a variety of problems of current interest
in both ultrathin magnetic films and surface magnetism. Specific examples relating to the
non-bulk like magnetization behavior as a function or temperature of ultrathin films are
given which lead to the conclusion that stabilization of the magnetization at low temperature
is a universal characteristic of ultrathin magnetic films. Comparison between ultrathin film
and surface magnetic behavior is made. Evidence is given that the weakening of exchange
coupling both at the surface of a bulk sample and across magnetic spacer layers between an
ultrathin magnetic thin film and a bulk sample can be evaluated and dramatic effects due to
minute quantities of non-magnetic nearest neighbors are demonstrated.

INTRODUCTION

It has long since been recognized that magnetic properties at a surface ofa magnetic
material can be expected to be quite different from its bulk magnetic characteristics. Tile
inherent breaking of symmetry at the surface as well as structural or compositional changes
at the surface of multiconstituent materials are but a few of the reasons why large differences
in surface versus bulk magnetic properties should be anticipated. In recent years a number
of spectroscopies have been developed which are designed to probe magnetic phenomena
uniquely in the first few monolayers of a magnetic material. The sensitivity of these
spectroscopies is such that fractional monolayers of a magnetic material on nonmagnetic
substrates can also be examined. This versatility allows us to examine a large variety of
magnetic phenomena such as the onset of magnetic characteristics during the early stages of
film growth - to the unique non-bulk-like properties in ultrathin layers due to issues relating
to low dimensionality - to the onset of bulk-like characteristics as the film grows. Recently
many reports have appeared in the literature on multilayered or modulated magnetic thin
film structures which owe their unique overall magnetic characteristics to magnetic surface or
interface phenomena or questions relating to low dimensionality.

It is the purpose of this article to describe one experimental approach which utilizes
relatively well established in situ spectroscopies which lend themselves to tile study of the
above stated classes of problems. Several material systems have been chosen from recent
work in this laboratory and are considered typical or related work throughout the literature.
Emphasis in this paper will be placed on the experimental techniques and the related
Material Science issues.

SPIN POLARIZED ELECTRON MAGNETOMETRY

One of the major achievements of the past decades is that one has learned how to
extract electrons from a solid and emit them into vacuum. The energy required for electron
emission is mainly supplied in the form of electric fields, and the amount or energy is small
compared to the energy of the rest mass of the electrons. Therefore,the non-relativistic limit
applies, and the electric fields do not couple to the electron spin. This means that the spin
polarization of the electrons is conserved in the process of excitation or the electrons to an
escape level. I lowever, the conservation of spin polari/ation as the electron, are transported
out of the solid is not necessarily assured due to an as yet not well understood set of
tuirftifilsta ces so WtIt din dJecptliit CXpCeiltnelltal proof oil a dr.cc .... i.o .. '.'c.
surface magnetiation and the measured spin polarization is highly desirable for cacl system
under study. Once the electrons have been emitted into the vacuum, one can form an
electron beam and measure the spin polari'ation in a scattering cxpcrinlet. This is the basis
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instance with a spin polarized GaAs-electron gun,and the emission of light or scattered
electrons is measured when the spin polarized electron beam strikes the sample under
investigation. Magnetometry based on the emission or scattering of electrons requires
special care relating to the sample preparation. Definition of the surface on an atomic scale
is critical because of the short mean free path of the electrons in the solid. For most
investigations this necessitates that the experiment be carried out in an ultrahigh vacuum
system and that appropriate methods to prepare and subsequently characterize the sample
surface be part of the experimental setup. When buried magnetic layers, or magnetic
probing greater than several monolayers is required alternate techniques such as Kerr
magneto optical rotation can be employed.

UNIQUE FEATURES OF MAGNETOMETRY WITH SPIN POLARIZED

ELECTRONS

Spatial Resolution:

A non-polarized primary electron beam may be focused into an extremely small spot.
If the electron beam strikes a magnetic solid, the spin polarization, P, of the secondary
electrons is related to the magnetization of the spot from which they have been emitted. The
probing depth of the secondary electrons may be a few Angstroms only, depending on their
energy. By scanning the incident electron beam across the sample surface, good images of
magnetic domains and domain walls have already been obtained with this technique [1,2,3].

Element Specificity:

One can obtain element specific magnetization, in an alloy for example, if one excites
electrons from specific atomic shells, as in Auger spectroscopy, and measures the spin
polarization of the emitted electrons around the atom from which the electron was emitted.
Striking examples include results obtained with FcGd [4].

Time Resolution:

With lasers, one can generate a short pulse of ultraviolet light. If such a pulse of say
10- 12s duration strikes the surface of a solid, enough electrons are emitted to perform an
accurate measurement of P. Since angular momentum is conserved for the whole bunch of
emitted electrons, space charge effects do not affect the spin polarization. This is clearly one
of the fastest techniques for measuring magnetization [5]. Furthermore, by using laser
pulses at different time delays various processes can be sorted out due to their
characteristically different time dependences, when magnetization is reversed in an external
field.

Magnetization of Specific Electronic States:

In photoemission of spin polarized electrons, one can set the electron spectrometer to
a specific energy and angle of emission. In this way, it is possible to measure the spin
polarization of specific electronic states in the solid. Even if two othewise equal electron
states nearly coincide in energy they can still be separated if they have different spin
polarization. This is ideal t6 detect the small exchange splitting in metals L6]. The results
obtained on Fe, for example, contain a wealth of new information on metallic magnetism
[7].

Magnetism in Unoccupied Electron States:

If a spin polarized electron beam is directed onto the surface of a magnetic material,
the spin dependence of light emission, or electron scattering, or electron absorption can be
measured. This opens up the field of magnetism in unoccupied electron states [8]. Recently,
a strong spin polarized feature was discovered at an energy as high as -20 eV above the
Fermi-level in Fe [9].

--
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From the above, it is obvious that magnetomctry with spin polarized electrons using
various excitation sources such as electron beams or lasers or tunable synchrotron radiation
opens up the field of surface and interface magnetism. If, in addition, one considcrs the
potential for time and spatial resolution, and the element specificity, and the magnetic
properties of unoccupied electron states it should be clear that the understanding of surface
and low dimensionality magnetic properties at a microscopic level should advance rapidly in
the future.

It must be recalled that a common feature of all electron spectroscopies is that one
generally obtains infomlation that is confined to a very thin sheet due to the short
interaction length of the electrons. It is thcrefore important to reiterate that using spin
polarized electron magnetometry can only give insight to magnetic phenomena at or near the
surface and only complimentary bulk magnetics studies can give a true picture if and when
bulk and surface magnetism will be different. One can readily identify several general areas
where non-bulk-like behavior can be anticipated.

Surface magnetic moments, surface magnetic anisotropies and surface magnetic
exchange coupling are among the most obvious. There is also a lot of activity concerning
the properties of new materials that do not exist in nature. New techniques for materials
growth, such as molecular beam epitaxy, are capable of growing artificial material with new
and unexpected magnetic properties. For example, a thin film of face centered cubic iron
that does not occur naturally at room temperature and which exhibits large uniaxial surface
anisotropy £10].

Not only the surface magnetization can be expected to be different from bulk but also
it's temperature dependence. Over the years a number of theoretical models have attempted
to describe this dependence taking cognicance of the fact that the spin wave behavior at the
surface or in ultra thin films will be different from bulk. Furthermore, the surface
magnetization temperature dependence on a bulk magnetic material can be expected to be
different than that of an isoiated ultrathin magnetic film on a nonmagnetic substrate. Most
recently,extension of earlier spin wave models has shown (11,12] how surface magnetization
exchange can be deduced from the temperature dependence of the surface magnetization.
Such temperature dependent measurements also lead to insight into critical phenomena at
the surface [13].

In order to test such models it becomes necessary not only to have the ability to
measure surface magnetization but to be able to do it over a large temperature range from as
low as possible up to the Curie temperature.

SPIN POLARIZED CASCADE ELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY

Perhaps the simplest approach to surface magnetometry is to irradiate the magnetic
sample with an unpolarized electron beam giving rise to the emission of secondary electrons
whose spin polarization can subsequently be determined by Mott scattering f'rom a metal
foil. The interpretation of the Mott scattering process which leads to the determination of
the spin polarization is well established and exploits the asymmetry in the electron scattering
due to the spin-orbit coupling between polarized electrons and the gold foil. For details on
secondary electron emission and Mott scattering, see [14).

There are several advantages to using the spin polarization of the secondary cascade
electrons to obtain surface and ultra thin film magnetics information. The large intensity of
the emitted cascade (0-20 eV) electrons with a maximum at energies around 10 eV are mainly
electrons ejected from the valence band. The fact that the spin polarization cross section is
large in this same energy regime leads to large signals-in comparison, for example, to photo
emitted spin polarized electrons, or spin polarized Auger electrons, see Fig. 1. The large
intensity of the cascade electrons makes very rapid measurements possible. This reduces
artifacts due to adsorption of residual gas molecules on the sample surface. It will become
evident from the data to be presented that this is crucial. Furthermore, the excitation and
measurement of the cascade electrons is compatible with such other spectroscopies, such as
Auger spectroscopy. Hence, the surface can be spectroscopically defined before and afler
each magnetic measurement. The effect on surface magnetic properties due to deliberate
soiption of gases or condensible species is easily monitured. 'I he addition of electron energy
analysis in the higher energy regime, where Auger electrons can be monitored, leads to atom
specific,surface sensitive magnetic information. Examples given in this paper will not include
results from such energy analysis prior to spin polarization detection, but it should be

-31~- - -
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pointed out that this element specific surface magnetometry promises to be most powerful,
especially from a Materials Science point of view.

In order to make reliable comparisons between theory and experiment the spin
polarization of the cascade electrons must be shown to be proportional to the magnetization.
This is critical since the often observed enhancement of spin polarization (see Fig. 1) is not
clearly understood. Furthermore, in order to make meaningful comparisons with theoretical
predictions of surface magnetization and experiment it is important to be able to measure the
polarization with the sample in magnetic saturation at each temperature rather than just in
the remanent state. This requirement imposes the experimental problem of subjecting the
sample to a large enough external magnetic field to saturate the sample while trying to
extract and efficiently collect the spin polarized electrons emitted from the sample.

Our choice was to examine magnetization in the plane of the film which then
pecessitated a uniform, variable field to be applied in the plane of the film. This is
accomplished by either placing the samplr :ppropriately in the gap of horse shoe
electromagnet or by using a metal strip a angement as a substrate, through which a current
could be passed to produce a homogenous magnetic field near the surface. The applied field
is used both during deposition in older to induce uniaxial anisotropy and for the subsequent
saturated hysteresis loop polarization measurements. In order to fulfill the requirement of
saturating the sample and yet overcome the Lorentz deflection of the cascade electrons our
experimental configuration constrained us to study materials that can be saturated at fields
< 20 Oe, i.e. soft materials, such as permalloy. Clearly, the remanent surface magnetization
can be measured for hard materials also. The relative accuracy in the measurement of the
spin polarization P can be determined by employing the fact that thick perinilloy films
exhibit square surface magnetization loops with magnetic saturation in external magnetic
fields Ii < 5 Oe. It follows that P(ll) must be constant within experimental error at
II >_ 5 Oc. This provides an internal relative standard against which the precision of the
apiaratus can be verified. On the basis of this test, remaining systematic errors are
estimated of the order of P - .1%. A further more generally applicable test can be derived
from the fact that hysteresis loops must be symmetrical with respect to the center (M = 0,
I I = 0) whereas stray field induced artifacts tend to be even functions of the applied field I.
The P values observed in magnetic saturation as defined above are average(] and the
difference between the average in positive and negative saturation yielded one datum point of
the saturation spin polarization,P (T).

Our Kerr magneto optical rotation measurements during filn growth, not only
provides direct comparison of hysteresis loops for ultrathin films by a second methud (even
at the submonolayer level (SMOKE)) but also provides the ability to monitor the integrated
magnetic behavior of much thicker filns, which the electron escape depth -limited spin
polarized electron spectroscopy cannot. One of our most recent studies using spin polarized
cascade emission serves to illustrate many of the points made so far.

J_
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Recent extensive studies in our laboratory on clean and modified surfaces of
previously well characterized amorphous bulk FeNiB has shown that the spin polarized
surface measurements are proportional to the surface magnetization as a function of
temperature. In the case of such polarization measurements on crystalline materials the
incoherent generation of the cascade electrons averages over effects of diffraction. In
contrast to the spin dependence of the elastic scattering of electrons, as in SPI.I;il'l, the spin
polarization of the cascade electrons is then expected to be proportional to the surface
magnetization even with crystalline materials.

In Fig. 2, the normalized spin polarization of"4 NiFe films with less than 1% ofa
monolayer of surface contaminants as determined by Auger, are plotted against temperature.
At each data point a surface hysteresis loop was taken and the saturation polarization
measured as defined earlier, From inspection of such surfacc loops the importance of
saturating the samples becomes evident since the observed remanent magnetization can be
significantly lower than the satuiation values.

Figure 2, vividly demonstrates that the temperature dependence of the surface
magnetization changes dramatically as the film thickncss increases from one to several
monolayers of NiFe. For example, the lowest Curie temperature we were able to observe
was 250 K for the thinnest film compared with a bulk value of 850 K. Furthermore Fig. 2
demonstrates how quickly the non-bulk-like behavior of ultrathin films-involving transition
metals is lost as the film thickness increases. At approximately the 3 to 4 monolayer level
the bulk-like temperature dependence of magnetization is reached. This is consistent with
the short range spin correlation length in transition metals.

The fact that the temperature dependence of the magnetization in these ultrathin
films is stabilized at the lower temperatures is the subject of a separate publication in which
we propose this low temperature stabilization to be quite universal for ultra thin films and
due to quenching of long wave length spin modes [15]. Some recent experiments on
epitaxial Fe or Co films in the monolayer range using different spectroscopies show similar
temperature dependencies [16-17,18,19]. Clearly the spin wave theory which predicts a linear
decrease of M at the lower temperatures [201 for ultrathin films does not hold.

As mentioned earlier bcsides reduced coordination and symmetry at qurfaces, the
presence of any magnetically diss:milar or nonmagnetic nearest neighbor atoms in the form,
for example, of surface sorbates can be expected to alter the surface magnetization via
electronic interactions. Likewise the presence of ultrathin non-magnetic ovcrlayers or
non-magnetic spacer layer between say, an ultrathin magnetic layer and a magnetic substrate
or as part of a periodic modulated thin film structure will also influence the resultant
magnetic behavior via different coupling mechanisms across the interfacc. Numerous
examples of this general type have been reported in the literature in recent time,. Below we
present a typical example of how spin polarization magnctomctry was used in our laboratory
to follow some of these effects on ultrathin film structures.
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Figure 3 demonstrates how sensitively the temperature dependence of the saturation
spin polarization (surface magnetization) responds not only to small changes in film
thickness but also the addition of submonolayer quantities of non-magnetic sorbates or
non-magnetic metals during film growth up to a total film thickness of approximately 6A.

Figure 3 shows Po(T) for a group of thin permalloy films. Film I had a nominal
thickness dn = 4.5A; Tc t 320K was obtained by extrapolarizing Po(T). The contamination
of film I with C and 0 atoms as determined by the Auger-spcctrometer was below I% or a
monolayer. No other contaminants were detected. Film 2 was obtained by depositing an
additional layer of 0.75A of permalloy, whereby Po(1OOK) increased from 6.6% to 9.0 and
Tl 390K. Film 3 was obtained after -10% ofa monolayer ofC and 0 had accumulated in
15h waiting time at a total pressure of residual gases of- 10- 10 Torr; P0(100K) decreased by
.8% and Tc by 20*K due to adsorption of mainly CO or CO2 . Film 4 was obtained when
9% of a monolayer of Ta was deposited at the surface which caused the strong decrease of
P0(l00K) and T, to 6.2% and 250K, respectively. Film 5 was then obtained by depositing
.9A of permalloy on top of this sandwich whereby Po(lOOK) and Tc increased again to 7.7%
and 335K. The total thickness of film 5 is -6.15A of"permalloy." I lowever, it contains
traces of Ta, C, and 0 as measured in the various steps of preparation. This is sufficient to
induce a substantial difference to a homogeneous permalloy film of 6A; such a film has
PO(IOOK) = 12.4% and T.- 704K which demonstrates the crucial role of contaminants in
the magnetic properties of ultrathin films. The extreme sensitivity of P0 and T, to
contamination of permalloy can be understood by the preferential oxidation and surface
segregation of Fe. Brundle, Silverman and Madix [21] showed that these phenomena occur
in permalloy, but a detailed understanding of the magnetic changes concomitant the chemical
changes is at present still lacking. However, the segregation of Fe occurs only if surface
adsorbates are present. Therefore, we can assume that an NiFe alloy of the bulk
composition exists if no surface adsorbates are detected with tile Auger-spectrometer.

One of the additional features that the data in Fig. 3 demonstrates is the fact that in
ultrathin film studies the nominal thin film thickness dn of the magnetic film is not an
adequate measure of the true magnetic film thickness dm. If the substrate or an interfacial or
overlayer of a different material couples at the interface such as to induce a lowered
magnetization in the adjacent layers then dm in fact will be smaller than dn. We have shown
elsewhere [22] how a true dm can be estimated from the observed saturation spin
polarization P0 at T - 0, using the expression

dm = eP In(! - Po/lrn) (I)

where e is an estimate of the probing depth of the cascade electrons [23] and Pn is the
independently measured saturated spin polarization of a clean, thick film of the same
magnetic material. In this latter case no substrate interfacial coupling problems need be
considered and the film thickness would be much larger than the the escape depth, say 5A,
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using the recent values of'e reported in the literature (23]. Making the correction in this
manner to obtain the true magnetic thickness and then plotting the observed Curie
temperatures T. as a function of this dm gives very good agreement with the T-thickness
dependence reported in the literature where direct measurements of magnetization were made
using other methods [24,25]. This agreement provides furthcr evidence that spin polarized
cascade electrons can be used to make meaningful measurements orsurface magnetization.
The conclusion that a magnetic "dead layer" in the NiFe was induced for example by the Ta
substrate in the systems reported in Fig. 3 was further corroborated by an approach in which
the variation of the Auger line intensities of NiFe and Ta as a function of coverage are
compared to the observed cascade spin polarization. Appropriate Auger lines for NiFe and
Ta are chosen so that effects of depth dependent attenuation cancel. For details see Ref.
(22).

We have already mentioned that ultrathin magnetic films on a nonmagnetic substrate
do not follow the linear decrease of M(T) at low T predicted by spin wave theory for "free
standing films." Figure 3 clearly demonstrates that experimental fact. On the other hand we
have shown that equivalently ultrathin magnetic films adequately coupled via a nonmagnetic
exchange link to a bulk magnetic substrate exhibits the M(T) behavior predicted by the spin
wave theory -:cently described for such a coupled system [11,12]. In fact a .1.3/2 dependence
is predicted similar to that for the surface magnetization or a bulk sample according to Eq. 2

MO(T) - MO(0). (I - kCT31 ) (2)

where C is the constant describing the decrease of the bulk magnetization due to spin waves
and k measures the probability of finding a reversed spin in the surface layer divided by the
average magnon probability in the bulk. One of the advantages of measuring the
magnetization via the spin polarization of the cascade electrons is that a magnetic film on a
magnetic substrate can also be measured by virtue or the small probing depth of the cascade
electrons. Examination of the data presented in Fig. 4 illustrates these points. Ilere
Permalloy films of the nominal thickness d, = 5A were coupled to a *hick (bulk) Permalloy
film of dn = 500A via a Ta spacer. Curves a, b and c in Fig. 4 show the temperature
dependence of the saturation spin polarization for such sandwich structures with the
exchange link thickness of the Ta varying from .5, 1.0, and 1.5 atomic layers. The full lines
are best fits through the data points using the above equation. The full line without data
points is the T-dependence of bulk Permalloy taken from Ref. 12. The spin polarization data
for all three coupled films are reproduced perfectly by the above equation with k = 2.5, 4.1
and 5.7 ywd Po(0) = 17.6% 16.3% and 13.4% for films a, b and c, respectively. So not only
is the T 3) prediction met, thereby validating the applicability of the above mentioned spin
wave theory, but in addition the variation of the k values following the model or Mathon
and Ahmad [12] give a measure of the expected reduced exchange interaction on a path
perpendicular to the spacer layer

20
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Clearly, since the escape depth of the spin polarized electrons is no greater than 5A
[23], one can also use this cascade electron spectroscopy to study the temperature
dependence of the surface magnetization on a bulk magnetic sample. Figure 5 shows a
recent example of such a measurement in our laboratory taken on a very carefully cleaned
sample of the prototype material, amorphous NiFeB. whose surface was characterized by
Auger as well as the absolute value of the spin polarization. Examination of Fig. 5 leads to
several conclusions. The T312 dependence is rigorously followed in agrcement with other

4authors looking at the same material. On the other hand we do not see a unique k value of
p 3 as observed by others who used elastic scattering of spin polarized electrons from the

surface [26] or on other surfaces by Mossbauer [27,28]. In fact we have clear evidence that
the k factor can be systematically altered over a-large range by adsorbing submonolayer
quantities of different-non-magnetic species on the surface, i.e., changing the surface
chemistry.

A k = 3 is seen, for example, at a 20% monolayer of C, 0 sorbate level. Figure 6
shows a maximum k value of 5.7 for a halfa monolayer of Ta deposited on NiFell. Also
shown in Fig. 6 is evidence of optimizing the spin polarization, with this material, to a value
of 21%, after repeated cleaning steps. Following the recent extension of classical spin wave
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theory by Mathon and Ahmad (11] in which they propose that variations in the k values up
to TIT, ~0.4 are a direct measure of the exchange weakening in a direction perpendicular to
the surface plane, Fig. 5 shows that the magnetic exchange coupling at the clean surface of
the FeNiBl sample is significantly less than the bulk [29]. Furthermore it is clear that
surprisingly small quantities of surface deposits, e.g., Ta, weaken this surfacc exchange in a
dramatic way. Detailed understanding of the electronic coupling mechanisms giving rise to
these effects as a function of coverage await further development.
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MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF RARE-EARTH/Fe MULTILAYERED FILMS
WITH ARTIFICIAL SUPERSTRUCTURES

TERUYA SHINJO, KO MIBU, SHINICHI OGAWA AND NOBUYOSHI HOSOITO
Institute for Chemical Research, Kyoto University, Uji, Kyoto-fu 611 Japan

ABSTRACT

By using UHV deposition technique, multilayered films consisting of Fe
and rare-earth (Dy, Nd or Y) laye were prepared. Magnetic properties of
Fe layers were investigated from "Fe M8ssbauer spectroscopy. From SQUID
magnetic measurements, the behavior of rare-earth layers was studied. In
Fe/Dy and Fe/Nd multilayers, there often exists a large perpendicular
anisotropy. M~ssbauer spectra evidenced that, in certain samples, the
magnetization changes the direction, from in-plane at high temperature to
perpendicular at low temperature. The origin of the perpendicular
anisotropy is attributed to interface rare-earth atoms which are
magnetically coupled with ferromagnetic Fe layers even at higher than their
bulk Curie temperatures.

INTRODUCTION

Multilayered films with artificial superstructures are prepared by
alternately depositing two materials with controlling each layer thickness
on an atomic scale. From both fundamental and technological viewpoints a
great attention has been paid to their physical properties; magnetic
superconducting, electric, lattice dynamical...[l]. We have prepared
various multilayers by combining magnetic elements with non-magnetic ones
and studied the thickness dependences of magnetic properties and interfacial
magnetic behaviors. In certain cases, the thickness of magnetic layer could
be reduced to one monolayer and two-dimensional magnetic systems were
synthesized [2].

Magnetic/magnetic multilayers,

A consisting of two magnetic constituents
with different characters, also are of A -

great importance but have not yet been
enough explored. Suppose that two
ferromagnetic layers, A and B, are stacked B

up as shown in Fig. 1, whose Curie
temperatures are TC(A) and TC(B), where A
TC(A)>TC(B). In the temperature range
between TC(A) and TC(B), the layers of A B
are ferromagnetic but those of B are
paramagnetic. At TC(B), a kind of
crossover from quasi-two-dimensional to a A -

bulk-like behavior will occur. Some
signals of such a crossover may be observed
in the temperature dephidence of A-layer's B
magnetization. On the other hand, the
te.nperature dependence of B-layer's
magnetization may deviate from the usual
Brillouin-like behavior because of a
magnetic proximity effect with the adjacent

tA layers. If the magnetizations of A and B Fig.l. Schematic ilZus-
layers couples ferromagnetically, the total t on of a =ZtiZayez.
magnetization must be the sum of the two. structure consisting of
Conversely, if an antiferromagnetic two ferromagnetic compo-

nents, A and B.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 151. 01989 Materials Research Society
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coupling is favorable, a giant ferrimagnetic system is formed. Then, a
magnetic compensation might occur and the compensation temperature can be
controlled by changing the thicknesses of the two components. A goal of
materials research is to fabricate a material according to an appropriate
design so as to realize a certain desirable property. However, this
argument is over simplified. Actual situations of ultrathin magnetic films
are very complicated. As will be described soon, magnetic properties of
ultrathin layers depend on the thickness and in addition the behaviors of
interface part in each layer are different from those of inner part.

In this article, experimental results on multilayers prepared from two
ele' e.rs .:; different magnetic characters, Fe/Dy and Fe/Nd, are
pre-elited.13j In contr'st to Fe, which is ferromagnetic with very high TC,
Dy and Nd have peculiar magnetic properties at low temperatures. Magnetic
properties of the multilayers consisting of re and Dy or Fe and Nd layers
are studied in comparison with the results on multilayers of Fe and non-
magnetic element, Y. It is clear that M8ssbauer spectroscopy is useful to
elucidate the magnetic properties of Fe layers and from this knowledge we
obtain information concerning the microscopic structure of the interface.

Many intermetallic compounds consisting of 3d and rare-earth elements
are known, and some of them are very important as technological magnetic
materials. By combining 3d and rare-earth metals in the form of
artificially structured multilayers, we expect to find some novel magnetic
materials. Recently amorphous alloy films of 3d and rare-earth metals have
been extensively studied and those having perpendicular magnetization gather
attention for their potential as magneto-optical recording media. The
perpendicular anisotropy in the case of multilayers is one of the main
subjects in the present work.

EXPERIMENTAL

Multilayered samples were prepared by alternate deposition of Fe and a
rare-earth metal (Dy, Nd or Y) in ultrahigh vacuum. The procedure is almost
the same as the previous case, e.g. for Fe/Sb multilayers, which was already
descri ed elsewhere [4]. The vacuum during the depositiop wa in the range
of 10-4Torr and the typical deposition rate was about 0.3A.s- . The number
of bilayers in each sample is 50 ' 200. The substrates, kapton films and
glass plates, were maintained at about -500C during the deposition in order
to minimize the intermixing. Samples prepared on glass plates were used for
X-ray and neutron diffraction experiments. Structural characterization was
made by means of X-ray diffraction techniques using a Cu-Ka radiation with
8 -20 scanning. Samples on kapton substrates wsre utilized for Mgssbauer
spectroscopy and SQUID magnetization measurements. In order to enhance the
effective Fe thickness in Mssbauer absorber, samples with kapton films
were folded up for several time. A standard Co source (Rh matrix) and a
conventional spectrometer were used for 57Fe transmission M8ssbauer
measurements.

RESULTS

Structural aspects

According to the X-ray diffraction measurements, the features of
crystallographic structures of the multilayers, Fe/Dy, Fe/Nd and Fe/Y, are
very similar. Concerning their chemical properties, the difference among
these rare-earth elements is sn,al. Their atomic radii are much larger than
that of Fe and therefore an epitaxial stacking is not realized between rare-
earth and Fe layers. In the crystallographic sense, therefore, the quality
of Fe/rare-earth multilayers is not expected to be high. In the cases that
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both Fe and rare-earth layers are rather thick (more than 30A), both layers
have their own bulk crystal structures but the coherence with each other is
very poor. The Fe layers have a bcc structure and normally (110) is
preferentially oriented in the film plane. The rare-earth layers have an
hcp structure but the orientation is almost at random.

If the thickness of an Fe layer is less than a certain critical value,
the structure may appear as amorphous from X-ray diffraction studies. If an
Fe layer grows without an epitaxial relation to the substrate, very often
such a structural transition from amorphous to crystalline occurs in the
process of growth. The magnetic properties of amorphous Fe layers are
greatly different from those of crystalline layers. Namely the Curie
temperature, Tc, is much lower and the hyperfine field-i are significantly
distributed. As was reported already [5%, in the cese of Fe/Mg multilayprs,
an Fe layer with the thickness of 12A is amorphous but that of 15A is
crystalline. The structural transition occurs rather abruptly in this case
and the critical thickness is clearly determined. In the present cases, the
Fe layers thinner than 20A are always entirely amorphous but those between
20 and 30A are sometimes mixtures of amorphous and crystalline phases,
depending on the sample preparation conditions. Since the bonding between
Fe and Mg is weak, the transition in an Fe/Mg film occurs at a small
thickness value and all Fe atoms turn out to be in the crystalline phase.
On the other hand, in the case of Fe and rare-earth, the bonding is stronger
and therefore the critical value is thicker.

The situation of rare-earth layers is similar to the Fe layers. X-ray
diffraction patterns show that the critical thickness from amorphous to
crystalline is about 20A. However, even when the thickness is more than the
critical value, the size of crystallites is fairly small and almost randomly
oriented. Although a bulk rare-earth metals are known to have magnetic
structures with long range coherence, the magnetic properties of ultrathin
layers should be different. Sample preparation was also attempted by using
single crystal substrates, sapphire or NaCl, but the degree of orientation
in rare-earth layers was not improved because the substrate temperature was
too low.

By observing X-ray Bragg peaks in a small angle region, the
establishment of artificial periodic structures was confirmed as far as each
layer is not too, thin. orhe thInnest examples having periodic structures
are; Fe(4A)/Dy17A), Fq,(22A)/Dy(6A)oand Feg26A)/Nd(3A). As the thickness of
bilayer, Fe(1OA)/Dy(IOA) and Fe(13A)/Nd(6A) are the minimum values in the
present work. A periodic structure is not stable if both layers are
extremely thin. No X-ray Bragg peak waos observedofor thq samples prepared
by alternate deposition of Fe(11A)/Dy(3A) or Fe(6A)/Nd(3A). The structure
of these samples is regarded as almost homogeneously amorphous.

M8ssbauer spectra as a function of Fe layer thickness

For all multilayer samples, 57Fe Mssbauer transmission spectroscopy
has been applied at 300K and 4.2K. The temperature dependence between 4.2K
and 300K was measured for several samples. If the Fe layer thickness is
less than the critical value, the structure is amorphous and then the
spectrum at 300K is usually a doublet pattern since the Curie temperature is
lower than 300K. Examples of the spectra for amorphous Fe layers are shown
in Fig. 2. At 4.2K, the spectrum is split by a magnetic hyperfine
interaction but the line width is very large, indicating a significantly
wide distribution of hyperfine fields. Such a broad spectruw is typical for
ferromagnetic amorphous Fe alloys. The spectra for (Fe(15A)/Dy(30A)] were
measured at several temperatures between 4.2K and 300K, and the average
hyperfine field as a function of temperature is obtained as shown in Fig. 3.
From this result, the Curie temperature is estimated to be 270K. It is to

be noted that this temperature agrees with the TC for pure amorphous Fe
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Fig.2. 5Fe Mdssbauer absorption spectra of [Fe(15 )/Dy(30R)]
at 300K and 4.2K.
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estimated by Heiman et a14[61.
If the Fe layer thickness is extremely thin, the Curie teperatuge

becomes lower because of a thickness effect. For instance, Fe(2A)IY(20A)
does not show any magnetic splitting even at 4.2K. On the other hand, if
the rare-earth layer is extremely thin, a small hyperfine field is sometimes
ob,er'VeCd L'_ "MfK. The reason seems to be a magnetic coupling through the
rare-earth layers, which may elevate the Curie temperature. A small
magnetic splitting is also observed for a sample prepared on a substrate

i0Aucinoftmeaue
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whose temperature was not low enough at the deposition. The reason for a
higher Curie temperature in the latter case should be an intermixing of two
elements. Anyway, as far as the structures of Fe layers are amorphous, the
Curie temperature cannot be much higher than room temperature.

If the Fe layer thickness is beyond the critical value, the structure
becomes crystalline. Then, the Fe layers are strongly ferromagnetic and the
Curie temperature is very high. Accordingly, the M8ssbauer spectrum is a
six-line pattern with a sharp line width, which appears identical to that of
standagd a-Fe.0  In Fig. 4, for example, a result at 300K of
[Fe(39A)/Nd(28A)] is reproduced. In order to observe any deviation from the
bulk magnetic behaviors, measurements at elevated temperatures are
necessary. However, because of the stability of the multilayer samples, the
available temperature range above 300K seems to be very limited.
Measurements at higher than 300K have not yet been carried out.

In Fig. 4, together with the experimental result at 300K, a solid line
is drawn, representing the spectrum for bulk a-Fe. By subtracting the bulk
part from the observed absorption, the resultant part with smaller hyperfine
fields is estimated. The latter part corresponds to the absorption of the
interface. The relative amount is 25% of the total and the average
hyperfine field is 325kOe. Then, the relative amount of the bulk part is
75; of the totql Fe. The inner part of each Fe layer with the thickness of
29A (75% of 39A ) is regarded as pure a-Fe. on the other hand the
interface part with reduced hyperfine fields corresponds to the nominal
thickness of IOA. The reason for the reduction of hyperfine fields should be
intermixing and/or intrinsic interface effect. An interface effect may
exist even if the structure of Fe layer interfaces is chemically and
crystallographically perfect. One atom layer at each interface, contacting
with Dy atoms, may show a reduced hyperfine field. If an interface has gn
ideal structure, the thickness of interface Fe layer should be about 2A.
Since actual interfaces are not ideally flat, the effective value of
interface thickness can be somewhat bigger. The M~ssbauer spectrum
inditates that the effective thickness of interface Fe layer having reduced
hyperfine fields is 5A at each interface.

Fig.4. Mdssbauer spectra
of FFe(399)Nd(2()) at
300K and 4.2K.
The solid Zine represents
the bulk a-Fe's spectrum

-a at 300K.

4.2

0 • e0

U

I I I
-5 0 5

Velocity / mm.s
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From the above argument, if we assume 3A is the thickness where an intrinsic
interface effect can extend, the reason of redgced hyperfine field at the
resultant part with the nominal thickness of 2A must be attributed to an
intermixing. It is therefore concluded that at each interface between Fe
and rare-earth layers, an intermixing had taken place but the extent does
not more than two atom layer thickness.

Regarding to the purity of amorphous Fe layers, Mtssbauer patterns as
shown in Fig. 2 and also in Fig. 6, do not present any direct infoimation.
As a matter of fact, the spectra for homogeneous amorphous alloys also have
very similar profiles. However, comparing with the result in Fig. 4, we can
claim that the Fe purity of amorphous layers in the multilayer samples is
rather high. If the Fe layer thickness increases beyond the critical value,
the structure changes to be crystalline. Thenothe part of mixture with Fe
and rare-earth was estimated to be only a few A in thickness. This result
means that in the very thin amorphous Fe layers, the content of rare-earth
is very small. Otherwise, we have to assume a sudden, negative diffusion of
rare-earth metal atoms from Fe layers at the structural change, which seems
impossible.

(Fe (22R)/Dy (6R)]
4.2K , Fig. 5. M~ssbauer sectra

• ,at 4.2K of [Ye(22)/Dy(d)]-- V .. and [Fe(119)/Dy(3).
The former has a multi-

S X.. , ,', .'e layered structure but the
. : latter is regarded as

./. ":. / 4.homogeneous omorphous.'." " ; " "4.2K
0

[Fe (ii9)/Dy (3R) ]

-5 0 5
Velocity / mm.s-

I

S4.2K Pig.6. Mgssbauer spectra
*. * at 4.2K of [Fe(13R)/Nd(46d)J

d )4.2K
ade[(13e3/N)/7d

" ; . . I

-5 0 5Velocity / mm.s
-1
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, Perpendicular anisotropy
It is well known that a 57Fe Mgssbauer spectrum of a sample with a

magnetic order is a six-line pattern, whose splitting is due to a magnetic
hyperfine interaction. Examples are already shown in Fig. 4. If a
quadrupole interaction is negligible, the six-line spectrum has a symmetric
profile and the intensities of No.1, 2 and 3 lines are respectively equal to
those of No.6, 5 and 4. Their relative intensities depend on the angle, 6,
between the direction of magnetic field and the gamma-ray propagation
vector. The relative intensitieq of No.1 (and 6), No.2 (and 5), No.3 (and
4) lines are expressed as 3(1+coszO) : 4sin2O : 1+cos2 6, In usual Mgssbauer
measurements, the gamma-ray direction is along the film normal. Therefore
0 means the angle between the direction of magnetization and the normal axis
to the film plane. If the magnetization is oriented in the plane (6=90 0 )
the expected intensity ratio is 3:4:1:1:4:3. If the direction of
magnetization is perpendicular to the film plane (0=0), the ratio should be
3:0:1:1:0:3. The usual ratio, 3:2:1:1:2:3, observed in powder samples is

d the average for all 0. Thus, by observing the relative intensity ratio of
No.2 (and 5) line, we can judge the average direc+-ion of magnetization
relative to the film normal.

It very often happens that the magnetization directions of thin films
are in the planes because of the shape anisotropy. Then, the M8ssbauer
spectra exhibit nearly the intensity ratio of 3:4:1:1:4:3. In the present
cases of Fe/rare-earth multilayers, perpendicular anisotropies play
significant roles. It is worthwhile to estimate the magnetic easy
directions from the relative intensitiqs of Np.2 (and 5) lines. Figure 5
shows the spectrum at 4.2K for [Fe(22A)/Dy(6A)]. Certainly the relative
intensity of No.2 (and 5) line is smaller than that in a powder pattern.
Since the distribution of hyperfine field is very wide and the M8ssbauer
lines are overlapping with each other, the estimation of individual
intensity ratio cannot be very accurate. However, in a rough estimation,
the intensity ratio is 3:1:1:1:1:3 and it is apparent that the magnetization
is preferentially oriented towards the film normal. This tendency becomes
weaker in the samples with thicker Dy layers.

Fgure 5 also shows a result on a sample with a nominal structure of
[Fe(11A)/Dy(3A)]. The compositional Fe/Dy ratio is the same with the former
sample but a periodic structure does not exist in this sample. The
structure is regarded as homogeneous amorphous. It has been reported that
some 3d/rare-earth amorphous alloy films have perpendicular magnetizations
but the origin of the perpendicular anisotropy is not yet well explained[7].
However, in the spectrum for the amorphous sample, the intensity of No.2
(and 5) line has a larger intensity. From these results, it is concluded
that the perpendicular anisotropy is related to the multilayered structure
and becomes dominant if the Dy layers become thinner. The mechanism of
perpendicular anisotropy in amorphous alloy films may be different from that
in multilayers.

In Fe/Nd multilayered samples, the perpendicular magnetlzation s more
notable, Figure 6 shows the results at 4.2K for [Fe(13A)/Nd(46A)] and
[Fe(13A)/Nd(7A)]. The intensity ratio in both cases is approximately
3:0.5:1:1:0.5:3. The degree of preferred orientation to the direction of
film normal is more enhanced than the previous Fe/Dy case and the intensity
ratio does not depend very much on the Nd layer thickness. This result
suggests that the perpendicular anisotropy originates from the Nd atoms in
the vicinity of interface.

Effects of perpendicular anisotropy are also observed in the results
for the samples with thicker Fe layers with crystalline structures. At
higher temperatures, the shape anisotropy is dominant. The perpendicular
anisotropy relates to the magnetization of rare-earth layer and becomes
significant at lower temperatures. The direction of magnetization is
determined by the competition of the two anisotropies and consequently the

____
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Fig.?. Mssbauer spectra of [Fe(33R)/Dy(69)I at 300K and 4.2K.
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AFe/Dy sample (see Fig. 7) and the triangles, Fe/Nd (see
Fig. 4).
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direction Vy change depending on temperature. Figure 7 shows tile spectra
of [Fe(33A)/Dy(6A)] at 300K and 4.2K, which is an example whose
magnetization changes the direction gradually. The average angles of
magnetization from the normal axis estimated from the Mgssbauer spectra are
plotted in Fig. 8, as a function of temperature.

The direction of magnetization changes more ,clearly . in Fe/Nd
multilayers. Figure 4 showed the spectra of [Fe(39A)/Nd(28A)], which
indicate that the magnetization lies almost entirely in the plane at 300K
and turns up to a direction with an angle of 300 from the normal, at 4.2K.
The estimated average angles are also plotted in Fig. 8. A rather sharp
change is observed at about 200K. In order to understand the temperature
dependence of easy direction, a knowledge of the magnetic properties of
rare-earth layers is required. In the next section, comparing with the
results of macroscopic magnetic measurements, we will discuss further the
perpendicular anisotropy.

Multilayered samples were also synthesized in the combination of Fe and
* non-magnetic Y layers and the M8ssbauer spectroscopic measurements were

applied. Examples of the spectra are shown in Fig.9. In these samples,
Fe/Y ratios are similar to Fe/Dy in the samples having perpendicular
anisotropy. However, the intensity ratio of the six lines is always nearly
3:4:1:1:4:3 regardless of temperature. This result means that the
perpendicular anisotropy correlates with the magnetization in Dy or Nd
layers. In Fe/Y multilayers, such a perpendicular anisotropy does not exist
and the magnetic easy direction is always in the film plane.

300K 4.2K

" [l.'~(e (40R) /Y (10R) I ""- ..

43)C
o ,o " . -. •

• , . . % : ." /"" " " " "
* . . : .. .[' ( o,) Y 5 ) ' . . . .

: (:e(30)

-5 0 5 - 0 5Velocity/ram.s 1

Fig.9. Mssbauer spectra of [Fe(40)IY(10R)J and [Fe(30)/y(59)J
at 300K and 4.2K.
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Macroscopic magnetization
Magnetization measurements were carried out by using a SQUID

magnetometer. From the results, the magnetic behaviors of rare-earth layersIare conjectured since those of Fe layers are already known from the
M8ssbuer sppctroscopic studies. In Fig. 10, the magnetization of
[Fe(44A)/Dy(12A)] is shown as a function of temperature, which was measured
by applying lOkOe in parallel to the film plane. Both at 5K and 270K, the
magnetization is saturated by the external field, lOkOe. It is obvious that
the magnetization decreases with the decrease of temperature. The thickness
of Fe layers is enough large and Fe layers can be assumed to have the full
magnetization even at 300K. Assuming the contribution of Fe layers is the
same as the bulk magnetization, the magnetization of Dy layers is estimated
as shown in the same figure. The observed magnetization at 5K is almost the
same as the calculated value with the assumption that the magnetizations of
both the Fe and Dy layers are saturated but aligned antiparallel. At low
temperatures, therefore, the magnetic structure is regarded as a giant
ferrimagnet. The magnetization of Dy layers decreases with the increase of
temperature but still exist at 270K, which is much higher than the bulk Neel
temperature of Dy (179K). This result means that the interface Dy layers
have a strong antiferromagnetic coupling with Fe layers and contribute to
the bulk magnetization up to higher than the bulk TC. If the Dy layers are
thicker, a magnetic contribution from the inner part appears at low
temperature and it is not saturated even in the external field of 50kOe.

In Fe/Nd multilayers, the situation is similar but the magnetic

coupling is parallel in contrast to the case of Fe/Dy. Figure 1) shows the
temperaturg dependpnce of saturation magnetizations for (Fe(39A)/Nd(IOA)]
and [Fe(39A)/Nd(46A)]. The magnetization of the Nd layers is estimated as
the difference between the observed value and the Fe layers' contribution,
which is assumed to be the same as the bulk. It is thus found that the Nd
layers have a magnetization even at 300K, which is considerably higher than
the bulk T, 19K and the magnetic contribution of Nd layers becomes larger
with the decrease of temperature. Jn the §ame figure, the result on a
sample with thicker Nd layers, [Fe(39A)/Nd(46A)], also is illustrated. It
is to be noted that the magnetic contribution down to about 100K of the4latter sample is very similar to that of the previous one, although the Nd
layers are much thicker. This fact suggests that only the interface part of
Nd layer can participate in the magnetic order above lOOK. An increase of

02.0 -
4Fe contribution

Fig. 10. "Observed" means the

magnetization of [Fe(449)/
.-.------ Dy(12)] measured after field

1i.0 Observed cooling with applying lOkOe

r =in parallel to the film plane.
The broken tine corresponds
to bulk a-Fe. The Dy contri-N bution was obtained by sub-

0 ! tracting "Observed" from the

100 T/K 200 300 theoretical Fe contribution.

Dy contribution
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magnetization observed below 100K should correspond to the contribution from
the inner Nd atoms. Judging from the temperature dependence of the
magnetization shown in Fig. 11, the effective TC of the interface Nd part is
not much higher than 300K and that of the inner Nd part is lower than lOOK.
Therefore ir, a crude assumption, the magnetization of the sample,
[Fe(39A/Nd(46A)] is divided into three components, Fe layers with very high
TC, interface Nd parts with an intermediate TC and inner parts of Nd with
low T0. 0

e magnetization curve obtained for the sample [Fe(39A)/Nd(28A)] is
also very similar with those in Fig. 11. A remarkable field dependence
appeared below 100K, which corresponds to the contribution of inner Nd
parts. As already shown in Fig. 8, the magnetization in this sample changes
the direction at about 200K. This phenomenon should be explained as the
result of the competition between in-plane anisotropy due to the Fe layers
and perpendicular anisotropy origi nated from the interface Nd atoms. At
higher temperatures, the former is dominant since the Fe layers' TC is very
high but at lower temperatures, the latter becomes significant with the
increase of interface Nd atoms' magnetization. The temperature where the
latter overcomes must be around 200K.

By neutron diffraction technique, Bragg peaks due to the artificial
periodic structures are observed and from the analysis of flopping ratio, we
obtain an information on the magnetic density distribution in the
multilayers. The results are consistent with the above arguments.
Comparing with the present results, microscopic magnetic structures will be
discussed.[8].

MFe +MNd
(for o)

Fig.11. Magnetization vs. tem-
perature curves of lFe(399)/
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CONCLUSION

(1) Multilayered films with artificial superstructures were prepared from Fe
and Dy, Nd or Y. Artificial periodicities were established even when
each layer is extremely thin. The structure of each layer was amorphous
if the thickness is less than a certain value.

(2) Interface parts of Nd (and Dy) layers have ferromagnetic (and
antiferromagnetic) couplings with Fe layers even at higher than their
bulk TC's.

(3) A strong perpendicular anisotropy is originated from the orbital angular
momentum of interface Nd atom, whose magnitude depends on the local
magnetization at the interface Nd.

(4) The direction of total magnetization is determined by the competition of
in-plane and perpendicular anisotropies. Mssbauer spectra evidenced
that in many samples, the easy directions change depending on
temperature.
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ABSTRACT

Hexagonal-close-packed FeX/Ru superlattices with the
modulation along the (0001) axis, contain fully hcp Fe layers.
The-interatomic Fe-Fe distances are enlarged by about 10% as
compared to fcc Fe. Ferromagnetic behavior is found when Fe
layers are thicker than about 4 monolayers.

INTRODUCTION

Epitaxy offers the possibitity to synthetize transition
metal films possessing modified structures as compared to stable
phases. Regarding the magnetism of 3d metals, it is interesting
to study the effect of a controlled variation of interatomic
distances and of the crystal symmetry on the magnetic properties
including e.g. the saturation magnetic moment, the magnetic
structure and the transition temperature. As a general rule, an
increase of the saturation magnetic moment is expected upon
enlarging distances, because of the reduction of the bandwidth.
Simultaneously, the exchange energy will decrease, thus lowering
the ordering temperature. The type of magnetic structure should
also strongly depend on the crystal structure, on the thickness
of the layers and on their interspacing. Moreover, the fact that
3d atoms are located in crystal sites with non-cubic symmetry,
should induce anisotropic properties. In our case, the hexagonal
symmetry implies an uniaxial anisotropy along the c axis.

The aim of the present work is to study the magnetism of
hcp Fe layers epitaxially grown on hcp Ru. The lattice mismatch
is enormous between Ru (a=2.706A, c=4.28A) and Fe interatomic
distances in compact phaseE including the fcc structure (2.53A)
or the high-pressure hop e-Fe phase (a=2.53A and c=3.93A if
extrapolated to ambiant pressure). On the other hand, the
balance of heats of adsorption of Fe on Ru and of Fe on Fe is
largely in favor of a wetting of Ru by Fe, as empirically
evaluated by the model of Miedema [1]. Thus these simple
arguments are a priori in favor of a Stranski-Krastanov mode of
growth.

It is also worth noticing that the hcp FexRul x solid
solutions are stable over an extended range of concentration:
O<x<76.5 at% [2]. These solid solutions are surprisingly non-
magnetic down to low temperature , like the C-Fe phase [3].

In the present report, we describe the growth of the Fe. Ru
superlattices with the Fe and Ru thicknesses (x and y) ranging
respectively from 4 to 14A and from 4 to 78A. The Fe growth is
clearly pseudomorphous with Ru, provided that the Fe thickness x

Zdoes not exceed 14A (about 7 monolayers) while Ru layers of only
4A are sufficient to stabilize the hcp structure. By combining

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 151. 01989 Materiels Research Society
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5 Fe MNssbauer spectroscopy and bulk magnetic measurements,
ferromagnetic layers are observed, provided that each Fe layer
is thicker than 4 monolayers. The ordered Fe sites bear a moment
of about 2 L. at low temperature.

EXPERIMENTAL-PROCEDURE

Fe R superlattices are grown by MBE (RIBER EVA 32) in
residual Pessures below 10" 0 Torr. The (1120) sapphire
substrate is firstly coated with a 200A Ru buffer layer, thus
ensuring that the surface is single-crystalline and atomically
flat, as proved by RHEED streaked patterns (4]. The growth
direction is along the (0001) axis of the hop structure. It is
worth underlining that we obtain the same growth when using
natural mica as substrates. This is particularly interesting
because these superlattices can be easily lifted-off from mica.
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) ascertains that the samples
are free from contamination like e.g. oxygen. The sequential
growth is achieved at 100"C in order to prevent from
interdiffusion. The vapor sources are e- guns and the deposition
is monitored by quartz balances, at typical rates of 0.5A/s.
The bulk magnetic properties are measured with a SQUID
magnetometer with a sensitivity of 10.6 emu [5]. We use a disc
of 15 =mm in diameter which is lifted-off from the mica
substrate. The M6ssbauer spectra are recorded conventionally in
transmission geometry using a 5TCo:Rh source. The instrumental
line width amounts to 0.23 mm/s. Typically 6 discs are used,
originating from the same sample as for the SQUID measurements.

GROWTH AND STRUCTURE OF THE SUPERLATTICES

The growth of the superlattices is investigated by RHEED
and AES (in-situ) and by high resolution X-ray diffraction [4] .
Starting from a flat and single-crystalline Ru (0001) surface,
the RHEED patterns remain basically unaltered when growing Fe
layers up to about 14A. Indeed, no departure from a 6-fold
symmetry is ever detected, but the streaks slightly broaden
above about 2 Fe monolayers. This is likely due to defects
introduced by strains in the Fe layer, that could give rise to
dislocations. Nevertheless, it is remarkable that in all cases,
Ru layers as thin as 2 monolayers are sufficient to recover the
original RHEED pattern, i.e. to erase all the defects of the Fe
layer. Another surprising. result is that Ru layers of only 4A
i.e. the length of one unit cell along (0001), stabilize the hcp
Fe structure up to at least 12A (Fig. 1). This point is also
unambiguously established by X-ray diffraction. As a general
rule, all the superlattices with 4<x<12A and with 4k<y exhibit

a) b)

Fig. 1: RHEED pattern (30 kV) of a Fe Ru superlattice under
the <100> azimuth. a) 61th Fe layer; b 6tth Ru last layer.
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Fig. 2: High resolution X-ray Fig. 3: Variation of the hop
diffraction of a Fe Ru unit cell parameters a(x,y) and
superlattice (Co ka,) In -2e c(x,y) vs Fe content x/(x+y).
geometry. Notice the low and The dashed line represents the
high angle satellites peaks hcp Fe.Ru., solid solutions.
and pure Ru peaks ( buffer).

the hop structure. An information on the structure along the
growth axis c* is gained by e-20 scans. Firstly, the magnitude
of the c(x,y) parameter of the superlattice is obtained for
various values of x and y. Secondly, the width of the rocking
curve (less than 1") at the (0002) Bragg peaks proves the good
quality of the epitaxy, practically independent of x and y.
Thirdly, the occurrence of several satellite peaks, both at
small angles and around the (000 2*1) Bragg peaks, is a good
test of the stacking periodicity and of the interface sharpness.

Simulations of the diffracted intensity show that the rms
dispersion in the bilayer thickness is of the order of 3%,
whereas the interface width is typically of 1 monolayer[4].
These points ar2 directly illustrated by the existence of
several satellites in an ultra-short period superlattice with
x-4A and y=4A [Fig 2]. Since the fcc Fe structure is more stable
than the hop one, it is important to check that the
superlattices follows an hcp stacking sequence (ABAB..) and that
fcc stackings (ABCABC..) are ruled out. This is firstly

demonstrated by diffraction on some superlattices reduced into
powder, after lifting them off from mica. All the observed lines
are indexed in the P6 3 /mmc space group, with the modulation
along c* (4]. The other information from diffraction on powders
is a rough estimate of the basal plane parameter a(x,y).
However, in order to improve the accuracy on the value of a(x,y)
and to eliminate any spurious effects, it is possible to search
for oblique Bragg peaks from an epitaxial superlattice on
sapphire, in reflexion geometry. Knowing approximately a(x,y),
it is easy to find the diffraction condition for e.g. the (1123)
Bragg peak. Notice that the rocking curve of this peak, which
results from both the disorientation of the a and c axes, is
about 1.5". Thus, we deduce that the in-plane disorientation of
the crystal axes is typically 1". The magnitude of a(x,y) is
deduced from the (1I3) Bragg peaks ( Fig. 3). a(x,y) and
c(x,y) follow a linear behavior versus the concentration of Fe:
x/(x+y). This "Vegard law" permits us to evaluate the intrinsic
parameters corresponding to an hypothetically pure Fe layer by a
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simple extrapolation to x/(x+y)-l. Thus we find that a(Fe)-2.63A
and c(Fe)-4.06A. The basal plane parameter is smaller by about
0.07A than in pure Ru. This is an indication that there is some
in-plane relaxation. However, a(x,y) remains always
significantly larger than in solid solutions (Fig. 3). The value
of c(Fe) compares with the same parameter of hcp Cobalt (4.07A)
or with the value in solid solutions. Then, rather surprisingly
no relaxation is observed along the c axis in spite of the basal
plane expansion. This implies that the specific volume is about
12.5A3 per Fe atom, i.e. largely expanded as compared to compact
Fe phases (11.4A 3).

MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF THE SUPERLATTICES

Our first results concern the magnetic properties of two
series of superlattices: in one series, the aim is to
investigate the onset of the magnetic moment at Fe sites. The
samples have a constant thickness of Ru (y-26A), with the Fe
thickness varying from 4 to 14A. The other results focus on
variation of magnetic properties for a constant Fe thickness of
12A and for different Ru thicknesses, with the aim to study the
magnetic coupling between the Fe layers thru Ru layers.

Fe.Ru2 6 superlattices show no sign of localized magnetism
for x=4 and 6A. The onset of a stable magnetic moment is around
8A of Fe. Above this threshold, the moment is increasing
approximately linearly, with about 2,m, per Fe layer beyond 4
layers. These results contradict the simple picture that an
enhancement of Fe-Fe interatomic distances should correspond to
an increase of the 3d moment. The existence of about two non-
magnetic monolayers at either sides of the Fe layers, can be
understood in two ways: firstly, one interface layer contains a
large substitution of Fe by Ru, thus resulting in a weakening of
the exchange in this plane. The second strong argument relies on
a comparison with the hcp Fe Ru. X solid solutions. Indeed, up
to Fe concentration as niign as x=75 at.%, no stable
ferromagnetism is found. This implies that e.g. a central Fe
atom remains non-magnetic with as many as 8 Fe nearest neighbors
on average. e-Fe, with 12-coordinated Fe, is also non-magnetic.
When they carry a magnetic moment (x>8A), the FexRU 26
superlattices behave as soft ferromagnets, with an in-plane
anisotropy originating from the thin film geometry. However, the
temperature dependence of the magnetization curves would rather
suggests that the intrinsic magnetocrystalline anisotropy will
weakly align the moments along the c axis.

The magnetization curves have also been investigated for
Fe- Ru superlattices with Ru thicknesses of y=6, 13, 17 and
26. Te most stricking result is that when reducing y below
26A, a coupling of the Fe layers induces a dramatic change in

V the low field magnetization behavior whereas the saturation
magnetic moment does slighty change. Indeed, Fe12Ru6 samples

i behave like hard ferromagnetic materials, with a coercive field
of about 1 kOe and a large spontaneous magnetization (Fig. 4).
Preliminary results on intermediate Ru thicknesses show that
this effect does not change monotonously'with y. More systematic
investigations are now in progress [6].

57 Fe M6ssbauer spectroscopy brings an helpful complement
to the bulk magnetic measurements. At room temperature, the
spectra mainly consist in a quadrupole split doublet, with
QS=0.28mm/s, whatever x and y are. Within errors, the
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isomershift is the same as in a-Fe and the linewidth is about
0.30mm/s. The doublet is asymmetric because the symmetry axis
i.e. the c axis, is normal to the surface of the sample (Fig.5).
This explanation is definetely proved by tilting the sample with
respect to the axis of propagation of the gamma-rays. This is a
microscopic proof that Fe atoms are lying in an uniaxial (6-
fold) symmetry. One should however mention that the theoretical
ratio corresponding to a perfect texture and to an axial
symmetry (1:3) is not found (0.48). This can be easily explained
by the fact that the symmetry is not perfectly axial in the
interface layer, due to the substitution of Fe by Ru. An average
disorientation of about 20" with respect to the c axis is
consistent with the experimental transition intensities. Notice
that the principal component of the electric field gradient V
is negative, like for FeRu alloys [3] but that its magnitude Is
75% larger in the superlattices. This can be explained by the
fact that V scales with the deviation of c/a from the ideal

* value (l.56zinstead of 1.63).
The measurements at 4.2K reveal the coexistence of two well

defined Fe sites (Fig.6): the first ones bears only a quadrupole
interaction and the second ones carry an hyperfine field of
about 336 kOe. The field distribution remains narrow. The aera
under the magnetic subspectrum confirms that a magnetic moment
occurs only above 4 monolayers: beyond this value, the fraction
of magnetic sites can be explained as if all the additionnal
layers were fully magnetic. The ratio of the 6 spectral
transitions (3:4:1:1:4:3) confirm that the moments are oriented
in the plane. The hyperfine field magnitude, which is hardly
smaller than in a-Fe (336 versus 340 in bulk or 343 kOe in thin
films), indicates that the local Fe moment is slightly reduced
in the hcp superlattices, in spite of the distance enhancement.

Hop Fe Ru superlattices are synthetized by MBE with sharp
interfaces X 1 onolayer). Their hop structure is proved by RHEED
and X-ray diffraction and the hexagonal local symmetry is
supported by Mssbauer spectroscopy. The lattice parameters are
dramatically expanded in the hcp Fe layers. The Fe/Ru interfaces
are non-magnetic over about 2 Fe monolayers. By contrast with
c-Fe, a stable moment exists at the inner sites and it compares
surprisingly with bcc Fe. The interlayer magnetic coupling
changes with Ru thickness, inducing a hard magnetic behavior.
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ABSTRACT

Co/Pd multilayers containing one to eight atomic layers of cobalt and

ten atomic layers of palladium per modulation period were prepared in two

orientations, 11111fcc  and [001) The (1111 films were polycrystalline,

the 10011 films were epitaxial.

In this paper we compare the magnetic anisotropy of both types of films,

which can be described by an interface anisotropy contributiop favouring
perpendicular magnetization and a volume contribution favouring in-plane

magnetization. Depending on the deposition temperature, a perpendicular

anisotropy for 11111 films is found for up to about six atomic layers of Co.

The (0011 films however, show perpendicular anisotropy only for Co monolayers

or Co bilayers. The large difference between the anisotropies in the two

orientations is mainly caused by a strong in-plane anisotropy volume term

which exists for [0011 films, and which is attributed to the structural

deformation of the Co layers from cubic to tetragonal. For both orientations

a higher deposition temperature is found to lead to an increase of the

interface anisotropy due to smoothing of the layers.

4EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES.

By vapour deposition in UHV two series of Co/Pd multilayers with varying

Co content from one up to eight atomic layers per modulation period have been

prepared exhibiting a [0011 and a [li1i orientation. In both series the
fcc fee

Co layers were separated by ten atomic layers of Pd. The total numbers of

bilayers were chosen to be equivalent to a total Co thickness of about 700 A.
Epitaxial (0011 Co/Pd superlattices were obtained by first

fee
jdepositing a 1000 A Pd base layer onto cleaved 10011 NaCl at a substrate

temperature T of 3000 C, and then lowering T in order to reduce

interdiffusion during multilayer deposition. The growth temperature of the

multilayers was either 500C or 2000C, in order to study the effect of layer

smoothness on the magnetic properties (1,21.

Polycrystalline (1111 Co/Pd multilayers with a 1000 A Pd base layer
fec

were deposited onto glass substrates both at T = 50C and T = 2000 C.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) in reflection geometry was used to verify the
crystalline orientation of both series. The periodic structure and the

modulation period were deduced from the superlattice reflections in the X-ray

diffractograms.

Mat. Rae. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 151. 61989 MAterials Research Society
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For all [0011 oriented films with less than seven atomic layers of Co

plan-view transmission electron diffraction (TED) showed a single crystalline

fcc structure with fourfold symmetry. From the fact that the diffraction

spots are single and without any radial asymmetry, we conclude that the Co

and Pd layers are structurally coherent and consequently tetragonally

deformed ill. The TED pattern of 7Co/1oPd showed a twelve-fold symmetry,

originating from a mixture of two structural variants which are oriented

orthogonal to each other in the (001) plane of the Pd base layer, each having

a 6-fold symmetry. In this film the Co layers are hcp with a [00011

orientation and the Pd layers are fcc with a [1111 orientation. They are no

longer pseudomorphic, probably because the Co is too thick to sustain the

coherency stress. All (1111-oriented multilayers showed clear XRD multilayer

reflections, which were appreciably more Intense for the films deposited at

T = 2000 C than those deposited at T = 500 C [3,41. This indicates that a

more perfect periodic structure is obtained at higher T. It should be noted

that magnetic measurements after several annealing treatments indicate that

no interdiffusion occurs below 300"C 151.

The magnetic moment of the multilayers was measured at room temperature

with a vibrating sample magnetometer applying magnetic fields up to 1300 kA/m

both parallel and perpendicular to the film plane. From the area between the

magnetization curves the anisotropy energy per unit Co volume, K , was
U

determined, which is taken positive when the direction of the preferred

magnetization is directed perpendicular to the film. The dependence of the

product K * t as a function of Co layer thickness t is shown in figure 1.
U

1.5: Fig.l. Plots of anisotropy energy K

U
S1.0 times cobalt thickness t, versus t

E 2 1 I for polycrystalline [ill and

E - epitaxial [0011 multilayers, both

deposited at T = S00 C and

-0.5 111, T = 200°C. The data for the (0011
Ref. 4 orientation are the mean values of 3

independent measurements. The

L[001, 50 C estimated error in these data is
-2.0- tO.2 mJ/m 2

.

-2.5 [001], 200C

~-3.0-
2 4 6 8 10 12 14

t (A)

I m mm m w w m m m
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The anisotropy behaviour of both series of multilayers is seen to be quite

different. For [iii] films the crossover from in-plane towards perpendicular

anisotropy occurs at t g 8 A for T = 500C, and at t a 12 A for T = 2000 C.

The 10011 films however, have a perpendicular anisotropy only for monolayers

of Co when T = 500C, and also for bilayers at T = 2000C. For the samples

prepared at T = 2000C there is an abrupt transition in the anisotropy

between two and three monolayers of Co. The origin of this transition is not

yet clear.

The behaviour of K * t vs. t can phenomenologically be described as:
u

K * t = K * t + 2K (1)
u V

4 in which the surface term K is a contribution to the anisotropy originating

from the interface per unit area, and the volume term K is the contribution
V

per volume unit cobalt. The factor of 2 for the surface term refers to the

two interfaces of each Co layer. In table I we list values for K and Kv

obtained by fitting the data points of figure I to equation (1). For the

10011 films prepared at T = 2000C, we give two sets of coefficients

corresponding to the branches I and II on either side of the abrupt

transition near t d 4A (see above).

Table I. Values for the surface anisotropy term K and volume anisotropy term

term K of equation (1) obtained by fitting the data points of figure I (see
V

text).

ort'intation T K K
S S 2V

(0C) (mJ/m ) (MJm

iII] 50 +0.26 -0.72
(on glass) 200 +0.75 -1.3

(001] 50 +0.32 -2.19~(on NaClI)
200 (I) +0.45 -2.45

(I11) +0. 15 -1 .5

Interpretation

in table I we see a systematic Incrcasc of K with higher substrate

temperature, which we attribute to increased surface diffusion during

deposition, leading to smoothing fj the layers 121.

_ ____
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The volume terms K for the (0011 oriented films are much more negative
V

than those for the (1iii oriented films. In principle this contribution is

made up of three terms:

K~ I-A±M 2  + K-Air (2)
V 2 2

where the first term is the demagnetization energy, K Is the

magneto-crystalline anisotropy energy and the last term is the anisotropy due

to stress (a) via magnetostriction ().

Decreasing the Co thickness the saturation magnetizations of the [0011
filnfis per unit volume Co were found to be progressively larger compared to

the value for bulk Co, pmM * = 1.76 T. As before [31, this is attributed to a

polarization of Pd Interfacial atoms. Assuming that the demagnetization

energy is equal to that of an hcp Co film (-1.23 MJ/m 3), the larger negative
K value for the [0011 oriented films implies the presence of an additionalV

easy-plane anisotropy AK= -0.96 MJ/m 3. The origin of this in-plane anisotropy

term may be magneto-crystalline anisotropy connected with the tetragonal Co

structure, caused by the stretching of the (001) Co layers by the larger Pd
3

atoms. On the other hand this anisotropy may also be described by 2 Ao. in
which o is the coherency strain. This tnen corresponds to a positive

magnetostriction constant A 10 +45.10 "6, which is in contrast to the100

negative A of hcp Co [6]. In order to know the exact origin, independent
measurements of magnetostriction are necessary. It is to be noted that K * t

for 7Co/loPd (t a 12 A) of the 1001] oriented film prepared at T = 50 UC is
significantly larger than corresponding to the linear dependence of formula

(1). This could be explained by the structural transformation observed by TED

(see above), which might relieve some coherency stress.

For the [111) films deposited at T = 200 0C the magnitude of Kv is

roughly equal to the demagnetization energy, which is expected for a (11111fc
Co film with no substantial strain anisotropy. This may either indicate that

the Co layers are not very much stretched by lattice coherence with Pd, or

that the magnetostriction constant, A1 I' is small. The smaller negative Kv

for the films deposited at T = 50 0C points to an additional perpendicular

anlsotropy 14). Since these films also differ from the [0011 oriented films

in microstructure (crystallinity), the effects of orientation are not

completely clear. For this we also need a study of epitaxially grown [1111
superlattices. This investigation Is still in progress.
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STRUCTURAL AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF
EPITAXIAL Co-Au SUPERLATTICES

C.H. LEE, HUI HE, F. LAMELAS, W. VAVRA, C. UHER and ROY CLARKE
Department of Physics, The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
MI 48109

ABSTRACT

We describe measurements on the structural and magnetic properties of Co-Au su-
perlattices grown on Ge-buffered (110) GaAs by molecular beam epitaxy. Samples have
been prepared with Co layer thicknesses ranging from 5-40A and Au spacer layers of
constant thickness, -46A. X-ray scattering and high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy show that the hcp Co layers grow epitaxially with the (0001) axis parallel
to (111)Au and with the in-plane Co[1120] axis parallel to GaAs[001]. SQUID mag-
netometer measurements reveal a crossover in the magnetic anisotropy of the as-grown
samples such that the easy axis is perpendicular to the substrate plane when the Co
layer thickness is less than -19A.

INTRODUCTION

There is much current interest in thin film magnetic structuresd having perpen-
dicular anisotropy, not only for fundamental studies of magnetic interactions but also
for their importance in high-density recording applications. The anisotropy can arise
by several distinct mechanisms, including magnetos~riction, shape anisotropy, or from
the reduced dimensionality of the structure at a surface or interface. 2 Shape anisotropy
commonly leads to an in-plane alignment of the magnetic easy axis whereas magne-
tocrystalline anisotropy may favor an easy axis perpendicular to the film plane, as in
the case of Co(80)-Cr(20) alloy films grown in the c-axis orien'tation. 3 Surface or in-
terface anisotropy has been observed in ultrathin films and this type of anisotropy is
thought to be responsible for the perpendicular spin alignment in single-layer films 4,5

and in superlattices. 5-

In this paper we report on measurements of the magnetic anisotropy of Co-Au super-
lattices which we have grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), technrques. Clearly,
the structural quality of the samples will have a strong influence on the magnetic prop-
erties, particularly at the heterostructure interfaces. Thus, we will also emphasize the
results of some detailed structural characterization studies which have a direct bearing
on the nature of the interface structure.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The superlattices were grown 9 on (110) GaAs substrates held at 50'C in a Vacuum
Generators V80 MBE system. The substrates were annealed at 600*C for 15 minutes
before a 500A buffer layer of epitaxial Ge(110) was grown on the substrates. Au layers
were grown at a rate of 0.08A/sec using a standard Knudsen cell operating at 1300*C.
Co layers were deposited from an electron-beam-heated source at 0.3A/sec. Background

2 pressures prior to grow were ,-,10- 1 mbar, rising to <10 - 9 mbar during growth.

7Magnetization measurements were performed using a Quantum Design MPMS SQUID
magnetometer and x-ray scattering studies were made using a Rigaku 12kW generator

Mat. Ras. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 151. c1989 Materials Research Society
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producing MoKa (A , 0.71 A) x-rays monochromatized by pyrolytic graphite. A four-
circle computer controlled Huber goniometer was used to perform various x-ray scans in

order to characterize the structural quality of the superlattices. Direct images of trans-
verse sections through the structures were obtained on a JEOL 4000 EX transmission
electron microscope (TEM), operating at 400kV. The structure was viewed along GaAs
[110] with the GaAs(110) surface parallel to the beam direction.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: STRUCTURE

Reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) patterns recorded immediately
after superlattice growth (Fig. 1) indicate that the films are highly oriented within

the growth plane. Cross-sectional TEM images (Fig. 2) show that the Co and Au
layer thicknesses are uniform and continuous across the entire film and that there is no
evidence of interlayer mixing. A selected area electron diffraction pattern [Fig 2 inset
(b)] shows that the Au layers grow in the (111) orientation with Au[1I0] parallel to

GaAs[001]. Similarly, Co[1120] is parallel to Au[1l0] in the plane of the substrate.

Fig. 1 RHEED patterns on Au top Au [ITO]
layer of Co(20A)-Au(16A)
superlattice with the electron beam along
the indicated azimuthal Au crystal axes.

Au [1 1]
Our x-ray scattering measurements confirm these epitaxial relationships and can

also provide additional information on the interfacial quality. For example, Fig. 3
shows a 00e x-ray scan fit with a model having nominally 6 monolayers (ML) of Au and
11 of Co, repeated 20 times. The model includes interfacial penetration and random

layer thickness fluctuations (±1.5 ML). We deduce an interface width of 2 ML from
these measurements. Given the immiscibility of Au and Co in the bulk we believe

that the interface interpenetration is step-like (see Fig. 3) rather than due to uniform

diffusion. A number of other x-ray scans have been performed on the samples, piobiiig
the in-plane structure, the effects of misfit (about 14% in this case) and the stacking
coherence of the layers. More details can be found in Ref 9.

4=
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Fig. 2 CTEM image of Co(20A)-Au(16A) superlattice on GaAs(110) with a
500A Ge buffer layer; electron beam along GaAs[1I0]. Inset (a): High
resolution TEM image. Inset (b): Electron diffraction pattern.

CO

' 10 C.

to.

..10 .exp. data

0 2 4 6
20 (degrees)

Fig. 3 Low angle x-ray data (points) of Co(20AL)-Au(16AL) superlattices and
calculated intensity from the model described in the text.

1Inset: Schematic interface structure derived from the model.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

We performed magnetic measurements on five samples with Co layer thicknesses
in the range 5-40A and constant Au spacer layers of ,-16A. Fig. 4 shows a series
of hysteresis loops measured at ambient temperature for various thicknesses of the Co
layers. Data for the field both parallel and perpendicular to the film plane are shown.
The measurements show a crossover in the direction of the easy axis from parallel to
perpendicular as the Co layer thickness is decreased below -19A (Fig. 5). This is
a somewhat greater thickness than that reported earlier by den Broeder et al.8 on
sputtered Co-Au films. The latter samples had to be annealed before the perpendicular
anisotropy could be observed. A comparison of the MBE and sputtered samples shows
very clearly the importance of interface quality in influencing the magnetic properties.

1.0 .

0.5

0.0 OG/lAa

--0.5

-1.0 -'-*/

Fig. 4 Series of magnetization curves -5 0 5

for C°Au superlattices measured 1.0
at T=300K. -pus Pa
The labels 10 Co/16 Au etc., 05 0

refer to thicknesses of respective 0.0 .l

layers in A.
e-0.5

-1.0

-5 0 5

0.5 "-- '

0.0 7

-0.5

-1.0

-5 0 5
applied field (KOe)
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Co/Au
27

N. 0

3 S' 1 . . I . . I . .

V

.. -17

-3 0 10 20 30 40

Co layer thickness(l)-1
I

Fig. 5 Perpendicular anisotropy of Co-Au superlattices as a function of Co layer1~~~~~ HitatrM  MId hr
thickness at T=300K. Keyf is defined as V f',t(M± - M11)dH where
V is the sample volume. A is the superlattice periodicity.

A further probe of the interface quality of our samples, in addition to the x-ray, TEM
and magnetic anisotropy results presented above, is the measurement of the specific
magnetic moment of the Co layers at saturation. Fields up to 5OkOe were used in order
to ensure saturation. In Fig. 6 we see that the saturation moment is within 10% of
the bulk Co value for Co layer thicknesses down to 10A, below which the value drops
considerably.

This data supports the conclusion drawn from our other measurements that inter-
mixing of Co and Au is confined to the monolayer level at the interfaces. For the very
thinnest layers (< 10A) the sample is dominated by interface roughness (-1ML) and it
is not surprising tnat the specific moment would be significantly reduced in this case.
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Co/Au

/ Bulk Co Valu*

Fig. 6 Specific magnetization of Co 1o

in Co-Au superlattices as a A

function of Co layer thicknesses. o

Measured at T=5K. r .. , .. .. ....
0 0o 20 30 40 50

CO layer thickness (1)

CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated the growth of high-quality Co-Au superlattices. Measure-

ments from various techniques show that the interfaces in our MBE-grown samples are

surprisingly abrupt in view of the large lattice mismatch in this system. Misfit disloca-

tions and interface steps appear to be confined to monolayers neighboring the interface
and do not disrupt the epitaxial structure of the superlattice. Our results clearly estab-

lish an important link between the magnetic properties and interfacial structural quality,
particularly the observation of perpendicular anisotropy in as-grown, unannealed sam-
ples.
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MAGNETIZATION PROCESSES ANALYSIS IN Co-Cu SUPERILATTICES
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ABSTRACT

The analysis of the magnetization measurements performed on two Co-Cu
multilayers confirm the antiferromagnetic coupling already observed with
neutron experiments. Both exchange and anisotropy energies are taken into
account and estimated. Their competitive role in the individual moment
orientation leads to typical moment arrangements and hysteresis loops.

INTRODUCTION

Recent polarized and unpolarized neutron diffraction experiments [1] on
Co-Cu single crystal multilayers have revealed antiferromagnetic ordering
between Co layers with magnetic moments in the film plane. Preliminary
magnetic measurements have shown a complex hysteresis behaviour in the low
field range. In the present study, we report detailed magnetization results
for two previously studied samples. These are discussed in terms of a
phenomenological model with assumed antiferromagnetic coupling between adjacent
layers [2]. Anisotropy and exchange energies are estimated.

EXPERIMENT

Details of epitaxial growth of f.c.c. Co or Cu (100) are given in ref.
(3). The general formula of Co-Cu superlattices is written as [xCo/yCuJn,
consisting of n repeating bilayers with x atomic planes of Co and y atomic
planes of Cu. The two samples studied correspond to [6Co/8Cu]62 and
[9Co/5Cu]103.

The experimental set-up used is a 2-SQUID magnetometer which permits 2
types of measurements to be made, with the applied field in the plane of the
film. Firstly, conventional magnetization measurement (M//) may be made by
displacement of the sample along the field axis. Secondly, the variations of
both M// and MI in-plane components of the magnetization may be measured by
rotating the s'Xple about the axis perpendicular to its plane (fig. 1). [4]

' MII M

HI Fig. 1: Disc shaped sample rotating

about the axis perpendicular to
its plane

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 151. 01989 Materials Research Society
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1,0

[6Co/8Cu]62
T=300K

0,5

. 0,0

-0,5o

H H <100>

.5,0 .2,5 0,0 2,5 5,0

H(kOe)

Fig. 2 Example of magnetization curves measured along the two in-plane
symmetry axes

RESULTS

Representative magnetization curves are shown in fig. (2). Their shape is
mainly ferromagnetic with a small amount of hysteresis and a clear anisotropy
between the two in-plane symmetry axes. The saturation magnetizations for both
samples (Table I) are in good agreement with that of bulk hcp Co, their
temperature dependence shows a small decrease (7 to 8%) between 4.2 and 300 K
revealing that the Curie temperature is much higher than room temperature.

Without the previous neutron results [1], these magnetization curves could
hardly be thought to be those of an antiferromagnetic system. Before
estimating the exchange coupling responsible for this A-F arrangement, we first
present rotating sample results leading to a determination of the anisotropy
constants.

Rotating sample data analysis

In any magnetic system, at a high enough field value, the exchange energy
may be neglected compared to the anisotropy energy Ea and the Zeeman energy.
The total energy is written

Et . -MH cose + Ea (1)

where e is the angle between the saturated magnetic moment and the applied
field.

At equilibrium, the magnetization component perpendicular to the field,

H sine, may be deduced

1 aEa

in the present cubic symmetry system, with Ea Ksin 8 cois e, we get

~K
M - K sin49 a sin4e

4 8
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0,45

0,35'

0
[9Co/SCu]10 3 H//<110>

0,2S T=300 K

Fig. 3 Determination of K-value in
' high field (experimental units)

10 15 20 25

H (kOe)

The a4 coefficient is obtained by Fourier transform analysis of the recorded Mi
variation during continuous rotation of the sample, The 2a4H versus H plot
(fig. 3) allows the extrapolation of the K value in high fields. Values for
both samples are given in table I, first in erg/cm2/layer as given by
experiment, then in erg/cm3 to be compared with those of 3d metals : they are
found much lower than the value for pure h.c.p. Co, but comparable to those for
f.c.c. Fe and Ni.

Magnetization curve analysis from saturation to zero field
Let us now focus on the magnetization curves measured in decreasing field

along the hard axis <110> (fig. 4). With Eq. 1, the magnetic moments should
Ilie along the <100> axes in zero field, leading to a magnetization M//2. The

lower remanent magnetization measured (Table I) may be understood by the
antiferromagnetic coupling already observed in neutron experiments. Then we
have to take into account the exchange interaction energy.

Referring to [21, we suppose that each of the n Co layers behaves like a
single domain whose resultant moment M moves in the film plane, making an
angle Bj with the direction of the applied field, If J is the exchange
interaction between two adjacent moments, the total energy is written as

n-l n n
Et J E cos(e1-

9il)-MsH E cose i + K E sin eicos e (2)

For the ith layer, the equilibrium condition is given by

sinei(MsH - 4Jcos j - 2K(l-2cos 2Oi)cosei) = 0 (3)

This allows the magnetization M// Ms cos i to be calculated as a function of
decreasing field H (fig. 4).

A remanent magnetization Mr is expected if IK/2J1 is higher than 1.5

with MrlMs - 1//2 VT + and k = K/2J.

The Mr/Ms experimental values give the anisotropy to exchange ratio for both
samples (table I) and the fit of the magnetization curves in decreasing field
allows the determination of both K and J constants (table I). These K values
are in good agreement with those obtained from the rotating sample experiment.
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The very high anisotropy to exchange ratio is characteristic of a very low
interlayer coupling as expected in such multilayers, where interactions take
place through the non-magnetic material.

O, H//<110>

I" T=4.2 K

0,(
0 1 2 3 4 5

H (kOe)

Fig. 4 Example of magnetization curve measured along the hard axis with
calculated curve fitted using eq.(3)

Formula (9Co/5Cu)103  [6Co/8Cu] 62

Temperature 4.2 K 300 K 4.2 K 300 K Units

Ms 1.65 1.52 1.73 1.65 9B

MS 2.34 2.15 1.63 1.55 10demu/cm2/layer

K* -0.166 -0.138 -0.143 -0.088 erg/cm2 /layer

K* -1.03 -0.86 -1.34 -0.83 106erg/cm3

K -1.32 -0.95 -1.87 -1.09 106erg/cm 3

i J 0.030 0.021 0.044 0.026 erg/cm2/layer

k-K/2J -3.57 -3.57 -2.28 -2.28

Mr<100>/Ms 0.6 0.6 0.53 0.53

Values deduced from rotating sample experiment

j Table I

|1m
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Hysteresis loops analysis

Minimizing the total energy (Eq. 2) using a steepest descent method (21,
allows the whole magnetizaton curve to be calculated. Various hysteresis loop
shapes are obtained depending on the k value. The k - -2.28 case is
illustrated in fig. (5) for an n - 62 multilayer when the field is applied
along a hard axis. Several transitions are expected, the largest is arising in
a very low field during the demagnetization process. The experiment shows a
very good agreement with this calculation. Other magnetization jumps are
better seen at room temperature than at low temperature ue to the larger
thermal activation. Their occurrence at lower fields than expected may be
understood as follows. In calculation procedure, the system may be in a state

, 1,0

(6Col8Cu]62 H//<110> T=4.2 K [6CoI8Cu]62 WI<11O>

1,2 _______ ______

0,4-

~0HO(k )
.0,4-

.0,8

14 .3 .2 *1 0 1 2 3 4 GO0 0,05 0,10 0,15 0,20Hke H(kOe)

Fig. 5 Hysteresis loop calculated with k 2.28 and experimental measurements

of energy which is not the absolute minimum of energy. In physical systems,
transition to this state can be nucleated by crossing the separating barrier
energy. The same remark may be made for easy axis hysteresis loops, calculated
to be square with a remanent magnetization equal to the saturation value.
Here, non-symmetrical magnetic states may be nucleated leading to a zero-field
configuration as illustrated in fig.(6. As the field cannot be applied very
precisely along the z easy direction, the two perpendicular x easy directions
(x > 0 and x < 0) are non-symmetrical and there will be an imbalance of the
states nucleated along that direction. The consequence expected is that the
remanent magnetization may not lie along the direction of the field applied.
Our observations using the rotating sample set-up confirm clearly this
expectation with typical H magnetization of 20% H/. As a consequence, the
magnetic order in zero-fie~d may be expected to be greater when the magnetic

rfield has been applied along a hard axis than along an easy axis.
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i easy axis

Z
Y

iX

easy axis

Fig. 6 Non-symmetrical states nucleated in low field when decreasing the
field applied along the easy z-axis
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MAGNETIC AND STRUCTURAL STUDIES ON Au/3d-metal MULTILAYERED FILMS
WITH ARTIFICIAL SUPERSTRUCTURES.

SATORU ARAKI*, TSUTOMU TAKAHATA , HITOSHI DOHNOMAE***, TEhTSUO OKUYAMA** *,
and TERUYA SHINJO
Institute for Chemical Research, Kyoto University, Uji, Kyoto 611, Japan

ABSTRACT

Au/3d-metal(Fe, Co, and Ni) artificial multilayered films were prepared
by alternate deposition technique in ultrahigh vacuum. Well defined
superstructures were corfirmed by transmission electron microscopy and X-
ray diffraction method. All 3d-metals were epitaxially grown on (111)
oriented Au buffer layers. A large perpendicular magnetic anisotropy was
observed in Au/Co multilayered films. When Co layer thickness was 4.7 A,
the effective perpendicular anisotropy energy Ku was 9.6xi 06 erg/cm3 . The
surface (interface) anisotropy energy constants, Ks, of Au/Co and Au/ e
multilayered films were estimated to be 0.42 erg/cm2 and 0.51 erg/cm ,

respectively. The volume contribution, Kv, was interpreted from the
observed value of saturation magnetization and the bulk values of magneto-
crystalline anisotropy energy constants K1 and K2.

INTRODUCTION

Many works have been devoted to investigate metallic multilayered
films with interest in magnetic anisotropy effect at the interfaces.
Combinations of a noble metal and a 3d-metal have been studied by several
groups, and the existence of a large perpendicular magnetic anisotropy was
reported [1]-[3]. Recently Velu et al.. reported the results on Au-Co
bilayer films and suggested that the perpendicular anisotropy is related
closely with the flatness of interface and the highly-oriented structure of
Au underlayer.

The present study is concerned with the structure and magnetic
properties of Au/3d-metal multilayered films. Particularly the surface
anisotropy contribution to the total anisotropy is discussed.

EXPERIMENTAL

Au/3d-metal multilayered films were prepared on glass and polyimide
substrates, using alternate deposition technique in ultrahigh vacuum.
Achieved initial pressure was 3xlO -9 Torr. The background pressure during
deposition was maintained in the range of 10-9 Torr. The typical deposition
rate was 0.3 A/s for Au and 0.2 A/s for 3d-metals. Before the preparation
of artificial superstructure, a buffer layer of Au 250 A was deposited on
the substrate at the room temperature, and was annealed at 150'C for I
hour. After cooled the substrate down to the room temperature, the
deposition process to prepare artificial superstructure was carried out
onto the Au buffer layer., On the surface of multilayered films, another

Permanent Address: *R&D Center, TDK Corp., Higashi Owada 2-15-7, Ichikawa,
Chiba 272, Japan
**Advanced Materials Research Lab., TOSOH Corp., Hayakawa, 2743-1, Ayase,
Kanagawa 252, Japan
***Materlals Research Lab.lI, NIPPON STEEL Corp., Ida 1618, Nakahara,
Kawasaki 211, Japan
****TOYOBO Research Inst., TOYOBO Corp., Katata 2-1-1, Ohtsu Shiga 520-02,
Japan
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Au layer with the thickness of 250 A was deposited in order to protect
the sample from oxidation.

The artificial superstructure was analyzed by X-ray
diffractometry(XRD)with the scattering vector perpendicular to the film
plane. The cross-sectional observation by transmission electron
microscope(TEM) was performed to observe the Au/3d-metal interfaces. Each
layer thickness of both Au and 3d-metals was detected with a quartz
microbalance. We calibrated the thicknesses from the analysis of XRD
measurements and inductively coupled plasma spectrometry(ICP). The Au
interlayer thickness was chosen as 28.0 A, which seems to be sufficient
thickness to separate 3d-metal layers and to maintain the periodic
structure. The 3d-metal layer thickness was changed from 4 to 30 A. The
total number of Au/3d-metal bilayers was fixed to be 10.

The magnetizations of the prepared samples were measured with a
vibrating sample magnetometer(VSM) in fields up to 15 kOe at 300 K, both in
parallel and perpendicular to the film plane. Torque measurements were made
with a self balancing torque magnetometer in several magnetic fields up to
20 kOe at 300 K. Since Au/Co system exhibits a large perpendicular
anisotropy, saturated torque value was evaluated by an inverse plot of
measured magnetic field. Thus effective perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
energy Ku per unit 3d-metal volume was determined from the saturated torque
value.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(a)Structural Analysis

Figure 1 shows typical XRD patterns in high angle regions. All Au/3d-
metal multilayered films show similar profiles. These profiles are
interpreted as the superposition of the following two reflections: the
reflection from (111) oriented Au buffer layer, and O-th main peak
accompanied with many satellite reflections. This O-th main peak means the

Fe-.20.6 Co=18.3 M=21. 8

Gii

0)o 12 2 137 2 0

Z 65 64 5 3

2 Au(11) 3 2 A0(111) 3 2 Au(111) 30 (k')
(a) Au/Fe (b) Au/Co (c) Au/Ni

Fig.1 X-ray diffraction patterns of Au/3d-metal multilayered films.
The thickness of Au layer is fixed to be 28.0 A, and 3d-metal is
varied from 5.3 A to 21.8 A. The number of bilayers in each sample is
10. The arrow shows the main peak of the superstructure.
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reflection from the average
plane spacing value of
artificial superstructure.
Around the Au(lll) reflection,
from 4 to 9 satellite lines
were observed for every
sample. In small-angle region,
up to 5-th Bragg reflections
caused by the artificial
period were observed. These
indicate that Au and 3d-metal
superstructures grew
epitaxially, having sharp
interfaces.

Figure 2 shows TEM
photograph of Au/Ni
multilayered film. The Ni
layer thickness is 31.0 A, and
Au layer thickness, 28.0 A.
Clear contrast of Au and Ni
layers is observed. Lattice Fig.2s Cross-sectional TEM photogragh of
fringes appear in each layer an Au/Ni multilayer composed of 31.0 A Ni
continuously, indicating that and 28.0 A Au layers. The bright portion
Ni layers also grow is Ni and the dark is Au layer.

epitaxially on the Au buffer
film. From another TEN observation, an atomically flat interface is
confirmed between the Au buffer layer and the first 3d-metal layer. By the
annealing up to 1500C, Au grain size of buffer layer had grown larger, and
crystal surface turned ot to be flat. The grain size of Au buffer layer
was estimated to be 2x1O A on an average, which is similar to the results
of Chauvineau et al.[6] and Cherns[7]. The average grain sizes of Au
deposited on a substrate at 150'C is not more than lxi without
annealing. Thus, in order to obtain large grain sizes and flat surfaces the
annealing procedure is essential. For Au/Co and Au/Fe system, the cross-
sectional photograph was very similar, showing lattice fringes as well as
the Au/Ni system. Although each 3d-metal has a different crystal structure;
Fe, Col and Ni are bcc, hcp, and fcc, respectively, they all grow
epitaxially on fcc (111) Au surfaces.

The microscopic crystal structure at the interfaces is difficult to
make clear. The aialysis of the XRD profiles for Au/Co indicate a texture
in which (111) of fcc Au layer alternate with (002) of hcp Co layers, which
is consistent to the result of Renard and Nihoul[8]. According to the
observation by Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED), when Fe
is deposited extremely thinly onto an Au (111) poly-crystalline buffer
layer, the fcc structure due to epitaxy is maintained. Gradually Fe changed
its structure from fcc(1ll) to bcc'110) when the Fe layer thickness becomes
more than around 10 A[9]. Thus, the precise characterization of the first
few atom layers at the interface is very difficult.

The mean atomic plane spacing, d(mean), along the stacking direction
is obtained from 2 0 value of the main peak. Hereafter, t(M) means 3d-metal
layer thickness.. The d(mean) value of all the multilayered films increases
with decreasing t(M). Moreover, d(mean) value is always larger than that
from a theoretical calculation assuming that both Au and 3d-metal layers
keep their bulk values of plane spacing. It is to be considered that this
increase of d(mean) is due to lattice strain caused by in-plane lattice
mismatch or intermixing of one or a few atomic layers at the interfaces.

(b)Magnetic Properties

The coercive force as a function of t(M) is shown in Fig.3. Since
Au/Co system has a perpendicular easy direction, coercive force fc(n) means
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Fig.31 Coercive force against 3d- Fig.4; Saturation magnetization
metal layer thickness d(M) with various 3d-layer thickness
measured at 300 K. Data were taken d(M. ) measured at 300 K. The dashed
with the field parallel (for Au/Fe line shows the bulk value of Fe,
and Au/i), and perpendicular (for Ni, and Co.
AulCo) to the film plane.

the value in perpendicular to the film plane, and Hc(p) in Au/Fe or Ni
means in-plane value. For Au/Fe system, Hc(n) takes the maximum at around
t(Fe) of 15 A, and decreases with decreasing t(Fe). On the other hand Hc(n)
in Au/Co increases with decreasing t(Co). This behavior is interpreted that
the perpendicular anisotropy increases (as shown later) with decreasing
t(Co), and consequently the normal element of coercive force increases. The
multilayered films consist Co layers with the thickness of 3.7 A or Fe
layers with 4.0 A show small coercive force. It is simply because the
Curie temperatures of very thin Fe and Co layers are rather low, which are
near the room temperature. The residual magnetization Mr also becomes to
nearly zero at 300 K by the same reason, For Au/Ni system ,c(p) decreases
monotonously with decreasing t(Ni), and reaches zero at t(Ni)=8 A. Since
bulk Ni has a lower Curie temperature (Tc=358 0 C) than Fe(Tc=770'C) and
Co(Tc=1131C), Curie temperature in Au/Ni multilayers decreases more
rapidly than in Au/Fe or Au/Co system.

Figure 4 shows the saturation magnetization Ms per unit 3d-metal
volume as a function of t(M). Ms is almost co'nstant for thicker t(Fe) and
t(Co) than 9 A, which is about 90 % of bulk Fe and Co. This reduction of
magnetization is explained if the local magnetization at the interface atom
layer is smaller than the inner part. From the Ms data at various t(Fe) and
t(Co), the reductions of magnetization of Fe and Co correspond to be
equivalent to one-half of a monolayer per each interface. However, the
drastic decrease of magnetization in Fe and Co layers thinner below 9 A
should to be due to the decre-ise of Curie temperature. For Au/Ni system,
Ms, as well as Hc(p), becomes smaller if t(Ni) decreases to less than 18 A
and reaches zero below at tCNi) of 9 A. Chappert etal. reported that for

of 12 A, though that is near the bulk value above t(Ni) of 13 A[10]
Although there are some differences between the behaviors of sandwich films
and those of multilayered films, the results for Ms and ftc are in
consistent with each other. For a more quantitive discussion, magnetization
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measurement at low temperatures
is required to exclude the effects

0p- . due to the decrease of Curie
temperature.

EIn the present work the
AuCo effective perpendicular magnetic

0anisotropy energy Ku includes the
shape magnetic anisotropy energy
Kd of the 3d-metal layers. Since
Kd for multilayered films cannot
be evaluated exactly, we will

"1-× Au/Fe discuss Ku. For the Au/Fe
and Au/Co systems Ku is increased
with the decrease of t(Fe) and
t(Co), and changes the sign at

-20- t(Fe) of 6 A and t(Co) of 18 A to
have an easy axis of magnetization

0 normal to the film plane. These
thickness values for Ku=O are

0 20 30 roughly in agreement with the
LAYER THICKNESS ( ) previously reported ones[3][1O].

The Ku took maximum values of
Fig.5; Effective Perpendicular 9.6x,0 6  erg/cm -(Au Co) a
anisotropy energy Ku times the t(Co)=6.4 A, and 1.3xlO ° erg/cms
magnetic layer thickness of t(M) (Au/Fe) at t(Fe)=4.0 A.
(M=Fe or Co) versus t(M). The solid It is to be noted that Au/Fe has a
lines are the least square fits. The perpendicular magnetization below
Value of intercepted vertical axis t(Fe) of 4.0 A.
yield the interface anisotropy, and As we reported previously, the
the slopes give the volume magnetic properties of Au/Co
anisotropy. artificial superstructures depend

strongly on the texture of Au
buffer layer[ll]. In the case of Au/ o multijayered film with t(Co) of 6.4
A and t(Au) of 28.0 A, Ku was 8.6x10k erg/cm when the Au buffer layer was
formed at room temperature, and annealed at 150*C (the adopted condition).
However, when a Au buffer layer was deposited at 150*C or at room
temperature and without annealing, we have obtained much smaller Ku values.
This results showed that both flatness and large grain sizes of Au buffer
layer are essential for the large perpendicular anisotropy[12].

Figure 5 shows the plot of (Ku x t(M)) values versus t(Fe) and t(Co)
with a fitted solid line. We note that Ku turns to positive in Au/Fe system
at t(Fe) of 4.0 A. According to den Broeder et al. [3] the effective
magnetic anisotropy energy Ku is described as follows:

Ku = Kv + 2Ks / t(M) (1)

Kv is a volume contribution including shape magnetic anisotropy and
magneto-crystalline anisotropy, since the measured magnetization value can
not be separated. Ks is an interface anisotropy energy per unit area caused
from the reduced symmetry at a surface[4]. In both systems Ku is well
described by Eq.(1). From Fig.5 Ks for Au/Co and Au/Fe interfaces are
evaluated as 0.42 and 0.51 erg/cm2, respectively. Chap ert and Bruno
reported that Au/Co/Au sandwich films has Ks=0.53 erg/cmT obtained from
FMR measurement[13]. den Broeder et al. reported that for es-prepared Au/Co
multilayered films has Ks=O.l erg/cm2 , and Ks=0.45 erg/cmT after annealing
[3]. They also claimed that the sharpening of the interfaces b annealing
enabled to increase the Ks value. Our results of Ks=0.42 erg/cml for Au/Co
system is comparable to that of the annealed Au/Co multilayered films, but
is smaller than that of Au/Co/Au sandwich films. Since, Au/Co/Au sandwich
films have only two interfaces, they may thus keep the flatness and
compositional steepness of the interfaces more easily than the case of
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multilayers.
Although the magneto-crystalline anisotropy energy of pure Fe is

fairly large, our Au/Fe system overcame the high shape anisotropy to
possess a perpendicular anisotropy with t(Fe) below 4 A. However no studies
have been reported about Ks in Au/Fe system, in case of Pd/Fe system their
easy magnetized direction was always in plane for various Fe
thicknesses[2], This indicates that if the magneto-crystalline anisotropy
energy is large, easy magnetization axis is in the film plane unless the Ks
value is large enough to overcome the shape anisotropy. Kv for Au/Co and
also Au/Fe are estimated from the slops of li es in Fff.5. We obtain Kv=-
4.34xI0 erg/cm' for Au/Co, and Yv=-16.3xlO erg/cm for Au/Fe system,
respectively. The volume contribution Kv is described as follows:

Kv = -Kd + K, + K2  (2)

K and K2 are magneto-crystalline anisotrapy energies. Assuming that the
shape magnetic anisotropy energy Kd is 2irMs and K, and K take bulk
values, Kv is calculated from Eq.(2). As for Ms, we adopt & average o
measured values in the constant region. We thus obtain Kv=-16.1xlO erg/cm
for Au/Fe and Kv= -4.1x0 6 erg/cm3 for Au/Co system, respectively. This
calculation gives a good agreement with the estimated value of Kv. For our
multilayered films the contribution of the volume anisotropy was small
because of the loss magnetization about 10 % from the bulk value.
Therefore, the interface anisotropy came to be effective, as the shape
anisotropy reduced.

CONCLUSION

Au/Co and Au/Fe multilayers with perpendicular magnetizations were
obtained if the Co and Fe layer thickness are less than 18 A for Au/Co and
6 A for Au/Fe, respectively. For Au/Fe and Au/Co system the contribution of
the interface anisotropy is higher than that of the volume anisotropy. Both
the flatness and large grain sizes of Au buffer layer by annealing at
150*C are essential to obtain the large perpendicular anisotropy.
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ABSTRACT

We begin by reviewing earlier work involving the epitaxial growth of diluted magnetic
semiconductor (DMS) layers, heterostructures and superlattices. We also describe current

efforts at introducing new materials -- such as Cdl.,MnSe -- to the family of MBE-grown
DMS alloys. We then discuss some of the unique properties of DMS materials that make the

study of thin film structures attractive, with particular emphasis on two general aspects First,

we look at the new opportunities in magnetism that are provided by epitaxially grown DMS
films. Second, we examine some of the novel phenomena made possible by sp.d exchange
effects in the context of DMS quantum well structures.

INTRODUCTION

The growth of diluted magnetic semiconductor (DMS) epilayers, superlattices and
heterostructures by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [1] and atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) [2] has

received much attention in recent years. When the exceptional magnetic and electronic properties

of DMS alloys [3] are examined within the context of quantum wells and reduced dimensionality,
a number of novel phenomena can occur. For instance, the low temperature magnetic ordering in
DMS layers shows a dramatic change as the layers approach two dimensionality [4-7].

Furthermore, other fascinating effects, associated with spin-spin exchange between localized

magnetic moments and band electrons in DMS quantum well structures, such as selective spin

tunneling, have been proposed by Kossut and Furdyna [8]. In this paper, we begin with a brief

review of the various DMS materials grown so far by MBE, including recent attempts by our

group at enlarging this category. We then look at the problem of magnetic ordering and magnetic

phases in DMS alloys, and show how new insights might be gained by studying epitaxial layers.
Finally, we examine some unusual electronic effects that mightresult from the large sp-d exchange

in DMS superlattices.

GROWTH OF DMS EPILAYERS, HETEROSTRUCTURES AND SUPERLAITICES

The established work on the growth of DMS systems by MBE has been extensively reviewed

by Gunshor et al [1]. The earliest DMS materials grown by MBE were Cd,.,Mn1Te epilayers

grown on CdTe and GaAs substrates. The first reports of successful preparation of quantum wells

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 151. ©1989 Materials Research Society
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and superlattices of Cdl. 1MnTe/Cd.,MnyTe by MBE date back to 1984. This was followed by
the growth of epilayers and modulated structures involving Zn1.,Mn1,Se and Hg.,MnyTe. All these

superlattices are of excellent structural quality, showing sharp layer boundaries as seen by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (see, for instance, Fig. 1), narrow x-ray rocking curves,

and clear evidence of zone folding of the acoustic phonon dispersion curves, as observed by
Raman scattering. The high quality of the Cd1.,Mn1Te and Zn1.,MnSe superlattices is attested to
by the manifestation of stimulated emission [9,10]. More recently. epitaxial layers of Zn,.,Fc2Se

[11) and Znl.,Co1Se [12] have also been grown by MBE. To the best of our knowledge,

superlattices containing these materials have not been reported so far. In this review, we will
restrict ourselves to epitaxial structures involving Mn-based wide gap DMS.

Fig.1. Dark-field image of the

MnSe "spin sheet" superlattice

reported in Ref. [6]. In the image,
_w bright bands correspond to ZnSe

layers, the wide dark bands are

zinc-blende Zno 55Mn 03,Se, and the

thin dark bands are zinc-blende

MnSe layers 6-8 A thick.

A variant of the MBE technique known as atomic layer epitary (ALE) has also been used

to grow epilayers of Cdl.,Mn 1Te, Znl.,MnSe and Zn,.,MnTe [2]. Unlike MBE, in which different

atomic species are deposited on a substrate simultaneously (for instance, ZnSe is grown by using

Zn and Se fluxes at the same time), ALE proceeds by depositing one layer of a single atomic

species at a time (for example, by exposing the substrate to alternate fluxes of Zn and Se). The

growth of DMS superlattices using ALE still remains to be explored. However, successful ALE

growth of DMS heterostructures such as Zn1.,MnSe/Zn.,MnSe has been reported. We will show

later how the layer-by-layer growth scheme of ALE might present unique opportunities for the

growth of atomically ordered DMS structures such as a famatinite form of Zn3MnSe4.

Finally, we would like to mention some new developments relevant to the MBE growth of

DMS materials. We have recently demonstrated the growth of epitaxial layers of CdSe on [100]

GaAs substrates [13]. Although CASe has the hexagonal (wurtzite) structure when grown in the

bulk, the epitaxial layers adopt the cubic zinc blende structure of the GaAs substrate. This has

further enabled us to demonstrate the growth of zinc-blende epilayers of Cd,.,Mn2Se (0 < x <

0.8), thus adding a new DMS material to the list outlined earlier. Note also that bulk Cdl.,MnSe
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can only be grown reliably up to x 0.5, so that MBE substantially extends the composition range
of the alloy. We have also been able to demonstrate the growth of Cd,.,ZnSe over the entire range

of x. This material -- although not a member of the DMS family -- is especially interesting within

the context of DMS epilayers because it can be lattice-matched with Znl.,MnzSe and Cd.,MnSe.

A schematic summary of the range of energy gaps and lattice constants accessible by using the

alloys Znl.,MnSe, Cd,.,MnSe and Cd,.,ZnSe is given in Fig. 2. Preliminary experiments also
show promise of growing ZnSe/Cd.1 Mn1 Se superlattices with deep magnetic wells, as well as

CdSe/Cdl.zMn1Se superlattices. We believe that superlattices consisting of

Cd1.,MnSe/Cdl.,-nSe combinations should also be feasible. The opportunities provided by such
structures will be discussed later in this paper. Finally, it should be noted that of all the wide-gap

DMS alloys, Cdl.1Mn1Se is by far the easiest to dope (n-type) in the bulk, which augurs well for

attempts at doping Cdl.1MnSe layers during MBE growth.

MnSe
ZriSe

27

a. 24

0Fig.2. Schematic depiction of range of
S21

Z energy gaps and lattice constants made
T 300 K" available by the zinc-blende alloys

CdSe composed of ZnSe, CdSe and MnSe.

5.7 5.8 59 60

LATTICE CONSTANT (A)

MAGNETIC ORDERING

The magnetic properties of DMS materials arise from the Heisenberg-like d-d exchange

between the Mn ions [14]. This exchange interaction is short-ranged (being primarily confined

to nearest and next-nearest neighbors) and is known to be antiferromagnetic. The d-d exchange

interaction in various DMS alloys has been well-characterized through a number of experimental
investigations. Hence, DMS materials provide ideal systems in which to study the magnetism of

a randomly diluted FCC (or HCP) anfiferromagnet with short-range interactions. However, the

problem of magnetic ordering and magnetic phases in DMS remains at the center of debate despite

several studies involving neutron scattering, as well as dc magnetic susceptibility and ac magnetic

susceptibility measurements.
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The consensus at present is that DMS alloys show two magnetic phases, as shown in Fig. 3.
The high temperature phase is paramagnetic, while the low temperature phase is commonly

referred to as a "spin glass" because of a number of similarities to conventional spin glasses. For
instance, the temperature variation of the low field magnetic susceptibility shows a cusp at a

critical temperature T,, but there is no evidence for a transition to an ordered magnetic phase. The

phase boundary shown in Fig. 3 is determined solely by the occurrence of the cusp in the dc
magnetic susceptibility. It is suspected that the spin glass phase arises from a combination of the

random distribution of magnetic ions and the frustration inherent in the FCC (and HCP) lattices

of DMS. We should stress that the exact nature of this low temperature phase is still the subject
of much controversy. The only clear picture of the nature of magnetic ordering in DMS alloys is
obtained from neutron scattering studies of DMS with 0.3 < x < 0.75 [15]. These measurements

show that, as the temperature decreases, these materials form clusters exhibiting internal
short-range antiferromagnetic order of the third kind (AFM-Ill). These clusters individually
increase in size with decreasing temperature, but there is no indication of any transition to

long-range order.

60

o Znl- x fMnxTe
* Cdl-x MnxTe

40-

Fig.3. Magnetic phase diagram
1 20- forZn.,Mn.Te and Cdl.1Mn Te

(after [141).

0
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

X

So far, most studies of magnetism in DMS alloys have involved bulk-grown crystals. An
important limitation of these crystals is that there is an upper limit on the Mn ion concentration,
e.g., single phase Zn.,MnSe cannot be grown above x > 0.57 [3]. Further, in such crystals, the
distribution of Mn ions is known to be random. The growth of DMS epilayers by MBE and ALE
can relax these restrictions and hence broadens the scope of problems that can be addressed. There
are three aspects that stand out:
(a) MBE growth provides access to a fundamentally new problem: the effect of reducd

dimensionality on magnetism in DMS systems.
(b) Both Zn.,MnSe and Cd1.1Mn1Se epilayers can be grown over almost the entire range of x,

so that one may study magnetism at much higher Mn concentrations than in the bulk.
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(c) By growing short period superlattices such as ZnSe-MnSe-ZnSe-MnSe..., either by MBE or
ALE, one may be able to create DMS structures with an ordered distribution of magnetic
ions.
We now examine each of these three aspects.

Magnetism of Two Dimensional DMS lAyers

The effects of reduced dimensionality on the magnetism of DMS layers have been studied
in two extreme limits: metastable MnSe layers [6,7] and Cdl.1Mn1Te layers in the vicinity ofx =
0.2 [5]. The observations indicate that the type of magnetism occurring in these
quasi-two-dimensional systems differs in many ways from that observed in corresponding bulk
materials. The study of this problem is important not only because of its fundamental nature, but
also because the optical and electrical properties of 2D DMS systems are expected to depend in
a very sensitive way on the magnetization of these materials via the sp-d exchange process.

The first indication of differences between the magnetic behavior in 2D and bulk DMS
samples came from Raman scattering measurements on superlattices containing thin layers of
CdosMnofTe [4]. In bulk CdoMn0fTe, magnon lines are prominently present in Raman spectra,
reflecting the formation of magnetic order, even if only short ranged in nature. In contrast, the
spectrum from the superlattice showed only well-resolved paramagnetic resonance Raman lines,
indicating that the layered samples showed paramagnetic rather than magnetically ordered
behavior.

Systematic studies of the change in magnetic behavior with decreasing dimensionality were
carried out on superlattices consisting of metastable (zinc-blende) MnSe epilayers (ranging from
- 8 A to around 30 A) sandwiched between "thick" (45 A) layers of non-magnetic ZnSe [6,7].
We might expect three dimensional MnSe layers to show long-range AFM-Ill. Indeed,
photoluminescence and magnetization studies suggested that the thicker layers did exhibit
antiferromagnetic ordering. However, as the layers were made thinner, approximating two
dimensionality, there were no signs of antiferromagnetic ordering and the layers remained
paramagnetic even at th,- lowest temperatures studied.

Similar conclusions were obtained during low-temperature magnetic susceptibility studies
in Cd1.1MnTe layers for various layer thicknesses and various values of x, using a SQUID
magnetometer (Fig. 4) [5]. Briefly, thick Cdl.,Mn1Te layers (d = 85 A) exhibited a well-defined
cusp at a temperature closely corresponding to the spin-glass transition in the bulk. However, as
the layers became progressively thinner, the cusp in the susceptibility became distorted, and
eventually disappeared, giving way to a monotonic paramagnetic behavior.

All these studies suggest that magnetic ordering in DMS alloys undergoes a drastic change
in the limit of two dimensionality. It is unclear at present whether the inability of quasi-2D DMS
layers to order antiferromagnetically is a fundamental consequence of reduced dimensionality or
whether it might be a result of interface disorder. More work is needed to clarify the magnetism
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of these 2D DMS layers. In this context, we believe that it is important to grow strain-free DMS

layers, since the absence of strain-related distortions would simplify any attempted theoretical

models. For example, instead of growing strained MnSe layers between ZnSe layers, one may

try using Cdo.sZnoAsSe as a lattice-matched non.magnetic buffer.

Neutron Scattering Studies of Magnetic Ordering in DMS Epilayers

The most direct information about magnetic ordering in DMS is obtained from neutron
scattering studies of DMS with high Mn concentrations (x > 0.3). Since epilayers of Cdl.,MnSe
andZnl.,MnSe can now be grown overa much widerrange of x by MBE, itis possible toexamine
magnetic ordering over the entire range 0.3 < x < 1. This allows us to address a fundamental
question: what happens as an FCC Heisenberg antiferromagnet (such as zinc-blende MnSe) is
randomly diluted with non-magnetic components (such as Cd)? Is there a gradual decrease of the
magnetic correlation length, or might there be a sudden breakdown of long-range AFM-IIJ order
at some critical concentration? Until recently, such questions were of academic interest because
neutron scattering studies of bulk crystals have necessarily been limited to Mn concentrations

below the maximum allowable in bulk growth (for instance, x = 0.50 in Cd1.,Mn,Se). However,
we have now been able to demonstrate thefirst neutron scattering measurements in a DMS alloy
with Mn concentration beyond the limits imposed by bulk growth [16]. The experiments were
carried out on Cdl.,MnSe epilayers with x = 0.75 (Fig. 5). The spectra clearly show the presence
of magnetic peaks which are consistent with AFM-Ill. Further, a comparison of the half-widths
of the magnetic scattering peaks with those of the nuclear scattering peaks indicate long-range
magnetic ordering within the plane of the epilayer. This is the very first observation of such long
range order in any DMS. These results also establish the viability of neutron scattering as a tool
for probing magnetic order in thin DMS films. A systematic program to investigate the magnetic

order in Cdl.,MnSe (0.5 < x < 1) is currently underway.

1
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Fig.5. Neutron scattering data from a 2t±m thick epilayer of CdozMno75Se grown on [100]

GaAs. Note that the full width at half maximum of the magnetic scattering peaks is comparable
to that of the nuclear scattering peaks, indicating long-range magnetic order [16].

Ordered DMS Structures

We now examine a more speculative aspect of DMS epitaxial structures -- the creation of
ordered DMS alloys by the growth of short period superlattices i.e. superlattices in which the
period is of the c;rder of a few monolayers. The growth of such alloys by MBE has already been
demonstrated in III-V materials [17]. The ALE technique might also naturally lend itself to such
'atomic architecture" by allowing the deposition of atomic monolayers one at a time. For instance,
one can imagine the growth of a superlattice consisting of alternate single layers of ZnSe and
MnSe. This will then result effectively in a Zno Mno,5Se structure with an ordered distribution of
Mn ions (i.e., ZnMnSe2). Similarly, by using different sequences of ZnSe and MnSe layers, ordered
versions of Znj.1MnSe with various values o, x can be made. A comparison between the magnetic
properties of such "atomically ordered" DMS systems and those of DMS alloys with identical
concentrations of randomly distributeao M n will help elucidate the role of randomness in
determining the magnetism of DMS alloys.
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Such short period superlattices can also permit us to tailor magnetic interactions by selecting

different growth directions. The idea is to vary the number of nearest magnetic neighbors and the

distance between nearest Mn ions by "stacking" appropriate (hkl) planes [18]. Consider, for
instance, a superlattice grown in the (111] direction consisting of MnSe layers isolated from each
other by a few layers of non-magnetic ZnSe (e.g., ZnSe-ZnSe-MnSp-ZnSe-ZnSe-, etc.). It is easy

to see that the number of nearest neighbors of each Mn ion is reduced from z = 12 in the bulk, to
z = 6. Another interesting situation is provided by stacking (110) planes. Here, it can be shown
that isolated ( 110) planes of MnSe will contain linear "chains" of strongly coupled Mn ions, with
z = 2. An even more interesting case is that of growth in the [2011 direction. Here, an appropriate

sequence of atomic layers of Zn, Mn and Se can produce a famatinite version of Zn0.75MnomSe

(i.e., Zn3MnSe 4, see Fig. 6). Note that in this structure the closest Mn neighbors are at a distance
4corresponding to the second nearest neighbor distance in a random DMS alloy. All these

artificially engineered structures have two elements in common: they enable us to reduce the
sntiferromagnetic Mn-Mn interactions by decreasing the number of interacting Mn ions and by
increasing the nearest neighbor distance between Mn ions. In general, this will increase the

magnetization, and hence have a profound effect on both the magnetic and electronic properties

of these materials. The growth of such structures has not yet been demonstrated, but we strongly
believe it to be worthy of exploration.

-- - - Fig.6. An ordered form of Zn075Mno25Se (i.e.,

Zn3MnSe4) known as famatinite. The Mn, Zn

and Se ions are shown as hatched, blank and

black circles, respectively.

EFFECTS OF SP-D EXCHANGE

A physical property that makes the DMS alloys extremely interesting is the sp-d exchange

coupling between the localized Mn moments and the band electrons [3]. This coupling strongly

affects the energies of the band and impurity states (particularly in the presence of an external

I
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magnetic field), and leads to significant modifications of various electronic properties of DMS
materials. In particular, the sp-d exchange interaction has a dramatic effect on the spin splitting
of the electronic states. The spin splitting is best described by an effective g-factor which is directly
related to the magnetization of the DMS lattice. Since the magnetization is a sensitive function
of temperature and magnetic field, the effective g-factor -- and hence the spin splitting -- will also
vary over a broad range.

This variation of the band structure with temperature and magnetic field can result in new
phenomena in quantum wells and superlattices. Several such effects have been postulated in the
literature. Here, we describe some of the unusual phenomena which may be expected to occur in
the quantum well structures involving DMS alloys. The effects described here depend on two
important features, namely: a) the spin splitting of the electronic states in DMS alloys is much
larger than in non-magnetic semiconductors; and b) the spin splitting of the electronic states in
the DMS material can be comparable to the ionization energy of shallow impurities even at
moderate magnetic fields.

Ouantum Well Structures Involving Doped DMS Layers

Selectively doped quantum well structures involving DMS alloys can be be expected to show
a variety of effects due to magnetic-field-induced changes in the relative position of the donor
levels in the barriers with respect to the confined electronic states in the wells. For example,
consider a non-magnetic (i.e., non-DMS) well between doped DMS barriers. Such a
lattice-matched structure may be achieved by using a Cd,.yZnSe well between n-type Cd,.1MnSe
barriers. By an appropriate choice of well and barrier parameters, the ground electronic state El
in the well can be situated slightly below the donor level in the barrier (Fig. 7).

non- Fig.7. A non-DMS quantum
DMS DMS DMS non- well between DMS barriers,

Ed DMS DMS indicating the sp-d exchange-
d - induced freeze-out. Only the

-- Ed E ground state (spin-down) is
Eshown for non-zero magnetic

field.
B=O B#O
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At low temperatures, the donor electrons will in this situation transfer to the El states, yielding

the sample conducting in two dimensions. However, when a magnetic field is applied, one of the
spin components of the donor state will shift strongly down in energy, while the position of the
El state in the non-magnetic material will remain relatively unaffected. The electrons can then
"spill back" into the donor states, resulting in a sudden increase of the sample resistivity -- an

effect that may be termed a magnetic "freeze-out" (Fig. 7).
A reverse effect (magnetic-field-induced "boil off") can be expected to occur in a structure

consisting of DMS wells and selectively doped n-type non-magnedc barriers. A viable example
of such a structure is a Cdl.,Mn1Se well between n-type doped ZnSe barriers.

A final example involving doped DMS layers is the possibility of sequential
magnetic-field-tunable resonant tunneling. This may be achieved by employing a multiple

quantum well structure with non-magnetic barriers (say, ZnSe) and DMS wells (say, Cd1.,MnSe).

One may envision a situation such as the one depicted in Fig. 8. Here, the application of a magnetic
field leads to splitting of the spin-up and the spin-down states in the quantum wells. Then, an
electric field is applied so as to make the quantum well states resonant with the donor levels in
the manner shown in Fig. 8. This will lead to a spin-selective tunnelling through the barriers.
Further, as the excited spin-up electron falls to the spin-down ground state in the well, a circularly

polarized far-infrared photon is emitted. Thus the resonant tunneling device depicted in Fig. 8
may operate as a far-infrared source (and possibly a far-infrared laser), which can be tuned by

simultaneously adjusting the applied electric and magnetic fields.

onDSDMS

M DSFig. 8. DMS quantum wells between

doped non-DMS barriers in the presence
of an external magnetic and electric field,

showing sequential resonant tunneling

eE d6 ge /o B between spin-split states in the wells
facilitated by the donor levels in the
barrier.

Magnetic-field-induced Superattices using Wide Gap DMS

Referring to Fig. 2, it is clear that it should be possible to create a Cd, 1MnSe/Cd,.,ZnSe

superlattice with appropriate x and y values such that the energy gaps of the two materials are
approximately the same. In the absence of a magnetic field, the potential seen by electrons will
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be relatively uniform, or --- depending upon the band offset -- might consist of very shallow wells

in a type-il superlattice configuration. However, when a magnetic field is applied, the band-edge
of the Cdl.,MnSe layer will undergo a much larger shift than that of the non-magnetic layer
because of the spin splitting. The application of a magnetic field hence induces the formation of
a superlattice, and should lead to dramatic changes in the photoluminescence spectra, particularly
at low temperatures, where energy shifts of over 100 meV are expected.

Another possible scenario is that the Cdl.1Mn1Se/Cd1.,ZnSe superlattice may be a type-I
superlattice in zero field. However, upon application of a magnetic field, the valence band edge
can shift downwards sufficiently to induce a change to a type-H superlattice. Once again, such

an effect will be dramatically manifested by a change in the photoluminescence spectra.
The illustrative examples cited above are by no means exhaustive. The wide range of effects

based on the sp-d exchange, together with the rich spectrum of phenomena made possible by the
quantum well and superlattice physics, will without doubt make layered DMS structures extremely
attractive to both experimentalists and theoreticians, in the fundamental as well as the applied

context for some time to come.
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ABSTRACT

Epilayers of metastable zincblende MnSe and MnTe have been
grown by molecular beam epitaxy. The MnSe structures have been
used to study magnetic ordering in thin layers by means of
optical and magnetic measurements. Preliminary optical
reflectance measurements performed on samples of zincblende MnTe
indicate a bandgap of approximately 3.15ev, while double barrier
quantum structures demonstrate optical transitions corresponding
to 2D electron and hole confinement. Optical measurements
further provide insight into the band offsets existing between
MnTe and CdTe, as well as between MnTe and ZnTe epilayers.

INTRODUCTION

Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), is a nonequilibrium growth
technique that has allowed the fabrication of compounds having
differing crystal structures from those exhibited in
equilibrium. One recent illustration of metastable growth using
MBE was the formation of epilayers of the zincblende phase of
the magnetic semiconductor MnSe [1]; MnSe exists in the NaCl
crystal structure in equilibrium. The optical, magnetooptical
and magnetic properties of structures, incorporating zincblende
MnSe layered with ZnSe in a variety of superlattice structures,
were described (2]. The magnetic properties of the ultrathin
MnSe were determined by the degree of Zeeman splitting of
optical transitions induced by application of a magnetic field.
Complementary information was obtained by direct determination
of the magnetization using a SQUID magnetometer. The first
epitaxial layers of the zincblende phase of MnTe have also been
grown. The growth studies were undertaken in response to
considerable speculation in recent years concerning the physical
properties of the hypothetical zincblende MnTe (3-7]. A series
of double barrier heterostructures were fabricated with MnTe
forming the barrier layers for quantum wells of either CdTe or
ZnTe; thick epilayers of zincblende MnTe have been grown to
thicknesses of 0.5gm. Optical transitions from the structures
provide information with regard to the bandgap of the zincblende
MnTe, as well as insight into the band offsets when layered with
either CdTe or ZnTe. The microstructure of both MnSe and MnTe
epilayers were characterized using transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) and X-ray diffraction; optical properties were
studied using reflectance, photoluminescence, Raman, and
resonant Raman spectroscopies.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 151. 01989 Materials Research Society
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ZINCBLENDE MnSe

The existence of zincblende MnSe is a consequence of the
kinetic (non-equilibrium) nature of the MBE growth method
employed; bulk crystals of MnSe have the NaCl crystal structure.
Extrapolations of data on lattice constant and bandgap, obtained
for zincblende (Zn,Mn)Se epilayers with up to 66% Mn, predict a
bandgap and lattice constant for zincblende MnSe of 3.4eV (6.5K)
and 5.93A, respectively [8]. The implied lattice constant
mismatch for a MnSe/ZnSe heterostructure is expected to be about
4.7%. A variety of superlattice structures composed of ZnSe
layered with ultrathin MnSe (3 to 32A) have been grown using a
Perkin-Elmer model 400 MBE system. Three separate effusion cells
containing elemental, high purity, vacuum distilled Zn, Se, and
Mn were used. All films were grown at a calibrated substrate
temperature of 4000C on n+ Si-doped GaAs (100) substrates with a
growth rate of 0.5-1.5A/sec. Each superlattice was grown on a 2-
2.5gm ZnSe buffer layer.

The zincblende MnSe served as the barrier layer when
combined with ZnSe in superlattice structures. By controlling
the thickness of, and spacing between, layers of the magnetic
semiconductor, an opportunity was provided to investigate the
magnetic properties of ultrathin layers of a magnetic
semiconductor. It was crucial in a study of this type however,
for the MnSe layer thickness to be controlled to one monolayer.
RHEED intensity oscillations were employed during the
superlattice fabrication to provide the requisite one monolayer
resolution.

A series of "comb-like" superlattices, consisting of 30 to
100 periods, were grown with MnSe layer thicknesses of one,
three, and four monolayers (1]; the MnSe layers were separated
by approximately 45A of ZnSe. For later comparison of physical
properties, the superlattices with one and three monolayer MnSe
thicknesses were grown with and without growth interruption [9]
at each interface. A fourth related superlattice structure
consisted of 30 periods containing ten monolayers (32A) of MnSe
alternated with 24A of ZnSe.

Photoluminescence measurements, performed in the presence
of an external magnetic field (up to 5 Tesla), were used
initially to determine the magnetic behavior of the MnSe/ZnSe
magnetic superlattices; complementary information was acquired
through magnetization measurements using a SQUID magnetometer
(2,10,11). In photoluminescence, the observed magneto-optical
shifts of the ground state excitonic transition originate from
the exchange interaction between electron-hole states of the
superlattice and the magnetic moments of the Mn ions in the thin
MnSe layers. In the absence of a magnetic field, the observed
optical transition energies are in agreement with predictions of
a Kr6nig-Penney model for the ZnSe-based superlattices with
ultrathin MnSe barriers. These estimates were performed using a
bandgap energy for zincblende MnSe of 3.4 eV, which is the value
predicted by extrapolation from optical data obtained on
(Zn,Mn)Se epilayers. In the absence of band offset information
in these highly strained structures, the valence band offset was
taken to be zero.

Bulk MnSe with the rock-salt crystal structure is known to
be an antiferromagnetic semiconductor. Susceptibility
measurements i121, performud on Bridgman-grown bulk cystls of
ZnlxMnxSe existing in the wurtzite phase (the maximum x value
obtained was 0.57), indicated an increased tendency towards
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antiferromagnetic ordering (at low temperature) as the Mn mole
fraction was increased. Magneto-optical measurements on
zincblende MBE-grown epilayers also showed a reduction of Zeeman
shifts with increasing Mn mole fraction; the decreasing amount
of red shift has been attributed to the increasing role of
antiferromagnetic coupling of the Mn-ion spins. The similarity
in magnetic behavior between zincblende and wurtzite (Zn,Mn)Se
crystals was not surprising, as nearest neighbor distances are
very nearly the same for the two crystal structures. For
ultrathin layers of MnSe (within MnSe/ZnSe superlattices), some
reduction in the antiferromagnetic interaction can be expected
due to the decrease of nearest neighbor (Mn) spins. In the
monolayer limit for (100)-oriented layers, the reduction is a
factor of three. Nonetheless, a "perfect" MnSe monolayer is
still expected to show definite antiferromagnetic ordering at
low lattice temperatures (T<50K) . However, quite to the
contrary, large Zeeman shifts were observed in the
superlattices, implying a significant degree of nearly
paramagnetic behavior (Figure 1). The largest Zeeman shifts were
measured for superlattices containing MnSe layer thicknesses
approaching the monolayer (3A) limit; in contrast, no Zeeman
shift was observed for the superlattice containing ten
monolayers (32A) of MnSe in each period.

To confirm the magnetic behavior inferred from optical
data, direct magnetization measurements [2,11] were made using a
SQUID magnetometer. Subtracting the diamagnetic (negative) GaAs
substrate contribution, the striking result exhibited by the
superlattice samples was the large positive contribution at low
temperature. In strong contrast, the 400A MnSe epilayer behaved
qualitatively as a normal bulk antiferromagnetic insulator at
lower temperatures, although its high temperature susceptibility
was clearly affected by the many misfit dislocations present due
to the lattice constant mismatch.

Although further studies are necessary to rigorously
identify the origin of the observed frustrated
antiferromagnetism, the present interpretation is that the
tendency for spins to align in an external magnetic field arises
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from "loose" spins at the MnSe/ZnSe heterointerfaces. The
thinner the MnSe layer, the greater is the influence of the
heterointerface, whereas for thicker MnSe layers, the
antiferromagnetic "inner core" begins to dominate the magnetic
behavior [2]. The magnetic 'probes' examine microstructure on a
scale of the order of chemical bond lengths due to the short
range nature of the superexchange paths in insulators such as
MnSe (nearest neighbor Mn-ions coupled through the intervening
Se anion) . The magnetic measurements thus have an enhanced
sensitivity to deviations from 'perfect' atomic arrangements
(vs. ideal bulk) within a monolayer or so at the interface
region, Some qualitative arguments can be applied concerning the
roles of intrinsic and extrinsic microstructure effects at the
MnSe/ZnSe heterointerfaces which are thought to underlie the
frustration of antiferromagnetic interactions seen in the
experiments. Diffusion or chemical intermixing effects can
provide regions of diluted Mn-ion concentration, but would also
cause significant linewidth broadening of the luminescence
beyond what is observed. On the other hand, while two-
dimensional growth is characteristic of this superlattice system
(1,9,13,14], the possibility of incomplete layer growth during
the heteroepitaxy cannot be eliminated. Finite size islands at
the interfaces, i.e., two-dimensional clusters, can be effective
in frustrating antiferromaonetic ordering.

ZINCBLENDE MnTe

As in the case of MnSe, the MBE grvth tcchniuc has
provided thin films of zincblende MnTe; bulk crystals of MnTe
have the hexagonal NiAs crystal structure. The variation of
lattice parameter and excitonic bandgap with Mn concentration
for zincblende (Cd,Mn)Te epilayers suggests values of 6.328A and
3.18 eV (10K) [15], respectively for zincblende MnTe. The
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difference in bandgap energy between the two crystal structures
is especially dramatic as the NiAs phase has a bandgap of 1.3eV
(16].

Figure 2 shows schematically three types of structures in
which the MnTe has been incorporated: i) thick epitaxial layers
(up to 0.5 gm), ii) double barrier quantum well structures where
MnTe forms the barrier when layered with CdTe, and iii) MnTe is
the barrier when layered with ZnTe. CdTe substrates were used
(obtained from Galtech) for the structures involving relatively
thick epilayers of MnTe (Fig. 2a). The configurations having
CdTe quantum wells (Fig. 2b) are grown using InSb substrates
with a buffer layer of InSb. The InSb is grown in a separate
chamber of the Perkin Elmer modular 430 MBE system and
transferred under ultrahigh vacuum to a second chamber for MnTe
and CdTe growth. The MnTe/ZnTe double barrier structures
(Fig. 2c) employ GaSb substrates with buffer layers of ZnTe.

The commercially supplied, chemi-mechanically prepared bulk
substrates are degreased, etched, and then subjected to a
thermal etch prior to nucleatiod in the ultrahigh vacuum growth
chamber. The CdTe (100) substrates were chemically etched with a
1% Br2 :methanol solution and mounted with Ga onto a molybdenum
sample holder. Thermal treatment of the CdTe substrates
consisted of elevating the substrate temperature to between 325
and 3700C, followed by a reduction of the temperature to 2600C
for nucleation of the CdTe buffer layer. The degreased InSb
(100) substrates were chemically etched in a 10:1 lactic/nitric
acid solution for 90 seconds. The oxide was then desorbed in
vacuum in the presence of an Sb flux at a substrate temperature
ranging from 540-575'C. An InSb buffer layer was grown on the
bulk InSb substrate to provide an optimal surface prior to
nucleation of the MnTe/CdTe-based structures. Tb3 degreased
GaSb(100) substrates were etched in HCl and mounted onto Mo
blocks with In. Sb-stabilized surfaces resulted when thermal
treatment occurred under an Sb flux at approximately 520-580"C.
ZnTe buffer layers were then grown on the GaSb bulk substrates,

The majority of the data reported in this paper has been
obtained from the series of MnTe/CdTe double barrier structures.
In these structures the CdTe layers are grown (l.2A/sec.) using
a compound source, while the MnTe is grown at 3000C at a growth
rate of l.lA/sec using elemental sources. The Te flux (in
atoms/cm2-sec.) used for the growth of MnTe matched the intensity
of the Te flux used during the growth of CdTe. The Mn flux was
adjusted to approximate a unity cation/anion flux ratio. The
ZnTe epilayers were grown using elemental sources at a substrate
temperature of 3200C with a growth rate of 1.5A/sec.

Reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) was
used to monitor the crystal structure and provided evidence of
the growth of metastable zincblende MnTe, During the sequential
growth of barrier and well layers for the MnTe/CdTe structures,
the RHEED patterns appeared to be virtually identical with both
exhibiting a (2xl) reconstruction. The zincblende phase of MnTe
was also confirmed in x-ray diffraction (0-20 scans) . The
diffraction peaks obtained by x-ray diffraction measurements,
performed on samples containing relatively thick epilayers of
MnTe, could be identified as corresponding only to the
zincblende phases of CdTe and MnTe (Figure 3).

The microstructure of MnTe epilayers and MnTe double
barrier structures have been examined by cross-sectional
transmission electron microscopy. The MnTe layers have the cubic
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zincblende structure and have formed epitaxially on CdTe or ZnTe
epilayers. A high resolution image of the interface region
between a 0.5m MnTe epilayer and a CdTe buffer layer is shown
in Fig. 4(a). The interface between the MnTe epilayer and the
CdTe crystal is indicated by arrows. Fig. 4(b) is the (011]
electron diffraction pattern obtained from the same area of the
sample. It is seen from both the high resolution image and the
diffraction pattern that the MnTe epilayer has a perfect
epitaxial relation with the CdTe crystal. In the diffraction
pattern, each diffraction spot of the MnTe crystal forms a pair
with a spot of the CdTe crystal as expected from the cubic
zincblende structure of the MnTe crystal. Nearly complete
relaxation of the lattice mismatch at the interface due to
formation of misfit dislocations is suggested by the degree of
separation of 0 2 type diffraction spots. A large number of
stacking faults are seen along the interface in the high
resolution image, but bright field and dark field images of the
MnTe epilayer show that the density of these defects decrease
considerably in the areas of the epilayer far from the
interface. TEM examination of double barrier structures shows
that the MnTe layers (having thicknesses of 30 to 40A) maintain
coherent interfaces with CdTe laye±a to form strained-layer
structures. The interfacial regions of the MnTe barrier layers
appear to be free from dislocations or stacking faults.

In the four MnTe/CdTe/MnTe double barrier structures,
spanning CdTe well thicknesses from approximately 56A to 28A,
strong photoluminescence (PL), originating from the well, was
detected in all samples, even under excitation at energies below
the MnTe barrier layer absorption edge. Strong evidence for
confinement effects is obtained from the systematic shifts to
higher photon energies of the PL emission with decreasing CdTe
quantum well thickness. For the narrowest well sample (28A), an
overall average blueshift of nearly 400 meV was realized. (Note
that separate optical measurements on (bulk) thin MnTe films
have yielded a measurement for the s-p bandgap of 3.2eV.) The PL
emission is usually composed of two emission lines which are 40-
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60 meV apart. These lines, individually 20meV in width, may be
associated with transitions between n=l heavy- and light-hole
like confined valence band states and the n=l conduction band
state. Further study of the lineshap details is needed and is
in progress. Important ingredients acting to shape the
photoluminescence features include the role of the large lattice
mismatch, the degree and nature of exciton binding, the exchange
of electron-hole states with the Mn-ion d-electron moments, and
possible deviations from the ideal square well problem due to
interfacial steps.

Initial Raman scattering measurements (measured under near
resonance conditions vs. the n=l quantum well transition) show a
well resolved CdTe longitudinal optical phonon mode (LO), as
well as a broader MnTe mode. In order to further examine issues
of confinement, the magnetic field dependence of the PL emission
has been examined up to 40kG (4 Tesla). In diluted magnetic
semiconductors (e.g., (Cd,Mn)Te), giant Zeeman effects are seen
at low lattice temperatures due to the exchange coupling of the
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exciton states to the Mn-ion d-electron states. In the fully

antiferromagnetic state of bulk-like MnTe, such Zeeman effects
should be much reduced in weak magnetic fields. The situation in
the quantum well samples considered here involves, however,
relatively thin layers of MnTe (35A) under large biaxial lattice
mismatch strain. Experimentally, the PL shows measurable Zeeman
shifts from a few meV up to 10 meV depending on the sample, as
well as some lineshape distortion. The Zeeman shifts are small,
however, on the scale of such shifts which would be expected
under conditions of significant Cd/Mn interdiffusion in the
quantum wells. Ongoing magneto-optical spectroscopy is focussing
on the question of the implications of the observed Zeeman
effects in terms of the magnetic properties of the MnTe layers,
with emphasis on the nature and degree of antiferromagnetic
ordering.

)SUMMARY
The MBE growth technique has presented an opportunity for

the growth of novel structures incorporating previously'1 hypothetical magnetic semiconductors, specifically the
zincblende phases of MnSe and MnTe. The MnSe structures

described in this paper were used to study magnetic ordering in
thin layers by means of optical and magnetic measurements.
Double barrier quantum structures exhibit 2D electron and hole
confinement and serve to confirm the zincblende MnTe bandgap at
3.2eV.
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ABSTRACT

We have grown single cr %I zincblende epilayers of the diluted magnetic semiconductors
Znl-xFexSe and ZnI.xCo ,e on GaAs(001) by molecular beam epitaxy. We summarize the
growth and the structural, magnetic and optical properties of these materials, and contrast
their properties with those of the more well-studied Mn-based family of diluted magnetic
semiconductor (DMS) compounds. Both materials exhibit larger values for the band electron-
magnetic ion and ion-ion exchange parameters than found in (Zn,Mn)Se. These values are
most strongly enhanced in (Zn,Co)Se, which represents the first member of a new Co-based
family of DMS compounds. Thus the incorporation of (Zn,Fe)Se and (Zn,Co)Se layers in
quantum well and superlattice structures holds very exciting prospects for future work.

INTRODUCTION

Diluted magnetic (or semimagnetic) semiconductors form an important subset of
semiconducting compounds [1]. These materials are most commonly based on II-VI or IV-VI
semiconductors, and are formed by the random substitutional incorporation of a magnetic ion
for the cation in the host lattice. The resultant ternary or quaternary compounds exhibit a
compositionally dependent band gap, lattice constant and effective mass typical of ternary
alloy systems, and therefore share the advantages offered by lattice-matching and band gap
tunability, which find such wide-spread application in modern device structures. In addition,
the incorporation of the magnetic ions leads to a number of very interesting magneto-optic
and magneto-transport properties which offer great potential for device applications.

The great majority of the work to date has focussed on Mn-based diluted magnetic
semiconductor (DMS) materials, and several excellent review articles summarize their growth
and properties [2-4]. These Mn-based compounds have been grown in both bulk and thin film
form, the latter as single crystal epilayers using atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) [5] and molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE) [6,7] techniques.

In the last decade [8,9], a small number of Fe-based DMS materials have been grown
from the bulk, and have been shown to exhibit very different properties from their Mn-based
counterparts. The difference in properties is due in part to the very different and rather
unusual magnetic ground state of the Fe++ ion in a tetrahedrally coordinated lattice, and to
the energy levels the iron introduces relative to the band structure of the host
semiconductor. Hg l _xFex Se (x : 0.12) is one of the more well-studied of these materials, and
has been found to exhibit significant improvements in material bonding and uniformity in
composition relative to (Hg,Mn)Se [10,11]. In addition, the position of the Fe'+ level 230
meV above the conduction band minimum allows the Fe++ to act as a resonant donor in this
material, thereby establishing the Fermi level and producing improved stability in carrier
concentration [11-13].

Even more recently, a number of Co-based DMS compounds have emerged [14-18],
and show significant enhancements in the strength of the band electron-magnetic ion and
ion-ion exchange interactions relative to either their Mn- ,; Fe-based counterparts. These
interactions are the source of the pronounced magneto-optic and magneto-transport properties
which make diluted magnetic semiconductors such an exciting class of materials. Thus the
incorporation of Co is expected to be an especially fruitful area of study.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 151. ©1989 Materials Research Society
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Although the growth and study of bulk materials is certainly an important aspect of
this area of materials research, the growth of such relatively new DMS compounds as
epitaxial single crystal films greatly enhances their potential for both basic study as well as
for applied research and eventual incorporation in device structures. Therefore our own
work has focussed on the growth of Fe- and Co-based DMS compounds as epilayers on bulk
semiconductor substrates. The advantages of epilayers are numerous, not the least of which
is an inherent compatibility with the methods of fabrication and planar configuration of
today's monolithic microelectronic circuitry. Epilayers provide the basis for modern device
structures ranging from simple heterostructures to quantum wells and superlattices, which in
turn have come to form an important and growing subfield of study in semiconductor physics.
These structures enable one to address the physics of carrier confinement and the behavior
of two-dimensional electronic and magnetic systems. Another advantage of thin film growth
is that one can often achieve higher magnetic ion concentrations with a non-equilibrium
growth process such as MBE than in bulk samples, allowing the study of metastable phases
and their accompanying magnetic behavior.

In this paper, we describe the growth and characterization of single crystal epilayers
of two wide-gap DMS compounds: Znl-xFexSe (0 < x < 1), which has previously been grown
and studied in bulk form for x :s 0.22 [19,20], and a new Co-based DMS, Znl_xCoxSe (0 < x <
0.1). We summarize their structural, magnetic and optical properties as determined to date
from a variety of x-ray diffraction, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), SQUID
magnetometry, magneto-reflectivity and photoluminescence data.

EXPERIMENTAL

The (Zn,Fe)Se and (Zn,Co)Se samples were grown in a PHI Model 400 MBE system
equipped with Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and reflection high energy electron
diffraction (RHEED) [14,21]. The substrates were GaAs(00l) device grade wafers prepared in
a conventional fashion using a 0.2% Br-methanol polish and a 5:1:1 etch of H2S04:H20 2:H20
followed by a deionized water rinse, and mounted with indium on a molybdenum sample
holder. The substrate was briefly annealed in ultra-high vacuum just before growth to
desorb the final oxide layer as monitored by AES, and then transferred to the growth
chamber which contained elemental Knudsen cell sources of Zn, Se, Fe, Co and Mn. The
epilayers were grown at a substrate temperature of 320-3300 C at rates which ranged from
0.3-1.0 pm/hr to a typical thickness of 1-1.5 i'm. Composition and thickness were determined
by x-ray fluorescence measurements calibrated against known standards.

The films exhibit a single crystal zincblende structure for a wide range of magnetic
ion concentrations and thicknesses, as summarized in Table I. This table simply summarizes
the samples grown to date, and is not intended to place limits on the parameters listed.
However, it becomes increasingly difficult to stabilize single crystal growth for thicker films
as the magnetic ion concentration increases for both materials. In the case of ZnlxFexSe,
epilayers can readily be grown up to a thickness in excess of 2 pm for Fe concentrations x S
0.22, but only up to some "critical" thickness which decreases as x increases to 1.0 . This
"critical" thickness varies somewhat and appears to depend on the growth parameters and
substrate preparation. The growth of Znl_xCoxSe exhibits similar behavior, although

Table I. Summary of magnetic ion concentrations and
epilayer thicknesses grown by MBE.

DMS Composition Thickness

Znl-xFexSe x < 0.22 t > 2 urn

0.22 < x < 1.0 t < 2 um
Znl.xCoSe x < 0.074 t I urM

0.074<x<0.10 < 1 um
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maximum Co concentrations of only 10% have been achieved to date in single crystal thin
films. Higher Co concentrations lead to polycrystalline growth for the MBE growth
parameters investigated thus far.

Znj.xFexSe

Structural Characterization

As noted in Table I, (Zn,Fe)Se can be grown for the full range of concentrations up
to the binary endpoint of pure FeSe, as has been reported for (Zn,Mn)Se [22]. Figure I
shows a sequence of RHEED patterns obtained at various stages of growth for an FeSe
epilayer grown with isotopically enriched Fe57 source material for later characterization with
Mossbauer spectroscopy [23]. The diffraction patterns rapidly evolve from a rather spotty
pattern produced by the GaAs(001) substrate (a,b) to one which exhibits well-defined streaks
(c-e) at 10 to 100 A of growth, characteristic of a predominantly two-dimensional mode of
growth for a surface with a non-zero step density. Similar behavior is observed for all Fe
concentrations. This is in contrast to our RHEED observations of (Zn,Mn)Se grown under
identical conditions - in this case the initial mode of film growth appears to be
predominantly three-dimensional as evidenced by the appearance and persistence of a spotty
RHEED pattern, which later assumes a streaked character with continued deposition. In
addition, for a given set of incident fluxes the (Zn.Fe)Se exhibits a higher growth rate than
(Zn,Mn)Se under identical growth conditions, indic.ating a larger sticking coefficient, i.e.,
probability for bonding. We have also observed large changes (25%) in surface stoichiometryfor (Zn,Mn)Se epilayers during electron beam exposures typical of AES measurements,

resulting in a Zn-depleted and Mn-enriched surface, while no such variations have been found
for the (Zn,Fe)Se surfaces. These observations indicate that the Fe not only promotes
growth of the epilayer, but produces a more stable bonding configuration and superior
material stability compared to the Mn-based compound, as well. Similar conclusions were
drawn by Reifenberger and co-workers [10] in their study of (Hg,Fe)Se and (Hg,Mn)Se.

Figure 1. RHEED patterns obtained at
various stages of growth of an FeSe
e'.iia er on GaAs(001). The top frames
show 5be pattern produced by the GaAs
substrate vith the electron beam
incident along the (a) <110> and (b)m
<100> directions. (c) 10 A FeSe, <110>;
(d) 100 A, <100>; (e) 100 A, <110>; (f)-
(h) 1,100 X FeSe for the <100>, <110>
and <130> azimuths, respectively.

Eu/
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A variety of x-ray diffraction techniques have been used to evaluate the lattice
structure and crystalline quality of the epilayers. 0-20 scans of a number of Bragg
reflections were obtained to determine the change in lattice parameter as a function of Fe
concentration. The epilayer reflections exhibit well-resolved Kot 1 and KOC2 components
except where overlap with the substrate peaks occurs. The out-of-plane or perpendicular
lattice parameter was measured directly from the (00,t) t 2,4,6 reflections and the Bragg
equition using the Nelson-Riley extrapolation method. The in-plane or parallel lattice
parameter was obtained from the (220), (440) and (444) reflections. All of these
measurements were referenced to the corresponding reflection of the GaAs substrate. The
arithmetic average i = (a. + al)/2 is plotted in Figure 2 for film thicknesses of at least 1
pm (to minimize corrections due to tetragonal distortion especially evident in thinner films)
along with the misfit to the GaAs substrate (ao = 5.6533 A). A least-squares linear fit to
the data is given by

i(%) = (5.6604 + 0.0005) + (0.058 ± 0.004) x. (1)

With these data, one may proceed in the spirit of the virtual crystal approximation
[24], which has been shown to work so well for the Mn-based DMS family, to extrapolate the
change in lattice parameter for other Fe-based DMS compounds which share the common
FeSe endpoint, such as (Hg,Fe)Se and (Cd,Fe)Se, as shown ;n Figure 3. These latter
materials have only been grown in bulk form for Fe concentrations up to - 12%. The
vertical axis in Figure 3 is not the actual lattice parameter, but rather the distance d
between nearest like atoms (cations or anions), since this parameter is independent of
structure (e.g. zincblende or wurtzite). The true lattice constant a is very simply derived
from these data by a - d \ for the zincblende structure. Further discussion of this
approach may be found in references 1 and 2.

5.69 0 0.5 4.35 .

o HgFeSe
0 . 4.25

s 5.68 0.4 B
p 2 CdFeSe

c 0"C L a (b vg ) E 4 .1

C..2

S5.67 0 0.3 (

00

S4.05- Z ee

(Zn,F*)Se G*As(001) 4.5 Z ee

t~ 1 pm FeSe

5.66 ....._..... .... 0.2 3.95...................
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Fe concentration - x Fe concentration - x

Figure 2. Variation of the average lattice parameter (squares) and percent misfit to the
GaAs substrate (circles) for (Zn,Fe)Se epilayers on GaAs(001). The line is a least squares fit
to the lattice rarameter data as given by Equation (1). The percent misfit is calculated as
100 x 2(af - as)/(af + as) with as - aGaAs = 5.6533 A.

Figure 3. Mean cation-cation distance plotted as a function of Fe concentration for three
DMS compounds which share the FeSe endpoint. (Hg,Fe)Se and (Cd,Fe)Se have only been
grown in bulk form for Fe concentrations x _ 0.12.
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Very recently, the variation of lattice constant with Fe concentration for bulk-grown
Znl-xFexSe has been published by Swagten et al. [25] for x :S 0.22 . They obtain a least-fit
as given by

a(x) - (5.666 ± 0.001) ± (0.051 + 0.01) x, (2)

and compare their data with that of Jonker et al. [21] which was obtained for the
perpendicular lattice parameter of (Zn,Fe)Se epilayers. Due to the small tetragonal distortion
exhibited by these epilayers, a more appropriate comparison may be made to the average
lattice parameter as given by Equation (1) above [26,27]. Excellent agreement is then
obtained between the two sets of data, aside from a difference in the intercept, which may
be attributed to some error in absolute calibration.

The crystalline quality of the (Zn,Fe)Se epilayers was further evaluated by double
crystal x-ray rocking curve and topography measurements (26,27]. The rocking curve
linewidth (FWHM) for the (004) reflection of films at least 1 Jm thick increases from 175 arc
sec for x - 0 to approximately 475 arc sec for x = 0.22, and shows no dependence on x-ray
wavelength (Cu, Co, Fe and Cr Ke 1). The predominant contribution to the linewidth is
therefore due to dislocations [28], and the dislocation density p may be estimated from the
rocking curve FWHM W from the simple relation [29]

p - W2 / 4.35 b2  (3)

where b is the Burgers vector, which is expected to be ao/ %. Values for the dislocation
density range from I to 7.5 x 108/cm 2, and appear to reflect the increase in misfit to the
substrate, as shown in Figure 4. This is an important observation, since it indicates that the
crystalline quality of the epilayer is limited by the dislocations arising from simple misfit to
the substrate rather than by disruption of the lattice by the substitutional iron impurities.
One would therefore expect substantial improvement in crystal quality through growth on an
appropriate lattice-matched substrate such as (Ga,In)As.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) samples were prepared by mechanical
thinning and subsequent ion milling at liquid nitrogen temperature and relatively low ion
energy (3 keV Ar+, I mA) to minimize ion-induced damage. High resolution (110) lattice
images of the film/substrate interface are shown in Figures 5a and b for an x = 0.22 and
pure FeSe epilayer, respectively. In either case the films are seen to be of high quality with
coherent and atomically abrupt interfaces. The images exhibit well-defined (111) lattice
fringes which are completely continuous across the interface, as well, demonstrating well-
ordered single crystal growth.

(Zn,Fe)Se / GaAs(O01)

cc 6

Figure 4. Values for the dislocation
density in the (Zn,Fe)Se epilayer

f obtained from the rocking curve
C 4  linewidth (Eqn. 3) as a function of

misfit to the GaAs substrate. The
quality of the epilayer is limited by the

. consequent misfit dislocations.

2U

0*"
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.

% Misfit
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Figure 5. High resolution (110) cross-sectional images of the film/substrate interface for a)
an x - 0.22 (Zn,Fe)Se epilayer and b) a pure FeSe film on GAs(001). Note that the lattice
fringes are well-resolved and completely continuous across the interface, indicating high
crystalline quality and coherent interfaces. The horizontal arrows indicate the interface.
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Magnetic Prooerties

The magnetic and magneto-optic behavior of (Zn,Fe)Se and other Fe-based DMS
materials which distinguishes them from their Mn-based counterparts derives from the unique

Pground state of the Fe++ ion in a tetrahedrally coordinated lattice (30,31]. The free ion 5D4
ground state is split by the crystal field into an upper 5T orbital triplet and a lower 5E
doublet, which is further split by the spin-orbit interaction in second order into five closely
spaced (-2.2 meV) levels. The lowest level is a completely non-degenerate Al orbital singlet
which has no permanent magnetic moment, and it is this feature which leads to Van Vleck
paramagnetic behavior : at modest temperatures (T > 8K) or through the application of a
magnetic field, other states are occupied or mixed into the Al state, producing a
paramagnetic moment that is a function of both field and temperature independently. One
characteristic feature is that the magnetization becomes independent of temperature, but not
field, at temperatures sufficiently low to avoid population of the first excited state (kT <<
level spacing ,- 2.2 meV). This behavior has been clearly shown for both bulk [19,20] and
epitaxial thin film [23,32,33] (Zn,Fe)Se samples.

The rather complicated level splitting and unusual ground state described above make
a quantitative treatment of the magnetic properties for Fe-based DMS compounds very
involved and beyond the scope of this text. The interested reader is therefore referred to
recent publications by Swagten et al [25] and Twardowski et al [34] for a detailed modelingI of the magnetization, magnetic specific heat and susceptibility.

Magneto-ontic pronerties

As noted in the introduction, DMS materials are noteworthy for their dramatic
magneto-optic properties, such as giant Faraday rotations and large Zeeman splittings. These
effects result from the strong exchange coupling of the valence (p) and conduction (s) band
electrons to the localized d states of the magnetic ions in the lattice, referred to as the sp-
d exchange interaction. The magnetic field splitting of the valence and conduction bands
therefore reflects the magnetization of those ions, which in turn is a function of the applied
magnetic field. The magnetic ions therefore modify the internal field seen by the band
electrons, serving to amplify the external applied field. Magneto-optic studies are thus
sensitive probes of the magnetization of the transition-metal ions, and of the strength of the
exchange interaction between those ions and the band electrons.

Using the notation of Gaj et al. [35], in a simplified mean field approximation the
sp-d exchange contribution to the Hamiltonian may be written

Hex = -J xNo <Sz> Se,h (4)

where x is the magnetic ion concentration, <Sz> is the thermally averaged projection of their
spin along the applied field (z) direction, No is the number of unit cells per unit volume, and
Seh denotes the z component of the band electron (hole) spin. J is the exchange operator
which, when applied to the band wavefunctions <Y] J [Y>, results in the conduction band-
magnetic ion and valence band-magnetic ion exchange integrals C and jS , respectively.
These parameters are thus a measure of the strength of the interaction between the band
electrons and magnetic ions, and may be obtained directly from magneto-optic data.

The Zeeman splitting of the conduction and valence bands and the possible interband
transitions are shown in Figure 6. The band edges split according to the equations

ECB(Ms) = Eg + xNO cx <Sz> Ms Ms = + 1/2 (5)

EVB(Ms) - (1/3) xNoA<Sz> Ms  Ms - t 3/2, +1/2 (6)

where E is the band gap at zero field. The interband excitonic transitions may be observed
in both magnetoreflectivity and photoluminescence measurements, although band-edge
luminescence may be observed only for the lower Fe concentrations (1-2%) in (Zn,Fe)Se due
to recombination involving Fe levels within the gap.

Figure 7 shows the field dependence of the interband transitions as obtained from
magnetoreflectivity data from an x = 0.043 Znl.xFexSe epilayer on GaAs(001) [32]. All ofj :the allowed transitions are observed. The completeness of the data and the polarization
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Figure 6. Magnetic field splitting of the 27.90+
conduction band (CB) and valence band 2780
(VB). The six allowed interband 0 2 4 6 8
transitions are shown, with the sign of MAGNETIC FIELD IT)
the splitting reflecting the sign of the
exchange constants. Figure 7. Field dependence of the

transition energies as labeled in Figure 6
as obtained in the Faraday ( c" ) and
Voigt ( r ) geometries, for a (Zn,Fe)Se
epilayer (x- 0.043, t = 1 pm) at T - 5 K.

dependence of the spectra permit identification of the transitions as labeled in Figure 6.
Similar data may be obtained from photoluminescence measurements for Fe

concentrations x < 0.02 [33]. From such data one can determine values for the exchange
integrals o and ,8 , as follows: from Eqns. (5) and (6), the energy difference

AE= 2 [Eg - E(-l/2 -3/2)]

=x <Sz> NO( c, - ,). (7/)

Thus a plot of A E for a single transition as a function of its field dependence as given by
x<Sz> (obtained independently from magnetometry data) provides a value for the quantity
No( - - B ) from the slope. The field dependence of a second transition allows a
determination of both ,x and e independently. Figure 8 summarizes such data obtained
from photoluminescence measurements of the (-1/2 - -3/2) transition from an x = 0.017
Znl-xFexSe epilayer at 4.3 K. The data exhibit very linear behavior and yield a slope
No( -0 ) - 1560 meV, about 15% larger than in (Zn,Mn)Se [2]. Combining these data with
that obtained from the (1/2 -.-* -1/2) transition, the experimental values for the exchange
integrals are

Noc - (226 + 10) meV, N0 8 - (-1334 + 14) meV. (8)

These values compare well with those obtained from bulk (Zn,Fe)Se samples (20], and are
determined to greater precision.
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Figure 8. Magnetic field dependence of PL T = 4.3 K
the energy of the (-1/2 -. -3/2) 30
transition relative to its zero field value
E for an x - 0.017 (Zn,Fe)Se epilayer. >
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with a slope No( ot - 8 ) as given by
Eqn. (7). 10
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Why Co? X<S> (X 100)

The unusual magnetic field-dependent properties of the DMS materials derive from
both the interaction of the magnetic ions with the band electrons through the exchange
integrals oc and ,8 just described, as well as through the exchange interaction between the
magnetic ions themselves [36]. These interactions are strongly influenced by the ground
state of the particular substitutional magnetic ion used.

In such materials one generally desires that the magnetic ion posses an orbital
singlet ground state, since orbital degeneracy is likely to lead to fast relaxation processes or
produce complicating Jahn-Teller effects. Of the magnetically active 3d transition metals in
the 2+ charge state and a tetrahedral site, three fill this criterion: Mn++, Fe++ and Co++.
The Mn++ (3d 5 ) ion is by far the simplest of the three, since it is not subject to crystal
field or spin-orbit splitting and has a very simple 6 A1 orbital singlet ground state, making it
very amenable to calculation and quantitative modeling. Fe++ (3d) is certainly the most
complicated, exhibiting a magnetically inactive Al ground state in a manifold of closely
spaced levels, resulting in Van Vleck paramagnetic behavior as described in the preceeding
sections. The level splitting for the Co++ (3d') ion is intermediate in complexity, as shown
in Figure 9: the 4 F942 free-ion level is split by the tetrahedral crystal field into an upper4T1 orbital triplet, a T2 triplet, and a lower 4 A2 orbital singlet ground state [37,38]. Th.s
Co-based DMS compounds are expected to exhibit Brillouin paramagnetic behavior, like those
based on Mn.

1 (3)

Figure 9. Level splitting for a Co ++ ion / 
in a tetrahedral crystal field (not to CO 4 F9 /2 4 T
scale). The ground state is an orbital 3d 7 2
singlet. (3)

4A2  1)
4 A 2 ( 1 )

Unlike Mn++, the Co++ ground state has a significant orbital angular momentum
component due to spin-orbit mixing with the low-lying 4T 2 triplet, producing a larger
effective Lande g factor of 2.27 (vs 2.0 for Mn++) [37,39]. This is manifested in an enhanced
Zeeman splitting ( AEz - gpBH) distinct from the band electron-magnetic ion exchange
contribution discussed earlier, as well as an enhanced ion-ion exchange splitting [40]. In
addition, the Co-Co exchange interaction is generally larger than that of Mn [41], so that
Co-based DMS compounds may be expected to exhibit magnetic ordering phenomena at
correspondingly higher temperatures. Thus the incorporation of Co into a DMS structure
offers exciting possibilities.
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The first reported growth of a Co-based diluted magnetic semiconductor was the
growth of single crystal (001) zincblende epilayers of Znl.xCoxSe (0 < x S 0.1) on GaAs(00I)
by molecular beam epitaxy [14]. In the following sections, we briefly summarize the growth,
structure, and magnetic and magneto-optic properties of these samples, and contrast the
properties with those of (Zn,Fe)Se and (Zn,Mn)Se.

Growth and Structural Characterization

The (Zn,Co)Se epilayers were grown under the same conditions used for the growth
of (Zn,Fe)Se. In contrast with (Zn,Fe)Se, initial growth appears to be dominated by three-
dimensional nucleation as evidenced by a rather spotty RHEED pattern, which evolves into a
more two-dimensional mode by approximately 75-100 A. Single crystal samples have been
grown to a thickness of I pm for x :S 0.075, but only to some critical thickness which
decreases with increasing x for 0.075 < x <S 0.10. Growth beyond 0.3 pm for x - 0.095, for
example, results in the appearance of multicrystalline features in the RHEED pattern.
Magnetometry data confirm that the Co is being incorporated in a random, substitutional
manner for this entire range of concentrations [15].

A variety of x-ray diffraction techniques were again used to evaluate the structure
and quality of the epilayers [16. Oscillation photographs confirm that the films exhibit a
single crystal zincblende structure, and 8-28 measurements indicate that the average lattice
parameter increases linearly with Co concentration for 0 < x S 0.04 with a slope nearly
identical to that determined for (Zn,Fe)Se [26,27). The (Zn,Co)Se samples typically exhibit
some degree of tetragonal distortion even for thicknesses of 1-2 pm, which becomes more
pronounced for x > 0.04, making quantitive evaluation of the lattice parameter more difficult.

X-ray double crystal rocking curves were obtained from each sample for the (004)
reflection with Cu Kat I radiation. Examples of these data are shown in Figure 10 for two
samples of similar composition but different thickness. Note that the rocking curve linewidth
(FWHM) for the thinner 0.3 urn film is only 71 arc sec, comparable to that of the GaAs
substrate (30 arc sec), while that of the 1 jm sample is 312 arc sec. The thinner film
accomodates the misfit to the substrate via elastic strain, while in the case of the thicker
film it has become energetically favorable to accomodate the mismatch through the formation
of misfit dislocations, which more dramatically broaden the rocking curve. These
observations are further supported by accompanying 0-20 and double crystal topography
measurements. These results are significant in that they demonstrate that the crystalline
quality of the epilayer is not limited here by the incorporation of Co into the host ZnSe
lattice, but rather by the misfit to the substrate. Therefore crystalline quality should
improve significantly by growth on an appropriately lattice matched substrate layer such as
(Ga,ln)As, as noted above for (Zn,Fe)Se.

II I

Zn.,Co1 Se (004) DCRC Figure 10. X-ray double
crystal rocking curves (Cu

GaAs Kac 1, (004) reflection) for
(Zn,Co)Se epilayers of similar
composition but different
thicknesses, as noted in the
figure. The rocking curve
linewidth (FWHM) for the 0.3

us PWIM xuO.4 I w pam film is only 71 arc sec,
indicating a high crystal quality

x4 approaching that of the GaAs
substrate (FWHM - 30 arc sec).
The linewidth for the thicker

xuO8M~, 0.3 Jpxl film is broadened by misfit
10 dislocations.
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TEM data further demonstrate the high crystalline quality of the (Zn,Co)Se epilayers.
High resolution (110) lattice images are shown in Figure 11 for a) a 0.8 pm thick, x = 0.01
sample, and b) a 0.12 jam thick, x - 0.095 sample. In both cases, the interface is clearly
coherent with complete continuity of the lattice planes crossing it, and atomically abrupt.
These images also 5how that the films are homogeneous and well-ordered, and exhibit no
evidence for twin crystal formation.

Figure 11. High resolution TEM lattice images ((110) cross-sections) for Znl.xCoxSe
epilayers on GaAs: a) x - 0.01, and b) x - 0.095 samples. The films are well-ordered and
exhibit coherent interfaces with the GaAs substrate.
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Magnetic characterization

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and SQUID magnetometry were used to
confirm the substitutional nature of the Co++ and to determine the magnetic properties of the
samples for the full range of concentrations grown. These data have recently been described
in detail elsewhere (14,15], and will be only briefly summarized here.

The EPR spectra (9.3 GHz, 5-6 K) generally exhibit a single dominant isotropic line
at g - 2.27 which broadens with Co concentration due to the statistical presence of exchange
coupled nearest ieighbor and next nearest neighbor pairs. Spectra for samples with x < 0.01
exhibit in addition a number of weak satellite lines which are strongly angularly dependent.
These features are attributed to Co++ ions in low symmetry sites, probably in the vicinity of
dislocations -- the large orbital contribution (g - 2.27) implies that the ground state of the
ion is very sensitive to local low symmetry crystal fields. For the low Co concentration
samples, the number of ions in such sites represents a larger fraction of the total number of
Co++ ions in the sample than for the higher concentration films.

Squid magnetometry data (6-100 K, H s 5 T) show that the magnetization is a joint
function of H/T, indicating Brillouin paramagnetic behavior as expected, similar to that of
(Zn,Mn)Se and in marked contrast to the behavior of (Zn,Fe)Se. The magnetization can be
calculated as [19,42]

M -ANox g PB <Sz> (9)

where g - 2.27, )JB is the Bohr magneton, and the reduction factor A (0 < A < 1) allows for
the presence of Co++ ions with magnetically inactive ground states due to the occupation of
low symmetry sites or the occurance of antiferromagnetically coupled pairs, which removes
their contribution to the moment. It is well known [42] that <Sz> - SBs(y), where Bs(y) is
the Brillouin function for S - 3/2 and y - gPBSH/kT. The data for all concentrations studied
0 < x <S 0.094 and T S 100 K are well fit by a simple Brillouin function as given by Eqn. (9)
with A as the only adjustable parameter. A comparison of the values of A thus obtained
from fits to the data with a simple model which assumes a random, statistical distribution of
ions indicates that both nearest and next nearest neighbor Co++ pairs are
antiferromagnetically coupled [15].

Ootical Pronerties

The variation of band gap with Co concentration was obtained from optical
absorption measurements by measuring the incident wavelength at which the interference
fringes produced by reflection at the (Zn,Co)Se/GaAs interface and film surface were
extinguished. These data are plotted in Figure 12 for T = 5K and show that the band gap
increases linearly with Co concentration as given by the least squares fit E = 2.797 + 0.743x
eV for the samples studied to date. Interference fringes were not wel" resolved for the
thinner, higher concentration samples in the normal incidence geometry used.

(Zn,Co)Se / OaA*(001)

T.5K
2.82

9LFigure 12. Variation of the optical band 1 2.S1
gap at T 5 K with Co concentration a
for (Zn,Co)Se (001) epilayers. C

2.80

. 7 9 1 ... . . . . . . .. . . .

0 1 2 3 4
Co concentration (%)
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bdge Magnetoreflectivity studies show that the strength of the interaction between the
' : band electrons and the Co ++ ions as given by the difference in exchange parameters No(CX-

) is significantly larger than that found in either Fe- or Mn-based DMS materials [171.
Reflectivity spectra were obtained in the Faraday geometry in magnetic fields up to 8 T and
for the temperature range 4.2-70 K. The interband excitonic transitions (-3/2 -* -1/2) and
(3/2 -, 1/2) were observed (see Figure 6), and show that the band splitting saturates for
fields > 5 T, further confirming Brillouin paramagnetic behavior. The two weaker transitons
allowed in the Faraday geometry, (-1/2 -. 1/2) and (1/2 -o -1/2), were not resolved.

The energy difference between these observed transitions at 4.2 K for the x - 0.0076
sample is plotted in Figure 13 as a function of x<Sz> as determined from corresponding
magnetization measurements [15]. From Eqns. (5) and (6), the least squares linear fit to the
data has a slope No(cc -,a ) - (2530 ± 90) meV. Similar data for an x - 0.01 sample yield a
value of 2290 meV. These values are approximately twice as large as those obtained for Mn-
based DMS materials [1,2].

12 1
Zn1. x Cox Se1E I

Figure 13. The energy -E 10 X=0.0076 0
difference of the excitonic R
transitions (3/2 - 1/2) and -- Tf4.2 K
(-3/2 -o- -1/2) versus the T 8quantity x<S> as obtained from t •

SQUID magnetometry ca
measurements. From Eqns. (5) r 6
and (6), a least squares fit .
(solid line) to the data has a
slope No(oc - ) = 2530 meV, 4
nearly a factor of two larger
than for (Zn,Mn)Se.

NJ 2

a 0o I ,
0 10 20 30 40 50

x <S > x 10-:4

SUMMARY

The growth of these new Co-based DMS materials is especially significant due to the
much stronger exchange interactions which are obtained relative to the Fe- and Mn-based
compounds. Table 11 summarizes two important parameters which may be taken as a measure
of the strength of the exchange coupling between the band electrons (holes) and the
magnetic ions, and between the magnetic ions themselves. The quantity No( e' - a ) as
defined earlier is a measure of the exchange interaction between the carriers and the
magnetic ions, and indicates the effectiveness of the ions in amplifying an external magnetic
field to an effective internal field seen by the carriers. This value increases by about 15%
from Mn++ to Fe++ , but nearly doubles for (Zn,Co)Se, indicating that the new Co-based DMS
compounds should exhibit much more dramatic magneto-optic properties.

The magnitude of the exchange interaction between the magnetic ions themselves is
given by the nearest-neighbor ion-ion exchange parameter J as it appears in the contribution
to the Hamiltonian

i *H - -2 J '91  •9 2 , (10)

where Si denotes the magnetic ion's net spin. In the MnSe-based DMS compounds, J ranges
from -8 to -13 K [2]; for (Zn,Mn)Se, values of -12.3 K [43] and -13 K [44] have been
reported. Since the ground state of Fe++ is magnetically inactive, J is not well defined,
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although recent calculations by Twardowski et al [34] yield a somewhat model-dependent
value of -22 K, which should be interpreted within the framework of their detailed treatment.
Since Co++ and Mn++ share similar ground states, the corresponding values for J may be
directly compared. Gicbultowicz et al. have very recently reported extraordinarily large
values of J = -50 K for Co ++ in bulk-grown (Zn,Co)Se and (Zn,Co)S [18] from neutron
diffraction data, which represents a four-fold enhancement relative to Mn++ in (Zn,Mn)Se as
measured by the same technique [43]. Thus the interaction between the Co++ ions is
significantly larger than between the Mn++ ions in similar compounds, as suggested by a
comparison of the ordering temperatures in Mn- and Co-bearing non-DMS materials [41] as
discussed earlier.

In conclusion, the growth of Znl.xFexSe and Znl-xCoxSe extends the family of
transition metal alloyed wide-gap diluted magnetic semiconductors that can be grown as
epitaxial single crystal films. Co++ has a ground state which differs significantly from that
of Mn++ and Fe++, so that a variety of magnetic behavior is available from these three
systems. (Zn,Fe)Se is a Van Vleck paramagnet, while (Zn,Mn)Se and (Zn,Co)Se are both
Brillouin paramagnets, the former without significant orbital momentum and the latter with
considerable admixture in the ground state. The x-ray diffraction data demonstrate that the
substitutional incorporation of Fe or Co into the host ZnSe lattice does not inherently limit
the crystalline quality of these DMS epilayers on GaAs. Therefore growth on an appropriate
lattice-match-1 layer may be expected to result in DMS films with a crystalline quality which
rivals that of the bulk substrate. This feature together with the dramatic enhancement in
the exchange parameters relative to the Mn-based DMS compounds shows that the
incorporation of (Zn,Fe)Se and (Zn,Co)Se in quantum wells and superlattices holds very
exciting prospects for future study.

Table II. Summary of DMS exchange parameters.

Z a ZnFeSe ZnCoS

No (o -,8) (meV) 1360 1560 2410

J (K) -13 (- 22)b - 50c

a Parameters obtained from Reference 2.
b Model dependent -- see Reference 34.
c Reference 18.
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ELECTRON-SPIN POLARIZATION IN TUNNEL JUNCTIONS
WITH FERROMAGNETIC EuS BARRIERS

Xin Hao', J. S. Moodera, and R. Meservey
Francis Bitter National Magnetic Laboratory (* and the Department of Materials Sci-
ence and Engineering), Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 150 Albany Street, Cam-
bridge, MA 02139

ABSTRACT

Spin-resolved tunneling in the structure metal-EuS-metal has been obtained. The
metal electrodes used in our experiments being non-magnetic, polarization of the tunnel
current is attributed to the conduction band splitting in EuS below its ferromagnetic
Curie temperature. Enhanced Zeeman splitting in the superconducting aluminum film
is also observed.

INTRODUCTION

We report here spin-polarized tunneling experiments using non-ferromagnetic elec-
trodes and ferromagnetic EuS barriers. Because of the conduction band in EuS splits
into spin-up and spin-down subbands when the temperature is below 16.7 K [1), the
Curie temperature of EuS, the tunnel barrier for electrons with different spin directions
is different, therefore giving rise to tunnel current polarization. The spin-filter effect, as
it may be called, was observed earlier, directly or indirectly, by several groups: Esaki et
al. 12) made a tunneling study on junctions having EuS and EuSe barriers; Thompson
et al. [31 studied Schottky barrier tunneling between In and doped EuS; Mfiller et al.
[41 and Kisker et al. [5) performed electron field emission experiments on EuS-coated
tungsten tips. The field emission experiments gave a maximum polarization of (89±7)%
'or the emitted electrons. Although the previous tunneling studies did not directly show

electron polarization, their results were explained by the same spin-filter effect. This
work uses the spin-polarized tunneling technique [61 to show directly that tunnel cuirent
is indeed polarized and polarization can be as high as 85%.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Tunnel junctions of Al/EuS/Al, Au/EuS/AI, Ag/EuS/Al, and Al/EuS/Au were
prepared by vacuum deposition on glass substrates, where the materials are listed in the
order of their deposition. We report here mainly the results on two sets of junctions:
Au/EuS/Al (sample no. 3-6470) and Ag/EuS/AI (sample no. 3-6491). Both set of
junctions have a EuS thickness of 33 A and Al thickness of 42 A; the Au and Ag films
are 110 A and 200 A thick, respectively.

Tunneling conductance was measured at 0.45 K with and without applied magnetic
field. There two major results: (1) the Zeeman splitting of the quasiparticle density of
states in superconducting Al is greatly enhanced, and (2) there is a high polarization in
the tunnel current.

Figure 1 shows the tunnel conductance curves of an Au/EuS/At junction (3-6470
in various applied magnetic fields with field direction parallel to the film surface. Po-
larization of the tunnel current gives rise to the asymmetry of the curves. The total

Zeeman splitting and the value of polarization were obtained by fitting the curves using

Mat. Res. Soc. Syrup. proc. Vol. 151. c:1989 Materials Research Society
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Figure 1. Tunneling conductance curves in -,arious applied field. The one
labeled H=0' was taken after the applied field had been reduced to zero,
and there is remanent Zeeman splitting. B* at H=0.31 T is about 4 T.

Polarization is about 80%.

the theory of thin film superconductors in high magnetic fields that takes into account
also the spin-orbit scattering and the Fermi liquid effect [7). Polarization was found to
be about 80% for this junction. Similar results were obtained on the Ag/EuS/AI junc-
tions which gave a slightly higher polarization of about 85%. The degree of polarization
did not seem to change with the applied field.

On the other hand, the effective total field (B) as determined from the size of the

Zeeman splitting increased with the applied magnetic field (H); the apparent Zeeman
splitting was much bigger than that should result from the external field. This enhanced
Zeeman splitting was also found by Tedrow et at. 181 in their study of proximity effects
of Al thin films in contact with various rare-earth compounds. Their explanation for
the extra magnetic field (B*) is that it is caused by the exchange interaction between
the quasiparticles in Al and the magnetic ions, and they found that B* = 1.7 T when
Al was backed by oxidized europium. The enhancement was more pronounced in our
case: B* reached 4 T in an applied field of only 0.31 T.

In certain junctions there was a Zeeman splitting even before any external magnetic
field (except the ambient field of about 1 0e) had been applied. This initial Zeeman
splitting in zero applied field is sample dependent, the maximum B* being observed
was 3.5 T in one junction from the set 3-6491. The existence (or lack) of the initial
zero field Zeeman splitting also depends on the temperature of the substratc during
deposition of the bottom electrode and the EuS barrier. Junctions deposited on liquid-
nitrogen-cooled substrates showed little initial zero field Zeeman splitting, while the ones
with the bottom electrode and EuS deposited at room temperature showed zero field

splitting most of the time. However, in all the junctions a remanent Zeeman splitting

4
I
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Figure 2. Junction resistance as a function of temperature for two sam-
ples. The solid line is a calculation based on the temperature variation of
the red shift of the absorption edge measured in single crystal EuS.

was observed after the applied field had been reduced to zero.
The junction resistance, Rr, as a function of temperature was also measured for

the range of 1 K to 25 K. A significant change of Rj started to occur around 17 K.
R, dropped by 54% from 25 K to 4.2 K in junction 3-6470, and by 60% from 25 K to
1.3 K in junction 3-6491. R1 versus T for these two junctions are shown in figure 2.
The decrease of junction resistance is a direct consequence of barrier lowering and is
closely related to the observed polarization, though its observation does not invoke the
superconducting property of the Al electrode while Zeeman splitting of the quasiparticle
density of states in superconducting Al is necessary to detect polarization.

DISCUSSIONS

We have estimated the degree of polarization and the junction resistance decrease
using Simmons's [9) formula of tunnel current for trapezoidal barriers. The barrier
height and barrier thickness were estimated from the I-V measurements at temperatures
above the Curie temperature of EuS. Polarization is defined by P = " - " with J? and

J, being the tunneling current densities for the down, up spin directions respectively,
and

J,,l I Jo (01,1 - - ) exp A(Ot,, 
-  eV

-" Jo + exp + L)L,

(Oa+
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where 4t , l = o-(./2)AE. with AE,, being the splitting of the EuS conduction band;
the constants Jo, A, and 0 are defined in Ref. [9]. For the polarization calculation, a
value of AE,, =0.36 eV (10 was used. AE. as a function of temperature has been
investigated by measuring the red shift of the optical absorption edge of single crystal
EuS [101, and we used these bulk values to estimate the resistance decrease. The decrease
in junction resistance and the degree of polarization are related so that a larger decrease
in R, corresponds with a higher polarization. For a barrier thickness S=17 A, a barrier
height of 1.6 eV, and a junction area of 4x10- 4cm 2, we have a calculated junction
resistance of about 2 kfl and a polarization of 82%, which is close to the measured Ri
and polarization of our junctions. Rj versus T for these parameters is also depicted
in figure 2. We find that in order to have a reasonable junction resistance, we need
to use a smaller value for the barrier thickness than the nominal value. This may be
explained by the non-uniformity of the barrier, since the most important contribution
to the tunnel current comes from the thinnest part of the barrier.

In summary, spin-polarized tunneling has been observed in junctions with ferro-
magnetic EuS barriers. Polarization is attributed to the conduction band splitting in
EuS below its Curie temperature. Calculations of the value of polarization and the
decrease of junction resistance with the lowering of temperature using a simple tun-
neling theory and parameters obtained in measurements on bulk EuS agree well with
the experiments. From the reasonable agreement we see that our thin EuS films have
close to bulk properties: its Curie temperature is around 17 K, and the temperature
dependence of the conduction band splitting of the film is very similar to that of the
single crystal.
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CARRIER-CONCENTRATION-DEPENDENT MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
OF THE DILUTED MAGNETIC SEMICONDUCTOR SnMnTe

H.J.M. SWAGTEN, S.J.E.A. ELTINK AND W.J.M. DE JONGE
Eindhoven University of Technology, Department of Physics,
P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

ABSTRACT

In this paper experimental evidence is presented for the carrier concentration dependence
of the magnetic properties of Sno.9 Mno.0 3Te, yielding a critical concentration above
which ferromagnetic interactions are dominant. The observed behavior can be fairly well
explained within a modified RKKY-model. Preliminary experiments on the low
temperature magnetic phases indicate re-entrant spinglass behavior, which is qualitatively
described with the spinglass model of Sherrington and Kirkpatrick.

INTRODUCTION

A strong and intriguing coupling between the magnetic and electronic structure
has been discovered in the Diluted Magnetic Semiconductors (DMS: [1]) PbSn(Mn)Te.
More specifically, Story et al. [2] established that a critical carrier density (roughly
341020 cm- 3) exists in Pb0.2 Sn0.72(Mno.0 3)Te, above which ferromagnetic interactions
were observed, while below the critical density a spinglass-like cusp in the AC
susceptibility was reported [3], accompanied by small antiferromagnetic (AF)
interactions. The same effect has been observed for other compounds such as
Pb0.s2Sno.4s(Mno.03)Te with a critical carrier density only slightly different from the
value for Pb0. 2sSno.7 2(Mn0.0 3)Te [3]. This critical density of free carriers divides the
magnetic phase diagram into a ferromagnetic and a spinglass region with strong
ferromagnetic and small antiferromagnetic interactions respectively.

A modified RKKY-model [41 enablesus to describe the existence of the critical
density as well as the magnitude of the ferromagnetic Curie-Weiss temperatures above
Pcrit" The model is based on the conventional RKKY-interaction applied to carriers
located at different regions of the Brillouin zone. The interesting increase of the
interactions at Pcit is then attributed to the entrance of the Fermi-level into a second
set of heavy hole valence bands, located along the E- axis.

On the basis of this model one could speculate about the contrasting difference
between the magnetic behavior of Pb(Mn)Te and Sn(Mn)Te. Both IV-VI group DMS
materials have a similar bandstructure and were subject to many studies [5], but
somewhat puzzling, there seems to be no logical correlation between their low
temperature magnetic properties. We feel encouraged by the basic results of our modified
RKKY-model that this might be caused by their considerable difference in carrier
density. The Sn(Mn)Te semimetallic compound is an extreme case since it possesses such
high densities that the second set of valence bands is commonly populated. Indeed, in all
present studies on this material the system exhibits strong ferromagnetic interactions.
By reducing the carrier density of Sn(Mn)Te below Petit, which causes a redistribution of
the carriers in favor of the first set of valence bands, one could therefore expect that the
system transforms into a paramagnet. Fortunately, it seems possible in SnTe to decrease
p in such a way that it reaches Prt, see for instance Allgaier et al. [6] and Inoue et al.
[7]. Pb(Mn)Te is an extreme case too since it possesses such small densities that only the
primary valence bands are populated. However, for Pb(Mn)Te it is not possible to raise
the carrier density into the critical region (z 1020 cm-3), due to technological problems.

Therefore we thought it worthwhile to investigate the influence of a reduction of

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 151. 01989 Materials Research Society
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the carrier density on the low temperature magnetic properties of Sn 0.90 (Mno. 03)Te, in
order to corroborate our conjecture and observe the expected breakdown of the strong
RKKY-interactions. In the second part of this paper we will focus on the so-called
ferromagnetic regime (i.e. p> Pcrit), in order to characterize the low temperature
magnetic phases in a mote detailed way. Earlier reports [5,8-10] denote these phaqes as
ferromagnetic, spinglass as well as a re-entrant spinglass. We therefore measured the
ZFC-FC magnetization and the AC susceptibility in the presence of additional DC
fields. These experiments are commonly regarded as crucial to distinguish between
spinglass-like and other magnetic phases.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Sn 0.g1(Mn0.0 3)Te samples were grown by a Bridgman method. Stoichiometric
amounts of non-metal and metal elements were sealed in carbon coated quartz ampoules
and heated up to approximately 5G0C above the melting point of SnTe. The ampoule was
then pulled down slowly, at a rate of 3 mm/day, through a temperature gradient. The
samples were all single-phased and consist of single crystals with dimensions up to 10
mm. The Mn concentration was checked by micro-probe analysis and varies slightly over
the ingot. The apparent carrier concentration at liquid nitrogen temperature varies
roughly between 2 and 10 times 1020 cm-3 . Carrier concentrations below 4x1020 cm 3

have been obtained by isothermal annealing in a Zn-vapor, analogous to Ref. [7].

0.to,

a.
Variation of the carrier concentration 0.0.

In Fig. 1 the results are shown -. 0°  .

of the AC susceptibility, specific heat . 0.04 .
and magnetization for a sample in the

ferromagnetic interaction regime 0.0
(p> Pcrit), where the RKKY 0.0
interaction is assumed to be strong . 0 S a 3 a a 7

enough to induce a magnetic ordering b
at helium temperatures. It is precisely ""
this regime where earlier
investigations were confined to. We
will now focus on the variation of the
carrier concentration and its influence
on the AC susceptibility.

A sharp transition to a
magnetically ordered state is observed 0o a a 4 a a

in the samples with p> 5x1020 cm-3, 0 . .
what is illustrated in Fig. 2 (see also 

C

Fig. 1). For smaller p, we observe a 0.'=2/ '

considerable shift of the transition - 0.

temperature to lower temperatures. o.2 -
The transition becomes less sharp and e .$
at the lowest density,p z 31020 cm"3, . " .where the interaction eneLgies become "

very small, even a second transition 0.0°_
seems to appear at T--- 100 nK. The T .1

carrier concentration dependence of FAg. I. A C sweceptibshty (a), magnetuzaton for HDC--5 G
the magnetic properties is additionally (b), and magnetic spectfic heat (c) of
manifested by the Curie-Weiss So,?Mno.,sTe, p= 7-101020o cn3 .
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temperature (e), illustrated in Fig. 3. The Curie-Weiss temperatures have been
extracted from the high temperature susceptibility data, in the temperature range
between 5 and 40 K. Although the number of data at the present stage is rather poor, it
is clear that the ternary compound Sn0.g7Mno.0 3Te reveals induced ferromagnetism
analogous to Pbo.2 5Sno. 72(Mno. 03)Te and Pbo.s2Sno. 45(Mno. 03)Te.

Two remarks should be made while examining this figure. First of all, it seems that
the increase of the ferromagnetic interactions at Pcrit is more critical (step-like) for
Sn(Mn)Te than for the systems with additional Pb (see the inserted lines in Fig. 3).
Further, the critical carrier densities deduced from our magnetic phase diagram seem to
be only slightly affected by variation of the Pb to Sn ratio. This is in agreement with
reports on the pure non-magnetic system PbSnTe. From the temperature dependence of
the Hall-coefficient in these systems, critical carrier densities roughly between 1 and
3x 1020 cm- 3 could be inferred.

0.15

* 8.4 Sn (Mn) Te
* 7,0
* 4.5

0. * 2.7
Fig. 2.

U AC susceptibility of Sno ,,(Mno es)Te for several
0.05 carrier concentrations (in units 1020 cm-'); driving

AC field: 0.016 G, 9*0 He

0.00
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

r (K)

Fig S.

Curie- Weiss temperature (scaled on: = 0.03) as a "
function of the carner concentration; the open * /
squares are the data for Sno ,7(Mno 03)Te, whereas 0 Sn NO To
the boldfaced solid line only represents a guide to the _*.Kmol
eye. The solid and dashed-dotted line represent the
ezperimental behavior for Pbo.3 2Sno.4(Mno.o,)Te
and Pbo. 2sSno.72(Mn0 o3)Te, respectively. 0
Calculations unthin the modified RKKY-model are '
gven by the closed circles. 0 2 4 6 a to

p (1020 cm-3)

Secondly, we have performed numerical calculations within our modified
RKKY-model, showing that a similar variation of the magnetic interaction is indicated
by the calculations. A comment should be made though on the absolute value of e in the
ferromagnetic regime, which is roughly proportional to the effective mass (m*) of the
second valence band. Values for m" between 0.4 and 3.0 have b-cn reported [11 ,
depending on the specific experiment and interpretation. We have chosen, rather
arbitrary, m*= 1.0 and therefore quantitative agreement with the data is somewhat
coincidental. Despite this, at higher carrier concentrations model calculations and
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experimental data diverge. This could be due to the decrease of the mean free path of the
carriers at higher p, although simple inclusion of an exponential damping factor in the
RKKY-formula [4] does not affect the Curie-Weiss temperature in that amount.

Summarizing, the resuts for the Diluted Magnetic Semiconductor Sn(Mn)Te seem
to confirm our conjecture that the carrier concentration induced ferromagnetism is rather
universal in the IV-VI DMS materials. Some compounds are however somewhat
restricted to either the (small) antiferromagnetic interaction regime (PbMnTe) or the
ferromagnetic regime (SnMnTe), by a restriction in the variation of their carrier density.

The ferromagneic rime

Several reports exist on the magnetic properties of Snl.,Mn1Te with z (Mn
concentration) up to 0.5 [5,8-10], in the ferromagnetic regime. The low temperature
magnetic behavior indicates a sharp transition at TC which only slightly deviates from
e. The character of the magnetic phase was generally assumed to be ferromagnetic.
However, Escorne et al. reported in their latest report on Sn(Mn)Te a spinglass phase for
z below 0.03, while for higher concentrations a re-entrant spinglass phase appeared,
gradually transformed to a normal ferromagnetic phase above z = 0.06. In conventionalre-entrant systems like PdMn and PdFe [12,131, convenient experiments to explore this

magnetic phase were the ZFC (zero field cooled) versus FC (field cooled) magnetization
and the AC susceptibility in the presence of external DC fields. Moreover a surprisingly
fair agreement with the Sherrington Kirkpatrick (SK) re-entrant spinglass model [14]
was obtained by that means.

Some preliminary experiments
on the ZFC-FC magnetization in 12
Pb0 .2oSn 0. 2Mno.0 Te have been Sn (

published very recently [15], showing to
similar effects as for our systems. The
results for the DMS Sn0. 97Mn 0.0 3Te
are shown in Fig. 4. The observed
differencebetweentheZFC andFC E 6 10G
magnetization is strongly dependent .Q

on temperature as well as the
(driving) DC field. This increase of
irreversibility is also reflected by an 5 G
increasing coercitive force. The AC 2

susceptibility shows a remarkable
splitting into two contributions, both o
shifting in opposite direction with 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

increasing DC field; see Fig. 5a. These T I
phenomena might be attributed to a
mixed ferro- and spinglass phase,
where the spinglass part is hindered Fig 4. ZFC-FC magnetzzation ofSno.91(Mno o3)Te,
by the application of an external field, p = 9.4x 1020 c'*, for three DC fields; ZFC" open
while it is favorable for the symbols, FC closed symbols.

ferromagnetism [12]. A satisfactory
qualitative descrir'.on of the AC
susceptibility can be achieved with the
SK model, if the interaction regime is chosen in the vicinity of the phase line between
spinglass and re-entrant behavior. The qualitative agreement with the data is illustrated
in Fig. 5b.

As a conclusion, the results seem to indicate the existence of a mixed
ferro-spinglass or re-entrant spinglass phase in Sn(Mn)Te. In spite of the fact that
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experimental evidence for this behavior has been gathered in numerous magnetic
systems, the physical mechanism behind the re-entrant behavior in general is still
somewhat obscure, although additional random anisotropies are probably an important
factor as they are for conventional spinglass systems [16,17]. The comparison with the
SK-model seems to be promising for further exploration of the effect of both

20 b b
aic a SK- rndel 0

Sn (NOl Te H-OG

0 08 15

5
2

'a 0.06

dO0O
0.04 0

X 20
532U

0.02 Ss

100
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0,0 0.5 1.0 1.5

T [K] T/T c

Fig . 5. A C susceptibilst in the presence of external DC
feld; (a) Sn0 ?(Mno.03)Te, p= 9.4- 10" cm

"3
,

(b) model calculations unth the SK model, wing
q= 0.95; DCfields are in units 0.001xHDc/Tc.

Mn-concentration and carrier concentration on the magnetic phase diagram of
Sn(Mn)Te. This should eventually result in the determination of a three dimensional
(T,x,p) magnetic phase diagram of Sn(Mn)Te, in which antiferromagnetic and
ferromagnetic interactions, as well as spinglass, re-entrant spinglass and ferromagnetic
phases appear in one compound.
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IN-SITU TECHNIQUES FOR STUDYING EPITAXIALLY GROWN LAYERS AND
DETERMINING THEIR MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

B. EINRICH A.S. ARROTT, J.F. COCHRAN, K.B. URQUHART, K. MYRTLE,
Z. CELINSKI, AND Q.M. ZHONG, Surface Physics Laboratory, Physics Department, Simon
Fraser University, Burnaby BC, CANADA V5A-1S6

ABSTRACT

Ultrathin films of bcc Fe (001) on Ag (001) and Fe/Ni (001) bilayers on Ag were grown by mo-
lecular beam epitaxy. A wide range of surface science tools (RHEED, REELFS, AES, and XPS)
were employed to establish the quality of epitaxial growth. Ferromagnetic resonance and
Brillouin light scattering were used to extract the magnetic properties. Emphasis was placed on
the study of magnetic anisotropies. Large uniaxial anisotropies with the easy axis perpendicular
to the film surface were observed in all ultrathin structures studied. In sufficiently thin samples
the saturation magnetization was oriented perpendicular to the film surface in the absence of an
applied field. It has been demonstrated that in bcc Fe films the uniaxial perpendicular anisotropy
originates at the film interfaces. Fe/Ni bilayers were also investigated. Ni grows in the pure bcc
structure for the first 3-6ML and then transforms to a new structure which exhibits unique mag-
netic properties. Transformed ultrathin bilayers possesses large in-plane 4th order anisotropies
far surpassing those observed in bulk Fe and Ni. The large 4th order anisotropies originate in
crystallographic defects formed during the Ni lattice transformation.

INTRODUCTION

The structure and magnetic properties of ultrathin films and superlattices have been vigor-
ously studied recently. Interest in ultrathin structures was triggered both by first principle calcu-
lations of enhanced magnetic moments and surface anisotropiesl - 3 and by the availability of
Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) systems. MBE techniques allow one to prepare well defined,
clean structures which can be directly compared with theoretical calculations. The properties of
ultrathin films differ, sometimes strongly, from bulk properties due to the broken symmetry at
their surfaces. The interfaces create valence electron surface states which often possess unique
magnetic properties. The growth of ultrathin films is also often strongly affected by the substrate
template resulting, in some cases, in metastable structures which otherwise do not occur natural-
ly.

Ultrathin films (layers, overlayers, bilayers) are epitaxial structures thinner than the ex-
change length: [A(2nM )] 2 (- 33A for Fe). Magnetic moments separated by a distance small-
er than the exchange length are locked together by the exchange interaction. A system having a
spatial scale smaller than the exchange length responds as a single unit to the total torque acting
on the system. In particular, ultrathin films and bilayer structures behave like single systems
with magnetic properties of their own.

This paper reports on extensions of our detailed studies of bcc Fe ultrathin films and Fe/Ni
ultrathin bilayers in which we use extensively our abilities to characterize the growth and mea-
sure the magnetic properties in-situ. Our previous work has provided insight into the magnetism
of ultrathin films, but has also raised important questions, some of which we answer here. In

ZMat. Res. Soc. Syrup. Proc. Vol. 151. ©1989 Materials Research Society
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particular, we have added to our result that the magnetization of ultrathin layers of bcc Fe points
perpendicular to the surface by showing that the dominant uniaxial surface anisotropy (cos20) is
virtually unopposed by the perpendicular four-fold surface anisotropy (cos40). We have refined

the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) technique to extract the spontaneous magnetization from the
integrated intensity of the resonance. By using FMR we have established that the very large
in-plane anisotropies of our Ni/Fe bilayers are independent of applied magnetic field. The ef-

fects of magnetic domain wall motions and the resulting magnetic hysteresis were observed with
FMR and the Magneto-Optic Kerr Effect. These results are put in the context of our previous
work which rests upon the foundation of detailed growth studies used to characterize the layer
formation and sharpness of interfaces in ultrathin structures.

Epitaxial growth of bcc Fe films and Fe/Ni bilayers deposited on Ag(001) substrates has
been studied by Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED), by Reflection High
Energy Electron Loss Fine Structure (REELFS) and by monitoring the Auger (AES) and X-ray
photoelectron (XPS) substrate peak intensities as a function of overlayer thickness. The oscilla-
tions in the intensity of the RHEED specular spot monitored during th- growth provided an accu-

rate method of determining at each instant of time the number of monolayers (ML) already de-
posited. RHEED oscillations in conjunction with realistic growth models can be used to charac-

terize the quality of growth as well. Magnetic properties of ultrathin structures were investigated
primarily by Ferromagnetic Resonance (FMR) and Brillouin Light Scattering (BLS). FMR mea-
surements at 10, 24, 36 and 73 GHz (room and cryogenic temperatures) and BLS studies in fields
2-10 kOe were carried out ex-situ on samples protected by epitaxial Au(001) coverlayers. FMR
studies at 17 GHz were performed in-situ in the MBE chamber.

FMR and BLS techniques are well suited to study both the static and the dynamic magnetic
properties of a specimen. The static properties include the saturation magnetization Ms, all an-
isotropies, the effective demagnetizing field (4nD.LMs)eff and magnetic hysteresis loops. The
dynamic properties include the spectroscopic g-factor and damping parameters.

GROWTH STUDIES

Epitaxial growth of Fe ultrathin films and Fe/Ni bilayers was carried out in a Physical
Electronics molecular beam epitaxy (PHI-MBE 400) system. This MBE system was equipped
with RHEED and a double pass cylindrical analyzer for AES and XPS electron spectroscopies.
The RHEED screen was equipped with a magnifying lens which focussed a small area of the
RHEED screen onto a photomultiplier tube in order to measure either the intensity of the

IRHEED specular spot as a function of film thickness or to scan a diffracted beam to obtain a
measure of the atom-atom correlation function of the surface. The Ag(001) substrates were 15
mm in diameter and 3.5 mm thick. They were prepared using standard metallographic tech-
niques. 4' 5 We used vicinal (1.50) and singular (< 0.250) Ag(001) substrates. These substrates
were sputter etched with a 2keV Ar+ ion beam at 450 *C and then annealed at 350 °C. During
deposition the vacuum in the growth chamber remained in the low 10-10 torr range. Depositions

were carried out with the sample substrates held at room temperature. The overall homogeneity
of deposited films was determined by monitoring the thickness dependence of the dominant XPS
and AES peaks of the substrate material. In addition, the AES and XPS spectra showed that the
bulk Ag(001) substrates and the Fe and Ni films were free of surface contaminants. Good epi-j taxial growth is expected when the overlayer and substrate lattice meshes arz well matched. bcc
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Fe(001) matches well the Ag(001) surface template when their square cells are mutually rotated
by 45' . However an appreciable vertical mismatch remains due to the difference in the (001)
layer spacings of fcc Ag and bcc Fe. The presence of atomic steps affects the initial stages of
growth and, consequently, the magnetic properties of the first few Fe layers. The Fe films epi-
taxially grown on vicinal Ag substrates showed regular RHEED oscillations only after 3-4 ML
had been deposited.4 At least a complete bcc unit cell had to be grown in order to obtain a well
defined layer by layer growth. This is a healing distance for covering atomic steps. The growth
on singular substratw showed RHEED oscillations during the entire growth, see Fig.l. However
even in this case the first 1 1/2 layers were formed in a complex manner as was clear from the
initial stages of the RHEED oscillations, see Fig.l.

Ni overlayers grow very well on an Fe(001) template. 6-9 The first 3-6 ML grow in a perfect
bce structure.9 After reaching a critical thickness (3-6ML) the Ni overlayer transforms gradually
to a more complicated structure. We do not yet know the detailed atomic structure but we refer
to it as "bcc Ni " as distinct from bec Ni which is the structure of the thinner layers. It is this
thicker transformed Ni that shows interesting magnetic properties.8,10 The main structural fea-
tures of the transformed "bcc Ni "can be summarized as follows: (1) bcc RHEED features re-
main along the (100) and [ 110) principal azimuths, see Fig.2. RHEED patterns along (110) az-
imuths differ from the pure bcc pattern by the addition of weak diffraction streaks positioned 2/5
of the way between the bcc streaks, see Fig.2. 3-dimensional diffraction features, elongated nor-

mal to the surface, developed for thicker samples with sufficient clarity so that the periodicity
perpendicular to the film surface could be identified. These .,,j-like diffraction features corre-
spond to the bcc Fe lattice spacing along the [001] crystallographic direction. (2) The additional
superlattice streaks are visible for azimuths away from the [ 100) and ( 110) directions. Their
complicated angular dependence indicates that the Ni transformation is a rather severe distortion
of the basic bcc lattice. (3) The Fourier transform of in situ REELFS spectra, obtained from
transformed "bcc Ni" overlayers, was mainly useful for determining the nearest neighbor dis-
tance (n.n.d.). The n.n.d. was found to be identical with that of fcc Ni (2.49A) and nearly the

.I I

6ML Fe on Ag(001)

,IL

15ML Ni on 6ML Fe(001)

0 200 400 Deposition Time (seconds)

Fig. 1. RHEED pattern oscillations. The intensity of the specular spot is plotted against
growth time. (a) 6ML Fe grown on Ag(001). (b) 15ML of Ni on the 6ML Fe film.
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Ag(001) Substrate 6ML bcc Fe(001) 15ML "bcc Ni(100)"

Fig. 2. RHEED patterns of 15ML "bcc 1 :(001)" grown on 6ML Fe(001) deposited on a sin-
gular Ag(001) substrate. The upper three and lower three photographs correspond to a
l0keV electron beam oriented along the [ 1101 and the [100] azimuths respectively.

same as the n.n.d. in bec Fe (2.48A). However REELFS spectra of the transformed Ni overlayer
more closely resemble fcc Ni than bce Fe.7 Indeed, the glancing incidence EXAFS measure-
ments, carried out on a [Au(I0ML)/Ni(9ML)/Fe(9ML)/Ag(001)] sample, indicated that the sec-
ond n.n. atoms of "bcc Ni" equally appear in both fcc and bcc unit cells. 11 (4) Ni overlayers,
even after lattice transformation, grew very uniformly. The Fe KLL AES and Fe 2P3/2 XPS peak
intensities decreased exponentially with increasing amount of Ni deposited, and their respective
electron mean free paths were in good agreement with the inelastic electron mean free path val-
ues (IMFP) as determined from Seah's formula. 12 Furthermore the amplitude of the RHEED os-
cillations remained strong and decreased slowly during further growth, see Fig. 1.

The maintenance of RHEED oscillations after transformation to "bcc Ni" and the film ho-
mogeneity indicates clearly that the growth proceeded layer by layer. It might be that the trans-

formed "bec Ni" is formed by fcc blocks. One can consider rectangular (011) fcc blocks because
the average lattice spacing in the (011) plane is close to that of the Fe(001) square mesh. The

j
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RHEED 4-fold symmetry would then be satisfied by distributing (011) blocks symmetrically
along two mutually perpendicular directions, that is along either (110) and (110) or (100) and
(010) Fe substrate crystallographic axes. The width of the specular spot indicates that the block
size is 20.40A on a side. The decreased period of the RHEED oscillations after Ni transforma-
tion suggests that the av.erage atomic coverage per atomic plane is decreased by 7-20 %. The
atomic coverage of an fcc Ni (011) plane is 7% lower than that in (001) bcc Fe and would be fur-
ther decreased due to the high density of misfit dislocations along the block boundaries.

Much as we might like to know whether the local order is bcc or fcc, it is more important to
realize that "bcc Ni" overlayers in Fe/Ni bilayers form a unique structure accompanied by mag-
netic properties which are truly different from those observed for ordinary Ni and Fe. Even
though we do not know the atomic structure of "bcc Ni", we can use in-situ RHEED to identify
this structure from its characteristic diffraction features. Additional surface science tools are
needed to develop a clear picture of the " bcc Ni "overlayer.

RESONANCE STUDIES IN ULTRATHIN STRUCTURES

FMR and BLS are powerful tools in the study of magnetic materials and have become par-
ticularly useful for the characterization of ultrathin magnetic films. The power of resonance
techniques lies in the dependence of the rf susceptibility (X= )'-iX") on all participating torques.
This is summarized by the Landau-Lifshitz (L-L) equation of motion for the magnetization M:
(-1/y)DM/It = M x Heff where M and Heff contain contributions from both static and if compo-
nents, that is M = Ms + m and Heff = Ho+ h +hd + HK + hK + hG +hex. Ms is the saturation
magnetization and m is the if component of M. Ho is the static internal field which is parallel
with the plane of the ultrathin film sample (parallel configuration) and h is the parallel compo-
nent of the internal rf field. hd = -4xD~m.n is the demagnetizing field perpendicular to the film
surface. The demagnetizing factor D.L in ultrathin films is dependent on the number of atomic
planes, 5, 10 see Table I. The anisotropy fields HK and hK depend on the direction of the magneti-
zation M with respect to the crystallographic axes. They are derived from the magnetic anisotro-
py energies which satisfy the ultrathin film lattice symmetry requirements. The intrinsic damp-
ing is described by the Gilbert effective damping field hG = -i(otY)(G/y)m/M 2. The exchange

field due to spatial variations ofm is given by hex = 2A(V2m)/M s, where A is the exchange cou-
pling coefficient. The internal field in FMR is given by the rf field at the sample surface. In
BLS measurements the resonance mode is excited by thermal fluctuations and the corresponding

= internal h field can be derived from equipartition of energy. 13

Magnetic anisotropies

Ultrathin films of cubic materials grown along the [001] crystallographic direction exhibit
tetragonal symmetry. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy can therefore be written as:

;K [4 + a4
EK=-4' c 2a]4{ 111 x j -Kua', (1)

where ax. ay, crz are directional cosines with respect to [100], [010] and [001] crystallographic
axes. When the saturation magnetization, Ms, is oriented in the plane of the film (parallel con-
figuration) the 4th order uniaxial anisotropy perpendicular to the sample surface plays a negligi-
ble role in resonance measurements since the corresponding effective field is proportional to the
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3rd power of the rf perpendicular magnetization component. On the other hand when the satura-
tion magnetization is oriented along the sample normal (perpendicular configuration) the
in-plane 4th order anisotropy plays no role and the 4th order perpendicular anisotropy acts as an
effective d.c. field 2K14JMs oriented along the sample normal. Note that in the parallel configu-
ration the first part of equation (1) is equivalent to a full cubic anisotropy,
K(ctay + ay 2+ ), in as much as +a4+4=1-2( cOC2+c2a + &2).
In ultrathin films the surface anisotropies play a significant role. The anisotropy energy at the
surface can be written:

E K=- IKSi1[(X4+a4] I~ S "
E La.J -Kuz (2)

In ultrathin films the magnetic moments across the sample are nearly parallel. The system re-
sponds as a rigid unit. The total torque is shared equally by all magnetic moments.
Consequently the surface anisotropies divided by the film thickness, d, appear as effective
bulk-like anisotropies:

S S
eff Kf __

Kf Kill Kerf=Ku + Ku(3

where KS1 and KS include contributions from all interfaces of the ultrathin film structure. In our
analyses we will assume Ku = 0. The linearized L-L equations of motion for the parallel config-
uration become (for the time dependence of exp(icot)):

eff2KUf  KIi - M x+ O+ 4 D M K - M- + - - (3 + cos[4 p]) +
1 (X [HO+4 LDM, NIS 2M S

K '(l +cos[2(q) - T')]) + i- -,--z - (4a)
MS U YsYJ

r [ efK - v- G l] .o)

[H KlIcos[ 4 ,pI +-~cos[2(cp - (,v)] y 7M,. =Md (b
[H+ -L(%)G]xaMb)

whern. x and Mz are the integrated rf magnetization components across the specimen thickness
and (p is the angle between the saturation magnetization, Ms, and the in-plane [100] axis. Vicinal
surfaces exhibit in-plane uniaxial anisotropies and (pu is the angle between the preferred axis and
the [100] direction and K' is the anisotropy constant due to the effect of the vicinal cut. Note
that (4nD-LMs - 2Keff/Ms) appears as a unit and can be defined as the effective demagnetizing
field (4 nDLMs)eff. Equations (4a) and (4b) summarize algebraically the power of FMR and BLS
measurements. The in-plane angular dependence of the resonance fields (FMR) or frequencies
(BLS) determine K1ff and Ky. The v: riation of the resonant fields with applied microwave fre-I u
quencies determines the effective demagnetizing field, (4nD.LMs)eff, and the spectroscopic split-
ting factor, g. The BLS measurements have a relatively poor frequency resolution (-I GHz) but
they cover a broad frequency range (1-100 GHz) so that (4xD±LMs)eff and the g-factor can be ac-
curately measured. BLS measurements can be confined to a very small spot (-10pm); they are
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therefore particularly convenient for studying Fe whiskers which possess almost ideal surfaces
useful in the examination of the role of atomic steps.

Note, that the saturation magnetization, M3, cannot be determined from the FMR field,
HFM, alone; that is, the zero crossing of the field derivative of the absorbed microwave power
(di'dHo). However, the total intensity of the FMR signal (doubly integrated field derivative of
the absorption or)") is directly proportional to the total magnetization of the specimen:

[H FfR + (4rDM,),f]
I-Md[ 2 HFMJR + (4xDZ 0  i (5)

The dynamic properties are contained in the FMR linewidth AH (the field interval between
extrema of the absorption derivative di-/dHo). The frequency dependence of the FMR linewidth
in ultrathin films can be described by: AH = AH(O) + 1.l6(o/T)G/(Ms) where the frequency de-
pendent part is related to the intrinsic Gilbert damping arising from the spin-orbit contribution to
the electron valence band energies 14 and the frequency independent part, AH(O), is caused by
magnetic inhomogeneities. 15 AH(O) is a measure of the quality of the overlayer growth.

Resonance Measurements in Magnetic Bilayers

The theory of exchange-coupled magnetic bilayers has been described elsewhere. 10 Here
we restrict the discussion to tightly exchange coupled bilayers where the magnetic moments in
the constituent ultrathin films A and B are nearly parallel. It can be shown, after appreciable al-
gebraic steps, that the bilayer magnetic response can be described by L-L equations of motion for
an ultrathin film where the effective fields are replaced by a linear combination of the effective
fields of the individual layers A and B. In terms of the parameter a defined by:

ANA

ai ANA +±eNB (6)

where )tA,B and NAB are the magnetic moments per atom and the number of atomic planes in
layers A and B respectively, the effective field in the bilayer is:

HIMaya = BH +0 - x) H B (7)
eftff+ ) f

The total magnetic moment in a bilayer A/B, evaluated from FMR intensity measurements, is
given by the sum of the total magnetic moments in layers A and B: that is, Mbilayer -dAMA +

s 5

dBMB where dA and dB are the individual film thicknesses.
s

THE MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF bcc Fe(001)

The calculations of Gay and Richter3 have shown that in an Fe(001) monolayer the contri-
bution of thc spin-orbit interaction to thc valence clcctron cnergy bands can result in a largc
uniaxial anisotropy with easy axis oriented perpendicular to the surface. This theoretical predic-
tion was indirectly supported by Jonker et al.16 in spin-polarized experiments carried out on ul-
trathin bce Fe(001) films grown on Ag(001). The lack of a spin-polarized signal parallel to the
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specimen surface for layers thinner than 2.5 ML pointed to the possibility that the saturation
magnetization in these samples could be oriented, perpendicular to the specimen surface.
However, the origin and existence of these anisotropies were unambiguously established by
FMR mea.-r',ments carried out by Heinrich et al. 5 Subsequently, Stampanoni et al., 17 using
modifieA spin-polarized photoemission experiments, reported a remanent state magnetized per-
pendicularly to the sample surface. They found that uncovered iron films 3ML thick at tempera-
tures less than 30K showed this behavior. Volkening et al., 18 employing Conversion Electron
Mssbauer Spectroscopy and Krebs et al., 19 using SQUID Magnetometry, studied the orientation
of the saturation magnetization in [Ag/Fe(0.9-5.5ML)/Ag] superlattices. Their samples showed
also that a remanent state having the saturation magnetization perpendicular to the sample sur-
face is observable only at low temperatures, T < 30K.

The main results of our investigations are summarized in Table I. Further details can be
found in the original papers 4 5,20 FMR and BLS studies were performed outside of the UHV
system on samples protected by epitaxial Au(001) or Ag(001) overlayers - the latter being fur-
ther protected by a Au(001) coverlayer. FMR measurements on bare and subsequently coveredI Fe films were carried out in UHV at 16.85 GHz thereby allowing us to determine the role of the
Fe/vacuum, Fe/Ag and Fe/Au interfaces. None of our samples grown on vicinal surfaces and
covered by Au showed a negative value of (4xD.Ms )ef" For vicinal surfaces only samples cov-
ered by Ag and cooled to LN2 temperature exhibited negative (4D .Ms)ert see Table I. These
specimens were likely magnetized perpendicular to the plane in zero applied field.

The importance of vertical mismatch between Ag and Fe layers was demonstrated on a 3ML
thick Fe film grown on Ag(001) deposited on an Fe whisker (001) facet, see Table I. Though
this sample was covered by a Au overlayer, it exhibited a negative value (4nD.LMs )eff
-2.4 kG even at room temperature. Clearly, a decreased density of atomic steps resulted in an
increased value of the perpendicular anisotropy which was large enough to overcome the dipolar
demagnetizing field.

The thickness dependence of (4nD.LMs)e in Fe films (d > 4ML) covered by Au shows

clearly that the perpendicular uniaxial anisotropy is inversely proportional to the film thickness,
d, and is therefore likely caused by surface anisotropy (see Tables I and 11).21

In situ measurements on ultrathin films grown on singular Ag(001) substrates20 were used
to investigate the properties of the individual interfaces. An uncovered 7.6ML Fe film, which
had a smooth and uncontaminated surface, exhibited a strong uniaxial anisotropy corresponding

to a total surface anisotropy Ku = 1.58 ergs/cm2, This anisotropy decreased to 1.26 ergs/cm 2

when this sample was covered by Ag, and decreased in value to 1.0 ergs/cm 2 when Au was used
as a coverlayer. On the assumption that surface anisotropies are additive for two interfaces these
results imply that the Fe/vacuum, Fe/Ag and Fe/Au interfaces were characterized by KS = 0.95,
0.63 and 0.37 ergs/cm2 respectively. The strongest surface anisotropy was observed for Fe/vacu-

um interfaces. Extrapolation of the 7.6ML result predicts that well prepared samples thinner
than 7ML and having a vacuum interface would be magnetized perpendicular to the surface; in

j this case no ferromagnetic resonance could be observed at room temperature over the 0-5.8 kOe
field range of the in-situ FMR probe because the resonance field, HF , would exceed 5.8 kOe.
This is in accord with our unsuccessful attempts to find a resonance for a 5ML sample having
one vacuum interface.20 The sensitivity of the in-situ FMk was sufficient to observe FMR sig-
nals in 2ML samples. We concluded that a 5ML Fe(001) film having a vacuum interface must
be magnetized perpendicular to the surface in its remanent state even at room temperature.
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The negative value of (47tDjMs )eff is a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition to have a
remanent state with the saturation magnetization perpendicular to the sample surface. The pres-
ence ofhigher order perpendicular anisotropy terms, K,.L(a) (n > 4), can affect the remanent

state of the saturation magnetization. A negative value of KLj having the effective field
12K,.L/Msl > 1(47rD.Ms )ed would in fact rotate the saturation magnetization, M s, away from the
specimen normal. However, one should realize that this rotation is only partial. Torques origi-
nating in higher order anisotropies become negligible as the saturation magnetization approaches
the specimen surface and therefore M. can reach the specimen surface only asymptotically. The
values of the fourth order perpendicular anisotropy fields can be obtained from FMR measure-
ments carried out in the perpendicular configuration. Results of our analysis are shown in
Table II. The fourth order perpendicular anisotropy fields are small in ultrathin iron films and
therefore all of our specimens with (4 nD.LMs)eff < 0 were oriented perpendicularly to the speci-

TABLE I: Measured magnetic properties of ulrathin bcc Fe(001) films grown on Ag(100).

d T Cover (4 tDj.Ms)eff g 47cMs D. HS KS KeIff HSI

(ML) (K) Metal (kOe) (kOe)a (kOe)b (ergs/cm 2) (ergs/cm2) (kOe)c

28.0 300 Au 18.084 2.09 21.55 0.985 3.1 0.94 4.8x10 5  2.7
17.3 300 Au 16.578 2.08 21.55 0.975 4.4 0.86 4.2x10 5  2.7
5.3 300 Au 6.811 2.09 20.7 0.920 12.2 0.76 1.1x10 5  2.7
5.3 77 Au 7.791 2.09 21.3 0.920 11.8 0.76 2.7x105

5.1d 300 Au 6.77 2.08 20.7 0.915 12.9 0.79 1.0xl0 5  2.7
3.Oe 300 Au -2.4 2.09 15.0 0.848 15.1 0.38 0.0
2.8 300 Au 0.562 2.09 15.2 0.848 12.3 0.30 0.0
2.8 77 Au 0.876 2.09 22.5f  0.848 18.2 0.65 0.0

3.0 300 Ag 0.320 2.00 14.3 0.856 11.9 0.29 0.0
3.0 77 Ag -0.727 1.98 21.0 f  0.856 18.7 0.67 0.0

7.6d 300 bare 2.81 2.14 21.55 0.944 17.5 1.58 1.5xi0 5

7.6d 300 Ag 6.38 2.14 21.55 0.944 14.0 1.26 1.5xi0 5

a) 4riMs was determined from FMR absolute intensity measurements using a 15ML Fe(001)
reference sample which was assumed to have the bulk iron value of 4XMs = 21.55 kOe.

b) The perpendicular uniaxial anisotropy field, HS, was obtained assuming K = 0. The per-

pendicular uniaxial surface anisotropy constant was calculated from 2KS /(Msd) -H S.

c) H S - 2KiS/(Msa/2) describes the 4th order surface anisotropy field corresponding to a 1ML
Fefilm. KSI was calculated by fitting the data for 300K and d > 5ML to Keff - Kil,- KSI/d.

The fit gave K1, = 5.5x10 5 ergs/cm3 which is 15% larger than the cubic anisotropy constant

of bulk Fe (4.8x 105 ergs/cm 3).
d) These films were grown on a singular Ag(001) single crystal oriented within ±0.250 of (001).
e) Fe film grown on a 10 ML Ag(001) substrate deposited on Fe(001) whisker.
f) 4riMs at LN2 temperature was increased from its room temperature value by a factor of 1.5 as

measured in the spin polarized experiments by Stampanoni, et al. 17
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men surface. The additional perpendicular anisotropy does not necessarily have to be of the
fourth order. However, an excellent fit between experimental FMR data and the theory, see
Fig. 3, using only the second and fourth order perpendicular anisotropies strongly indicates that
the perpendicular anisotropy is indeed described by the sum of second and fourth order terms.

All Fe films studied showed a decrease in the in-plane 4th order anisotropy with decreasing
film thickness. It is interesting to note that the difference between the bulk anisotropy coeffi-
cient, Kill M 5.5x10 (ergs/cn 3), and the measured effective anisotropy coefficient, Kl ff, scales
inversely with the sample thickness, see Table I. The observed decrease in the in-plane 4th order

anisotropy can therefore be ascribed to the presence of an in-plane 4th order surface anisotropy
in which the easy axis is oriented along the (110) axes contrary to bulk Fe in which the easy axis
is oriented along the (100) axes. A slightly increased value of Kill from the value in bulk Fe
(-15% ) is not surprising since it is not uncommon-that ultrathin films exhibit significantly in-
creased in-plane 4th order anisotropies 22 (see the next section on Ni/Fe bilayers).

It is possible that the large surface pinning observed in ultrathin films is not an intrinsic re-
sult of the abrupt interfaces, but is created by a lattice mismatch induced strain,23 e.g., due to sur-
face steps. An obvious question to ask is whether a large pinning exists at the surface of bulk Fe.
We have measured the surface anisotropies for (bulk Fe(001)/noble metal) interfaces. Values of

the surface anisotropies deduced from FMR and BLS measurements24 5 were in good agree-
ment, KS = 0.79, 0.54 ergs/cm2 for Fe/As and Fe/Au interfaces and were found to be consistent
with those deduced from the ultrathin iron film studies. This confirms that the surface anisotro-

pies observed in thin films originate in the broken symmetry of their surfaces. It is also remark-
able that the original predictions by Gay and Richter agree well with our observations. Recent
theoretical calculations26 indicate that the theory of magnetic anisotropies in ultrathin films is far
from being well understood.

The agreement between our data and the calculations of Gay and Richter could be merely
coincidental, however their basic conclusion must be correct. The perpendicular anisotropy in
ultrathin Fe(001) films is an intrinsic effect, and in this respect the measured surface anisotropies
provide data against which proposed theoretical models can be compared quantitatively.

TABLE U: Measured magnetic properties of Au covered bce Fe(001) films grown on Ag(100).

d (4ic±Mdj. eff  g 4xMs D.L KS Hil Hp Kp

(ML) (kOe) (kOe)a (ergs/cm2) (kOe)b (kOe)c (ergs/cm3)

9 11.20 2.09 21.55 0.953 1.03 0.310 0.019 0.2x10 5

7 9.50 2.09 21.55 0.939 0.93 0.240 -0.223 -1.9x10 5

5 6.54 2.09 21.55 0.915 0.81 0.094 -0.223 -1.9x10 5

3 1.82 2.09 15.0 0.848 0.28 -0 -0.839 -5.1x10 5

10/8d 10.25 2.1 - - - 0.903 -1.691

a) 4xMs was determined from FMR absolute intensity measurements using a 15ML Fe(001)
reference sample which was assumed to have the bulk iron value of 4iMs = 21.55 kOe.

b) HIllf 2Kil I/Ms is the in-plane four-fold anisotropy field.
c) Hp a 2Kp /Ms is the perpendicular four-fold anisotropy field.

d) This specimen was a Ni(IOML)/Fe(8ML) bilayer film grown on bulk Ag(001).
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THE MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF Ni/Fe BILAYERS

In Table III one can see that the Fe/Ni bilayer with an untransformed homomorphic bcc Ni
overlayer (dNi = 3.5ML) showed almost the same in-plane anisotropies and g-factors as the indi-
vidual Fe layer (d., = 5.6ML). However there was a noticeable increase in (4xD±.Ms)ef This
behavior persisted even at LN2 temperatures (T = 77K). The observed increase in (4xD.LMs)df
is very likely caused by a change in the surface anisotropy due to the Fe/Ni interface. We have
measured the contributions of the bcc Ni overlayer to the total bilayer magnetic moment. FMR
absolute intensity measurements carried out at room temperature indicated that the 3ML bcc Ni
is nonmagnetic at room temperature. All bilayers composed of the thicker transformed "bcc Ni"
exhibited very large in-plane 4th order anisotropies having the easy axis parallel with the (100)
Fe crystallographic axis. 2KlIVMs is strongly temperature dependent: it increases -2.5 times
upon cooling from room temperature to liquid nitrogen temperature, see Table I.

The fourth-order anisotropy fields, 2KI/Ms, in bilayers with 10ML Ni overlayers were well
described by the bilayer scaling laws using (2K1/Ms) - 2kOe for the fourth-order anisotropy field
in Ni. 10 Other parameters such as (47tDj.M )~ 2Ku/Ms, and g-factors scaled poorly. The scal-
ing laws are expected to be valid when the Fe and Ni layers interact only through the interfacial
exchange coupling. In real bilayers, the intrinsic magnetic properties of one layer can be influ-
enced by the proximity of the other. The"bcc Ni" overlayers are magnetic at room temperatures.
FMR absolute intensity measurements showed that the 15ML Ni overlayer in a [20ML Au/15ML
Ni/9ML Fe/Ag(001)] sample (which we shall denote as Ni(15)/Fe(9)) was magnetic with the sat-
uration magnetization, 4xMs = 6.4 kG, very close to the bulk fcc Ni value.

A strong 4th order in-plane anisotropy was observed also in the FMR linewidth.10 The nar-
rowest and the widest FMR lines were observed along the easy (100) and hard [110) axes re-
spectively. The angular dependencies of the FMR linewidth and the FMR field in reconstructed
bilayers showed a very similar behavior. 10 Obviously both anisotropies have a common origin.
The microwave frequency dependence of AH showed a linear dependence with a zero-frequency
offset AH(0). The linear slope corresponded to the intrinsic Gilbert damping and is isotropic; the

f =36.3 GHz
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Fig. 3. The FMR field for a Au covered 3ML boo Fe(001) film as a function of the angle be-
tween the specimen surface and the applied d.c. magnetic field. The solid line is the theoreti-
cal fit using the parameters listed in Table II. The dashed line omits the fourth order perpen-
dicular anisotropy constant Kp. The dots are experimental data.
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offset AH(O) exhibited a large angular dependence. Since AH(0) is caused by sample magnetic
inhomogeneities the origin of the 4th order in plane anisotropy must lie in the growth defects
generated during the Ni overlayer transformation.

Magnetostatic and magnetoclastic energies stored in growth defects contribute to the total
magnetic energies and result in effective fields which affect magnetic resonance conditions. The
observed 4th order in-plane magnetic anisotropies require that the crystallographic defects satisfy
a fourfold in-plane symmetry. If we were to assume that "bcc Ni" consists of fcc Ni (011) blocks
then these rectargular blocks would have to be symmetrically distributed along mutually perpen-
dicular principal axes, and crystallographic defects around the (011) block boundaries would be
responsible for the observed 4th order anisotropies. Dislocation arrays might contribute to large
anisotropic effects either through the Dzialoshinski-Moriya mechanism of enhancing anisotropy
through the off-diagonal components of the exchange interaction, which appear with broken
symmetry, or because of magnetoelastic strains.

Since the large fourth-order in-plane anisotropies observed in Ni/Fe bilayers are due to a
network of misfit dislocations, it was important to determine whether the deposition of Au cover-
layers affected the strength of these anisotropies. In-situ FMR measurements were carried out on
the Ni(15)/Fe(9) specimen. The single 9ML Fe(OO1) film showed a small value of 2K11IMs =
0.31 kOe. After depositing 15ML of Ni, the fourth order anisotropy increased significantly to
0.92 kOe. However, this anisotropy was further increased to 2KlMs = 1.45 kOe after growth
of a 20ML Au(001) coverlayer. The Au atoms were very likely slightly (Au grows layer by
layer) diffused into the block boundaries and this resulted in a further increase of the fourth-order
in-plane anisotropy.

Table III: Properties of Au covered Ni/Fe bilayers at 300 K and 77 K.

Sample T (4DILMs)eff g H111  H v  v

(K) (kOe) (kOe)a (kOe)b (degrees)c

3.5 ML Ni/5.6 MLFe 300 8.9 2.09 0.14 -0.044 0
(vicinal Ag substrate) 77 9.29 2.09 0.28 -0.050 0

9.4 ML Ni/5.7 ML Fe 300 9.82 2.11 0.74 0.025 45
(singular Ag substrate)

1OMLNi/6MLFe 300 9.75 2.1 0.77 0.15 45
(vicinal Ag substrate) 77 9.35 2.10 2.09 0.25 41

10.5 ML Ni / 3.5 ML Fe 300 5.38 2.15 0.99 0.12 35
(singular Ag substrate) 77 4.83 2.15 2.57 0.16 38

15 ML Ni/9 ML Fe 300 11.07 2.1 1.45 0.0
(singular Ag substrate) 77 10.08 2.1a  2.57 0.0

a) H11 = 2KII/Ms is the effective 4-fold in-plane anisotropy field.

b) H. = 2K /Ms is the effective 2-fold in-plane anisotropy field due to a vicinal surface.
c) Angle of the uniaxial anisotropy axis with respect to the in-plane Fe [100] direction.
d) Assumed value of the g-factor.
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Fig. 4. In-plane angular dependence of FMR fields for [20ML Au/15ML Ni/9ML Fe/Ag(001)
singular] specimen. The dashed and solid lines are the calculated angular variation; the dots are
experimental values. The solid lines correspond to the case where the magnetization is allowed
to drag behind the applied d.c. field. The dashed lines correspond to the case where the magne-
tization is assumed to be parallel to the applied field. The theoretical fits were carried out using
(4nD.Ms)eff = 11.07 kOe and 2KII/MS = 1.45 kOe at T = 300K and (4 nD.LMs)eff= 10.08 kOe
and 2Kn11 Ms = 2.57 kOe at T = 77K.

A strong angular dependence of the FMR linewidth could indicate that measured
fourth-order anisotropies were of dynamic origin. However, the angular dependence of the FMR
field was not adequately described by a simple cos(4W) terms but exhibited clear features of a lag

of the direction of the saturation magnetization behind the in-plane applied d.c. magnetic field
when the magnetization was oriented away from the magnetically easy [100] and hard [110] axes
(see Fig. 4). A lag of the saturation magnetization is a clear indication that the measured
in-plane anisotropies are a direct consequence of a static fourth-order anisotropy energy term
(see eq. 2). However, these anisotropies were caused by a network of misfit dislocations and
could in principle exhibit a strong dependence on applied external field. Microwave measure-
ments carried out between 16-73 GHz (corresponding to applied fields ranging from 2-18 kOe)
exhibited magnetic properties which were independent of the applied d.c. field. The behavior of
the in-plane anisotropies in small applied fields can be investigated at microwave frequencies for
specimens exhibiting a large value of 2K,,/Ms. The specimen Ni(15)/Fe(9) exhibited a large
value of 2K 1,/Ms which, at 9.5 GHz, shifted the easy axis FMR field to a negative value and the
hard axis to a positive value of 2.2 kOe. A second resonant branch should be observed at 9 GHz
when the applied d.c. field is along the in-plane [110] hard axis. The second resonance corre-
sponds to a multi-domain resonance in which the saturation magnetization is rotated from the
d.c. field direction towards the hard axis. 7 The Ni(15)/Fe(9) bilayer exhibited these characteris-
tic featurcv (see Fig. 5). The FM fields of both resonant branches were correctly predicted
using the fourth order anisotropy parameter determined at higher magnetic fields. Clearly, Ni/Fe
bilayers behave like specimens with field-independent cubic anisotropy.
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Fig. 5. Field dependence of the FMR absorption derivative on the applied d.c. magnetic field
measured for a [20ML Au/15ML Ni/9ML Fe/Ag(001)] specimen at f = 9.51 GHz. The insert
shows the hysteresis loop obtained from the absorption derivative at low magnetic fields.

The inset in Fig. 5 also shows that, at low microwave frequencies, hysteresis loops can be

easily measured by monitoring the absorbed microwave power near zero applied field. This mi-
crowave absorption is caused by the high field tail of the unobservable FMR peak corresponding
to the saturation magnetization, Ms, along the [100] easy crystallographic axis. An abrupt
change in the absorbed microwave power at the field corresponding to removal of the domain
walls (the departure field) is caused by a change of the internal d.c. field from a negative to a
positive value which occurs when the saturation magnetization reverses its orientation. The de-
parture field along the hard axis was approximately 0.8 times smaller than that observed for
fields directed along the easy axis. This result was consistent with a 900 domain wall closure
pattern in the remanent state.

Magneto-optic Kerr effect measurements have shown that the magnetic moment, measured
at the departure field, along the hard axis was 1.38 (, 42) smaller than the corresponding mag-
netic moment along the easy axis. This indicates that the specimen was fully satur, -d when it
was magnetized along the easy axis and probably formed 900 stripe domains when the applied
field was directed along the hard axis.
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ABSTRACT

Iron on GaAs(110) comprises an interesting system not only due to small lattice
mismatch, 1.4%, but also because of the magnetic properties of the overlayer. In the
present work, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) was used to investigate bcc Fe films
in the 0.1 A to 20 A thickness range, grown at 300 K and 450 K substrate temperatures.
STM images show Volmer-Weber growth with the formation of 3-D Fe islands 20-30 A
in diameter for 0.1-1 A deposition at 300 K, increasing to 40-50 A for thicker films.
Iron island sizes at low coverage and thin film roughness at higher coverages both show
significant dependence upon growth temperature.

INTRODUCTION

There is considerable interest in understanding the growth and properties of small
metal structures on semiconductor surfaces. In particular, a system such as Fe on GaAs,
which exhibits a small lattice mismatch, is interesting because of the possibility of growing
Fe films or structures with novel properties. '2 The (110) face of fcc GaAs has a basis
vector of 5.654 A in the [001] direction, which is nearly twice the unit cell spacing of
bulk bcc Fe (a, = 2.866 A). The lattice mismatch between Fe and GaAs in the [0011
direction is 1.4% with an equivalent mismatch in the [110] direction. Singie-crystal bcc
Fe films have been successfully grown on GaAs(110) using molecular beam epitaxy with a
substrate growth temperature of 450-500 K.1-3 In this paper, we report the observation
by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) of the growth of Fe on GaAs(110) substrates.
The initial growth is found to be in the form of 3-D Fe clusters characteristic of the
Volmer-Weber growth mode.4 The degree of 3-D growth is found to be dependent on
the substrate temperature, and the GaAs substrate exhibits no apparent disorder in the
vicinity of the Fe clusters. It was also found that the surface roughness of thin Fe films
is dependent on substrate temperature during growth.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experiments were performed in an ultra-high vacuum chamber with a base
pressure < 4 x 10- " torr. The scanning tunneling microscope, similar to the IBM/Zurich
design,5 consists of a glass frame support with a double spring suspension for vibration
isolation, a piezoelectric/electrostatic clamping device for coarse sample motion and a
piezoelectric tripod for tip motion along the sample surface. All STM images were
recorded at room temperature. Fe clusters and films were grown by molecular beam
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Figure 1: STM image, 400 x 384 A, of 0.1 A Fe/GaAs(110) epitaxially
grown at 300 K substrate temperature. The sample bias was -2.5 V.
The image is displayed by line scans with hidden line removal showing
a 3-D perspective of the surface. Fe clusters, substrate As rows, and
surface defects are observed in the STM image. (Note the Z scale
magnification.)

epitaxy with GaAs substrate temperatures of 300 K and 450 K. Fe evaporation was mon-
itored using a quartz microbalance, but for small depositions, coverages were estimated
by measuring cluster volumes. Coverages are specified as the equivalent thickaess of a
uniform Fe layer (1 monolayer = 2 A). Surface order and cleanliness were monitored with
low energy electron diffraction (LEED) and Auger spectroscopy before and after growth.
The substrates consisted of p-type GaAs, Zn doped at a concentration of 2 x 1019 cm -3.

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows an STM line scan of the GaAs(110) surface with 0.1 A coverage
of Fe grown at 300 K. The GaAs substrate appears as rows of atoms along the [110]
direction, which is at 450 with respect to the +x direction. Only the substrate As
atom locations are observed in the bare surface regions, since the image was obtained at
negative sample bio. 6,s A variety of different size Fe clusters are observed in the image.
Many of the cluster heights are greater than the 2 A interplanar spacing of Fe, indicating
3-D chster growth. LEED observations of coalesced clusters (see Fig. 2) showed the bcc
Fe diffraction pattern, consistent with previous work which determined the growth to
be epitaxial.3 Volume estimates of the clusters were achieved by integrating the STM
height contours of the clusters. This is a good estimate since the charge density contours
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of metals closely follow the positions of the metal atoms. For very small clusters, this
method overestimates the volume due to the finite resolution of the tunneling probe. The
volumes of the clusters shown in Fig. 1 range from 100-1500 A', corresponding to 9-127
atoms per cluster.

Figure 2 shows an STM image in 3-D perspective view of a 10 A Fe film grown
on a GaAs(110) surface at 300 K. The Fe clusters range in diameter from 40-50 A and
fill the entire surface. Since the GaAs substrate cannot be imaged with this coverage
of Fe, volume calculations could not be made for these crystallites. Even though the Fe

Figure 2: STM image (3-D perspective view with gray scale height
shading, 740 x 750 A) of 10 A Fe/GaAs(110) shows Fe crystallites 40-
50 A in diameter. The sample bias was +1.5 V, and the substrate
temperature during film growth was 300 K.

clusters are in contact with neighboring clusters, the Fe does not coalesce into a smooth
film with the substrate temperature at 300 K during evaporation; the small crystallites
appear to be distinct. The surface roughness of the image in Fig. 2 was calculated to
be - 3 A rms. In Figure 3, two contours are shown for Fe films grown on GaAs(110) at
substrate temperatures of 300 K and 450 K. The contour from the 17 A film grown at
450 K is clearly smoother than that of the film grown at 300 K. The surface roughness
of the Fc film grown at 450 K was calculated to be 1 I A rms. Thus, it appears that at
an elevated substrate temperature, the Fe clusters tend to coalesce into a more uniform
epitaxial film. Further work is in progress to determine the effect of film thickness on the
surface quality.
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DISCUSSION

For low coverages of Fe on GaAs(110), the growth of single clusters on the bare
semiconductor surface can be observed with the STM. Even for coverages as low as
0.1 A of Fe, 3-D Volmer-Weber growth4 is observed. Using high-energy-resolution x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy, Ruckman et al. and Chambers et al. have reported that
Fe grown on the (110) and (001) faces of GaAs at room temperature contain Ga and
As impurities in the interstitial face-center sites of the bcc Fe." s However, Carbone et
al. have reported that a photoemission study with synchroton radiation revealed no
intermixing of Fe (deposited at 450 K) with the GaAs(110) substrate for Fe coverages of
less than one monolayer.9 The STM measurements (Fig. 1 and higher resolution images)
reveal no disruption of the GaAs substrate immediately surrounding the Fe clusters.
(Due to the finite size of the STM tunneling tip, a small portion of the substrate near
a cluster can not be imaged.) Thus, if there is intermixing at the Fe/GaAs interface,
the disorder is primarily localized at the Fe/GaAs interface, or extends into the GaAs
crystal, producing no long range surface disorder.

In order to better characterize the cluster growth, the areas and volumes of clusters
were determined from the STM data for isolated Fe clusters grown on GaAs(110) at 300 K
and at 450 K (Fig. 4). For comparison, the data have beei, fit with a two parameter power
law, V = cAn, where V is the cluster volume and A is the cluster area. For 2-D growth the
parameter n is 1.0, whereas for 3-D growth, n = 1.5. The dashed line in Figure 4 shows
the relationship for theoretical hemispherical growth with V = (2/3/7)A' s . As shown
in Fig. 4, clusters grown at a substrate temperature of 300 K best fit the volume-area
equation with n = 1.2, while clusters grown at the elevated temperature yield n = 1.4.
Thus, even though the 300 K clusters exhibit 3-D structure, the nature of the growth
is more two-dimensional; whereas, the growth pattern of the 450 K clusters is more
representative of 3-D growth.

As the isolated clusters merge with increasing Fe deposition, the character of the
re.iltant thin film is also dependent on the substrate temperature. The results presented
in this paper agree with earlier work' in concluding that evaporation onto a 450 K
substrate produces smoother films than a substrate temperature of 300 K. The crystalline
structure of the Fe films could not be resolved with the STM, but the surface roughness

WE
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decreases by a factor of three and the clusters appear to coalesce into a uniform layer for
the case of Fe deposition at the elevated temperature. LEED measurements established
the crystalline nature of the Fe films. The diffuse LEED spots of the 10 A, 300 K Fe film
are indicative of small (< 100 A) crystalline clusters in registry; whereas the 17 A, 450 K
Fe film exhibited sharper LEED spots, characteristic of a uniform crystalline film.

The temperature dependence of the growth patterns of the Fe clusters at low
coverages (Fig. 4) and the character of the thin Fe films at higher coverages (Fig. 3) is
consistent with the temperature dependence of the Fe atom mobility on the substrate.
At an elevated temperature, the Fe atoms will have an increased surface diffusion rate,
thereby driving the system closer to a minimum in the surface free energy of the Fe
clusters or films. For low coverages, the surface free energy is minimized by the formation
of clusters on the surface. As the coverage is increased the clusters contact one another,
and the configuration of minimum surface free energy becomes a uniform, flat film. The
data reported here are consistent with this simple model in that the clusters deposited
at 450 K exhibit a greater mean height (volume/area) than those grown at 300 K, and
the film grown at 450 K is smoother (- 1 A surface roughness) than that film deposited
at 300 K (- 3 A surface roughness).

We would like to thank S. Mielczarek and R. Cutkosky for expert technical assis-
tance. We gratefully acknowledge the partial support of this work by the Office of Naval
Research. P. N. First is a National Research Council Postdoctoral Research Associate.
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IN-SITU INVESTIGATION OF STRI URE AND MAGNETIC
PROPERTIES OF THE EPITAXIAL SYbTEM Pd(111)/Fe(110) ON

W(110) BY MEANS OF BRILLOUIN SPECTROSCOPY

P. BAUMGART, B. HILLEBRANDS, J.V. HARZER AND G. GONTHERODT
2. Physikalisches Institut, RWTH Aachen, D -5100 Aachen, FRG

The in-situ observation of magnetostatic spin waves by Brillouin spectroscopy
offers a versatile dynamical probe for the investigation of magnetic properties of thin
films. The measured spin wave spectra of thin films contain a variety of information
about their magnetic as well as structural properties. The frequency of a spin wave
allows to determine, e.g., the g-factor, the magnetic anisotropy constants and also the
saturation magnetization. The spectral line shape allows conclusions about the film
quality, i.e., steps or islands. Furthermore, the unidirectional propagation of the surface
spin wave with respect to the magnetization allows to measure the coercitivity field of a
film. The latter can be used as an additional characterization parameter of a magnetic
film.

Here we report on Brillouin spectroscopy investigations, which have been
performed on the epitaxial system Pd(l ll)/Fe(110) on W(110). Additional detailed
investigations of the epitaxy of this system, i.e., of the growth mode, structure and
thermal stability have been carried out using LEED and Auger spectroscopy.

The epitaxial growth and the magnetostatic spin waves of an uncovered Fe(110)
film on W(]10) were studied earlier [1]. These investigations have shown that the
interface ansotropies affect dominantly the spin wave frequencies of ultrathin (less than
40 A) Fe(110) films on W(110). The question addressed here is the influence of thin
overlayers (from a fraction of a monolayer to a few atomic layers (AL)) of Pd on
Fe(110) on the magnetic properties of the Fe film. Since Pd is known to be an incipient
ferromagnet, i.e. that it can easily be polarized by ferromagnetic impurities, a strong
influence of Pd overlayers on Fe was expected.

The films have been prepared in UHV on clean W(110) single crystal substrates
using e-beam evaporators. The optimized procedure for preparing high quality epitaxial
Fe(110) films on W(110) was described elsewhere [1]. The Pd overlayers were preparedat low evaporation rates (; 0.5 AL/min.) at relatively low substrate temperatures of

s 50'C in order to avoid possible intermixing of Pd and Fe at the interface. As checked
by LEED, Pd grows in well ordered (111)-planes on Fe(110) in the so-called
"Kurdjumov -Sachs" growth mode, i.e., with the Pd[101] -direction along the
Fe[lI1] -direction or with Pd[01I] along Fe[li1j. In addition, Pd builds a coincidence
lattice on Fe(110) in such a way that 10 interatomic Pd distances coincide with 11
interatomic Fe distances in the directions of mutual lattice alignment as specified
above. This leads to a (11 x 11) -superstructure in the LEED patterns for coverages
from 1 to approximately 5 AL of Pd. The epitaxy of this system is very good, i.e., high
quality LEED patterns with low background and sharp spots can be observed for
coverages at least up to 50 AL Pd. Initial layer-by-layer growth, for the first two
atomic layers of Pd(111) on Fe(110), is revealed by the kinks of the straight lines of the
Auger intensities of Fe and Pd as a function of Pd cov.rage. This system shows good
thermal stability up to n 200"C. Heating the sample above this temperature changes the
relative Auger peak intensities, i.e., leads to an increase of the Auger signal of Fe
accompanied by a simultaneous decrease of the respective Pd signal, indicating the
onset of alloying.

The Brillouin spectra of !nagnetostatic spin waves (or "Damon-Eshbach
modes") were measured in- situ first for the uncovered Fe film and subsequently for the
same film covered by Pd. The different coverages of Pd were always put onto freshly~prepared Fe films. Since the sampling time needed to record a Brillouin spectrum did

not exceed a few minutes at a UHV base pressure in the 10-11 mbar range there was no
significant contamination. During the measurement a magnetic field A of up to 2
kGauss could be applied in the film plane and perpendicular to the light scattering
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plane. The surface-parallel component of the wavevector of the spin wave, q11, defined
by the scattering geometry, lies in the scattering plane and perpendicular to A. The
angle of incidence of the laser beam was 45" with respect to the film nonmal. The
experiments have been performed in backscattering geometry using the 5145 A line of
an Ar- laser.

Evaluation of out- of-plane anisotropy constants

An influence of the Pd overlayer on the frequency v of the ipin wave measurable
by Brillouin spectroscopy sets in at coverages of less than approximately half an AL.
With increasing Pd overlayer thickness (dpe) the spin wave frequency v decreases and
shows a pronounced minimum at dpd 1 AL. For d larger than 1 AL v increases and
saturates for dp, ; 3 AL at a value which is an average between the frequency of the
uncovered fili and its minimum value at dp 1 AL. The maximum frequency
decrease for 1 AL Pd is proportional to 1/dF, with d. e the Fe film thickness, revealing
the interface character of the effect. An explanation of this bhavior can ac given by
assuming a strong reduction of the out - of- plane surface anisotropy constant k, of the
uncovered Fe film induced by the Pd overlayer and a simultaneous magnetic
polarization of Pd at the interface. Magnetically polarized Pd introduces an additional
magnetic interface to the vacuum which gradually disappeares with an increasing Pd
thickness, since only the Pd layers in intimate contact to Fe layers can be magnetically
polarized.

To evaluate the respective out- of- plane interface anisotropy constants for each
of the two interfaces of the Fe film separately, it is necessary to know the data of k, for
an Fe/Pd interface, e.g., from a symmetric sandwich Pd/Fe/Pd or from a Fe/Pd
multilayer. Estimates for these two cases have been determined from experimental data
and show good agreement [2,31. Using this value of k, -0.3 erg/cmd as input, the
results of the evaluation of k, of the remaining types of interfaces in the
Pd(11lYFe(110)/W(110) system are: 4.9 erg/cm2 for the Fe~ll0)/W(ll0) interface, 0.7
erg/cm for the free Fe(110) surface and -1.2 erg/cm for the free surface of
magnetically olarized Pd. The mean error for all these values can be estimated to
± 0.3 erg/cm . A negative value of k, means that the magnetization tends to align
perpendicular to the Rlm surface. However, the interface anisotropies of negative sign
are too small to overcome the shape anisotropy forcing the magnetization to lie in the
film plane. Remarkable in this context is the strong asymmetry of k, at the two
interfaces of an Fe(110) film on W(110). This is for the first time that the anisotropy
constants of the two different interfaces could be determined explicitely instead of
dividing their sum by two as done in previous investigations [4].

In-plane surface and interface anisotropies of Fe(110)

The twofold symmetry of an Fe(110) surface gives rise to an additional
anisotropy, the in-plane surface anisotropy, described by the corresponding anisotropy
constant k, Since in the case of Fe(110) this anisotropy acts perpendicular to the bulk
anisotropy (the easy axis of bulk Fe is [100]) there exists a critical thickness d, below
which in zero applied field the Fe(110) film becomes spontaneously magnetized in the
[011] direction. Introducing the term corresponding to k,,, in the free energy density as
- (k,,p/d) . sin2 4, with 4 denoting the angle between the magnetization vector MA and the
[100 direction in the surface, k,,, is given by

where Kj= 4.5. 10s erg/cm 3 is the bulk anisotropy constant of Fe at room temperature
[5]. The switching of the direction of 1 from [100 to [011] occurs in zero applied field
1or dF < d,, or for dF, > d if the magnetic field applied parallel to [0111 exceeds a
critica value H,. The critical thickness can be measured by means of Brillouin
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spectroscopy. In the Brillouin spectrum this switching manifests itself as a discontinuity
of the measured spin wave frequency. For M turning towards the direction of 4, the
spin wave frequency drops down by approximately 30-50% depending on the film
thickness. This transition has a width of less than 2 G and a hysteresis of less than 5 G.
Measuring the critical field He for a series of Fe films with dFC > d, allows to deterinine
d, in zero applied field very precisely by extrapqlation. The result is: d, = 84±1 A for
an uncovered Fe(110) film on W(110) and 58*2 A for the same film covered by 1 AL of
Pd. Again a kind of "relaxation is observed for thicker Pd co'rerages, although n9t as
pronounced as in the case of Pd induced modification of k.. d, amounts to 62-2 A for
an overlayer of 2 AL Pd on the Fe film and to 65±2 A for coverages of 5 AL Pd and
thicker. It should be noted that H, is strongly temperature dependent which reflects the
fact that H, is a value that has its origin in a competition of two anisotropy
contributions which themselves are quite strongly temperature dependent varying with
at least the 10th power of the saturation magnetization [6,7]. This implies that it is
necessary to keep the samples at exactly the same temperature measuring H, for
different d.. To the first order the temperature dependences of K, and k,,, are found to
be the same since curves through the values of H, as a function of dF, measured at
different temperatures (50-300" C) extrapolated to H, = 0 merge approximately at the
same value of d,.

The coercitivity of Fe(110)/W(110) and of Pd(lII)/Fe(110)/W(110)

The unidirectional propagation of magnetostatic spin waves about the direction
of magnetization due to the violation of the time reversal symmetry of a magnetic
system manifests itself in the Brillouin spectrum in a pronounced Stokes/anti- Stokes
asymmetry of the corresponding peak intensities. In a given scattering geometry a
unidirectionally propagating wave can either be absorbed or be created in the scattering
process depending on the relative direction of M which causes the observed asymmetry
in the Brillouin spectrum. Reversing the direction of lM reverses this asymmetry. This
effect can be used to measure the coercitivity field Hk of a film provided the applied
field lies parallel to an easy axis of the film. For d < d, this is the case if H II [011].
Hk starts at 0 G for d = d, and increases monotonously for d - 10 A (in a similar way
as the frequency of the corresponding spin wave does [1]) to a value of -- 515-5 G for
the uncovered Fe(110) film and to s 350±5 G if the film is covered by 1 AL of Pd. This
means that an ultrathin Fe(110) film becomes magnetically harder compared to thicker
films. A Pd overlayer reduces this hardening considerably. The range of magnetic field
AI- in which the reversal of the magnetizion vector takes place is extremely narrow
CA4fk < 2 G e experimental resolution) which means that the hysteresis loops of these
films have a rectangular shape. A Fe(110) film with dFo= 30 A consisting of islands
(due to a too high substrate temperature (T,) during preparation) shows a much larger
coercitivity, e.g., Hkz 200 G or more, depending on T., instead of 78±2 G for an
optimally prepared film of same thickness. Such an island film shows in addition a
relatively large AHk of approximately 30±5 G. The spin wave of such a film shows a
reduced frequency and has a very broad asymmetric line shape which is smeared out
towards lower frequencies as compared to the spectrum of an optimally prepared film.
The situation is reversed for a film with a high density of steps parallel to [100] (caused
by a too low T,). Such films are magnetically very soft, Hk =24 G, and show a small
transition width AH, < 2 G.
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ABSTRACT

Structural and magnetic data are presented and discussed for epitaxial films of rare earth
metals ( Dy, Ho, Er) on LaF3 films on the GaAs(TTT) surface and Fe on Ag films on the
GaAs(001) surface. Both systems exhibit unusual structural characteristics which influence
the magnetic properties of the metal films. In the case of rare earth epitaxy on LaF3 we
present evidence for epitaxy across an incommensurate or discommensurate interface.
Coherency strain is not transmitted Into the metal which behaves much like bulk crystals
of the rare earths. In the case of Fe films, tilted epitaxy and long-range coherency strain
are confirmed by X-ray diffractometry. Methods of controlling some of these structural
effects by modifying the epitaxial structures are presented.

I.INTRODUCTION

In a recent paper [1] we described several new approaches to epitaxy of rare earth and
transition metals. One aim of these approaches is to explore the effects of strain , im-
posed through coherency across epitaxial interfaces , on the magnetic properties of the
films. In the case of the rare earth metals, basal plane epitaxy of Dy onto epitaxial films
of LaF3 grown onto the 3-fold symmetry GaAs(TTT) surface were described [1] In the
present paper we describe the extension of this epitaxial system to Ho and Er films and
report the characterization of the structures using double-crystal (DCD) and grazing inci-

=dence X-ray diffractometry (GID) in addition to XPS depth profiling and Rutherford Back
Scattering Spectrometry (RBS). A major finding of these studies is that the rare earth
lattice is rotated by 300 about the c-axis from the setting expected from in plane
translational registry of the rare earth and LaF3 lattices. Thus the interface is either
incommensurate or discommensurate. Here we use the definition of interface type given
by Gibson and Phillips [2]. In the former case there is no tendency for in-plane lattice
matching of the overlayer to the substrate. In this case there are no interfacial misfit
dislocations. Onl the other hand , the discommensurate interface is one in which the
overlayer initially adjusts its in-plane lattice constant to match the substrate but subse-
quently relaxes to its normal lattice constant by formation of misfit dislocations, This is
also known as a semi-coherent interface. At present we have insufficient experimental
evidence to distinguish between (lie two cases. However , we do find that coherency
strain is not transmitted across the interface and as a result . epitaxial films of Dy, Ho
and Er are strain-free over the thickness range ( 25-8000 A). Although RBS shows no
evidence for F contamination of the films, XPS depth profiling suggests that F is trans-
ported across the interface by as much as 500A in some cases. Thus it is possible that
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the magnetic properties of films thinner than this may be influenced by impurity F. These
two findings prevented our original intention of exploring the magnetic Implications of
strain and dimensionality in rare earth filmn, by adjusting coherency strain through lattice
misfit across the rare earth - fluoride interface. However , by using a modified epitaxial
structure we are still able to achieve this aim and ai the same time eliminate the com-
plicating effect of impurity outdiffusion of F.

In the case of epitaxy of Fe films on Ag films on GaAs (001) substrates we showed [ 1,8
) previously that long range coherency strain and tilted epitaxy were present in Fe films
grown on GaAs substrates cut 20 off the (001) plane. We find that tilted epitaxy is not
present If growth occurs on exactly ( within 0.120 ) oriented substrates.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES. The sample preparation techniques were identical to
those described previously [1]. Double-crystal diffractometry was carried out using an
automated difractometer ( manufactured by Blake Instruments ) operating In the parallel
setting with a Si (004) Bragg diffraction from the (001) face of a Si crystal. Slits were used
to cut out the CuKa 2 diffracted beam from the Si crystal. Grazing incidence diffractometry
was carried out using the system described by Segmuller[3]. RBS studies of the films
were carried out at the University of Arizona and at Almaden Research Center, SQUID
magnetometry , and in some cases vibrating sample magnetometry was used to study
tile magnetic properties of the films.

3. EPITAXIAL LaF3/Rare Earth Metal/ LaF3 SANDWICH STRUCTURES.

As described previously for Dy [1,5] the rare earth metals He and Er were also found to
grow epitaxially on LaF3 films on GaAs(TTT)surfaces at 300C. In all cases the LaF 3 growth
was carried out at a substrate temperature of 500'C. This initial film was 1000-2000 A
thick. After growth of the rare earth film, a protective film of LaF3 was grown at 300°C to
protect the rare earth film from atmospheric oxidation. The sandwich structures were re-
moved from the MBE system and characterized structurally and magnetically.

Figure 1 shows the GID data for a structure comprising 2500A LaF3 / 2000A Dy/ 400A
LaF 3. The 4 scans are each for a particular 20 value and the crystal is rotated about the
GaAs(111) axis. The peaks correspond to Bragg diffraction from planes of Dy and LaF3
which are parallel to the c-axis of these materials. The parallelism of Dy(10.0) and (11.0)
LaF3 planes is evident from the fact that the Bragg diffractions occur at the same crystal

v)) setting. The composite shape of the Bragg peaks for LaF3 is due to superposition
of peaks from the LaF3 under and overlayers. The latter was grown at 300°C and is of
lower structural perfection than the underlayer. Figure 2 shows schematically the relative
orientation of basal planes of LaF3 and Dy for (a) the setting in which Dy(11.0) is parallel
to LaF3(11.0) and (b) the observed setting . We had expected that the epitaxial relation
would be as In (a) in view of the close( within 0.1%) match between the doubled (2a)
lattice constant of Dy and the value of a for LaF 3 ( 7.1871A in the space group P63cm.
See reference 4 ). However , the observed relation has no translational registry hetween
the lattices. The interface Is therefore either incommensurate or discommensurate and In

Veither case the lack of translational registry Implies relaxation of the metal overlayer to
its bulk lattice constant. Similar scans for sandwich structures of Ho and Er confirmed that
these metals had identical epitaxial relations. Furthermore , in plane lattice constants
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Figure 2 - Schematic diagram showing (a) tihe expected commensurate
Interface between LaF3 ( open circles)
and rare earth lattices
in the basal plane and (b) the observed 300 rotation.
of Dy about the c-axis leading to an absence of translational
registry between the lattices.

TABLE 1

In-Plane Lattice Constants and Coherency Lengths for Epitaxial Rare Earth
Films, Determined by Grazing Incidence X-Ray Diffraction

Thickness a (AI1A Aa % a....-allk
(A) ____ M%

Dy 2000 3.5945±0.001 180 0.03 + 0.12

Er 4000 3.5586±0.0012 250 0.03 0.00
Er 100 3.5547±0.001 97 0.03 - 0.11
Er 50 3.5610±0.0014 80 0.04 + 0.06

H-o 50 3.5773±0.0012 450.03 0.00
Ho 25 3,5780±0.001 650.0 +0.02
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derived from (o and 0- 20 scans showed that the metal lattice constant was Indeed relaxed
to the bulk value , even for films as thin as 25A. Table I summaries this data and the
coherency length (I) for the films. The latter values were derived from the peak widths In
the co scans [3]. The column headed 'Aa' gives the standard deviation of the measured
lattice constants. Clearly there is no significant coherency strain in any of the films. There
Is , however , a systematic trend towards smaller coherency lengths with decreasing film
thickness, indicating a greater degree of in-plane disorder In the thinner films. XPS depth
profiling suggested F transport across the interface by as much as 10A for one structure
containing a 500A film of Dy grown from an effusion cell. The RBS studies showed no
evidence for contamination of the films with F. However, the depth resolution and sensi-
tivity of this technique is not as great as for XPS depth profiling. It seems likely therefore
that the thinnest (<200A) rare earth films may contain impurity F which introduces struc-
tural disorder leading to broadening of the magnetic transitions.

SQUID magnetometry data for two representative films of He are shown in Figure 3. The
magnetic behaviour of the 2000A film is identical with bulk He ( see for example
Coqblin[6] ). In particular, the temperature of the transition to the helical state occurs
at 132K but the ferromagnetic ordering is strongly field dependent. The field dependence
of ferromagnetic ordering is similar to bulk. Note that the field is applied at 300 to the
a-axis ( the 'easy' direction). At the lowest temperatures the magnetisation approaches
the bulk value of 10.4 Bohr magnetons per He atom. On the other hand, the data for the
thin Ho film shows less abrupt transitions and the helical ordering transition is barely
evident.

4. MODIFIED LaF3 SANDWICH STRUCTURES: LaF3/ErlDy/Er/LaF 3.

In order to impose a uniform coherency strain on Dy it is necessary to establish a co-
herent interface on both sides of the Dy. We have arranged this by sandwiching the Dy
between films of Er grown on the LaF 3. The Er film , as we have shown, has no strain
imposed by the substrate. The Dy film , however, grows coherently on the Er and is
subjected to coherency strain. The magnitude of the elastic strain in the Dy depends on
'he thickness of the Dy film and on the thickness of the Er under and overlayers. One
would expect coherency strain to relax with Dy film thickness and that the maximum
strain would occur for a thin D, film sandwiched between much thicker Er films. In our
test structure we sandwiched a 500A film of Dy between a 2000A underlayer and a
1000A overlayer. The Dy and Er films were grown at 300°C. An added benefit of this
structure was that F outdiffusion from the LaF3 into the Er was limited to the near interface
region. XPS depth profiling confirmed that the Dy film was free of impurity F.

Double crystal diffractometry studies [7] showed that the Dy film was indeed strained in
the sense expected from the lattice misfit between Dy and Er. The perpendicular elastic
strain was found to be +0.27-k0.02% in the c-axis (ie. an expansion along the c-axis).
On the other hand the Er film was close to the fully relaxed state with a perpendicular
elastic strain of -0.014+0.01%. Clearly, misfit dislocations have reduced but have not fully
relaxed the coherency strain ( maximum perpendicular value of 0.58%) in Dy.

Interestingly, SQUID measurements for this structure showed that the ferromagnetic or-
dering temperature for the Dy was higher than for bulk Dy. This is illustrated in Figure 4

_ _ _

j
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which shows data for 4 different values of applied field along the a-axis ( easy axis of bulk
crystal ie. [11.0]). The arrows indicate the onset of ferromagnetic ordering in bulk Dy.
The ferromagnetic ordering in the film Is in all cases completed at higher temperatures
than the onset temperature for ordering in the bulk crystal. We attribute this to the ima-
posed elastic strain in the film since, in bulk crystals, ferromagnetic ordering is accom-
panied by a discontinuous c-axis expansion and in-plane contraction. By mechanically
imposing the structure of the ferromagnetic phase at a temperature above the bulk T,
we have made it energetically favourable for ferromagnetic ordering to occur at higher
temperatures. The possiblility of interference from ferromagnetic ordering of the Er is not
possible since ordering of the Er film occurs at much lower temperatures (<50K for fields
below 10kOe) than Dy. In addition, differential thermal expansion between Er and Dy as
the film Is cooled from room temperature to 100K is less than 0.1% and would not sig-
nificantly modify the much larger misfit-imposed strain in the Dy.

If a coherency strain of opposite sign were imposed on the Dy , by for example , growing
it on an Y substrate then we would expect the ferromagnetic ordering to be suppressed.
Data from Kwo et al.[10J does indeed show such an effect but no strain measurements
were reported for those films.

5. EPITAXIAL Fe FILMS GROWN ON Ag FILMS ON GaAs(001).

In two recent papers [1,8] we reported long-range coherency strain and tilted epitaxy in
Fe films grown on Ag films on GaAs(001) substrates. In that case the substrates were
cut 2* off the (001) plane. We have recently found that tilted epitaxy does not occur when
the GaAs(001) substrates are cut to within 0.120 of the (001) plane. Preliminary studies
indicate that coherency strain is still present In Fe films grown on these substrates. It
therefore seems likely that tilted epitaxy is not a strain relief mechanism as suggested
by others[9], but is a result of the symmetry-breaking cut of the substrate. This view is
supported by the in-plane isotropy [8] of elastic strain in the Fe films grown on the vicinal
substrates. Clearly, tilt and coherency strain have different origins and are uncoupled.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONC.USIONS.

The origin of the 30* rotation of the rare earth lattice on LaF3 is presently unclear. How-
ever , one possibility is that the rare earth atoms in the overlayer bond preferentially to
specific F atoms, in the LaF3 surface , which occupy lattice sites rotated by 300 from the
unit cell setting in Figure 2a. Alternatively , the observation of F in the near-interface
region of the rare earth films may indicate a reactive interface , possibly with a second
phase present. The GID data show no clear evidence for such a phase but simply indicate
a greater degree of structural disorder In the thinnest ( 25A) films. The lattice constant
data also show no evidence of interstitial F in the rare earth films. High resolution TEM
and in-situ photoelectron diffraction studies are planned to probe the interface.

The ability of the fluoride films to decouple the rare earth films from substrate-imposed
strains is sigaificant and distinguishes our structures from rare earth films grown by oth-
ers; in particular from the data of Kwo et al [10] for Dy and of Flynn et al [11] for Er films
on sapphire or Y substrates. In these latter cases, depression and suppression of
ferromagnetic ordering is very clear and is attributed to 'lattice clamping' of the films to
the substrate. Flynn et al. find that the magnetic properties of Er films remain strongly
modified to film thicknesses as great as 8000A. We on the other hand find that Er films
grown on LaF3 films on GaAs substrates are strain-free and behave similarly to bulk
crystals at thicknesses greater than 500A.
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The prototype Er/Dy/Er sandwich structures define a promising approach to investigating
the effects of strain on magnetic ordering in rare earths without the complicating artefact
of F as an Impurity. The preliminary result of an enhancement in Tc Is Interesting but
needs to be confirmed by further samples with varying coheiency strain In the Dy and
by parallel studies of Dy/Y structures which should invert the strain in the Dy.

In the case of Ag/Fe/Ag/GaAs structures it remains to be seen to what extent the
coherency strain and tilted epitaxy Influence the perpendicular and in-plane anisotropy
of the Fe films. Studies of these anisotroples in structures grown on exact orientation
substrates are in progress. It is possible that the 2-fold in-plane anisotropy seen [12] in
earlier structures grown on vicinal substrates may arise from the symmetry breaking effect
of the substrate cut.
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ABSTRACT

By use of Kerr microscopy, the domain patterns of thin Fe films
(10 nm) grown on In Ca As (0.09 S x S 0.25)/GaAs substrates have been
investigated. For his Investigation, two types of InGaAs buffer layers
were prepared. One consisted of a single, thick InGaAs layer and the
second composed of an InGaAs strained layer superlattice. Both were grown
on (100) GaAs substrates. The study showed that many of the domain walls
were approximately parallel to the easy axis of Fe for those films grown
on the low x alloy, e.g. x-O.l, InGaAs buffer layers. In the alloy films
with larger values of x, e.g. x-0.2, the domain pattern of the Fe
overlayer was strongly influenced by dislocations of the strain relieved
InGaAs buffer layer. These dislocations manifested themselves as
corrugations parallel to the <110> directions in the InGaAs. Kerr
microscopy of a x-0.2 film indicated the presence of long, narrow domains
with their long axes parallel to the striations. Although shape
anisotropy arguments predicted that the magnetization should be parallel
to the striations, magnetometer data indicated that a substantial
component of magnetization was oriented perpendicular to the corrugations
at low fields. The Fe film grown on the superlattice had magnetic domains
very similar to a thick Fe film (0.5 pm) grown on GaAs.

INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been a surge of activities in the area of thin-
film magnetics focusing on interfacial effects. These activities are
stimulated by new developments in growth and characterization of magnetic
films as well as theoretical predictions concerning two-dimensional
magnetism [1,2]. The systems investigated thus far range from the single
interface of monolayer films to the complex multilayered films.
Multilayer films magnify interfacial effects by increasing the number of
interfaces of the entire film [3,4]. These studies addressed questions in
physics as well as magnetic recording technology.

In this paper we examine how the domain patterns of thin Fe films
(10 nm) are influenced by the substrate morphology of InGaAs/GaAs
substrates.

Two distinct substrates used are (100) GaAs with a single In Ga As
buffer layer and a strained layer superlattice consisting of alternating
mole fractions of indium in inGaAs. The InxGa xAs buffer layers grown on
GaAs have the property that the lattice constant can be changed by
altering the indium concentration provided that the thickness of the

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 151. ©1989 Materials Research Society
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buffer layer exceeds the critical thickness, he . In buffer layers of this
type, the lattice constant is linearly related to the indium concentration
and ranges from 5.6537 to 6.U538 angstroms at room temperature for x-0.0
to x-l.0 respectively.

An important feature of these InGaAs/GaAs substrates is the formation
of defects in the strain relieved InGaAs layer. At thicknesses greater
than hc, the strained layers relax as misfit dislocations form. These
dislocations manifest themselves as corrugations along the <110>
directions. Since the average dislocation density is linearly related to
the indium concentration (5], the number of corrugations present in the
substrate can be controlled to some extent. In general. it is desirable
to create a thin film of strain free single crystal Fe. For this to
occur, the InGaAs lattice constant must be twice that of Fe. This happens
when x-0.2. However, at this mole fraction the defect density is quite
large.

One technique used to limit the propagation of the defects is to grow
a strained layer superlattice. This method was utilized to fabricate an
approximately lattice matched substrate with superlattice layers having
indium mole fractions of 0.1 and 0.3. The magnetic domains of a 10 nm Fe
film grown on this superlattice closely resembled that of a 0.5 pm Fe film
deposited on smooth GaAs. This 0.5 pm film was sufficiently thick so that
the mismatch between the Fe and GaAs lattice constants had little effect
on the domains.

In the next section, the procedures used to grow the films will be
described. This will be followed by a discussion of the results of Kerr
microscopy and magnetometry to determine the magnetic properties of the
films. The last section discusses the conclusions drawn from this
investigation.

a EXPRIENTL

Preperation of the standard (100) GaAs substrates were made by
etching the surface in an aqueous solution of sulfuric acid and hydrogen
peroxide. To remove the residual oxide and to anneal the surface, the
standard substrates were inserted in a MBE system and heated at 640°C in
the presence of arsenic. Initially, a 50 rnm layer of GaAs was grown at a
substrate temperature of 5800C to provide a smooth surface for later
growth of -he buffer layers. For the thick buffer, 0.25 pm of InGaAs was
deposited. But for the superlattice, a more involved process is required.

The first step in construction of the superlattice required 30 nm of
InGaAs at x-0.2 to surpass the critical thickness. This was followed by
alternating layers of x-0.l and x-0.3 with thicknesses of 20 and 10 nm
respectively. These layers have fallen below the critical thickness to
deter the formation of misfit dislocations. This alternating structure
was reproduced ten times to yield an average mole fraction of 0.2. To
complete the superlattice, 0.3 pm of InGaAs at x-0.2 was deposited.

For both buffers, four monolayers of GaAs were depositod
pseudomorphically on the InGaAs to act as a diffusion barrier for indium.
After the system wos allowed to reach desired background pressures of no
greater than 4xlO Torr, 10 run of Fe was deposited on the buffers at a
rate of 3 angstroms per minute. The substrate temperatures ranged betweenNO 0C -150°OC during this deposition process. The growth rate of Fe was
calibrated by RHEED oscillations of Fe grown on Fe whiskers. The Fe

growth on the InGaAs (100) surface was also a (100) plane. This
orientation provided two in-plane axes, <100> and <110>. When the samples
were removed from the system and placed into the atmosphere, a self
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passivating oxide layer formed. Typically, 15 angstroms of metallic iron
was removed from the film during the oxidation process [6]. The samples
were then investigated with a Kerr microscope and Kerr effect magnetometer
(7].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Bright and dark field optical microscopy was used to examine the
surfaces of the single layer InGaAs buffers and the strained layer
superlattice. Observations showed that the InGaAs buffers at mole
fractions of x-O.l and x-0.2 were preferentially striated along one of the
in-plane <110> directions. Comparisonof the two buffers indicated that a
considerably higher density of striations existed when x-0.2. The thick
Fe film on the GaAs substrate and the Fe film on the superlattice were
both observed to be optically smooth.

The Fe film on the single layer buffer with x-0.2 has a profoundly
different domain structure from the Fe films on the superlattice and the
GaAs substrate. The highly corrugated film, i.e. x-0.2, has narrow
domains whose long axes are parallel to the striations of the film. Even
though the domain's long axis is parallel to the striations, this does not
necessarily imply that magnetization lies in the same direction.

In figures 1 and 2, all edges of the photos are parallel to the <110>
directions and the diagonals are parallel to the <100> directions. To
improve the contrast of the domains within one figure, the image has been
computer enhanced to reduce the influence of the film's surface

FIG. I. This is a Kerr FIG. 2. This is the same
photo of a 10 nm Fe film grown sample as fig. 1 rotated 900.
on x-0.2 InGaAs. The striations. Here, the striations are
which are thin dark lines, are perpendicular to the domain
parallel to the domain walls. walls.
Bright and dark regions
represent different
magnetization directions.

:$
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features. This is accomplished by subtracting an image of the saturated
state from the image of the demagnetized state. In this experimental
setup, the Kerr microscope has a higher sensitivity to the magnetization
in the vertical direction. Hence, it becomes more difficult to determine
the absolute orientation of magnetization.

Figure I shows a demagnetized state obtained by reducing an
oscillating magnetic field parallel to the striations. The photograph
suggests that the magnetization is parallel to the long axes of the
domains. However, Kerr magnetometer data indicate otherwise [7]. These
films exhibit a complex domain structure because there is a compromise
between the shape anisotropy energy due to the corrugations, the dipolar
interactions between adjacent channels in the film, and the crystalline
anisotropy energy. One possible orientation for magnetization amongst the
domains is a canted structure. For example, if in one particular domain
the magnetization lies along the [100], then the next adjacent domain has
magnetization along the [010]. This configuration repeats itself
resulting in a large net component of magnetization perpendicular to the
striations.

In figure 2 the demagnetizing field is perpendicular to the
striations. This results in domains with their long axes perpendicular to
the visible corrugations. This result may be explained if there are
striations in both of the in-plane <110> directions [5]. Figure 2 shows
only one striation pattern due to the optical microscope's insufficient
resolution.

Finally it is observed that the residual magnetization parallel to
the magnetizing field is approximately 0.7 of the saturation
magnetization. For all directions of the applied field, the coercivity is
on the order of 20 Oe. These two facts indicate that films of this nature
provide large magnetic fields that can be controlled by rather small
applied magnetic fields.

Eu

FIG. 3. This Kerr photo is FIG. 4. This demagnetized
of a demagnetized 10 nm Fe 0.5 pm Fe film on GaAs
film on a lattice matched substrate was taken with a
superlattice. Kerr microscope.
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The domain patterns in figures 3 and 4 should be contrasted with
those in figures 1 and 2. The similarities of the films' domain patterns
in figures 3 and 4 attest to the high quality of the 10 nm Fe film and the
success of the superlattice approach in eliminating the striated surface.

CONC~LUSION

In these thin ferromagnetic films, the presence of interfacial
structures change the magnetic properties in various ways. Striated
surfaces tend to induce narrow domains parallel to the corrugations and
smooth surfaces tend to have larger domains with walls parallel to the
easy axis. The striations may be controlled by varying the indium
concentration in the buffer layer or by fabricating a superlattice
structure. In general, surface irregularities are considered harmful to
the magnetics. There are some applications, such as magneto-optic devices,
where it is desirable to have a large magnetic field controlled by a small
applied magnetic field. In these situations the corrugated surface and
the subsequent control of the magnetics may be applicable.

Work supported under AFOSR Grant AFOSR-89-0248
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ABSTRACT

A first-order phase transition in the magnetization of Fe films, driven by
an applied magnetic field, was first reported by Hathaway and Prinz [1].
Further studies were performed on this phase transition using anisotropic
magnetoresistance measurements by Riggs and Dahlberg [2). Here we report
the extension of these studies to include temperatures between 77K and
293K. Emphasis is on a determination of the fourth-order and uniaxial
anisotropy constants (K1 and K u). It is shown that the temperature

dependence of the anisotropy energies in these films varies with
thickness, which may be useful in sorting out the origin and magnitude of
different contributions to the total effective anisotropy. The present
study suggests that similar studies of (110) iron on other substrates
might contribute to achieving a better understanding of in-plane
anisotropies in epitaxial films.

INTRODUCTION

An important challenge in the area of magnetism in thin films and
multilayers is to improve our understanding of the anisotropy energy
associated with the orientation of the magnetization. Attention has been
given to first-principles calculations of the contribution to the magnetic
anisotropy arising from the presence of free surfaces and interfaces with
the substrate or with an overlayer [3,4], and to first-principle
calculations of magnetic anisotropy in metals [5]. Experimental
measurements of such energies in the ultrathin film and multilayer film
cases have shown qualitative agreement with these calculations (6-8]. For
many applications, however, the anisotropy energies in films with
thicknesses in the range of 5 to 50 nm is of great interest. In
particular, the possibility of controling the in-plane anisotropy by
appropriate choice and preparation of the substrate is especially
promising. A careful characterization of the magnetic anisotropy in
epitaxial films could allow tests of calculations in ways not possible in
conventional single-crystal systems. This would require a sufficiently
good characterization of the thin-film anisotropy to allow interface and
surface effects to be subtracted off. Currently available epitaxial
techniques Allow growth of crystals with strains which would be difficult
to achieve in bulk samples, and which would allow measurements of
anisotropy constants for non-equilibrium values of the lattice constant.

Our choice of (110) iron films as the object of such studies has
several advantages., Measurements on thin film iron can readily be

Mat. Rs. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 151. 01969 Materials Research Society
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compared with'well established resulto for the bulk case. The (110) plane
contains three major symmetry directions for iron: the [100] or
magnetically easy direction, the (111] or magnetically hard direction, and
the [110] or magnetically "intermediate" direction. By using GaAs wafers
doped as insulators, we are able to carry out magneto-transport
measurements on these films. In particular, measurements of the
anisotropic magneto-resistance allow us to detect changes in the
orientation of the magnetization.

Another major advantage of using (110) iron films for studies of the
magnetic anisotropy is that this system is known to exhibit a dramatic
first-order reorientation of the magnetization for fields applied near the
(110] direction. The sudden reorientation becomes possible when the
Zeeman or M.H contribution to the free energy of the system makes the
[110] direction more favorable than the [001] direction, which is the easy
direction in the absence of an applied field (samples with thickness less
than about 5 nm display an easy axis along the [110], as discussed below).
Further increases in the applied field are found experimentally to result
in the reorientation of the magnetization along the new energy minimum
near the (110]. There is evidence that the reorientation occurs by means
of the nucleation and subsequent propagation of domain walls [9]. This
effect, known as the Magnetic Reorientation Phase Transition or MRPT was
first measured in iron by Hathaway and Prinz [1]. The sharp nature of
this transition and its strong dependence on the direction of the applied
field makes it an ideal probe of the anisotropy energies in (110) Fe
films. Previously we have used a simple model of the MRPT to extract the
anisotropy energies from phase diagrams measured experimentally at room
temperature (9]. In this paper we report the first results obtained by
extending this study to temperatures ranging from room temperature down to
liquid nitrogen temperature.

EXPERIMENT

Our samples, which were prepared at the Naval Research Laboratory,
have been described in detail in a number of other publications eg. ref.
11. The resistance measurements are carried out using a standard 4-probe,
a.c. resistance bridge technique. A temperature controller is used with a
GaAs diode temperature sensor to maintain temperature stabilities of 0.5K
or better during the measurements. The measurements of the temperature
are performed with two silicon diodes, which are on an entirely
independent circuit. The diodes are several cm apart along the vertical
direction, where the largest temperature gradients are expected, and allow
us to monitor the uniformity of the temperature in the sample space. The
apparatus is operated as a gas flow cryostat from 77K up to room
temperatures, using N2 as the cryogen. Data can be taken simultaneously

by x-y recorder and lab computer, for later analysis.

For the purposes of mapping out the MRPT diagram, the resistance is
measured as the magnitude of the applied magnetic field is increased and
then decreased. Prior to each trace, the sample is "poled" by applying a
field along the easy axis. The value of this field is chosen to be larger
than the anisotropy fields, i.e., larger than the field required to
saturate the magnetization (and hence the resistance) in any in-plane
direction. Each trace is measured up to fields sufficiently large to
saturate the signal. Attention is generally restricted to fields applied
near the (110] direction, for which the sudden reorientation is observed.
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ANALYSIS

Our data analysis is performed as described in (9). Individual
resistance traces are used to determine the magnitude of the applied field
at which the MRPT occurs for both increasing and decreasing fields, and
for each orientation of the applied field with respect to the [110)
direction. The data from a series of traces is then condensed into a
phase diagram, such as the one exhibited in figure 1. The phase
boundaries corresponding to increasing and decreasing field magnitudes,
obtained by fitting the transitions for individual traces to a low-order
polynomial, converge at a critical point, described by its polar
coordinates Hc and Gc (angles measured from the (110] direction).

The overall shape of the phase diagram can be summarized by giving
the position of the critical point and the intercepts of the increasing-
field and decreasing-field phase boundaries with the (1101 direction
(that is, the values of the transition field along the [110] axis). The
phase diagram for a given sample is found to depend significantly on
temperature.

300 T=9
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at T-0 K Cice rereen reretto trniino d w e i n m d o

0 100 200 300 400 500 600
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= FIURE Phase diagram of the MRPT in a l0nm sample,
~at T-79K. Circles represent reorientation transitions
~observed while increasing magnitude of applied field,

plus signs for decreasing fields. Curves are 2nd order
polynomial fits. Box is intersection of phase
boundaries: the critical point.
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The anisotropy fields K1/H and Ku/M are obtained from each phase
diagram by using the method described in (9]. Before quoting the results,
we shall review some of the features of this method and the model which is
used for the MRPT.

MODEL FOR THE MRPT

The magnetic reorientation phase transition (MRPT) has been discussed
in great detail in a number of publications [10]. This section is
intended only to list results which are needed for our analysis.

To fourth order in the direction cosines of the magnetization, the
orientational free energy of our samples is taken as

Ea - M.H + K1 (aIa2 + a 2a3 + a3a1 ) + 2w (Mn/M)
2

+ Ks(Mn/M)2 + Kusin2() ()

Mn is the normal component of M, and the a's are the direction cosines of

M. The first two terms correspond to the bulk iron limit, the third term
represents the shape anisotropy, the fourth term is the surface anisotropy
term arising from breakdown in four-fold symmetry at the interfaces, and
the fifth term is an in-plane uniaxial term associated with effects
arising from the epitaxial nature of these films. This last term is
necessary to fit the data, and to explain the fact that in films thinner
than about 50 angstrons, the [110] direction becomes the magnetic easy
axis. It is generally regarded as arising from strains produced by
lattice-mismatch and from the different thermal expansion coefficients in
iron and GaAs. It has recently been pointed out, however, that there are
other effects that could contribute to such a term, such as steps in the
substrate due to slight misorientation, or preferential directions for the
formation of dislocations.

Considerations of the relative magnitudes of these terms for our
experimental conditions (all fields applied in plane of the film, etc.)
lead to the following dimensionless equation

fa--h cos(9-eH) - 1/2 [sin 48 + 1/2 cos 4 ] -x sin2a (2)

where the ea- E a/K, h-K/M, and x is the ratio KI/Ku .
The equilibrium orientation for the magnetization can then be

calculated for any value (orientation and magnitude) of the applied field.
If we then treat the component of the magnetization in the [110] direction
as a phase parameter, we find that there is a first order phase boundary,
across -hich our phase parameter changes in a discontinuous manner. The
shape of this phase boundary is a function of P., and this functional
relationship allows us to extract x and K1 from our data by fitting it to

the theoretical curve.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of fizting our temperature-dependent data to the above
model are displayed in figure 2, which shows the temperature dependence of
the anisotropy energies K1 and Ku thus obtained for 20 nm thick sample.

The cubic term K1/M is not observed to vary from its bulk iron value and
temperature dependence, within the error bars of our data. The uniaxial
term Ku/M is seen to be comparable in magnitude to the cubic term

tlhroughout the temperature range. This is consistent with the FNR data
taken at 293K and 77K [11]. Here, however, we can see that the dependence
on T is nearly linear in this range, again within the resolution of the
daLs. An extrapolation to higher temperatures gives K -0 at a point very

U
near the 450K growth temperature. This is consistent with the argument of
Krebs et al [11] to the effect that K arises from an interplay between

u
two competing mechausms that InLroduce -train intLo the system: che
lattice mismatch of bcc iron to the GaAs substrate, and the difference in
thermal contraction of the two materials. The lattice-mismatch induced

-m== ~ -- - - - ~ ~ -- - -
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compression is largely relaxed in films grown to larger thicknesses, and
upon cooling from the growth temperature of 450K the iron film is
stretched., This, through the magneto-elastic coupling constants for iron,
can be shown (11] to lead to a uniaxial, in-plane correction to the free
energy similar to the uniaxial term in equation 1 above. Thinner films
show little relaxation of the lattice-mismatch induced compression, which
then tends to relax as the film is cooled below the growth temperature.
For the lOnm film, the magnitude of Ku/M from our measurements is smaller,

and it becomes more difficult to make significant extrapolations. In the
future we "xpect to report on a complete study of temperature dependences
for the thickness range spanned by our samples, extending the present data
down to liquid He temperatures as well.
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ABSTRACT

An interdigital capacitance technique (ICT) for the measurement of magnetic specific
heat (Cm) critical behavior of micron-thick epitaxial films of antiferromagnetic insulators
(AF) has been developed. It was first applied to a study of high quality 3/pm epitaxial
films of FeF 2 on lattice matching (001) oriented ZnF 2 substrates. Under ideal preparatory
conditions, the (Cm) results exhibit the divergent critical behavior of a 3-D Ising system.
The ICT appears to be a useful method for characterizing the quality of AF films in regard
to rms variations in the exchange interactions.

INTRODUCTION

In an earlier study, we reported the results of antiferromagnetic resonance (AFMR)
measurements of micron-thick epitaxial films of MnF 2 grown on ZnF 2 substrates.1 Since
then a considerable effort has been made to improve the quality of the epitaxy process and
to investigate other systems (e.g. FeF 2 and CoF 2 grown on ZnF 2).

One of the most fundamental properties of magnetic systems is their critical behavior
in the vicinity of the phase transition. The study of the critical behavior of epitaxial films
and superlattices could thus be a powerful technique for studying the properties of these
structures. If one hopes to, say, measure the magnetic specific heat Cm of a magndtic
superlattice then certain formidable obstacles have to be overcome. The total volume of
material contained in superlattices is conveniently no more than 10- 4 cm 3 and is epitax-
ially grown on a substrate conveniently no less than 10-1 cm 3 in volume. Conventional
specific heat techniques would entail trying to separate the purely magnetic contribution
of the layered structure from the combined phonon contributions of the superlattice plus
substrate.

There is another technique, however, which indirectly measures only the magnetic part
of the specific heat. It has been demonstrated in our laboratory2 that the temperature
derivative of the capacitance, through the dielectric constant, is proportional to Cm and
this method has been applied to critical phenomena studies in both pure2 and random 3,4,5

magnetic systems. However, for a thin film on a relatively thick substrate, the fractional
change in the total capacitance arising from the changes in Cm of the film would be very
small, if the usual disk geometry were used.2 In the present work we have circumvented this
difficulty by using an interdigital capacitance technique in which, primarily, the dielectric
properties of the film, and not the substrate, are being measured.

INTERDIGITAL CAPACITANCE TECHNIQUE (ICT)

The ICT involves evaporating a pattern of interdigitated metal fingers directly on to
the surface of the material to be measured. The capacitance is then measured between
the interdigitated fingers, rather than between metal films on either face of the disk, as
is conventionally done. If the spacing between the interdigitated fingers is on the order
of the film thickness, the measured capacitance is mostly that of the film, not that of the
vacuum immediately above it or that of the substrate.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 151. 1989 Materials Research Society
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L i1cm

Fig. 1. Interdigital device pattern consisting of an array of 5 pm-wide lines of metal
separated by 5 pm spaces.

The mask design used for the interdigital device pattern is shown in Fig. 1. The
pattern consists of an array of 5 pm lines of metal separated by 5 pm spaces. The choice
of 5 Am spacings was dictated by this being the smallest structure that could be easily
fabricated without the use of a low particle-count clean room. Since the pattern covers an
area of 4mm by 5mm, and a foreign particle of a few microns anywhere in that area can
cause failure, it was deemed important to choose a line width and spacing large enough to
insure good yield. With 5pm spacings, filling factors are expected to be adequate for film
thickness of 3pum or more.

The interdigital pattern is formed photo-lithographically using the lift-off technique.
The FeF 2 substrates and FeF 2 epitaxial films on ZnF 2 substrates are spin coated with
Shipley 1400-25 positive photoresist, and expo-.d using the interdigital mask. Before
developing, the samples were soaked in chlorobenzene, which hardens the surface of the
photoresist. When developed, the exposed areas of photoresist are removed, and the hard-
ened upper layer is undercut along the edges of the pattern, forming an overhang. A IOOA
layer of titanium is deposited to insure good metalization adhesion, followed by a 2000A
layer of gold, to obtain a low resistance. The metals were deposited by e-beam evaporation.
Because of the overhang in the photoresist, there is a clean break between metal in the
patterned areas and metal atop the photoresist. When the sample is placed in acetone, the
photoresist dissolves and the metal on the photoresist is removed, leaving only the metal
interdigital pattern. The most vexing problem encountered in the lithograph process is
that occasional shorts would occur between the "digits", thereby making capacitance mea-
surements impossible. However, with all parameters in the processing optimized, we have
obtained a success rate of about 70%. Subsequently, electrical contact to the interdigital
device is made mechanically and good thermal contact to the substrate is insured by the
use of thermal compound.
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The bulk FeF 2 surfaces and the ZnF 2 substrates used for epitaxial growth were pre-
pared in the following fashion: The polishing method involved an initial grinding of the
substrates with alumina powder on glass. This was followed by a successively smaller series
of diamond grits down to 1/4 Am, in which, at each stage, all visible damage produced
by each previous step was removed. This was checked by examination with a Normarski
microscope. The amount of time spent on each step was then increased by a factor of
three to insure that any unseen sub-surface damage introduced by the previous step was
completely removed. Each step was then checked by a chemical etch in a dilute solution
of HCI which selectively etches damaged areas and thus exposes any residual sub-surface
damage. Finally, the substrates were etch polished with a dilute solution of HCl, rinsed
in deionized water, and blow-dried with nitrogen gas. The fact that such elaborate pol-
ishing procedures were necessary became evident in early ICT measurements made on a
FeF 2 substrate, prepared by polishing at each step until only the visible damage from the
previous step is removed. These results showed a marked rounding of the phase transition
as discussed below.

The epitaxial films were grown in a modified Varian UHV vacuum system using Molec-
ular Beam Epitaxy techniques. The ZnF 2 substrates are heat cleaned at 450* C for 10
minutes. The temperature is then lowered to a growth temperature of 3000 C. The FeF 2 is
evaporated from an open pyrolized graphite crucible at a rate of approximately ipm/hour.

The epitaxial film used in this study was characterized by the use of high resolution
double crystal diffraction (X-ray rocking curves) which provides a rapid and nondestructive
means of characterization. The details and results of this technique on epitaxial FeF 2 and
CoF 2 films will be discussed more thoroughly elsewhere. 6 The theoretical intrinsic rocking
curve linewidth has been calculated using x-ray dynamical diffraction theory as given by
A. T. Macrander et al.7 As one would expect, the calculated value of the intrinsic linewidth
increases with decreasing epitaxial layer thickness.

A rocking curve linewidth (FWHM) of better than 60 arc sec. was measured on the 3
jim sample. This is very respectable, keeping in mind that the theoretical value for a FeF 2
film of this thickness is 10 arc sec. However, this is not the best epitaxial film of FeF2
grown to date. A rocking curve linewidth of 30 arc sec. was obtained on a 0.8 Am film
of FeF 2 with an expected diffraction-limited linewidth of 22 arc sec. This is an extremely
high perfection epitaxial film. The slight discrepancy in linewidth from the ideal value
strains caused by probably due to the small (< 0.2%) lattice mismatch between the FeF2
film and ZnF 2 substrate.

A three-terminal capacitance technique was used 8 at a frequency of 1 kHz. The ca-
pacitance of the interdigital on FeF 2 was typically about 40 pF at room temperature. A
39 pF NPO capacitor was used for the reference. It was mounted in the cryostat close to
the interdigital and maintained at the same temperature. The reference arm of the bridge
utilized a 7-digit ratio transformer. One "step" of the ratio transformer corresponds to a
change in capacitance of AC/C = 2x10- 7. , The ICT had about a quarter of the sensitiv-
ity in 1/C dC/dT as compared to the conventional disk capacitance technique.2 This is
probably explained by the fact that, in FeF 2, C- - dC/dT is anisotropic; with the value
measured with the E-field parallel to the c-axis being one-third of the magnitude, and of
opposite sign, as is obtained for E .L c. In addition, there was an increase in noise by
about a factor of five over conventional measurements. However, the critical behavior data
was still of high enough quality to determine reasonably accurate values for the critical
exponents.

The ICT was first tested on bulk FeF 2 since its critical properties are well known.
It was polished using the initial procedures described above. The results are shown in
Fig. 2a. Instead of the expected sharp transition, a very noticeably rounded transition
was apparent at reduced temperatures beginning at Itl = 10- 2, where t = (T - Tn)/Tn.
This can be seen by plotting dC/dT vs log 1i as shown in Fig. 3a. This seemed odd in
light of the extremely sharp transition found in conventional capacitance measurements 2

of thick (- 1mm) slabs of FeF 2. It was tnis result which made us suspect our initial surface
preparation methods and resulted in the new procedures, discussed above, to be adopted.
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The capacitance measurements using the ICT were then repeated on a "carefully"
polished FeF 2 substrate using the elaborate surface pre aration procedure. The results
are shown in Fig, 2b and in a log Itl plot in Fig. 3b Now the expected divergent critical
behavior of a 3-D Ising system is found with no noticeable ronding to better than It

10- 3 in reduced temperature. The data was fitted to Ci = A± Itl- l, where a is the
critical exponent and A± is the amplitude ratio, using a nonlinear heat squares fit including
corrections to scaling and allowing all variables to float 9. We find the exponent a = 0.10 ±
0.01 and amplitude ratio A+/A- = 0.60 ± 0.05 which are identical, within experimental
error, to those found in previous capacitance 2 (a = 0.110, A+/A- = 0.544± 0.0011),
birefringence 9 (a = 0.11 ± 0.007,A+/A- = 0.543h0.020), measurements and theory for
the d=3 Ising model (a = 0.110± 0.00510, A+/A- = 0.511).

Finally a 314m epitaxial film of FeF 2 grown on a ZnF 2 substrate was measured using the
ICT. (This film was characterized by double crystal diffractions as discussed earlier). The
results are shown in Fig. 2c and 3c. The epitaxial film showed the same 3-D Ising divergent
critical behavior as seen on the FeF 2 substrate. This film showed signs of rounding at
reduced temperatures less than itI = 2 x 10- 3 . We therefore judge the perfection of the film
to be less than a well-polished FeF2 surface, but much better than a poorly polished one.
When the data were fitted with the nonlinear least squares fit, the exponent a = 0.1±0.01
and amplitude ratio A+/A - = 0.60 ± 0.05 were in satisfactory agreement with the bulk
sample and theoretical results. To our knowledge, this is the first detailed study of critical
behavior of an epitaxial film.

CONCLUSION

The greatest difficulty encountered in the ICT has been the processing procedure used
in depositing the interdigital pattern on the material. The use of a class 100 clean room
could eliminate some of the shorting problems. The other drawback in this method is once
the interdigital is placed on the material, it cannot be removed without destroying the
film.

Our earlier low temperature (4K) AFMR study of MnF 2 epitaxial films exhibited
larger than expected resonance linewidths. The broadening of the AFMR was interpreted
as resulting from strain induced variations in the exchange and/or anisotropy interaction
in the film, to which the linewidth is extremely sensitive. But while the linewidth of the
AFMR may directly correlate with the degree of perfection and the strain state of the film,
it is only indirectly sensitive to the substrate surface and subsurface properties. The ICT,
in contrast, provides a means whereby the quality of the substrate surface and subsurface
may be judge for the sharpness of the magnetic phase transition. It may be shown that
the rounding of the antiferromagnetic phase transition at TN may be produced by any
rms variation in the exchange interactions in the first few microns below the surface of the
crystal.

12

The ICT opens the possibility of studying a wide variety of novel systems studied
through their critical behavior. In the 3-d transition metal difluorides, several antifer-
romagnets with different properties exist with good lattice matches to the non-magnetic
ZnF 2. Superlattices of magnetic/magnetic and magnetic/non-magnetic layers are expected
to exhibit a rich variety of unusual critical behavior. For example, one would be able to
examine dimensional crossover from d=3 to d=2 critical behavior which would occur at a
value of Itl such that the correlation length in the bulk would have become approximately
equal to the thickness of the magnetic layer.

We would like to thank N. Nighman for growing the substrate crystals and for providing
the source material. We would also like to express our gratitude to R.F.C. Farrow for
allowing us use of the double crystal diffractometer at IBM Almaden Research Center,
San Jose. This work has been supported in part by NSF Grant number DMR85-16787.
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ABSTRACT

X-ray scattering experiments provide important information about the atomic scale
structure and the microstructure of thin films and multilayers. The high intensity,
brightness, and broad energy spectrum of synchrotron radiation greatly extend
capabilities of scattering experiments, particularly for scattering from ultrathin films and
for anomalous dispersion scattering from alloys. Examples of scattering studies of both
crystalline and amorphous materials are given in this overview.

INTRODUCTION

X-ray scattering has been used for atomic scale characterization of solids for more than
seventy-five years. However, considerable progress has been made in the last ten years
in applying x-ray scattering to ultrathin films and multilayers. In part this has resulted
from increased scientific and technological interest in these types of materials, and the
need for detailed structural characterizations. Also, progress has been aided by
development of synchrotron and storage ring x-ray sources.

This paper gives overviews of several different x-ray scattering methods for
characterizing thin films and multilayers. By necessity, the coverage is selective rather
than comprehensive. Although all of the methods described are applicable to magnetic
films Pnd multilayers, the examples used to illustrate the methods involve materials
which are not of particular magnetic interest.

In the next section, the basic features of x-ray scattering relevant to studies of thin films
and multilayers are reviewed briefly [1]. In the following sections, x-ray scattering
methods arc described for characterizing the smoothness, thickness, and dimensional
perfection of substrates, of single films on substrates, and of multilayers, using low
angle, grazing incidence reflectivity measurements which arc applicable to both
amorphous and crystaiimne materials. Next, grazing incidence methods are described for
characterizing epitaxy and in-plane structure and perfection of crystalline thin films.
Large angle methods for characterizing out-of-plane structure and perfection for
crystalline multilayers and thin films are then discussed. Anomalous dispersion
techniques for characterizing short range order in amorphous alloys are described.

FUNDAMENTALS OF X-RAY SCATTERING

X-rays used for structural studies have wavelengths A of 0.5A to 2A, which correspond
to photon energies of 25kV to 6kV. The absorption lengths p range from about 1pm
to 1000pm, depending on the photon energy and on the density of the material being
considered.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 151. ©1989 Materials Research Society
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The fundamental features of x-ray scattering are illustrated in Fig. 1, where the direction
of thc incident plane wave x-ray beam is indicated by the vector k, and the direction in
which the scattered intensity is being measured is given by the vector kp Both k, and
kf have magnitude 2in/A. X-rays are scattered by the electron density distribution within
the material being studied, p,(r) , and the scattered amplitude A(K) depends upon the
scattering vector K = kr- k, and the electron density distribution p,(r)

N

A(K) = JPe(r) eilM-rdr = Zf(K) eIK- i (I)

By expressing the electron density distribution in terms of atomic scattering factors
f(K) for atoms located at positions r1 , the scattered amplitude can be written as a sum
over the N atoms of the scatterer, as in Eq. (I). The scattered intensity is given by the
square of the magnitude of the scattered amplitude.

,'SCATTERER

X- RAYS ...... .
WITH
WAVELENGTH X K kf ,

DETECTOR

Fig. 1. Idealized scattering geometry.

If the scatterer has a periodic structure then the scattered intensity has Bragg maxima
at positions K = Gh: , where Gk, are reciprocal lattice vectors for the periodic structure.
This corresponds to Bragg's law,

K or A = 2dhkl sin 0 (2)

dhkl

For a d-spacing of IA and a wavelength of IA, 20 = 60* . For d= 1oA, 20 = 0.6A.

Atomic scattering factors for x-rays depend only on the magnitude of the scattering
vector K except for photon energies near characteristic absorption energies for each
element, where dispersion terms f'(K,E) and f"(K,E) become important. For example,
the dispersion corrections for Ge near the Ge K absorption edge can change f(K,E) by
as much as 10% from its value far from the absorption edge. This is the basis for the
anomalous dispersion scattering technique for amorphous alloys, to be discussed later.

X-ray scattering also depends very weakly on local magnetic moments, spin and orbital.
This is the basis for recent activities in magnetic x-ray scattering [2]. Since the magnetic
scattering is typically 106 weaker than the charge scattering, these measurements are
practical only in special cases.
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The refractive index for x-rays incident on solids and liquids is less than one and
depends mainly on the average electron density p, of the solid or liquid,

n2 1-6 < I and b,2.7x10-6 Pe2 0 5 ... 106 . (3)

As illustrated in Fig. 2, total external reflection occurs for incident angles E9 less than
E,, the critical angle, given by

cos O = -L (4)

: :::::::::*::- :.:......

112 COS 02 = n, COS E1 01 < ®c (critical angle)
Fig. 2. Refraction and total external reflection for x-ravs.

For A = 1.54A (CuK.), critical angles for various solids and liquids range from 0.20 to
0.6*. Because of the total external reflection of x-rays incident at angles 0 9 0, , grazing
incidence x-ray scattering is extremely sensitive to the very near surface region [3]. For
example, penetration depths C for x-rays incident on an ideal Cu surface with 0 < 0,
are less than 100A, as shown in Fig. 3.

uI000

139 A

Fig. 3. Penetration depths /
for a perfect copper surface
for three different x-ray
wavelengths (from Parratt, $oIt
1954).
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Synchrotron radiation x-ray sources provide much greater brightness than conventional
sealed tube or rotating anode x-ray sources [4]. This high brightness, which combines
high intensity with tight collimation, is particularly important for grazing incidence
studies which must extend to regions of very weak scattering. The broad energy
spectrum available from synchrotron radiation sources is essential for anomalous
dispersion scattering techniques. The orders of magnitude improvements in brightness
for two existing synchrotron x-ray sources (SSRL and NSLS) over that for conventional
x-ray sources can be seen from Fig. 4. Also shown are even higher brightnesses expected
from the next generation of synchrotron sources.
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SMOOTHNESS OF SUBSTRATES FROM SPECULAR REFLECTIVITY

Because of the short wavelength of x-rays, their reflectivity from a solid or liquid surface
depends sensitively on the smoothness of that surface at the Angstrom level. For an
ideally smooth surface, the specular reflectivity is given by the Fresnel equation [3].
Neglecting absorption, this ideal reflectivity

IR( E) - 6)

R'E) 0C (5)

depends on the index of refraction and on the incident angle normalized by the critical
angle, Fig. 5. Note that the reflectivity measured for a polished glass surface falls below
the ideal Fresnel refectivity, sin., interface roughness reduces specular reflectivity. This
can be expressed in terms of a roughness factor 0(9),

R(O) = RAO®) D(O) (6)

and for R < < 1 4)(0) can be expressed in terms of the average electron density at
different depths z,

D9)-f dp(z) e gzdz (7)
Jdz

This can be simplified by assuming a Gaussian form for the surface roughness,

W(Z) :=dp(r) I (-L)2
dz e- (8)

Nd
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as
O(G) =e-- 2 (9)

(9

-0.8
~t

Fig. 5. Reflectivity calculated 0.6 I

from the Fresnel equation for an 1,

ideal glass surface and measured .0.4 - They
for a polished glass surface (from
Parratt, 1954). 0.2
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UNIFORMITY AND THICKNESS OF THIN FILMS FROM SPECULAR

REFLECTIVITY

Grazing incidence reflectivity is also a sensitive probe of the uniformity and thickness
of thin films on smooth substrates. Analysis of these measurements requires that
reflections from both film-vacuum and film-substrate interfaces be included. Modelling
of these reflectivity measurements are usually based on the Fresnel equation. Toney and
Thompson [5] have made this type of measurements for amorphous carbon films on
silicon substrates, as shown in Fig. 6(a). The normalized reflectivity is shown in Fig.
6(b), and the density versus thickness relation shown in Fig. 7 was obtained by fitting
calculated and observed reflectivities shown in Fig. 6(b).

_____' __, __ __, _--. ___, , _ . , I

10' 2
'(t'

0.4 08 1.2 01 02 03

(a) (bO)-'

Fig. 6. (a) Reflectivity and (b) normalized reflectivity for an amorphous carbon film on

a siicon substrate. The dashed line in (a) is the Fresnel reflectivity for an ideal Si
surface. The dashed line in (b) is the normalized reflectivity calculated for the density
distribution shown in Fig. 7. (From Toney and Thompson, 1989.)
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2.0

Fig. 7. Density distribution 1.5
deduced by fitting observed and
calculated reflectivities shown in
Fig. 6(b). 10 carbon
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UNIFORMITY OF PERIODICITY AND SHARPNESS OF INTERFACES FOR
MULTILAYERS FROM GRAZING INCIDENCE REFLECTIVITY

Grazing incidence reflectivity provides a sensitive measurement of periodicity and
sharpness of interfaces for multilayers, whether the layers comprising the multilayer are
amorphous or crystalline.

One type of information obtaind from reflectivity measurements for periodit
multilayers is the standard deviation SD of the actual thicknesses from the ideal
thicknesses [6]. These thickness errors reduce reflectivities, especially for higher order
superlattice Bragg peaks, and increase reflected intensity between these peaks. Another
characteristic obtained from reflectivity measurements is the average boundary
roughness, represented a roughness factor exp( -- a#K212) in the Gaussian
approximation, with rms roughness o. Examples of observed and calculated
reflectivities for a ReW-C multilayer are shown in Fig. 8(a) and 8(b). The values
determined for average layer thicknesses d, thickness variation SD, and roughnesses or
are listed in Fig. 8(b).

150 loyer Rl.w-c RaW-C
11 ][ 64 Periods10"  0" \t. I d=10 VA

Lj 10-3 |t,,

to-$ tj o-,$ /
0 t 2 0 t 2 3

Z G-,AZING ANGLE ° GRAZING ANGLE '

~Fig. 8. Observed (a) and calculated (b) reflectivities for ReW.C multilayers. The fitting
~of observed and calculated reflectivities was used to determine the thickness error SD and
~~roughness ar for the multilayer (from Spiller and .Rosenbluth, 1986).I P2
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W For reflectivities R < < 1, kinematic theory can be used to analyze the reflectivity
measurements from multilayers [1]. Expanding the periodic electron density as in

00

Mez) ZY m sin( 2inz + 'in (10)
~mini

it is clear that the reflectivity has intensity .has maxima at K =2nmp with
I(Km) ocA

EPITAXIAL RELATIONSHIPS FROM GRAZING INCIDENCE LARGE ANGLE
DIFFRACTION

Grazing incidence can also be used to maximize near-surface sensitivity in large angle
scattering measurements, as illustrated in Fig. 9. A good demonstration of this surface
sensitivity is provided measurements [7] shown in Fig. 10 for a film of tungsten,
approximately 18A thick, deposited on an Al 3  (1I02) substrate. The W[001]
direction makes an angle of approximately 5* with the Ai 3 [1T02] direction. Results
of a 0 - 20 grazing incidence scan are shown. The W(l 10) peak position is shifted only
very slightly from the 210 position expected for bulk W; the resulting in-plane strain for
the islands of this discontinuous W film is , - 0.6%. Observation of the A1I 3 (110)
reflection with the same co orientation as the W(1 10) reflection confirms the alignment
of W[1 10] parallel to AI 3 [1120]. Confirmation of the in-plane perfection is provided
by co-scan results, which show a full width Aco = 1.2* for W(1 10).

DIFFRACTED
SUmFAC J)NRMAL.

Fig. 9. Orientations of incident and X RAYS

diffracted x-ray beams for grazing INCIDENT K
incidence large angle diffraction, x

100 AO 3(11.0 1
Fig. 10. A 0-20 grazing

UJ
incidence scan for W on AI 3
(from Segmiler, 1987). W W(10)

37 38 39 40 41 42
28 (deg) J
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OUT-OF-PLANE STRAIN AND PERFECTION FOR EPITAXIAL FILMS FROM
LARGE ANGLE DIFFRACTION

Large angle diffraction, as illustrated in Fig. 11, can be used to characterize the
out-of-plane strain and perfection for epitaxial films. As an example, consider the
Si:As on Si (100) sample prepared by ion implantation and laser annealing [8] and
described in the inset of Fig. 12.

1K
kf

Fig. 11. Experimental arrangement for
large angle diffraction to probe
out-of-plane strain and perfection for
epitaxial films.

A 0 300 sec
(Ad/d) ,, = -3.4 x 10- 1 SIION

(Aa/a)m, -1.9 x 10-3

Aa = -0.4 x 10-21cm "Ao,., =aN,

Compression relative to Si ,

-2000 0 2000
A@ (SEC)

Fig. 12. X-ray rocking curve for as-laser-annealed Si.As sample. Inset: cross-section view
of Si:As sample (from Cargill et al., 1988).

High resolution large angle diffraction was used to determine the lattice strain caused
by incorporation of the As in the 1500A near surface region. The (400) rocking curve
for this sample is shown in Fig. 12 (points), superimposed on the rocking curve for an
undoped sample. The central maximum is the (400) reflection from the pure Si, and the
smaller peak at AG ; 300sec is the (400) reflection from the As-containing region.
Because of the non-uniform As-concentration and the very strong substrate scattering,
modelling with dynamical scattering calculations was used to determine the strain
corresponding to the maximum As concentration, (Add)m, =-3.4 X 10-' , which
corresponds to the overlayer being slightly compressed relative to pure Si.
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INFORMATION ABOUT EPITAXIAL MULTILAYERS AND SUPERLATTICES
FROM LARGE ANGLE DIFFRACTION MEASUREMENTS

Crystalline multilayers are characterized by periodic variation in both interplanar
spacing t(z) and scattering power AF(z) [9J. Consider the scattering arrangement shown
in Fig. 13. The multilayer periodicity is p, the interplanar spacing in layers of type a is
d,, and the interplanar spacing in layers of type b is db. The combined periodicities cause
intensity maxima as satellites at

2rim ^ (11)

K = GMk! -1 - 2 (

in addition to the primary intensity maxima at the reciprocal lattice points for the
average superlattice periodicity, K = GkA . For Ghl #: 0, satellite intensities depend on
both c, and AFm.

ki  kf

Fig. 13. Scattering arrangement for large bT P

angle diffraction measurements on
epitaxial multilayers and superlattices.

Fig. 14. X-ray rocking 40
curves for a Si/SiGe9
superlattice as grown (a),
and annealed at 6000C (b), (d)
8000C (c), and 900'C (d)
(from Houghton et al.,
1989).

__A4  
---

•3000 '2000 ICOO 0 1000

9 (arc sec)
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example of large angle diffraction from an epitaxial superlattice is shown in Fig. 14,
m.; a Si/SiGej9 superlattice on Si (100), in both as-grown and annealed conditions
[10]. The superlattice (400) reflection is displaced from the Si (400) reflection because
the larger average (400) interplanar spacing for the superlattice. Annealing caused
broadening of the superlattice maxima because of strains and loss of coherency resulting
from misfit dislocations. This also caused shift of the (400) superlattice reflection, but
the satellite spacing AK = 2ni/p remained unchanged. The decrease in satellite intensities
for higher annealing temperatures is caused by decrease of AF(z) resulting from
interdiffusion.

SHORT RANGE ORDER IN AMORPHOUS ALLOYS FROM X-RAY
SCATTERING

Radial distribution functions 4nr2p(r) are used to describe correlations between atomic
positions in liquids and in amorphous solids [I]. For amorphous alloys with more than
one kind of atom, partial distribution functions p(r) describe correlations between
atomic positions for atoms of type i with respect to atoms of type j. However, only
composite distribution functions

p(r) = -Wijij(r)/c,. (12)

can be obtained from conventional x-ray scattering measurements for amorphous alloys.
The weighting factors W depend on the alloy composition c, and on the scattering
factors f(K) . An example is shown in Fig. 15 for liquid GeBr4 [I I], for which

RDF(r) = 4nr 2p(r) = 4nr 2[0.147pGe.Ge(r) + 0 .355PGe.Br(r) + 0.858pBr.nr(r)]. (13)

Without further information, it is not possible to determine whether the two prominent
maxima in Fig. 15 correspond to Ge-Ge, Ge-Br, or Br-Br correlations, or to a mixture
of these. However, by using synchrotron radiation to make scattering measurements
with three different photon energies -- near the Ge K absorption edge, near the Br K
absorption edge, and well away from both of these edges -- and by exploiting dispersion
corrections to f(k,E) it is possible to calculate differential distribution functions which
describe the correlations which involve only Ge-Ge and Ge-Br correlations,

4?rr2pGC(r) = 4nr2[0.808PGe ;e(r) + 1.05pGe.lr(r)] (14)

and which involve only Br-Br and Br-Ge correlations,

41r 2 pBr(r) = 4nr'[0.984PBr.lr(r) + l.06pBr.(ae(r)]. (15)

These are shown in Fig. 16, from which it is seen that the first maximum involves both
Ge and Br, but that the second maximum involves only correlations between Br atoms.

With the high brightness and energy selectivity of synchrotron x-ray sources,
measurements of differential distribution functions are now possible for amorphous thin
films [12]. In principle, scattering measurements of this type can also be used to
determine the individual partial distribution functions pt(r), but in this case the results
are extremely sensitive to accumulated measurement errors.
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CONCLUSIONS

X-ray scattering can provide important structfiral information about thin films and
multilayers, as illustrated by the methods described in this overview. However, these
techniques do not provide real space images like those which can be obtained from
transmission electron microscopy or scanning tunneling microscopy. Complete
characterization of thin films and multilayers usually requires combinations of x-ray
scattering and microscopy, together with other complementary techniques, such as
Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy and channeling,'EXAFS, and in-situ techniques
such as LEED and RHEED.

20

15

Fig. 15. Total radial distribution LL
function RDF(r) = 4nr2p(r) for liquid a' 10
GeBr4 (from Ludwig et a., 1987).
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ABSTRACT

The microscopic properties of Ca/Pd multilayers were studied by ferromagnetic and
nuclear magnetic resonance. In addition to previous results the magnetic anisotropy is
found to be also a function of the Pd layer thickness, increasing below 20 A for decreasing
thickness. This is ascribed to a decrease in the Pd/Co interface contribution to the anisot-
ropy.
Hyperfine field spectra show a shift to lower hyperfine fields upon decreasing Co sublayer
thickness. This is attributed to an expansion of the Co 'lattice'. Comparison of the results
on the [111] multilayers with those on almost single phased [100] multilayers suggests that
this expansion is nearly isotropic.

Introduction.

The development and research on magnetic multilayers received considerable atten-
tion in recent years since they exhibit properties which are of interest both from a theoret-
ical and a technological point of view [1-3]. In this aspect we specifically mention the
influence of the interface between the magnetic and non-magnetic metal, leading to
changes in magnetic moment and crystal anisotropy [3-8].
One of the systems exhibiting such new effects is the Co/Pd multilayer [6,7]. Magnetiza-

1tion and torque measurements showed that the preferential direction of the magnetization
changes from in-plane to perpendicular to the plane below a Co sublayer thickness of
about 8 A [6,7,11]. Since, however, these macroscopic techniques probe the overall contri-
bution to the magnetization whereas the change in anisotropy has been attributed to the
reduced symmetry at the interface, which is on a microscopic scale, we thought it worth-
while to perform a series of ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) and nuclear magnetic reso-
nance (NMR) experiments probing, respectivily, the local behavior of the magnetic mo-
ments and their local environment.

Experimental techniques.

The samples were prepared at the Philips Research Laboratories in UHV by e-beam
evaporation of Co and Pd after subsequent deposition of a 100 A Ti and 100 A Pd base
layer on a rotating glass substrate (12x4x0.3 mm3 ) at room temperature. The thickness of
the samples was about 3000 A. After preparation the layers were characterized by X-ray
and TEM. This showed them to be polycrystalline FCC with [111] texture [3].
In the NMR experiments also samples have been used which were initially grown on a
NaCl substrate in the same way as described above. Their thickness amounted to about
1200 A. X-ray characterization revealed that these samples were almost perfectly single
phased [100] FCC [9]. For practical reasons these multilayers were glued onto Si sub-
strates and the NaC1 was dissolved before experimenting.
The FMR experiments were performed at room tcmperature in fields up to 1 T at frequen-
cies of 9.5 GHz and 20 GHz. When necessary with regard to sensitivity, some of the
samples were mounted in a cavity.
The NMR spin echo experiments were performed with a honl made incoherent NMR

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 151. 01989 Materials Research Society
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spectrometer in the frequency range 170 MHz to 240 MHz and at temperatures of 4.2 K
and 1.4 K. By using a superconducting split pair magnet, fields up to 6 T could be applied
both parallel and perpendicular to the film plane. In order to avoid the effect of, for
instance, domain wall enhancement on the shape of the spectra the NMR frequency was, if
possible, chosen such that, the spectra could be recorded at fields larger than 1.8 T (the
saturation field). _

FMR, results and interpretation. 1.6

Interpretation of the data is based on
conventional theory [10]. Since the data
concerning the dependence of the anisotro
py, on the Co thickness -have-already been 1.5
treated extensively [7,8,11], we will confine .
ourselves here to the question-of magnetic m'
coupling between the Co -layers. Light-
scattering experiments by Griinberg show-
ed that for multilayers with a Pd layer 1.4 .
thickness of 27 A and less an isotropic

exchange coupling between the Co layers
exists [12]. In FMR experiments such a
coupling may manifest itself in the occur-
rence of extra (spinwave) modes in addi-
tion to the uniform mode. It therefore 1.3
seemed very interesting to search for these 0 10 20 30 40 50
extra modes and to study their dependence tPd (A)
on the Pd thickness. However, although
such modes have been observed in the case Fig. 1. Anisotropy field Ba (see tezt) as
of, e.g., Co/Ni multilayers [8], they were function of the Pd thickness tpd for
not observed in the present materials. Co/Pd/Co sandwiches with 100 A Co
What has been found is a dependence on sublayer thickness.
the Pd layer thickness of the anisotropy
field B3 , defined by Ba---2Kefi/Ms, as

shown in figure 1. There is an evident
increase in the anisotropy field B. to-
wards the value for bulk Co below a Pd

.1.. layer thickness of approximately 20 A.
- - - - - - The deviation of Ba at tpd = 0 from the

T "bulk value (Ba = 1.75 T) is due to the
"E non negligible anisotropy contribution of

1.0 T the Co surfaces at the sample boundaries.

For constant Pd thickness the anisotropy
can be described in terms of volume- and

S0.5-/ surface contributions Kv and K., respec-
tively, by the phenomenological relation

, [5,11]

0.0 LtLK = 10 10 20 30 40 50 Co ef f - tCoKv + 2Ks (1)
td (A) Since in the limit of zero Pd thickness no

Fig. 2. Surface anisotropy K, as function interface contribution to the anisotropy
-of the Pd thickness tPd for Co/Pd/Co should be left, -one is tempted to believe
sandwiches with 100 A Co sublayer that the systematic increase of B, with
thickness. decreasing Pd thickness is due to a de-
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crease of the anisotropy contribution of the Co/Pd interface. Calculating the interface
contribution K, from the difference in anisotropy field, Ba(0) - Ba(tPd), leads to the
results shown in figure 2. This figure reveali that, as one would expect, the interface
contribution steeply increases from zero at zero Pd thickness, reaching a constant value of
approximately -1.5K10" J/m above a Pd thickness of about 20 A. The latter value is in
reasonable agreement with the previously published- results [7,8].
Since K. is thought to arise from reduced, symmetry at the interface, the decrease of K.
when the distance between the different Co layers is reduced to zero may be explained by
the restoration of high local symmetry of the Co ions.. A second possible cause is the
existence of pinholes in the Pd layer, i.e., the Pd layer is not perfect but is penetrated by
small Co 'bridges', thus leading to a lowering of the average surface anisotropy. Since the
probability for the existence of pinholes increases for thinner Pd thicknesses, this leads to
a decrease of the surface contribution to the total anisotropy. The latter asiumption is
supported by the- somewhat irregular structure of the data in figures 1 and 2, as the
formation of the piiholes is a rindom process and therefore differs from sample to sample.

NMR, results and interpretation.

Interpretation of the NMR spectra is based on the fact that for an in-plane applied
magnetic field the hyperfine field Bhf can be inferred from the well known relation

~f = 7Y Iehr'Bex] •(2)

Here y represents the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus under study (-y = 10.054 MHz/T
for Co), f is the resonance frequency and Bex denotes the external magnetic field. A
typical set of data collected with the magnetic field parallel to the film- plane is shown in
figure 3. This figure reveals that for the thicker Co layers (tco 2_ 20 A) the spin echo
intensity is concentrated in the hyperfine field region between about 21.3 T and 23 T and
shows a rather pronounced structure, while for the multilayers with small Co sublayer
thickness the spectra are concentrated below a hyperfine field Bhf of 22 T, they are broad-
ened with respect to the spectra of the thicker layers and do not show any pronounced
structure. For the latter multilayers the center of these spectra also show a tendency to
shift to lower hyperfine fields with decreasing Co thickness.

Detailed analysis of the spectra of the thicker layers reveals that they consist of a pure
FCC phase at Bhf = 21.7 T as well as contributions due to HCP-like stacking faults in a
FCC structure at Bhf = 22.4-T and a polycrystalline phase at Bhf = 22.0 T [13]. These
contributions are denoted by the dotted curves in figure 3. For the multilayers with
tCO _< 20 A the distinct phases seem to have disappeared completely. The spectra are not
only broadened but the main contribution to the spectra is now situated at lower hyper-
fine fields (about 20 T to 21 T). These results can only be understood in terms of changes
in the structure of the multilayers for decreasing Co sublayer thickness.
Adressing the origin of this change in structure we recall that for bulk FCC Co under
pressure, i.e., for compression of the lattice, the hyperfine field shifts to higher values
[15,16]. Since the lattice constant of FCC Pd is 9.1 % larger than that of FCC Co, we
believe that in the case of these multilayers the observed shift to lower hyperfine fields is
due to an expansion of the Co 'lattice' because the Co layers neighboring the Pd are
forced to adapt to the less dense Pd structure. In the case of very thin Co layers this
implies a deformation of the complete layer. If the thickness of the Co layer is increased
the effect on the interior of the layers decreases and this is reflected in the development of
signals at higher hyperfine fields and restoration of the bulk structure of the spectrum.
The influence of the lattice mismatch on the structure even extends to sublayers with up
to 20 atomic layers of Co as is revealed by the shift in hyperfine field of the 41 A multilay-
er spectrum.
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Fig. 3. Hyperfine field distribution of Co single layer and Co/Pd multilayers with [111]
texture as recorded by means of magnettc field sweeps at fixed frequencies. The circles
denote the data. The solid lines revresent the results of fits using a superposition of simple
Gaussian curves, the dotted curves show the composino Gaussian lines as found by these
fits. The arrows denote the value of the hyperfine field in pure FCC Co. The three spectra
on the left hand side are recorded at a frequency of 195 MHz, those on the right hand side
at 180 MHz. The spectra of the mudtilayers with a characteristic Co thickness of 12 A and
8 A were recorded at a temperature of 1.4 K, the others at 4.2 K.

The mechanism through which the expansion influences the hyperfine field is not com-
pletely clear. However, the experiments of Riedi [14] on BCC Co show that on going from
a closed packed structure as FCC Co to a less compact structure like BCC Co, both
magnetic moment and hyperfine field decrease but the ratio between magnetic moment
and hyperfine field remains about the same. This indicates that the decrease of the hyper-
fine field is due to a decrease of the magnetic moment.
In order to obtain more information we also performed experiments on FCC Co/Pd
multilayers with the [100] direction normal to the film-plane. Some typical results axe
shown in figure 4.

wU
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/ Fig. 4. Hyperfine field distribution of
/ Co/Pd multilayers with [106] tezture as

recorded by means of magnetic field
sweeps at fized frequencies. The circles
denote the data. The solid curves repre-

126A Co+9sA Pd)60 sent the results of fits sing a superpas,-
1 .oz tion of simple Gaussian curves, the

dotted curves show the composing
Gaussian lines as found by these fits.
The arrows denote the value of the
hyperfine field in pure FCC Co. The
spectra are recorded at a frequency of
185 MHz and at a temperature of 1.4 K.
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The single phase character of these layers is reflected by the occurrence of one resonance
line accounting for the major part of the intensity. Also in this case of well defined layers,
a shift to lower hyperfine fields away from the bulk FCC value, is clearly visible. Table 1
summarizes the observed shifts of the FCC line. The behavior of the [1111 layers and the
[100] layers differs only slightly, indicating that the decrease in hyperfine field is due to a
nearly isotropic expansion. From the data in this table one can also see that for thin Co
sublayers field sweeps are less reliable than frequency scans. The reason for this is not yet
clear.

Table 1. Shift ABhf of the FCC hyperfine field with respect to the bulk value. The shifts
denoted by ABhf* are obtained from frequency scans instead of field sweeps. The errors in
the hyperfine field shift are obtained by comparison of the results at different frequencies
or, in the case of frequency scans, at different fields.

[111] Co/Pd multilayers [100 Co/Pd multilayers

tCo(A) ABhf( ) AB~f(T) tCo(A) ABhf(T) AB~f(T)

8.2 -2.1 ± 0.5 -0.51 ± 0.1 9.0 -1.2 ± 0.7 -0.36 t 0.1
12.3 -1.1 ± 0.5 12.6 -0.45 ± 0.15
20.5 -0.2 ± 0.1 16.2 -n.26 ± 0.04
41 -0.1 ± 0.05
82 0.02 ± 0.03 0 0.05
200 0

Conclusions.

In conclusion, the FMR study on Co/Pd multilayers showed the surface anisotropy
to decrease with reduction of the Pd thickness below 20 A. This is very likely due to
irregularities at the interface, which become more dominant for small Pd thicknesses. In
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contrast to the reported light scattering experiments no evidence of a magnetic coupling
between the Co layers is observed.
The NMR experiments show that the [111] multilayers are composed of different phases,
the dominant one being polycrystalline. The change in the hyperfine field spectrum on
decreasing thickness of the Co sublayers is believed to result from to a decrease of the
magnetic moment, caused by expansion of the Co "lattice" due to the lattice mismatch
with Pd. We would like to emphasize that this supports the view that for thin Co sublay-
ers the increase of the~average magnetic moment per Co atom observed in the magnetiza-
tion experiments [31is not due to an enhancement of the Co magnetic moment, but to a
polarization of Pd atoms neighbouring Co. Of course, a determination of the Pd hyperfine
field distribution would be valuable to complete this physical picture.
We also feel that the observed expansion of the Co sublayers may be important in ex-
plaining the behavior of the anisotropy in these multilayers.
The strong sin-ilarity between the results on [111] and [100] multilayers indicates that the
expansion of the Co lattice is nearly isotropic. A detailed analysis of the angular variation
of the hyperfine field is being performed at the moment to consolidate this picture.
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Abstract

EXAFS is used to measure the local atomic structure of Fe in An doped Tb-Fe thin film
alloys. The as deposited sample shows structural features which are cssential!y identical to
those of the undoped films. Au additions stabilizes the amorphous structure against
recrystallization, however, the loss of magnetic anisotropy under thermal annealing is not
reduced. This demonstrates that magnetic relaxation in these alloys does not involve
crystallization of the amorphous structure.

Introduction

Recently we used Extended X-ray Absorption Fine-structure Spectroscopy (EXAFS) to
characterize the structure and to study annealing induced structural changes in Tb 20Fep0amorphous films [1]. The key aim was to correlate these changes to magnetic relaxation
and obtain a better understanding of the origins of the magnetic anisotropy in these films.
Three samples were studied: as deposited (AD), 200°C annealed for 20h (LT), and 400'C
annealed for 2h (11T). Analysis of the EXAFS data (Figure 1) for the AD sample revealed
that the Tb local environment consists of Tb-Fe clusters with a wide distribution of
interatomic distances. This is a consequence of an atomically strained environment around
Tb and this contributes to the perpendicular anisotropy of the sample. Evidence for
relaxation of this atomic order as a consequence of thermal annealing was also presented.
Both the AD and LT samples exhibited perpendicular magnetic anisotropy and were
amorphous. Yet, the LT anneal caused a reduction in coercivity by causing the structural
anisotropy around the Tb atoms to randomize. The I sample which possessed in-plane
magnetization showed Fe microcrystallites and XPS analysis revealed Tb as Tb N. Thus the
question remained whether the total loss in magnetic anisotropy was accompanied by a
complete transformation of the amorphous structure to the microcrystalline structure? We

4 wish to address this question here.

The approach chosen involved addition of a third row transition element such as Au to
these amorphous alloys. The presence of Au whose li7e is intermediate between that of Fe
and Tb is expected to hinder the recrystallization of TbFe alloys. Thus, it should in principle
be possible to induce more extensive magnetic relaxation in TbFe by utilizing higher
annealing temperatures and delay further the onset of recrystallization. In order to probe
the local environment of Fe, EXAFS was employed since it provides element specific
structural information on the local environment of the absorbing atom [21.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 151. 01989 Materials Research Society
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Figure 1. Radial structure functions obtained from Tb I. edge data for TbFe samples (AD),
as-depositcd; (l'f), 200C 20h annealed; and (liT) 400Ch annealed.

Experimental

The thin amorphous Au-TbFe alloy filhis (Au7Tl'b1 lFe,5) with a thickness of 1000 A
supported on a quartz substrate were prepared by co-sputtering. These alloy films were
sandwiched between layers of 750 A of SIA3N prior to exposure to air. The SigN 4 layers
functioned as protective barriers against oxidation by atmospheric oxygen during the
subsequent annealing treatments. Three samples were prepared: as deposited (AD), annealed
at 200*C for 20 h (I.T), and annealed at 400"C for 20h (11T).

"rhe EXAFS measurements were made at the Cornell Iligh Energy Synchrotron Source
(CIHESS) on beamline C-I. A Ge (111) double crystal was used as a monochromator. The
incident x-ray intensity was monitored by an ion chamber. The x-ray beam illuminated about
20 mm x I mm area of the sample with the beam incident along the sample normal. The
EXAFS signal was detected by measuring the total electron yield from the sample as a
function of the x-ray energy near the Fe K edge (7111 eV). At these x-ray energies the
penetration depth of the electrons contributing to the total electron yield is more than 1000
A "3]. Thus, results obtained are representative of the entire thickness of the sample. The
close proximity of Fe and Tb edges limited the EXAFS range for the Fe K edge data to k
< 10 A-. The phase shift and back scattering amplitude functions evaluated from Ni foil
EXAFS data were used to obtain the structural parameters from the Fe K edge data.

Results

Figure 2 shows the radial structure functions (RSFs) obtained by Fourier transforming
the k2 weighted EXAFS function x(k), at the Fe K edge for all the three samples. ''he RSFs
for all samples appear to be identical and exhibit a single peak. In the -nse of the AD
sample, this peak could be adequately fitted to a single Gaussian distr of Fe neighbors
centered at 2.50 ±0.02 A (in bulk iron the near neighbor distance is 2.-. 1 with ,o
coordination number of 8 :0.8 and a change in Debyc-Waller type factor of 0.01 A2. No
significant improvement in the fit to the experimental EXAFS could be obtained by inclusion
of the back scattering contributions from Tb which is indicative of a broad distribution
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Figure 2. Radial structure functions obtained from Fe K edge data for Au-TbFe samples
(AD), as.deposited; (I.), 200C 20h annealed; and (I1T) 400C 20h annealed.

of Fe-Th distances. The presence of Au in fairly low concentration meant a negligible back
scattering contribution from Au to Fe HXAFS and this was confirmed by the EXAFS data =

analysis.

A slight sharpening of the near neighbor peak with annealing is observed in the RSFs
shown in Fig. 1. This represents an increase in the coordination numbers for the annealed
samples, however they lie well within the indicated error bars to those obtained for the AD
sample.

Discussion and Conclusions

These FXAFS results as well as those obtained earlier on "b2oFc8~ alloy films show that
in the as deposited case the radial distribution around Fe atoms can be fitted quite wel, by
a single Gaussian. This rules out the existence of Fe in a bcc structure as no peak
corresponding to the next neighbor distance of 2.84 A is observed. Thus, the local structure
around Fe atoms is best described as being close packed with a Fe-Fe nearest neighbor
distance of approximately 2.50 A. For a perfect closed packed structure a coordination
number of 12 is expected. The observed coordination number of 8 suggests presence of
domains of close packed Fe with a size of few nanometers. Doping with Au does not affect
the amorphous structure of the as deposited samples. The most important effect of Au
doping is the thermal stabilization of the amorphous structure even at high anneal
temperature which was sufficient to crystallize the undoped sample. This stabilization which
arises because of reduction in mobility of various atoms in the alloy is a consequence of
achieving a more stable amorphous structure by addition of Au whose atomic size is
intermediate between that of Fe and Tb. Yet, in spite or this stahilization the I IT sample
had its magnetization in plane of the filnl.

'This study indicates that the loss of uniaxial magnetic anisotropy seen in the Au-TbFe
alloys can not be associated simply to the crystallization of the amorphous structure. These
results do indicate that it is possible to stabilize the amorphous structure of the Tb 2oFsco

Aalloy films by incorporation of small amounts of Au in the films.

I=
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ABSTRACT

The microstructure of TbFeCo thin films prepared under
different deposition conditions has been observed in cross-
section and top-view using high-resolution electron microscopy,
as well as conventional bright-field and dark-field techniques.
A comparison has been made with FeCo thin films prepared under
identical experimental conditions. Very fine microcrystals
(sizes 2-5nm) were observed in the basically amorphous TbFeCo
thin films whereas much larger crystals (sizes 20-50nm) were
visible in the primarily crystalline FeCo thin films. It was
also found that the size of the nanocrystals in the TbFeCo films
depended upon the argon partial pressure during deposition.

INTRODUCTION

Rare-earth transition-metal (RE-TM) alloys have great
potential for applications involving magneto-optic (MO) storage
media because of their thermo-magnetic storage and Kerr contrast
characteristics, as first demonstrated by Chaudhari 1].
Attempts to explain the pronounced magnetic anisotropy of thin
films of these materials have been made, based upon traditional
characterization techniques, such as electron, neutron and X-ray
diffraction [21, but without much success, possibly because
these methods can not provide sufficiently localized structural
information. The required local information should, however, be
available using electron microscopy techniques, and a number of
recent studies have made useful contributions to our knowledge
of RE-TM thin films. For example, phase separation on the 2.5 to
3.5nm scale as a function of the substrate bias voltage was
found in GdCcAu thin films (31. Changes of morphology were
observed in thin films of TbFeCo due to different partial
pressures of argon during the sputter deposition process [4].
Columnar structures, from 5 to 25nm in diameter, were visible
perpendicular to the substrate plane in RE-TM thin films [5].
For a large range of deposition conditions, it was generally
concluded that thin films of these materials appeared to have an
amorr:ious structure, although the presence of very small
crstals w. s recently proposed [4].

Based upon the apparently amorphous nature of the TbFeCo
thin films, different structural models have been suggested to
explain the magnetic anisotropy, such as "anisotropy phase-
separation" [3], "columnar microstructure" (5], "atomic-scale
structure anisotropies" [6] and "stress-induced anisotropy" [7].
Nevertheless, explanations for the anisotropy of the thin films
remain inadequate. Our recent high-resolution electron micro-
scopy studies at interpretable resolutions of better than 0.18nm
have revealed that the thin films of amorphous TbFeCo, in fact,
contain very fine microcrystals in the basically amorphous back-
ground [8]. In this paper we describe further structural studies
of the TbFeCo thin films which have been prepared by sputtering,
with deposition onto several kinds of substrate.
+Present address: Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos,

New Mexico 87545
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EXPERIMENTAL

The RE-TM films were mainly prepared by co-sputtering using
either a DC magnetron or by RF sputtering methods, at typical
pressures in the 5-25m Torr range. Thin films which had been
deposited upon crystalline and oxidized silicon or amorphous
quartz were prepared for observation in the electron microscope
by the same basic method [9). Thin slices were cut from the bulk
sample, followed by mechanical polishing to thicknesses of about
20 microns, then dimpling and finally argon ion-milling to per-
foration. Samples were also deposited onto mica and onto a
carbon-coated Cu grid. Since the samples in these latter two
cases do not suffer from any ion-milling artefacts, useful
comparisons could be made with those samples deposited onto the
substrates mentioned above.

A JEM-200CX (operated at 200kV) and a JEM-4000EX (operated
at 400kV) were used for high resolution electron microscope
(HREM) observations. The structural resolution limit of about
0.17nm of the latter HREM was beyond the 0.20nm spacing commonly
seen in many of the selected area electron diffraction (SAED)
patterns. Standard electron microscope methods, such as bright-
field imaging and SAED were also used in observations of the RE-
TM thin films. High-resolution micrographs were usually recorded
at several objective lens defoci with magnifications of 500kX or
600kX times. A standard optical bench was used to measure
lattice spacings and the angles between lattice plane direc-
tions, with images of the Si substrate used to provide internal
calibrations of spacings and angles. Alternataively, the images
were digitized for analysis with the suite of image processing
programs known as SEMPER [101.

RESULTS

A systematic comparison between thin films of FeCo and
TbFeCo prepared under the same deposition conditions. Figures
l(a) and (b), respectively, show regions of the FeCo and TbFeCo
samples, viewed in cross-section, as deposited upon quartz sub-

Fig. 1. High-resolution electron micrographs recorded at 400kV
showing characteristic thin-film microstructure of (a) Fe-Co and
(b) TbFeCo. Lattice fringe spacings correspond to a-Fe and Co.
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a

Fig. 2.-Kerr loop:magnetometer measurements of (a)FeCO and, (b)TbFeCo thin films before- observation by'-electron mfcroscopy.

strates. Figure l(a) shows that the FeCo samples consist of
comparatively large crystals (30-50nm) with a basically columnar
structure. Measurements from the images, as well as SAED
patterns, confirm-that these- crystals have either -the *-Fe or Co
structures. The TbFeCo thin films in Fig. I(b) contains nano-
crystals well dispersed throughout a basically amorphous- film.
The microstructure -of the film is €clearly very different from
that of -the-- FeCo- film,' but measurement of the lattice fringe
spacings -in the nanocrystais indicates that they still have
either the a-Fe or Co structure.

The corresponding Kerr loop magnetometer measurements from
these two samples, as shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b), confirm the
differences in the magnetic properties of the FeCo and- TbFeCo
thin films. The square -hysterisis loop characteristic of marked
perpendicular anisotropy which is exhibited by the TbFeCo- sample
represents the specific property desired for the use of RE-TM
films in MO recording media.

The spacings of -the one- and -two-dimensional lattice
fringes visible in the thin films could be measured- to an
accuracy of +2_% using the image processing programs. Specific
regfons of pia'ticular micrographs were- first digitized,and then
their power spectra were calculated-using a special subroutine.
Figure 3(a)' shows a region from the TbFeCo thin film which had
been- deposited- on the Si substrate;- its power spectrum is -shown
in Fig. 3(b). By reference to the 0.314nm spacings of the
Silll} lattice planes, the diffraction spots originating from
the nanocrystals were determined to have lattice spacings of
0.203nm, which suggests that they correspond to either a-Fe or
Co crystals. The diffuse ring centered at a radius corresponding
to the Si fill) diffracted planes originates from the amorphous
Si oxide located between the crystalline Si substrate and the
RE-TM thin film.

Because of the possibility of crystallization artefacts
being induced by ion-milling during sample preparation, thin
films were deposited on mica under the same experimental condi-
tions as the samples shown in Fig. 1. The SAED pattern has
diffraction rings corresponding to the bcc a-Fe structure, as
shown in Fig. 4(a), with the first ring at about (0.2nm)-l. This
appearance of the SAED pattern is very similar to that of the
thin films which had already been shown to contain nanocrystals
- see Fig. 4(b) - thus confirming that the existence of the
crystals was independent of the techniques used for sample
preparation.
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Fig. 3. (a) Region of TbFeCo thin film deposited on Si sub-
strate. (b) Corresponding power spectrum showing diffraction
spots due to nanocrystals and Si substrate.

Fig. 4. Selected area electron diffraction patterns from plan-
view samples of TbFeCo: (a) quartz substrate after ion-milling;
(b) mica substrate but no ion-milling.

It has already been shown that the morphology of TbFeCo
thin films depends markedly upon the partial pressure of argon
during sputter deposition [4). Samples prepared under low,
PAr-5mTorr, and moderate, PAr-20mTorr, partial pressures are
compared in the plan-view micrographs shown in Figs. 5(a) and
(b) respectively. Nanocrystals in the former typically had sizes
estimated to be around 4nm; bright- and dark-field observations
of cross-section samples also gave nanocrystal sizes of the same
order. The latter sample had larger crystal sizes, with maximum
diameters as much as 7nm, and the films were clearly much more
crystalline overall than those deposited at lower partial
pressure.
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I

Fig. 5. High-resolution electron micrographs of TbFeCo thin
films: (a) PAr-5mTorr; (b) PAr-2OmTorr.
DISCUSSION

The most important result from this high-resolution elec-
tron microscope study was that these RE-TM films have a basi-
cally amorphous structure, but they also contain nanocrystals of
oL-Fe or Co. The microstructure of the films is independent of
the substrate used for deposition but depends sensitively on the
partial pressure of argon during sputter deposition. The absence
of the rare earth element Tb leads, however, to a dramatic
change in microstructure: crystal sizes increase by almost an
order of magnitude and virtually no amorphous regions are
visible. it is interesting to note that evidence for crystals of
terbium and terbium oxide was not visible in high-resolution
electron micrographs nor in the SAED patterns, suggesting that
they must be present in the amorphous state.
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ABSTRACT

Several experiments have been carried out to characterize the laser

ablation deposition of metallic thin films as a function of the various process

parameters. Ablation thresholds have been investigated for Al, Cu and Au

targets as a function of wavelength as well as the fluence dependence of abla-

tion rate. The effect of electric fields on the particle component of the

ablated material has been investigated. Measurements of the velocity distribu-

tion of these particles have also been carried out for Al, Cu and Au targets as a

function of the laser parameters with a view to using a velocity filter to

remove the particles from the ablated beam.

INTRODUCTION

Laser Ablation Deposition (LAD) equipment has recently been installed in

our laboratory with a view to preparing and characterizing the properties of

novel metallic magnetic thin films. The sample preparation set tip includes a

specially designed double chamber Riber UHV system (5 x 10.11 Torr), a HV

chamber (10-7 Torr) and a Quantel Nd : YAG nano/picosecond laser with three

possible wavelengths (1064 nm, 532 nm, 335 nm). Determining factors in the

choice of the LAD technique were its simplicity, versatily and the possibility

of congruent evaporation of multicomponent targets for the deposition of thin

film compounds. However, the "developmentr state-of-the.art of LAD and its

limited use compared to other techniques (eg. MBE, supttering) has meant that

much preliminary work has been necessary to characterize the important aspect

of LAD (ablation thresholds, beam composition, deposition rate, film quality...)

as a function of the various process parameters (wavelength, laser fluence,

target material... ) and to surmount a number of technical difficulties. In this

paper we report some results of this on-going work.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 151. 01989 Materials Research Society
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ABIATION RATE AND ARlATION THRESHOLDS

One of the studies carried out consisted of an investigation of the

ablation rate for three different metal targets (Al, Cu, Au) as a function of

laser fluence, 4, and wavelength. The ablation rate was quantified by measuring

the rate of deposition on a quartz microbalance placed 17 mm from the target

in the path of the ablated beam. The laser was operated at 30 Hz giving single

mode pulses of 20 ns. Fluence variation and control were achieved by means of

a polarizer and focusing lens (f - 30 cm), and by measuring both the laser

power with a wattmeter and the impact crater size. The results of the measu-

rements are plotted in figure 1.

The general shape of the curves reveals an initial steep rise in abla-

tion rate above threshold followed by a progressively more gentle slope with

increasing fluence, and apparently then saturating in the case of Cu. A rough

estimate of the ablation threshold made using these curves gives a value of 1

Jcm "2 (50 MW cm'2). This value was corroborated by measurements made with a VG

quadrupole mass spectrometer, used to detect the ablation threshold for Cu and

Au with A - 532 nm and 355 nm ; values of 1 Jcm" 2 were also found. These

results are in reasonable agreement with threshold fluence values for Cu

reported by Husslaa and Viswanathan (1984) [1] and for several transition

metals reported by Bykovskii et al (1987) [2].

* 355am

Cu

7E - Au.

5C -

:re 1 Measured deposition rate with a quartz microbalance

as a function of wavelength and fluence 0 for Al, Cu

and Au targets using 20 ns laser pulses at 30 Hz.
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TABLE I

Room temperature e values Room temperature Melting point

thermal conductivity C
A 1064 rn 532 nm 355 run (W cm"1 K-1) (6] (5)

Al / 0.0837 0.0769 2.37 660.4

Cu 0.0277 0.4000 0.6075 4.01 1083.4

Au 0.0206 0.3040 0.6113 3.17 1064.4

Figure 1 also shows that for a given 0 value, the ablation rate

increases with decreasing wavelength except for Al with A - 355 nm. Given that

thermal effects dominate the ablation process for the range of parameters

considered, it is reasonable that the observed trend for each metal be consis-

tent with the calculated values of the room temperature emissivities (e)

reported in Table I. e was calculated following Cheung and Sankur (33 using the
equation e - 4n/{(l+n)2 + k2) and using values of the optical constants n,k

reported by Johnson and Christy (1972) [4] and in the American Institute of

Physics Handbook (5]. Furthermore, the high ablation rate for Al compared to

Cu aTid Au may be explained by the comparatively low value of the thermal

conductivity (Table I) ; i.e. for Cu and Au, the more efficient conduction of

heat away from the impact area of the laser pulses, results in less heat being

available for ablation than for Al.

THE SPLASHING EFFECT AND PARTICLE ELIMINATION

The main drawback of the LAD technique is the production of micron and
submicron size particles in the ablation process. Indeed, all metallic films

prepared were invariably found to contain such particles upon examination by

optical and electron microscopy. Therefore, a number of different experiments

have been carried out to investigate ways of eliminating these particles from

* the ablated beam.

The first series of experiments investigated the effect of static elec-
tric fields on the particles with the expectation that some or all of them may

be charged and hence deviated from their flight path. All these experiments

were carried out with a gold target, laser fluence of approximately 6 Jcm
2

and A - 532 n. The effect of the electric field was estimated indirectly by
depositing films for each field configuration followed by optical microscopy

examination. Films were deposited with fields of up to 5 MVm "I applied trans-
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Flure 2 Particle density in Au films deposited for different

values of a transversely applied electric field to

the ablated beam (see text).

versely to the flight path of the ablated material as well as with the subs-

trate polarized with respect to the target. The most significant results were

obtained in the former case where a reduction of about 50 % in the particle

density was achieved for fields greater than 0.2 MVm"I (figure 2). The effect

of polarizing the substrate was not at all favourable. In fact, as in reference

(7] it appeared that the deposited material was partially sputtered off the

substrate by charged species being accelerated in the electric field, thereby

resulting in very poor quality films.

These results show that a significant proportion of the particles are

charged, but the large neutral component prevents one from envisaging the use

of electrostatic deviation as a means of obtaining particle free thin films,

barring some method of charging all the particles.

A second series of experiments was undertaken with a view to eliminating

the particles by means of a mechanical velocity filter. For this purpose, a

rotating substrate device was built in order to estimate the velocity distri-

bution of the particles. The device consists of a rotating disc substrate (0 -

30 mm) which sees the ablated beam through a stationary 2 mm wide slit along a

radius (figure 3). Rotation is coupled via a ferrofluid feedthrough to the

motor..

Vlocity Sample Slit

mer mnw holder

FiMure 3 Diagram of the rotating substrate device used to

obtain time/velocity resolved deposition of ablated

material.
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substrate from a motor of adjustable rotation frequency w/2r up to a maximur, of

300 Hz. The laser is fired in synchronization with the rotation., In this way,

the angular position (0 - wt) where a particle is deposited on the substrate

depends on the time (t - v/d) taken for the particle to traverse the distance

d between target and substrate and thus on its velocity v. Therefore by keeping

w constant, we obtain a time/velocity resolved deposition of the ablated mate-

rial and subsequent microscopy studies permit and estimation of the particle

velocity distribution.

12 samples of Al, Cu and Au have been prepared and studied as a func-
tion of wavelength and fluence. All samples were prepared for the same geometry
(d - 43 mm) and value of w/2ff (150 Hz). Figure 4 shows as an example velocity

distributions determined for four Al samples, where a greator droplet density

was observed than for Cu or Au. This fact corroborates with the thermal data

listed in Table I. From the observation of the particles in all the samples,

the following points can be made. Firstly, the velocity of the particles is of

the order of a few hundred meters per second and an order of magnitude smaller

than the velocity of ionic and atomic species. The peak of the velocity distri-

bution v depends on the laser fluence with v - 100 ms4l for 0 - 4 jcm"2 and V

- 300 ms41 for 4 - 15 Jcm"2, and the distribution itself is assymetric exten-

ding from 0.5 v to 2 v. No wavelength dependence of the distribution is appa-

rent. It was also clear from microscopic observations that the size of the

particles decreased as a function of their velocity, as expected. Sizes iRnged

from a few hundred nanometers for the fastest up to 10 microns.

2DDO 106 nmn I00 355nmn

E 15Jcrrr 2  c4cm-2

10- 532 rrn 4 064 nm

* -s15 Jcm-
2  Jr

0 200 400 600800 10X 000 200 400 6006800 10 0012 00Parlde 4ocity (ms " )

Figure 4 Velocity distributions of particles produced by

ablating Al target for different conditions of

fluence and wavelength.
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In conclusion, this latter set of experiments shows that by using a
velocity filter to eliminate species with velocities less than - 500 ms"1 , one
can obtain clean films due to the deposition of atomic and ionic ablated

species which travel at velocities of a few thousand meters per second (2].
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TIME-DEPENDENT LANDAU-GINZBURG MODELLING OF MAGNETIC INHOMOGENEITIES
AND SPIRAL DOMAIN STRUCTURES IN THIN FILMS

J.A. TUSZYNSKI
Department of Physics, The University of Alberta,
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, T6G 2J1

ABSTRACT

A Landau-Ginzburg model for a uniaxial ferromagnetic thin film is
presented which includes inhomogeneities due to nearest neighbor exchange
interactions. The role of external magnetic fields is studied in the
determination of exact symmetries of the equation of state. Spiral domain
structures allowed by symmetry considerations as exact solutions at the
critical and tricritical points have recently been found experimentally in
epitaxially grown single-crystal garnet ferrite films. These experiments
are discussed from the point of view of our model.

THE DYNAMICAL LANDAU-GINZBURG MODEL

The Landau-Ginzburg free energy functional

F I dnx [A2n2 + An 4 + An6 _ hn +1 .D(Vn)
2 ] (1)

where n is spatial dimensionality, A2 - a(T-T ), A4, A6 are constants, n is
the order parameter and h is the conjugate field, has played a prominent
role in the theory of critical phenomena [1] since it can be used to des-
cribe a number of phase transitions, both field- and temperature-induced
(hOO and h-0, respectively), first - as well as second-order ones (when
A4<0 and A4>0, respectively). The inclusion of the term (1/2)D(Vn)2 is
crucial in going beyond the mean field approximation.

The relaxation kinetics for nonconservative order parameters is
described by the time-dependent Landau-Ginzburg equation:

v2n + a- a + bn + cn3 + dn5  (2)

where a - -h/D; b - 2A2 /D; c * 4A4/D and d -6A6/D. Recently, extensive
analyses of this equation have been performed using the symmetry reduction
method for partial differential equations, both in the dynamic (an/atO)
(2] and the static (8n/at-O) [3] regimes. The results of these studies can
be very briefly summarized as follows. For h-O and at either the critical
(A2-A6-0) or the tricritical points (A2-A4-O), the exact symmetries of the
equation of state involve translations, rotations and scaling transforma-
tions. This results in a very large number of solutions which involve:
translationally-invariant elliptic waves, cylindrical or spherical standing
waves, accelerating plane waves, multivalued (layered) solutions, damped
cylindrical and spherical waves and, finally, spiral solutions. It is worth
noting that the cylindrical and spherical waves have asymptotic behavior
identical to that of plane waves. Low frequency (and low energy) elliptic
patterns of the latter type can, in the infinite limit, become solitary
waves (tanh for D>O and sach for D<O). However, when hOO or, in general,
when the system is not at the critical or tricritical point, the exact
symmetries are not as rich. They only involve translations and rotations
and the exact solutions of eq. (2) can only be: homogeneous in space or
time, translationally-invariant, or standing cylindrical or spherical waves.
The energies of translationally-invariant solutions can also be calculated
exactly [3] through the integral

N (Vn2 dx (3)

0
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where V is the volume of the sample, N is the number of full periods (A) of
the solution in the sample's length. Analytical expressions for the energy
of each solution exist (3] and involve elliptic integrals of the first,
second or third type. For D>O the energies increase in the following order:
from the mean field phases to domain walls (tanh-kinks) to low frequency
snoidal elliptic waves and finally to high frequency elliptic waves. For
D<O the lowest energy solutions are high frequency cnoidal waves, then low
frequency ones, then nucleation centers (sech-bumps), then mean fields, then
dnoidal waves. In the latter case the role of inhomogeneities is clearly
manifest.

Inhomogeneous equilibrium fluctuations can be modelled as structures
with constant energy density, i.e. they satisfy:

2 4 6 2

This ensures detailed equilibrium conditions of maximum entropy by equaliz-
ing local temperature variable throughout the sample. Interestingly, the
exact symmetries admitted by this equation coincide with those of the sta-
tionary limit of eq. (2). Moreover, all the solutions of eq. (4) can be
found from the analysis of eq. (2) by changing the sign of D in the first
integral of the latter equation. Thus, minimum free energy structures for
D>O become equilibrium fluctuations for D<O, and vice versa. This then
allows to construct a complete energy spectrum 'for the free energy
functional.

APPLICATION TO UNIAXIAL FERROMAGNETS

The Heisenberg exchange Hamiltonian:

H-- I Ji+
S<i,J> i

leads in the continuum limit to terms proportional to (VM)2 where H is the
sample's mean magnetization. Terms proportional to even powers of H can be
arrived at from higher coordination spheres and they form the well-known
"molecular field". Thus, uniaxial ferromagnets can be well described using
a Landau-Ginzburg free energy. For spin-ordering processes (close to Tc) ,
we simply set n=-M, h=Hz and D>O refers to ferromagi.etic while D<O to anti-
ferromagnetic nearest neighbor interactions. We can then use all the
results of the previous section directly with their appropriate interpreta-
tion.

On the other hand, for reorientational processes magnetocrystalline
anisotropy is more important and one should use as a starting point the free
energy: 3

2 i 2l
F f d X(Vai)2 + Kla2 +K2 (5

where M. = M e(x) and e - (a1 ,c 2 ,a 3 ); KI, K2 are magnetocrystalline aniso-
tropy constants and as refers to the direction cosine of spontaneous magne-
tization A . In planar situations, such as exist for example in thin films,
we choose A- M (sin6, cosO, 0) whereupon the first integral of the Euler-

Lagrange equation becomes either

- D (Va)2 + (1 - a2 )[Kla 2 + K2a
4 

- HiM a]  0 (6)

for u cosO and + (O,H ) or

- D (Va)2 + (1 - a2)[K (l-a2) + K2(I-a2)
2 HMsx] 0 (7)
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for a = sinO and - (H.,O). In both cases, however, the equations are of
the same type as those analysed in [2] and [3], namely they are first
integrals of the cubic (K2-0) or quintic (K200) nonlinear Klein-Gordon
equation. A particular solution for H -H -0 and K2-0 in the form of a
domain wall cos8 - -tanh 'K /D x has been inowu for many years. The results
presented in [2] and [3], however, allow a systematic analysis of excita-
tions in uniaxial magnets. Many of the geometries discussed in previous
section have been commonly observed in magnets, e.g. spherical a-Fe203
microparticles [4], cylindrical iron whiskers [5], multilayered structures
[6], and very recently spirals [7]. The formation of solitons in magnetic
systems has also been given extensive exposure [8]. In our model both sech
and tanh solitary waves are obtained as limiting cases of elliptic functions
becoming of very long wavelengths, i.e. their elliptic modulus tends to one.
Moreover, exact energies of all these solutions can be directly calculated.

SPIRAL DOMAINS IN UNIAXIAL THIN FILMS

A particularly interesting application of our method can be made to
model spiral domains of uniaxial ferromagnetic thin films. It has been
recently reported [7] that epitaxially grown single-crystal garnet ferrite
films (YiSM)3(FeGa)5012 exhibit the formation of spiral domains when subjec-
ted to an alternating square magnetic field along the easy magnetization
axis along the normal to the sample for 80 Oe 4 IHI 4 87 Oe and at a fre-
quency of w - 300 Hz. The spiral domains of large area (-I mm) were formed
following a destabilization of the typical labirynthine domain structure
leading to complete randomization in the mag, etic structure of the sample.
The lifetimes of the created spirals were large, on the order of lOs and
they persisted for as long as the external field was applied. This tends to
indicate a very peculiar nonequilibrium metastable phase. These structures
also exhibited soliton-like qualities of stability with respect to colli-
sions when pairs were created.

We believe that these observations can be explained using the Landau-
Ginzburg model presented in this paper. First of all, it is not uncommon to
use Landau-Ginzburg modelling for thin films [9]. Symmetry reduction
analysis for two-dimensional systems is summarized in Table 1 following [2].
Secondly, at both the critical (N-3) and tricritical (N-5) points exact
minimum free energy solutions in two-dimensional space have been demonstra-
ted to contain spiral patterns [2,3] in addition to the less exotic plane
and spherical waves. Their form is given by:

Mz(K,t) - P(E) f() (8)

where M denotes the magnetization component along the easy magnetizationz
axis perpendicular to the sample and

p - [4B2/Icl(B2+l)(x2+y2)]1/2

which is a damping factor;

2B (arc tan(Y) + B log(x2+y2)]

which is the so-called symmetry variable in the case of the critical point,
and

2 2 2 2 1/4
P= [4B /IdI(B +l)(x +y )j

with the same & for the tricritical point. The function f(&) satisfies the
equation:SB 2+I

f" + f' + B- f + 0fN  0 (9)

4B
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Table 1. The Results of Symmetry Reduction for eq. (2) in two-dimensional
apace following [2).

No. Symmetry variable Damping Reduced ODE
P

I. Reduction. for arbitrary values of a, bs c and d

1t 1L fa +bf + f3 +df

d2f
2 x 1 =a + bf + cf3 + dfS

3 VXV d2f df .=1

4 VX2 2d 2f +l1df - a+bf+cf3+df5
/x2+y &dd9

UI. Additional reductions at the critical (a-b-d-o; c-agn(c), *-3, A-Ic!)
or the tricritical, point (ambac-O; e-.gn(d), N-5, A-Idl).

_____ df NT

[A~(Ax2) l(-ll() gd 2f 1 df N.

a-4, 8-2 for N-3

a-3, 8-3/4 for N-5

where fV - df/dg, f" d2f/dg2 , N - 3,5, respectively and e - -sgn(c) or
-sgn(d) In the two cases. A constant solution of eq. (9) could define a
spiral mean field which is radially damped and can be written as:

M(4) -[-eIM 0I(% 
2 + y2)iJl/(nl1) (10)

where M0 c or d nd c - +1 or -1. Expanding a i-dependent solution of eq.
(9) about its nean field approximation

would lead to its damping alon~g the direction normal to the spiral which Is
defined as r E(x 2+y2) 11

' - exp(-2BO) with * - arc tan(y/x), and thus would
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lead to a finite width w. It is easy to demonstrate that the energy AE
quired to form a spiral is in the vicinity of the critical point

-4irvN
AE w(A4m + m2 (1 - e (11)

where m - [-CjMo ]-11 2* N0 is the number of turns, and v - -2B>O for the
spiral to unwind. In the vicinity of the tricritical point, however

w(A6m
4  m2 Vl+v -2vNo(1AE - ( + R) M (1 e (12)

where m - [-eCM 1]-114 in this case. Thus, the energy increases rather
slowly with the size of the spiral. This could explain why it was so easy
to form very large spiral structures. In [7] the pitch of the spirals was
typically 20-30 Pm which would correspond to our 4sB provided B is small
enough to linearize the exponential. The lifetime of a spiral AT
exp(-OAE) should depend rather sensitively on temperature.

We believe that the alternating magnetic field is necessary first to
gradually disallow more and more low energy periodic magnetic structures
(starting from domain walls) and distort the form of the high energy ones,
as can be seen analyzing the solutions of eq. (2). Even infinitesimally
small fields lead to the abolition of tanh-kinks which are replaced by
bumps. In fact, at the saturation field

H 1 A 3/2 (13)

(here H - 91.5 Oe) no propagating solutions would be stable except for
singular, Les. It has been shown that spirals can be exact solutions only
at the critical or tricritical points [2,3]. However, with an alternating
field present, the effective free energy for solutions with relaxation times
AT greater than the period of magnetic field oscillation c-I would be:

F-fd2x [A2(Mz) 2 + A4(M )4 + JHzI IMzI + R (VM) 2] (14)

Effectively then, when H I ;: -AIM 1, (note that A2<0 below Tc) Lae experi-
mental conditions would be almost Identical to those at the critical point
at least in the vicinity of Mz-O. The difference between this and the
actual critical or tricritical point is that this present situation is
strictly non-equilibrium while the latter two represent thermodynamic equil-
ibrium. We have analyzed this requirement on H and found it to correspond
to the vanishing (as a result of applying Hz) of the mean field part of the
free energy for Mz equal to between 57% and 62% of the equilibrium magneti-
zation. In fact, one could afford a prediction based on the approximate
relationship written below eq. (14). Namely, lowering the temperature in
this type of experiment would requira a larger magnitude of the field in
order to produce spirals and IH I should be roughly proportional to
IT-T 13/2 since A2 -(T-Tc) and MzT-Tc)11

2. The reason why increasing the
fieli further destroys the spirals ic that this would cause a departure from
the nonequilibrium situation equivalent to the critical point and a decrease
of AT. Finally, it is easy to see that spiral solutions are metastable by
substituting their form to eq. (2) and linearizing the full equation about
them with the presence of an external field so that n Z M(9) + (x,y).
In the vicinity of the critical point one obtains

2 2
)- (a + hN) + (b + 3CM )'(15)

while in the vicinity of the tricritical point:

2 3 2 4
V~ (a +cM)+ (b +3cM + 5dM)) (16)
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Thus, with the increase of the external magnetic field, the term a increases
and leads to the growth of fluctuations which may destroy the spiral
patterns completely.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented a Landau-Ginzburg model for a uniaxial
ferromagnetic thin film including magnetic inhomogeneities which result from
nearest neighbor exchange interactions. The method of calculations, called
the symmetry reduction method for partial differential equations, has been
extensively used in recently published work. In this paper we focussed on
two-dimensional applications, and specifically on the role of external mag-
netic fields.

As a particularly interesting class of solutions we have studied spiral
domain structures which satisfy the equation of state exactly only aL the
critical or tricritical points. However, they may be obtained as approxi-
mate solutions elsewhere on the phase diagram. Recent experiments confirm
this hypothesis with unambiguous observations of such structures in single-
crystal garnet ferrite films. We have provided a theoretical discussion and
interpretation of these results.
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CO-GD FILMS
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ABSTRACT

Magnetization, TEM, and x-ray diffraction studies have been
carried out on GdCox films sputtered onto Si or sapphire
substrates at 90 C, ambient temperature. The composition range
studied was x=2-8.5. Over the composition range defined
approximately by 5>x>3, the films, which are 1-3 microns thick,
exhibit a unidirectionally displaced B-H loop, characteristic of
an exchange-biased phase. TEM studies indicated that the
samples with the shifted loops indeed consist of a mixture of
amorphous and microcrystalline phases. The characteristic size
of the microstructure is 10-20 A. Electron diffraction shown a

very broad ring characteristic of amorphous phase together with
six or seven sharper rings characteristic of crystalline material
which index best to the hexagonal GdCos structure or to a high
temperature hexagonal Gd2CO17 phase. The diffraction pattern
remains virtually unchanged over the composition range x-2-8.
This leads us to conclude that the microcrystalline material
consists of one, or perhaps more than one, metastable phase over
the indicated composition range. X-ray diffraction shows only
one broad maximum.

INTRODUCTION

We previously reported' that macroscopically uniform thin
A films of GdCox exhibited unidirectionally displaced B-H hystere-

sis loops in the composition range approximately defined by
3<x<5. The films were 1-3 microns thick and were co-sputtered
from Co and Gd sources onto Si or Sapphire substrates at ambient
temperature, about 90 C. The samples were coated in situ with
100-200 A of Nb to prevent oxidation and were stored in a desic-
cator. At room temperature the loop displacements or "exchange
fields" were -5 Oe and the coercivities were "10-20 Oe. Trans-
mission electron microscopy measurements indicate that the samp-
les which exhibit the unidirectionally shifted B-H loops are, on
a microscopic scale, nonuniform, with structure about 10-20 A in
size. Electron diffraction measurements show the samples to be a
mixture of amorphous and microcrystalline material. We identify
the amorphous material with the "soft" magnetic phase and the
crystalline material with the "hard" magnetic phase. Magnetic
measurements indicate that the hard phase constitutes about
10-20% of the sample. Preliminary analysis of the electron
diffraction data lea's us to conclude that the crystalline
material is a metastable high temperature phase or mixture of
phasen. These results also have relevance to previously reporced
renilta2 U11 viulLiiayur sWIpian of Co/GdCoa which When
appropriately annealed exhibited unidirectionally displaced
hysteresis loops is. exchange biasing. The present results
suggest that the microcrystalline phase reported here is similar
to or identical to the "hard" magnetic phase formed in the above

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 151. 01989 Materials Research Society
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multilayer samples upon annealing.

RESULTS

Additional experiments have verified that the GdCox samples
with unidirectionally shifted B-H loops are obtained over the
composition range GdCo3 to GdCo5. Actually the existence range
extends beyond the above limits. However, samples of composition
GdCo2 or Gd2Co17, the line compounds to either side of the above
range do not show the shifted loops. Magnetic measurements made
on the samples exhibiting shifted loops clearly show two magnetic
phases. When one saturates a sample with a field greater than
200 Oe and applies a reverse field, one observes a sharp transi-
tion which accounts for 80-909 of the magnetization and a long
"tail". The coercivity of the sharp transition is -I0-20 Oe,
with the tail extending 30-100 Oe. The material corresponding to
the sharp transition is exchange coupled to the "tail" material.
Hence by varying the field sweep range ie. how far out on each
tail one goes, one can displace the +H transition, the -H transi-
tion, or both. Hence one can displace the loop in the +H direc-
tion, the -H direction, or obtain a higher coercivity loop
centered about 0. In Fig;1 is shown a B-H loop shifted to *H,
obtained by saturating the sample in the H direction by raising
the field to +200 Oe, but going only to -30 Oe, just beyond the
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Fig. 1. Magnetization of a Gd-Co Film containing 17.7 at .% Gd. The sample was
saturated in the +H direction.
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Fig. 2. Magnetization of a Gd-Co Film containing 17.7 at .% Gd. The Sample was
saturated in both the +H and -H directions.

sharp portion of the transition. In Fig.2 is shown a B-H loop
for the same sample obtained by saturating in both the +H and -H
directions. The composition of the sample is 17.7 at.% Od. From
the direction of the loop displacement one can infer that the
"soft" phase is ferromagnetically coupled to the "hard" phase.
Low temperature magnetization measurements on samples for which
x 5 show that the coercivity of the "soft" phase monotonically
increases for decreasing temperature with no increase in the
exchange field until at TOOK the material shows neither a sharp
magnetic transition nor a displaced loop. Transmission electron
microscopy studies have been carried out on samples whose compo-
sition varied from GdCo2 to Gd2Col7. The TEl results indicate
the samples to be a mixture of amorphous and microcrystalline
material over the composition range exhibiting the displaced
loops. These samples appear to be two phase with structure 10-20
A in diameter. Electron diffraction shows a broad ring charac-
teristic of amorphous material plus sharper rings indicative of
crystalline material. In Fig.3 is shown a TEM micrograph of a
sample from the same deposition run as that of the sample of
Figs. I and 2 at a magnification of 340000 X. In Fig.4 is the
electron diffraction patter-n obtained from this sample. Note the
"arcs" indicative of a preferred orientaion of the crystallites.
A surprising result is that the crystalline diffraction pattern
appears to be similar over the indicated composition range, even
though the phase diagram shows several line compounds differing
in crystal structure. There are, however, small differences in
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Fig. 3 Transmission Electron Mkcrograph of Gd-Co fin containing
17.7 at. % Gd.

Fig. 4 Electron Diffraction Pattern from Gd-Co film containing 17.7 at. % Gd.
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the electron diffraction pattern for different samples. For
example, the relative intensity of the rings vary and one ring is
absent for some samples. Also the d-spacings vary somewhat with
composition. The observed d-spacings index best to either the
hexagonal GdCoa (1/5) structure or a high temperature hexagonal
GdaCosv (2/17) structure for which the d-spacings have many
similarities. At compositions corresponding to the compounds
GdCos or GdaCo7 one does not see the strong lines peculiar to
these compounds. There is in fact other evidence for a meta-
stable high temperature phase spanning a wide composition range.
Buschow and Van Der Goots reported that in bulk samples of GdCoa
there exists above 900 C a relatively large homogeneity region
extending primarily toward higher Co concentrations. Likewise,
above 1200 C the 2/17 compound has an existence region extending
toward lower Co concentrations. One can visualize these wide
existence regions by observing that the 2/17 structure can be
derived from the 1/5 structure by the ordered substitution of two
Co atoms at one third of the Gd sites. Thus the ordered
substitution of Co pairs for Gd atoms gives the 2/17 homogeneity
range; the disordered substitution gives the 1/5 homogeneity
range. Since films are quenched from high temperature it seems
possible that the entire composition range from 1/5 to 2/17 could
be spanned by the 1/5 metastable phase described above. Also the
1/2,1/3, and 2/7 compounds can be obtained from the 1/5 structure
by the ordered substitution of Gd for Co. If the substitution
were disordered as would be possible in a high temperature phase,
then one could conceive of a single metastable phase or, more
accurately, a continuum of related metastable phases over this
entire composition range. Of course, the symmetry and lattice
parameter would vary so that the diffraction lines would shift
somewhat and vary in intensity, as is observed. One point in the
above discussion deserves further clarification. We stated that
samples of composition near GdCoa and Gd2Co17 do not exhibit
shifted B-H loops. We may have implied that they were completely
amorphous with no microcrystalline phase. While the GdCo2
samples do appear to be amorphous, at least some regions of the
Gd2CO17 samples appear to contain microcrystalline phase. Hence
there may be a more subtle explanation for the absence of
displaced loops in these sawiples. If one examines the observed
magnetic coercivities of the compounds over the composition range
of interest, one finds a very suggestive result. The 1/3, 2/79
and 1/5 compounds have extremely large coercivitiesS:
20,000-40,000 Oe. The 2/17 compound has a relatively low
coercivity3 of 200 Oe. From the work of Burzo4 we estimate the
coercivity of the 1/2 compound to be 2500 Oe at 4.2 K. At room
temperature it is likely to be smaller. Hence the absence of
displaced loops in the 1/2 and 2/17 samples may be due to the
absence of a microcrystalline phase or may result from a
microcrystalline phase of low coercivity at these compositions.
This issue will be resolved by additional annealing experiments.
X-ray diffraction measurements show a single broad amorphous-like
peak at about the same d-spacing as that of the electron diffrac-
tion. We have not yet been able to resolve any crystalline peaks
by x-ray diffraction using a Bragg- Brentano machine. This is
not too surprining when we realize that the x-rays are scattered
more weakly by the small crystals than are the electrons and have
a much longer wavelength. The first effect decreases the inte-
grated intensity of the x-ray peaks relative to the electron
diffraction peaks. The second effect broadens the x-ray peaks.
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Both increase the difficulty of resolving the x-ray peaks. An-
nealing studies have been carried out on macroscopically uniform
samples such as those discussed above as well as on GdCo2/Co
multilayers. The annealing studies have been carried out at low
temperature under isothermal conditions for longer times to
emphasize low activation energy processes as mell as at tempera-
tures in the range 300-550 C for short times to emphasize high
activation energy processes, using rapid thermal anneal tech-
niques. Samples containing 17.7 at.% Gd with unidirectionally
displaced B-H loops show no discernable change in magnetic
properties when annealed up to four hours @100 C or up to 15
sec. at 450 C. Multilayers of Co/GdCo2 have been annealed for 15
second periods at temperatures up to 550 C. Up to 300 C, no
change in magnetic properties is observable. In the range
300-450 C there are small increases in coercivity. Above 450 C
there are major changes including an increase in coercivity and
decrease in magnetization. None of these multilayer samples have
exhibited the shifted B-H loops, however.

We can summarize our results as followa We have observed
exchange-biased samples is. unidirectionally displaced B-H
loops in two different types of samples: macroscopically uniform
GdCox samples in the composition range approximately defined by
3<x<5, and multilayered samples of GdCo2/Co which have been
annealed. For the former, we have a model which on a microscopic
scale is two phase and consists of a magnetically "soft" amor-
phous phase exchange coupled to a magnetically "hard" microcrys-
talline phase. We believe that this "hard" microcrystalline
phase is similar or identical to the "hard" phase of the annealed
multilayer samples. Electron diffraction studies on the micro-
crystalline material seem to indicate that it consists of the
same phase or very similar phases over the above composition
range. The best fit to the diffraction data is to the hexagonal
GdCoa structure or to a high temperature hexagonal Gd2Coi7 struc-
ture.
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X-RAY DIFFRACTION STUDY OF RARE EARTH EPITAXIAL STRUCTURES
GROWN BY MBE ONTO (11 ) GaAs

W.R. Bennett, R.F.C. Farrow, S.S.P. Parkin, E.E. Marinero. IBM Almaden Research
Center, San Jose CA. A.P. SegmOller, IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center,
Yorktown Heights, NY.

ABSTRACT

We report on the new epitaxial system LaF3/Er/Dy/Er/LaF 3/GaAs(1 1 1) grown
by molecular beam epitaxy. X-ray diffraction studies have been used to determine
the epitaxial relationships between the rare earths, the LaF3 and the substrate.
Further studies of symmetric and asymmetric reflections yielded the in-plane and
perpendicular strain components of the rare earth layers. Such systems may be
used to probe the effects of magnetoelastic interactions and dimensionality on
magnetic ordering in rare earth metal films and multilayers.

INTRODUCTION

In this paper we report on a new epitaxial system prepared by molecular beam
epitaxy:basal plane epitaxy of Dy onto Er and visa versa. The 0.88% lattice misfit
between these rare earths generates a strain distribution that depends on the rela-
tive thicknesses of the Er and Dy layers. Strain in magnetic thin films may, in gen-
eral, influence anisotropy [1], magnetic moment [2] , and the ordering temperature
[3] of the spin system. The ability to adjust the strain in a Dy layer by altering the
Er thickness in an Er/Dy/Er symmetric structure will permit the effects of strain and
dimensionality on magnetic properties to be separated.

The rare earth structures are protected against oxidation and interfacial re-
actions with the GaAs substrate by predeposition and postdeposition of LaF3.
Epitaxy of the rare earths onto LaF3 is possible because LaF 3 has hexagonal
(tysonite) structure with basal plane lattice constant approximately twice as large
as the basal plane lattice constants of Dy and Er. Also, the free energy of formation
of LaF3 (388.0 kcal mol-I at 300 K) is greater than those for DyF3 (385.8 kcal mol-1)
and ErF3 (386.2 kcal mol- ) [4] yielding negative thermodynamic driving forces for
interfacial reactions such as Dy+LaF3 -- DyF 3 + La. Despite this we find some evi-
dence of slight interfacial fluorine exchange which will be presented in another pa-
per in these proceedings. This fluorine exchange is possibly due to irradiation of
LaF 3 with 10 keV electrons and x-rays during rare earth growth.

To simplify determination of the epitaxIal relationships between the GaAs, LaF3
and rare earths we first grew the single rare earth structures, LaF3/Dy/LaF3 and
LaF 3/Er/LaF 3. We present results of a variety of x-ray diffraction techniques applied
to determine these epitaxial relationships. We also discuss our determination of the
in-plane and perpendicular strain components in the Er/Dy/Er structure.

SAMPLE PREPARATION

The epitaxial magnetic structures described in this paper were prepared in a
molecular beam epitaxy machine (V.G. Instruments V80M).The background pres-
sures during growth were in the range 2.10-" to 5.10-10 Torr. GaAs (111 ) As-faced
substrates were etched in a 1:1:200 solution of H20 2:NH 4OH:H 20 and heat cleaned in

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 151. 01989 Materials Research Society
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situ to a temperature of 550-6000C. This treatment generated a (2x2) or (lx) Ga-
stabilized surface reconstruction with surface Impurities below 1% of a monolayer.

The basal plane (00.1) of LaF3 was generated by epitaxy of LaF3 on the (1 1 )
As face of GaAs. The LaF3 was deposited from an effusion source onto the substrate
at 500CC, at a growth rate of 70A/min. The Dy and Er were deposited from electron
gun evaporation sources at rates - 40A/min and at a substrate temperature of
3000C. The final LaF3 was grown onto the rare earth surface at 3000C. The results
described below are obtained from studies of the following three structures: 1)
400ALaF 3i2000ADy/2500ALaF 2) 400ALaF 3/4000AEr/250CALaF 3; 3) IOOOALaF 3/
ioooAEr/500 ADy/2000AEr/50ALaF 3.

RESULTS

Using a glancing incidence x-ray diffractometer (GID) [5], a 0/20 in-plane scan
of the LaF3/Dy/LaF 3 structure was recorded, as shown in figure 1. The angle of inci-
dence, 0 , was measured from the LaF3 a2 axis shown In figure 2a. Using the bulk
value for the planar lattice constant of LaF3 (a=7.1871A ) we expect to see the
LaF3 (30.0) peak at 20 =50.770. The small shift in this peak position recorded In
figure 1 indicates that the LaF3 Is essentially unstrained (",'0.01%). The observation
of a Dy peak in figure 1, at 50.750 20 demonstrates that a scattering vector belonging
to the (112 0) family of planes is parallel to the scattering vector for the LaF3 (30.0)
plane. For simplicity we associate this Dy peak with the (21 .0) plane. In this case,
the Dy lattice and lattice vectors are rotated by 300 counter clockwise with respect
to the LaF 3 lattice, as shown in figure 2b. This relative orientation of the LaF 3 and
Dy basal planes gives rise to a large, .15%, misfit which explains why there is a
negligible strain transfer across the Interface. The Dy (21.0) peak is only slightly
shifted form its bulk value of 50.820 indicating a small in-plane tensile strain in Dy
;t; 0.1%. From the linewidths, an average in-plane crystallite size of approximately
180A is derived for the LaF3 and Dy layers. Finally we note, from figure 1, that the
GaAs (220) plane is parallel to the LaF3 (30.0) and Dy (21 .0) planes.

7500-
La3 Figure . In-plane 0/20 diffraction spectrum of

LaF 3/Dy/LaF 3.

GaAs Q
(220) (21 0)

5 5028 (deg) * *

0

(31.0) (030) It201 (110)

(2 0 (10) (I.0) (10.0)
(410) (30.0) (22.0) (2 (0)

Figure 2a and 2b. Relative orientation of basal
planes and crystal axes of LaF3 (left) and Dy
(right) in LaF3/Dy/LaF 3. The scattering vectors
are labeled by their associated planes.

] 5
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Epitaxial relationships of the LaF3/Dy/LaF 3 system are further explored by the
series of in-plane diffraction studies illustrated in figure 3. In each case the
diffracting angle 20 Is fixed and the sample Is rotated allowing us to determine t'e
angle between diffracting planes of the Dy and LaF3 lattice For convenience the
sample orientation is defined by w in such a way that, at o =0, the scattering vector
Is parallel to the Dy lattice vector i. To simplify the following analysis we Illustrate,
in figure 2, the relative orientation of scattering vectors in the LaF 3 and Dy lattices.
If we assume a fixed orientation between these lattices and the GaAs substrate we
can easily predict what to expect for the In-plane diffraction studies shown in figure
3. First, setting 20 =50.750, as in figure 3a, isolates two families of planes: the Dy (11
20) planes, for which 20b,,=50.820, and the LaF 3 (2240) planes, for which
20b,=50.770. From figure 2 we expect to observe Dy (21 .0) at o=00 , Dy (11.0) at
w=600, Dy (12.0) at w=600 , LaF3 (22.0) at w=-301, and LaF3 (42.0) at 0)=300 .
Setting 20= 43.560, as in figure 3b, isolates the LaF3 (303 0) family of planes. From
figure 2 we expect to observe LaF3 (30.0) at w =00, LaF3 (03 M' at w=-60, and LaF3
(33.0) at w =600. The presence of broad and narrow peaks ... figure 3b is a conse-
quence of diffraction from the less ordered LaF3 layer (spread in orientation of
LaF3 basal axes) deposited at 3000C superimposed on diffraction from the more
highly ordered LaF3 layer adjacent to the GaAs and deposited at 5000C. in a similar
fashion, setting 20 = 28.640 isolates the Dy (101 0) family of planes and we expect to
observe Dy (10.0) at =-300 and Dy (11 .0) at &) =3n*. Finally, setting 20=24.730
isolates the LaF3 (112 0) family of planes and we expect to observe LaF3 (11.0) at W
=-300 and LaF3 (21 .0) at co =300

(10i) 1211 (1101 (121J (O0ll GaAs
S I I I

26-50.75' Dy -Y

(1)LaFP3  (210) La 3 (1O

(2(40)

jI 0 0) , (300: ) (3 -3 0)

-10350 'X ~3  LO3;0' I

28--28.64'0 Dy
(1 0)

28-24.730 La 3  I La 3
(!10) (210)

-80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80

co (deg.)

Figure 3. Several in-plane spectra of LaF3/Dy/LaF. in each

case 20 is fixed and the sample azimuth varied. The crystal-
line directions for GaAs are illustrated above figure 3a.

j
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The excellent agreement between these simple predictions and the x-ray spectra
demonstrate fixed orientation of the Dy and LaF3 basal planes to each other and to
the GaAs surface. Data obtained from a similar scan of the LaF3/Er/LaF 3 structure
are illustrated in figure 4. Comparison between figure 4 and figure 3a demonstrates
the Er has the same epitaxial relationship with LaF3 and GaAs as does Dy. This is
illustrated in figure 4, where o) was defined with respect to an arbitary axis. The
large misfit, =15%, between the Er and LaF3 lattices prevent the transfer of strain
across the interface, leaving the Er essentially unstralned (0.03%).

Er(l1.0)

1Er(2T0)

LaF3(2201 LaF014)0o Er(10)

-50 0 50 100
w (deg)

Figure 4. In-plane spctrum of LaF 3/Er/LaF 3 In this case
co is defined with respect to an arbitary in-plane axis.

We now consider the strain developed between the Dy and Er lattices in the
LaF3/Er/Dy/Er/LaF 3 structure. To determine the strain we must measure the angle
for Bragg diffraction, 68, and use A=2.d.sin 8 to calculate the strain-modified
Interplanar spacing, d.

Referring to figure 5, a coordinate system is set up with , along the axis for
azimuthal rotation of the sample. The x-ray beam is directed toward the sample in
the yz plane. The condition on the angle of incidence, 0, for diffracting from the
crystal plane having normal C pointing in a direction defined by (c, 0) is:

0= 0 = 8 - tan-'( tan a sin ) (1)

Rotating the sample abou . by 1800 changes 0 to 4 +1800 giving the new diffraction
condition:

0 = 02 = OB + tan-'( tan a sin ) (2)

By recording the diffracting angles 0, and 02, the Bragg angle can be calculated,
as can be seen from equations (1) and (2), by using 61 = (0, + 02)/2. In the case of
symmetric reflections this technique eliminates errors in determination of the Bragg
angle caused by tilting of the crystal axis away from the scattering vector.

_:
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We examined the LaF 3/Er/Dy/Er/LaF 3 structure with a double crystal
diffractometer using CuK= radiation and a silicon monochromator operating in the
(004) Bragg condition from the (001) surface. To minimize angular dispersion, the
CuKz diffraction from the monochromator was blocked. We collected data from
symmetric and asymmetric reflections allowing determination of the perpendicular
and parallel strain components, c-1 and &I respectively.

We first consider symmetric reflections from the Dy and Er (00.6) planes. It was
necessary to use these high order planes in order to clearly separate the Dy and
Er peaks. From figure 6 the angles 0, and 02 for the Dy and Er peaks can be meas-
ured (in each case the angular position of the origin of the angular shift axis is ref-
erenced to the GaAs (333) peak). Using these values In the above equations we
determine -= 0.27±0.02% and tL,=-0.014±0.010%. Since Dy has a larger lattice
constant than Er we expect Dy to be under an In-plane compressive strain which
will give a positive perpendicular strain, as observed. The Er also has the expected
behavior; since it Is under tensile in-plane strain the perpendicular strain is nega-
tive.

Figure 5. Coordinate system used to define the Z

diffraction geometry. The x-ray beam incident on I
the origin is in the yz plane. The normal to the a I

diffracting plane points In a direction defined by e y
(=, 4))) )-

x

., . ,

.-,OO 0 2M0 ~X4 6ON -20 0 000 .;00 6MO
A.,,M~ $0 A"toi SfI (Ot )

Figure 6. X-ray spectra of LaF3/Er/Dy/ErILaF 3 taken with the sc3ttering
vector perpendicular to the sample surface. The Dy (00.6) reflection
(right) and the Er (00.6) reflection (left) are taken at azimuth angles of 4
(top) and 4) +180 (bottom).

Using the same method described above we collected data for the asymmetric
reflections from the Dy and Er (11.4) planes. From this data we determine the Er
strain in the [114] direction to be 0.05±0.02%. From the Er strain In the [114] and
the [006] directions we calculate the parallel component to be 4, =0.16±0.06%.
The absence of a Dy (11.4) peak in both spectra prevents us from directly deter-
mining the Dy in-plane strain, However, from the room temperature value of
Poissons ratio for a -Dy , a=0.247, we calculate using &I(-). 1 (G (i.e. as-
suming isotropic basal plane stress) that et, = -0.41 %. Putting these results together
we see that the basal plane lattice misfit between Dy and Er has been reduced from
the bulk value of 0.88% to 0.31%.

• • °
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DISCUSSION

We demonstrate basal plane epitaxy of Dy and Er onto LaF3. Despite the small
lattice misfit between the LaF3 and the rare earths we determine the rare earth
lattices are rotated by 300 about their common c axis with respect to the LaF3 This
generates :.15% lattice misfit and is, we believe, responsible for the approximately
strain-free growth of the rare earths onto LaF 3.

Strain measurements demonstrate that the Er applies a compressive in-plane
strain to the Dy which therefore expands along the c axis. Kwo [6] reports that films
of Dy grown epitaxially between Y films exhibited a ferromagnetic transition which
shifted progressively lower with film thickness. In the Y/Dy/Y case the lattice misfit
is 1.6% with Dy having the smaller lattice. Coherency strain would then induce an
in-plane tension of Dy and a perpendicular compressive strain. Hence, in Y/Dy/Y
there exists a built in coherency strain which opposes the c-axis expansion required
for ferromagnetic ordering. This can be expected to depress the magnetic transition,
as Kwo [7] finds. In our case the Dy c-axis strain aids the expansion required for
ferromagnetic ordering. An increase in the ordering temperature of Dy in Er/Dy/Er
over its bulk vaiue is reported elsewhere in these proceedings [8]. This increase
in ordering temperature of Dy under tensile c-axis strain is consistent with the ob-
served trend in Y/Dy/Y. Further experiments are planned to uniquely define the role
magnetoelastic interactions play in the magnetic properties of Dy.
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HCP-FCC TRANSITION IN EPITAXIAL Co-Cu SUPERLATTICES
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Department of Physics, The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
MI 48109

ABSTRACT

A series of epitaxial Co-Cu superlattices has been grown on GaAs (110) substrates
by molecular beam epitaxy. Detailed analysis of x-ray diffuse scattering scans along Co
(10Te) reveals a crossover from from the bulk hcp phase of Co to metastable fcc stacking.
Our measurements indicate a strong correlation between structural symmetry and the
magnetic anisotropy in Co - noble metal superlattices. In particular, the perpendicular
easy axis of magnetization onsets at Co layer thickness ,o 19 A in CohcP-Au compared
to only ,- 11 A in Cof"-Cu.

INTRODUCTION

One of the most recent and exciting applications of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
is to grow structures which are stabilized in phases that have no counterpart in the
bulk under ambient thermodynamic conditions. The growth and properties of such
metastable structures are particularly interesting in the context of novel magnetic ma-
terials [1].

In this paper we report on our observation of a crossover from the bulk hcp structure
of cobalt to fcc stacking in a Co-Cu superlattice with ultrathin Co layers. We show that
stacking coherence of the superlattices improves markedly in the ultrathin regime and
conclude that the observed change in crystalline symmetry is the likely cause of dramatic
differences in the magnetic anisotropy between fcc and hcp ultrathin Co layers.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Samples of Co-Cu superlattices were prepared in a Vacuum Generators VG-80 MBE
system on annealed GaAs (110) substrates held at 50 'C. A growth orientation along
close-packed planes was established by the depostion of a buffer layer consisting of 20
A Co followed by 200 A Cu. The Co layer, which probabaly grows as (110) bcc Co [2],
is essential as a bridge between mismatched (110) GaAs and (111) Cu.

After growing the buffer layer, sequential layers of Co and Cu were deposited. The
rate of deposition was 0.5 ± 0.05 A/sec for Cu (from a Knudsen cell at 1260 *C) and 0.3
±0.1 A/sec for Co (from an electron beam hearth). Six samrles were prepared with Co
layer thicknesses of 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, and 40 A, accurate to +10%. In each sample the
Co layers were alternated with Cu layers of nominally constant thickness 25 ± 3 A. The
toIal superlattice thickness was approximiately 1300 A in all causes. Finally, a protective
20 A Au cap was grown on the top Cu layer of the superlattices. X-ray measurements
were performed on a Huber 4-circle diffractometer using a 12 kW Rigaku x-ray source
(MoK,, A - 0.71 A).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) patterns observed after the
growth of the final Cu layer indicated that the films consist of well oriented close-
packed planes. We note that one cannot distinguish (111) fcc growth from (0001) hep
growth with the RHEED technique. Information complementary to that contained in
the RHEED patterns is provided by the map of the in-plane x-ray scattering intensity
shown in Fig. 1. As described previously [3] this type of x-ray scan is performed in
transmission and in this case the absorption of GaAs necessitates thinning the substrates
to approximately 100pm in order to allow penetration of MoK, x-rays. The x-ray
intensity contours of Fig. 1 confirm the orientation and epitaxially ordered nature of the
superlattices indicated by the RHEED patterns. The map also determines the epitaxial
relationship of the superlattice with respect to the GaAs substrate (inset). Both (111)
fcc growth and (0001) hcp growth consist of the stacking of close-packed planes which
exhibit six-fold rotational symmetry. Thus there are close similarities in the diffraction
patterns of lattice-matched fcc and hcp crystals growing in a close-packed orientation.
Specifically, the fcc (20) and hcp (1120) reciprocal lattice points will coincide. Thus
the peak labeled h (11 0) and c (20) in Fig. 1 arises from a combination of fcc and
hcp scattering. We note that in contrast to the Co-Au system [4] this peak is not split.

GaAs[10]

[ "-, ..: /

h (11o)

h (10T10) c(2o

GaAs [JTO]*

Fig. 1. In-plane scattering intensity of a 40 Co - 25 A Cu superlattice. The two
intensity contours are drawn at 130 and 65 c/sec. The background is approximately
60 c/sec for these scans. GaAs peaks are not included in the figure; the GaAs axes
indicate the orientation of the superlattice with respect to the substrate. Inset: epitaxial
relationship (in direct space) between the unit cells of the metal superlattice (dashed
lines) and the GaAs substrate (solid lines).
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This indicates that the Co and Cu layers are strained into coherence within the plane of
the substrate. The peak labeled h (1010) is due to the presence of hcp stacking. There
is no fcc reflection at this reciprocal lattice point. Whereas we expect a significant
contribution to the structure factor from hcp Co, the h (1010) reflection is actually
much weaker than one would estimate from a model containing purely hcp Co and fcc
Cu layers. We therefore decided to analyze the stacking structure in detail as a function
of Co layer thickness.

Whether a close-packed structure stacks according to the fcc (ABC...) sequence
or the hcp (AB...) sequence is revealed by x-ray scans along (10Te), or by similar
scans parallel to c* subject to the condition that h - k # 3m, where m is an integer.
Diffraction intensities where h - k = 3m are unaffected by the hcp-fcc transition [5].
Fee periodicity is revealed by peaks which occur at kc. = -270r/3dnl A-' along (10te),
while hcp periodicity is revealed by peaks at 427r/2d 001 A-1 as well as at (1010).

In order to interpret the x-ray data quantitatively it is necessary to employ a model
which gives x-ray intensities for varying distributions of stacking sequences of close-
packed planes. Models treating random distributions of stacking faults in hcp lattices
predict a broadening of hcp peaks without the appearance of fcc peaks. We analyze
our data using the model of Sebastian and Krishna (SK) [6] who treat the insertion
of correlated fcc regions into an hcp matrix. In their model they consider the hcp to
fcc transition to occur by a random insertion (nucleation) of faults in an hcp crystal,
followed by growth at these sites into fcc domains by the occurence of stacking faults
at every alternate set of planes. This arrangement of stacking faults transforms hcp to
fcc stacking symmetry. The SK model includes three parameters: the level of random
growth faults in the parent hcp crystal, the probability of fee crystal nucleation, and
the probability of continued growth at a nucleation site. In Fig. 2 we plot the x-ray
intensity measured along (1lt) together with the profile predicted by the SK model.

In addition to revealing the stacking form of the Co layers, the (10~t) scans provide
a measure of the stacking coherence length within the superlattice. In Fig. 3 we plot
27r/Aq vs. Co layer thickness, where Aq is the measured FWHM of the fcc peak in the
(101) scan; here 27r/Aq provides an estimate of the distance over which atomic planes
are coherently stacked according to the fee sequence. An interesting finding here is that
the fee stacking coherence increases dramatically for Co layer thickness % 20 A. Note
that for the 10 A Co superlattice the stacking order is maintained across neighboring
Co layers. That is, in addition to the excellent coherence of Co and Cu lattices within
the growth plane indicated by Fig. 1, a high degree of stacking order extends in the
growth direction as well, as shown by the narrow fcc peak widths in Fig. 2. In Fig. 3
we also include a plot of the ratio of hcp to fcc peak intensities as a function of Co layer
thickness [7].

We turn now to discuss the origin of the hcp-fcc crossover in these superlattices.
The stabilization of fee phases of Co and Fe by epitaxial growth on substrates such as
(002) Cu is well known [8] and can be understood in terms of the cubic symmetry of the
substrate plane. It is less clear why fcc Co would be favored by a stacking arrangement
of close-packed layers in a superlattice. One possible explanation [9] relates to the
existence of oscillatory potentials at the interfaces of bi-metallic supcrlatticcs. As the
modulation period in a superlattice is reduced (to ! 10 monolayers) the overlap of
Friedel-like potentials of stacking faults close to the interfaces can lead to a situation
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Fig. 2. X-ray scattering intensities along (161e). Fcc reciprocal lattice points are
located at -.. ±1 A-' and hcp points occur at zero and - ±1.5 A-1. The data are given
by points and the solid line is the fit obtained with the model of Sebastian and Krishna
(61. (a) Sample with 10 ACo layers. (b) Sample with 40 ACo layers.
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Fig. 3. Intensity ratios of the fcc and hcp peaks in the (161e) scan- nd coherence
lengths estimated from the widths of the fcc peaks, both plotted as a junction of Co
layer thickness.
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whereby a fault occurs on every alternate atomic plane converting hcp to fcc or vice
versa. Our findings are consistent with such a model: the crossover to fcc stacking is
gradual and, moreover, the coherence length of the fcc regions increases dramatically
as the Cu-Co-Cu interface separation is reduced below -, 20 A.

Finally we discuss some consequences of the hcp - fcc crossover for the magnetic
behavior of Co - noble metal superlattices. Fig. 4 shows a significant difference in
magnetic anisotropy between the (hcp Co)-Au and the predominantly fcc Co-Cu super-
lattices reported here. It is clear that the Co-Cu superlattices undergo the crossover to
a perpendicular easy axis (indicated by Alfjj > 0) at a significantly lower Co thickness
than the Co-Au superlattices. While this difference may be influenced by other fac-
tors, including the roughness of the Co-noble metal interface, we believe that the most
plausible explanation is the difference in magnetocrystalline anisotropy present in the
two systems. We have fitted out-of-plane (00f) x-ray scans with a model which mimics
interfacial penetration [101 and we obtain similar estimated interface thicknesses for Co-
Cu and Co-Au superlattices (approximately 2 monolayers). Moreover, the equilibrium
phase diagrams of Co-Cu and Co-Au are quite -imilar; in both cases mutual insolubility
of Co and the noble metal favors the formation of sharp interfaces, as observed.

219.1 0 Co-CuCo-Au

0

0 10 20 30 40

Co thickness (A)

Fig. 4. Perpendicular magnetic anisotropy vs. Co thickness, showing crossover

thickness of 11.1 A Co and 19.1 A Co for Co-Cu and Co-Au superlattices respectively.
A perpendicular easy axis of magnetization is indicated by AKff > 0, while a parallel

easy axis is indicated by AKf 1i < 0. Data derived from magnetization measurements
performed st. 300 K.

;
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CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have demonstrated the growth of epitaxial Co-Cu superlattices in

which the Co atoms are predominantly arranged with cubic, rather than hcp symmetry.
This transition in Co stacking occurs through the influence of the Cu layers which form
a single coherent structure with the Co layers. Finally, we show that the contrasting
stacking symmetry of Co planes in Co-Cu and Co-Au superlattices is the most likely
cause of the different perpendicular magnetic anisotropies which are encountered in
these two systems.
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THIN-FILM Gd4Bi3 GROWN ON A GLASS SUBSTRATE

KYUYA BABA, H. ISHII, I. YAMAGUCHI, 0. NAKAMURA, and T. TAKEDA
Hachioji Research Center, Casio Computer Co. Ltd.,
2951-5 Ishikawa-cho, Hachioji, Tokyo 192, Japan

ABSTRACT

Sputtered thin-films of Gd-Bi (4:3 in atomic ratio) were annealed in vacuum under
various annealing conditions. The samples annealed at a temperature near 530°C and 4
hours contained 40% of poly-crystalline Gd 4Bi3 phase, which is of the anti-Th3 P4 struc-
ture. The main peak in the x-ray diffraction spectrum due to Gd 4Bi3 is of (310). The
phase of Gd 4Bi3 was not found for a lower annealing temperature; for a higher annealing
temperature (above 550°C), this phase could not be observed, because othei phases or
structures were beginning to grow, e. g. Gd 5 Bi 3 and/or GdBi phases.

The Curie temperature of the Gd 4Bi3 thin-films was estimated to be about 330 K;
this value is nearly the same as that of bulk Gd 4Bi 3. The residual resistance of the Gd4 Bi3
thin-films was several times as large as that of bulk Gd4 Bi3 poly-crystal.

INTRODUCTION

Thin-films of rare-earth compounds are very attractive from the point of view not
only of fundamental physics but also of applied physics. Within these rare-earth com-
pounds, Gd 4Bi 3 and Gd4 Sb 3 are ferromagnetic semimetals with Curie temperature in
room temperature region, about 340K and 260K, respectively, and the crystallographycal
structure of these compounds is anti-Th3 P4 structure [1][2][3]. The subject of this investi-
gation is to seek the most adequate annealing condition for obtaining a Gd 4Bi3 thin film
on a glass substrate.

We report the magnetism and the transport property of thin-film of Gd 4Bi3 grown on
a fused quartz substrate with methods of both sputtering and low temperature annealing.

I / SAMPLE PREPARATION

A thin-film (TF) of Gd-Bi is deposited on a glass substrate with an rf sputtering
apparatus (for details, see Ref.[4]). A sample holder is rotated with the rotational speed
of about 10 rpm. The targets are of fused Gd of 99.9 wt.% in purity (oxygen content is
0.1 wt.%) and of fused Bi of 99.9 wt.% in purity. The sputtering is carried out at room
temperature in argon-gas atmosphere at pressures below 1.1 x l0-3 Torr (base pressure
4.0x 10- 7Torr), and the plasma powers are set so as to get 4:3 in atomic ratio of Gd and
Bi.

Without being exposed to air after deposition, the samples are anneal.d at different
temperatures (T) and times (ta) in the sputtering chamber. As is well known, Gd-
bismuthides are much more sensitive to air compared with other Gd-pnictides, and thus
the Gd 4 Bi3 thin-films are oxidized in air in several seconds. We passivated Gd-Bi TF with
Gd over-coat after annealing treatment.

EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION

X-ray diffraction measurement

The x-ray diffraction spectra obtained for samples 1, 2, and 3 are sl'own in Figure

Mot. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 151. 01969 Materials Research Society
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1, as an example. The annealing conditions of samples 1, 2, and 3 are t,=2, 8, and 16
hours, respectively, and To=525°C.

Ta=525°C

(Gd 5 Bi3 (002)

GdBi(200)
C:Gd4Bi3(310 )

0

#2

#1 2h
25 30 35

29(deg)

Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction spectra. The annealing conditions of samples
1, 2, and 3 are ta= 2, 8, and 16 hours, respectively, and To=525°C.

These samples are not of single phase of Gd 4Bi3 but mixtures of Gd4Bi3 , Gd5 Bi3
and GdBi phases. Observed Mirrer indices of each structures are (310) for Gd 4Bi3 (002)
for Gd 5Bi3 and (200) for GdBi. Because of preferred orientation, these peaks and those
higher order peaks are only observed. The coexistence of these three phases are not
expected from the equiliblium phase diagram, but are typically observed in sputtered
Gd-Bi TF. For longer annealing time, (310)-peak for Gd4 Bi3 is decreasing and (002)-peak
for GdsBi3 and (200)-peak for GdBi are increasing. Reproducibility of detailed change
in x-ray diffraction spectrum is not so good, but this change is qualitatively the same for
all samples. This may be the limitation of sputtering method. Most adequate condition
found for obtaining Gd4Bi3 phase is found that annealing temperature is about 530±10°C
and annealing times are 2-5 hours. Note that this temperature is very low compared with
the incongruent melting point of Gd 4 Bi3 , just below which the samples of bulk are usually
prepared.

Magnetic and transport properties

The magnetization of Gd-Bi TF is measured with a vibrating-sample magnetometer

(VSM) (for details, see Ref.[4]). Measurement is done on the magnetization parallel to
the sample surface.

In observed M-H curves, small remanent magnetizations (M,) are found in the tem-
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perature region of ferromagnetic ordering. The value of Tc was determined as a temper-
ature, at which this M, vanished by extrapolation below Tc. Figure 2 shows M, versus
temperature (measurement is done for H,=1kOe), and Tc is determined to be about
329K, which :1 almost the same as the value for bulk Gd 4Bi 3 (332 to 340 K [5]). Note
that M, is linearly decreasing below Tc and decreases like square root near T0 .

12

i0
10-

0

0
8 8 TC= 3 29 K

6 o

4 0
00

o

2

o I I I I ofI I °0 ^ I
250 260 270 280 290 300 310 320 330 340 350

T [K)

Fig. 2. Remanent magnetization versus temperature.

From the x-ray diffraction measurement Gd-Bi TF is not a single phase of Gd4Bi6,
so we have estimated the extent of Gd 4Bi3 phase in the present Gd-Bi TF with the aid
of a molecular field approximation. The result obtained in this scheme is coincident with
that from x-ray diffraction analysis, qualitatively, that is, variation of integral intensity
of (310)-peak for Gd4Bi3 by the annealing corresponds to the change in the magnetically
determined composition of Gd4Bi 3.

Figure 3 shows representative shape of the temperature dependence of electrical
resistance of Gd-Bi TF together with that of bulk Gd 4Bi3 [5], the values are subtracted
by residual resistance, and normalized at T=300K (the residual resistance of the TF is
several times as large as bulk value). Qualitative behavior of electrical resistance of the
TF is the same as that of bulk Gd 4 Bi3, i.e. there is extreme point below Tc and point
of inflection at Tc. However, the extreme point move into lower temperature than that
of bulk Gd 4Bi3, i.e., about 250K for Gd-Bi TF and about 280K for bulk Gd 4Bi3 . It is
obvious that the dominant part of resistive behavior of Gd-Bi TF is due to Gd4 Bi3 . It is
not still understood details of temperature dependece of resistance even for bulk Gd4Bi3 ,
so further experimental and theoretical investigations are needed.

V
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1.5

250K

+080

0.4.

0 50 100 150 200 25D 300 35D

T (K)

Fig. 3. Resistance as functions of temperature. The values are
subtracted by residual resistance and normalized at T=300 K.
The open circle shows the data of Gd-Bi TF and the cross shows
the values of bulk Gd 4Bi3 [5).

CONCLUSION

It was clarified that, although single phase of Gd 4Bi3 had not been obtained yet in
the most adequate condition and the sample contained GdbBi3 and GdBi phases, more
than 40% of Gd 4Bi3 phase is obtainable. This result suggests that we can supply Gd4 Bi3
TF in a very simple way, which is of Tc near room temperature.

The structural change in sputtered thin-films occured in the annealing process is not
easily expected from the binary phase diagrams for Gd-Bi reported by several authors.
The mechanism of the formation of the Gd 4Bi3 phase in the thin-film samples in the
annealing process is required to be clarified.

Detailed behavior of resistance is still not understood even for bulk Gd 4Bi3 , so fur-
ther experimental and theoretical investigations are in necessity.
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